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i 
Abstract 
This thesis is divided into three sections, The first surveys the 
relationship of landlord and tenant in its legal, economic and 
political aspects. It. shows how inadequate powers of eviction combined 
with rising rates provided a continuing impulse towards organisation 
on the part of nineteenth century property owners. It also seeks to 
account for the failure of organised landlords either to broaden the 
bases of local taxation so as to embrace non-residential forms of 
propertyt or to gain a more summary means of redress against contumacious 
tenants. 
The second part shows that attempts at organisation, on the part of working. 
class tenants were more frequent than has hitherto been suspected* It 
examines the causes of unrest amongst tenants and shows how the unresolved 
tensions between landlord and tenant in Edwardian Britain influenced the 
genesis of rent control. 
The final section is concerned to examine the-wartime rents agitation in 
relation to the adoption of socialised housing in Britain. It shows how 
the continued-unrest amongst working class tenants, following the passage 
of the Rent Act, 1915t frustrated the re-establishment of housing upon 
an economic footing and thereby brought about a widening of the limited 
degree of state intervention in housing than had originally been 
contemplated by the proponents of Reconstruction. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Politics of Housing Reform 
Victorian London, a city proud but cursed, its imperial glories blighted 
by the material and spiritual poverty of its working class citizens: 
millions of people sentenced at birth to a life of hard and unremitting 
toil, to perpetual deprivation, infinite squalor and death in the work- 
house. Few tried to escape and even fewer succeeded: the slum-dwellers' 
'machine-like perseverance was considered astonishing. 
1 'Why did 
people stand itV Wells, writing at the turn of the century, thought he 
2 had posed the key question with which future historians would be preoccupied. 
He was wrong. Until quite recently, historians have shown little interest 
in the housing of the working classes and, with few exceptionsq have 
concluded that the people did 'stand it', that their views were largely 
3 irrelevan t or incapable of retrieval. 
1. Thomas Holmes$ Known to the Police (1908), pp. 154-156. 
2. 'H. G. Wellsq Anticipations (1902), p. 24 
3- See, for example, William Ashwortht The Genesis of Modern British 
Planning (1954); W. Vere Hole, The-Housing of the Working Classes in 
Britain 1850-1914: A Study of the DeveloEment of Standards and Methods 
of Provision (University of London, Ph. D. 1965); S. D. Chapman ed., 
The History of Working Class Housing, A Symposium (Newton Abbot 1971); 
Gordon E, Cherry, Urban Change and Planning, A History of Urban Development 
in Britain (Henley-on-Thames 1972); John Nelson Tarn, Five Per Cent 
Philanthropyý (Cambridge 1973); Enid Gauldieq Cruel Habitations, A History 
of Working Class Housing 1780-1918 (1974); Donald J. Olsen, The Growth 
of Victorian London (1976); and John Burnett, A Social History of Housing 
1815-197 ewton Abbot 1978). 
2 
Those whose aspirations were commensurate with the length of their 
purse, for whom unrestricted market forces made more or less satisfactorY I 
provision, and whose condition did not pose a menace to society, have 
scarcely fared better. The housing of the middle classes has been 
consigned to an oblivion from which it is at present being rescued. 
This is all to the good; but it is not the stuff of politics. The 
Housing Question does not, after all, reflect the success of the free market. 
The extent of that success has rightly been the focus of much of recent 
scholarship. Space permits no more than a bald summary. 
2 Until the 
third decade of the nineteenth century house-building had kept pace with 
the expansion of population. 
3 Thereafter, the countryside began to 
disappear at an alarming pace. Throughout the 1820s the rate of increase 
of Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Sheffield and Bradford never 
fell below 40 and generally exceeded 45 per cent. 
4 
The labouring classes, 
overwhelmed by the viciously accelerating growth of industrial capitalismg 
huddled in dark, filthy, foetid centres of industry and commerce: the 'age 
of great cities' had arrived. 
11 
1. On thist see Vanessa S. Doe, 'Some developments in Middle Class Housing 
in Sheffield 1830-1875't'izi Sidney Pollard and Colin Holmes eds., Essays in 
the Economic and Social History of South Yorkshire (Barnsley 19707S. Martin 
Gaskell, 'Housing and the Lower Middle Class 16ý0--191411 in Geoffrey Crossick 
ed., The Lower Middle Class in Britain 1870-1914 (1977); J. N. Tarn, 'French 
Flats for the English in Nineteenth Century London', in A. Sutcliffe ed. t Multi Storey Living: The British Working Class Experience (1974); M. A. Simpsoril 
and T. H. Lloyd eds., Middle Class. Housing in Britain (Newton Abbot 1977); 
John Burnett, A Social History of Housing Chs. -Iý and 7. 
2. A valuable survey of the field is presented by Anthony Sutcliffe, 
'Working Class Housing in Nineteenth Century Britain: a Review of Recent Research', Bulletin of the Society for the Study of Labour History, No. 24 (1972), pp. 40-51. 
3- C. W. Chalklin, The Provincial Towns of Georgian Britain, A Study ofthe 
Building Process 1740-1820 0974), PP. 304-30 
4. R. Price Williams, 'On the increase of Population in England and Wales', Journal of the Statistical Society, XLIII, 188o, p. 468 
3 
The townscape reflected the play of unbridled market forces, nowhere 
more so than in the maldistribution of such benefits as could be obtained 
from grossly inadequate investment in social expenditure. 
1 The needs 
of the commonalty were sacrificed to the formation of new capital: 
pressure on working class consumption was ruthless, intense and unrelenting. 
The resultant absence of effective demand hastened the deterioration of 
the environment as workers and their families were packed, layered and 
compressed like geological strata into the made-down houses of the wealthy, 
forsaken by their original inhabitants for the safety of the suburbs, or 
crowded into such accommodation as the speculative builders were willing 
to provide. The trend towards higher densities, already evident in the 
last decades of the eighteenth century, now became more strongly pronounced: 
infilling took place on a colossal scale. Herein lay the origins of the 
ubiquitous back-to-back, of the perilous backlands of urban-Scotlandi of 
the claustrophobic courts and alleys of Birmingham and Liverpool, and of 
the dank, unwholesome cellars of Manchester, so numerous that 'it might 
2 
well-be considered a city of cave dwellers' In London the subsequent 
0 
stagnation of these impoverished districts owed something to that complex 
procedure, brilliantly-and dramatically anatomised by Shaw, concerning the 
1. SeeýFifth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners, PP., 18391 XXi 
Appx. C, p. 106; and S. & B. Webb, Enýlish Local Government: Statutory 
Authorities for Special Purposes (1922), pp. 274,317--315- 
2. M. W. Beresford, 'The Back-to-Back in Leeds, 1787-1937', in Chapmang 
History of 
- 
Working Class Housing, Ch. 4; I. C. Taylor, 'The Court and Cellar 
Dwelling: The Eighteenth Century Origin of the Liverpool Slum', Transactions 
of the Historic Society of Lancashire & Cheshire, CXII, 1970. On formation 
of Scottish backlands, see Eighth Report of the ýIedical Officer of the Privy 
council (1865), PP., 1866, XXXIII, Appx. No. 4, p. 212. Quotation from 
E. D. Simon, How to Abolish the Slums (1929), p. 22 
extraction and transfer of the rents of the poor to help finance the 
housing of the suburban bourgeois. The slums of Victorian London 
were the consequence of this exploitative process. 
' 
The slums of urban Britain constitute a massive indictment of unregulated 
capitalism, one which has undoubtedly obscured the real progress registered 
during the nineteenth century, a period which experienced an overall 
improvement in standards of accommodation together with a marked reduction 
in overcrowding towards the. end of Victoria's reign. The slums and their 
inhabitants represented a minority,, but a minority composed of millions; 
and politics isabout perception, not percentages. 
A function of a low-wage economy, the worst slums were concentrated in the 
major centres of casual employment, in Liverpool, Glasgow and London. 
2 
Lifein such quarters, -often nasty and 
brutishl was always exceedingly short. 
Although no formal. definition exists, alarmingly high death rates can be 
regarded as. axiomatic in the definition of the slum. 
3 Not surprisingly 
these non-remunerative areas were frequently proscribed by the life insurance 
4 
companies, However, ýthey possessed a coherence more palpable 
than that 
1. ThiB. theme is 
, explored more 
fully by H. J. Dyos and D. A. Reeder, 'Slums 
and Suburbs', in H. J. Dyos and M. Wolff eds., The Victorian Ci 
(London and 
Boston 1973), 1, Ch. 15. 
2. On this, see I. C. Taylor, 'The Insanitary Housing Question and Tenement 
Dwellings in nineteenth-century Liverpool', in Sutcliffe ed., Multi StoEey 
Living, Ch. 3; James H. Treble, 'Liverpool WorkingClass Housingg 1831-1851'9 
in Chapman, History of Working Class Housing, q 
I Ch- 5; John Butt, 'Working 
Class Housing in Glasgow 16.51-19141 in Chapman, History of Workin Class Housing$ 
Ch. 2; Gareth Stedman Jones, Outcast London (Oxford 1971); A. S. Wohlq 
The Eternal Slum. HousinR and Social Policy in Victorian London (1977). 
1 
3. An important discussion of this peculiarly indeterminate concept coupled 
with a valuable * 
bibliographical review is presented by H. J. Dyost 'The Slums 
of Victorian London. ', Victorian Studies, IX, 1967. 
4, 
-" 
Fabian Tract No. 5, Facts for Socialists (1899), P-15; Dundee Social 
Union, Report on Housing and Industrial Conditions and Medical Inspection of 
School Children (Dundee 1905), P. 5. 
5 
confirmed by the mournful. sight, of the seemingly ever present hearse. 
Inside frontiers etched by commercial developers, street improvers and 
railway promoters, , there existed an insular world composed of poverty 
and destitution, an- environment starved of capital, condemned to a living 
death, lingering thus and rotting until such time as the next Found of 
improvements began. 1 Anchored by the nature of their calling, casual 
labourers and low paid outworkers were forced into a hopeless competition 
with commerce and industry for the use of scarce building land. Improved 
transport offered them no, relief. Even for the more prosperous artisang 
inadequate suburban rail services prevented any significant outward 
migration from central London until the last decade of the nineteenth 
century. Herein lies the crisis of the . 1880s. 
The meaning of that crisis, it is sometimes suggested, resides in the 
generation of a fruitful agitation that shattered parliament's habitual 
indifference and issued in significant. legislation which pre-figures the 
introduction of state-subsidised housing. 
2 This questionable interpretation 
relies upon-, aý-non-existent-,. synthesis, between social reform and politics 
prop er, th 
Ie 
separation of'which continued to impede progress in housing and 
other spheres. It is difficult to demonstrate a partisanship on the part 
of'the-parliamentary parties that outlasted the immediate hue and cry sparked 
by the publication of The-Bitter Cry of outcast London late in 1883- 
Chamberlain was quite unrepresentative of the bulk of Liberal opinion. 
'His socialism repels me', wrote,. Gladstone, who also declared that he 
'reserved his worst Billingsgate for those who would take private property for 
1. J. R. Kellett, The Imýact of Railways on Victorian Cities (1969), 
pp. 16-17,292-293,337-346. 
2. Wohl, The Eternal Slum, Ch. 
6 
public use even though the use were the erection of healthy dwellings'. 
Salisbury's intervention mustj in view of his subsequent inaction, be 
regarded as a superb demonstration of that extraordinary cosmetic facility 
I 
which constituted the essence of Tory social reform. The Housing of the 
Working Classes Act, 1890, the most tangible fruit of the Bitter Cry 
agitation, was a mere codificatory measure, and was understood as such. 
There was no assumption of national responsibility and local administration 
excited, few and bored many. - "'Society", deeply interested in Parliamentary 
politic6l, Sidney Low observed, 'has treated municipal affairs with well- 
bred contempt'.. 
3 Even in the Council chamber the fiction persisted that 
housing was a matter of administration not politics. 
4 
In no General 
Election prior, to-the Great War did housing reform figure except as a 
marginal issue. 
5 
Social reformers were not unaware of the retardative effect of their 
political isolation. 
6 
But'there were-few, ' excepting Radicall Socialist 
1. Gladstone toý Granville. 9 SeDtember 1885, Agatha Ramm ed., The Political 
Correspondence of Mr Gladstýne aný Lord Granville (Oxford 1962j, II, 
G. W. E. Russell, 'The New Liberalism, A Response', Nineteenth Century 
(September 1889), XXVI, p. 497. 
393; 
2. Eighth Special Report of U. S. Commissioner of Labour, The Housing of the 
Working People, 53 Cong., 3rd. Sess.,, (Washington, 1895), pp. 60-62. 
3. Sidney Low, The Governance of England (19o4), P. 3o8. 
4., ý-Cf. A. G. Boscowen-to R. C. K. Ensor, -22-April 1910, Ensor MSS. 
5. Richard Price, ý An ImperialVar & the British Working Class (1972), 
'Ch. 
3; 
A. K. Russell, Liberal Landslide, The General Election of 1906 (Newton Abbot 1973) 
pp. 65,83; Neal Blewett, 'The Peers, the Parties and the People, The General 
Elections of 1910 (1972), Ch. 15. 
6. See, for example, Gilbert W. Child, 'Sanitary Legislation and the Homes 
of the Poor', Contemporary_Review (May 1878),, XXXIIi-p. 297. 
_ 
7 
and the occasional disaffected backbencherg who would have had it 
otherwise. Shaftesbury himself regretted the appointment of the Royal 
Commission on Housing and, like most anxious contemporaries, constantly 
inveighed'against precipitate-action and the assumption of any rash 
commitment to state intervention. 
1 It was a line of reasoning which 
reached an absurd apotheosis in the formation of the Society for the 
Promotion of the Gospel Amongst Landlords! 
2 This stubborn defence of 
voluntarism, however, represented something inore than the mindless bleatings 
of those unable to visualise the comfortable niche'which the expansion 
of the'bureaucracy would provide for their children and grandchildren. 
Dr Stedman Jones has suggested that the meaning of the housing crisis of 
the 1880s is best understood in relation to the situation of its middle 
class'critics and their attitudes towards the casual poor. The housing . 
question in this'context-was symptomatic of the perceived break-down of 
I class'relations in'the capital, and the'solutions proffered quite different 
in donnotation from'that unilinear etatist progressivism that is supposed 
toý'hýve culminaied in the creation of the 'welfare state'. 
3 It was the 
reformatory rather'than reform which remained the dominant strain in the 
social thought of the period. The dispersal of Booth's Class B, the residuum, 
upon which all future progress depended, was not in any case likely to be 
1., 
--On-Shaftesbury,, see 
E. K. Abel, Canon Barnett and the first thirty years 
of Toynbee Hall (University of London Phd 1969), P- 32; 'The Mischief of '5tate Aid' , Nineteenth Century (December 1883), XXIV; and see Stedman Jones 
Outcast London, pp. 227-230- 
2. On formation, see Democrat, 24 April and 1 May 1886. This association 
appears to, have led a lengthy, if uneventful existence: see Labour Annual (1895), p. 85. 
Stedman Jones, Outcast London, Parts II and III, esp. Ch. 18. 
8 
advanced by the provision of cheap accommodation in the central slum 
1 
areas. 
At the end of the eighties, housing reform had reached an impasse. The 
promise of serving both Mammon and Christ held out by commercial philanthropy 
was false. Mammon had won. Chained to the iron laws of political economy, 
2 
bourgeois housing reformers were left helplessly baying at the moon. 
The assimilation of housing reform to 'politics' had not taken place. 
The voluntarist ethos underpinned the tacit agreement of both political 
parties to do nothing of significance. This consensust though dented 
in places, remained substantially unbroken down to the eve of the Great War. 
The teleological bias which informs much of the historiography of housing 
reform fosters other kinds of distortion. The apparent indifference of the 
labour movement has at times aroused an almost reproachful exasperation in 
certain scholarly breasts. 
3 The absence of a popular demand for municipal 
housing has been conflated erroneously with the absence of interest -tout. 
court. 
The Chartists, it is true, were often dismissive of sanitarý measures and 
public health reforms. 
4 
But, as one of them once remarked, if it were not 
to obtain regular employment, decent housing-j good food - and plenty of it, 
what was the point of the Charter? The attainment of citizenship was the 
5 
means not the ends of endeavour. 
1. Lettice Fisher, 'The Town Housing ProblemIq Economic Journal, 19051 xv9p. 29 
2. Cf. F. W. Farrar, 'The Nether WorldIq Contemporary Review, (September 1889)1 
LVI, pp. 370-380; Frederick Greenwoodq 'The Misery in Great Cities', 
Nineteenth Century (May 1889), XXV, PP. 747-748; J. A. Baines, 'The Housing of 
the Wage-Earning Classes', Charity_Organisation Review (June 1902)9 XII P. 327. 
3- Cf. David Eversley, The Planner in Society: The Changing Role of a 
Profession (1973)1 pp. 77-7F, also see B. S. Townroe, The slum ProblemT1928) 
P- 31- 
4. Vera Zoond, Housing Legislation 1851-1867 (University of London M. A. Thesis 
1931)9 p. 48; F. B. Smith, Radical Artisan, William James Linton 1812-97 
(Manchester 1973), pp. 40-4T. 
Donald Read, 'Chartism in Manchester' in Asa Briggs ed., Chartist Studies 
I-- 1-1-3m 'ZI, 
9 
i 
In the years which followed the demise of Chartism, working men were 
encouraged to turn to the building society rather than the state. 
1 
Home ownership repr I esented th Ie realisation of that independent status 
prized by all working people, but vital to the position of the would-be 
12 labour aristocrat. Amongpt artisans it long remained a dominant aspiration. 
It is a curious fact'that, notwithstanding the voluminous literature 
on the housing question, it was not until shortly before the Second World 
1 Royal Commission on Friendly and Benefit Building Societies, PP., 
li7l, XXV, qq. 3652-39 3692-39009 39749 5125; Second Report ofCommissioners 
of Friendly and Benefit Building Societies, Part I, PP. 9 1872, XXVI, P. 17; 
W. L. Arnstein, The Bradlaugh Case: A Study in Late Victorian Opinion and 
Politics (Oxford-1-9-7), p, 27; Select Committee on the Present Scarcity 
and Dearness of Coal, PP. 1873, X, qq. 7411-129 7382-49 5978-5881; 
A. S. & E. M. Sidgwick, Henry Sidgwick, A Memoir (1906), p. 495; 
House and Home, 12 February 1681; Seymour J. Price, Building Societies, 
Their Origin and History Ond edn. 1959), p. 140; V. S. Berridget Popular 
Journalism and Working Class Attitudes, 1854-86; a study of Reynolds's 
Newspaperg Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper and the Weekly Times (University of 
London Phd. 1976)9 PP. 364-365. 
2. Select Committee on the Savings of the Middle and Working Classes, 
pp., 1850, XIXI q. 413; Report of a Committee of Working Men, Improved 
Homes for Working Men in London (1866); Select Committee on Town Holdings, 
PP., 1887, XIII, qq. 9745-6; -Stedman Jonesq Outcast London, pp. 22b-227; 
Robert Q. Gray, The Labour Aristocracy in Victorian Edinburgh (Oxford 1976) 
p. 96; Geoffrey Crossick, An Artisan Elite in Victorian Society: Kentish 
London 184o-188o (1978), pp. 146-155; 
, 
W. Glennie, 'Become Your Own 
Landlord' A. S. E. Monthly Journal, October 1898; Property Owners' 
Journal, 
july 
1906; W. Newton to Commodore Superintendent, Rosyth, 
17 January 1917, PRO Adm. 116/2170. 
10 
War that any systematic survey was made of working class opinion. 
It is also unfortunate that historians have often been too ready to step 
into the breach to pronounce upon 'working class apathy and helplessness' 
or, having stumbled across evidence to the contrary, to respond in tones 
of barely-concealed amazement. 
2 These unhelpful reactions do, however, 
underscore the formidable problems involved in the recreation of popular 
opinion. Some of the difficulties are obvious. A non-literary culture 
bequeaths few records, and angry sentiments, when voiced, were often 
unprintable. Popular suspicion of official enquiries deprives the 
3 historian of an otherwise rich and incredibly informative source. 
Again, priorities were not constant. The superficial observer might 
unwittingly come away with a misleading impression of working class inertia. 
The National Housing Reform Council, which received generous financial 
assistance from the organised labour movement, especially the North Eastern 
miners' unions, understood this well enough. 'The present time', its 
fund-raising secretary told his executive in the autumn of 1908, 'is by no 
means the best as many socie ties are finding a drain on their funds from 
Mass Observation, An Enquiry into People's Homes (1943) 
2. Quotation from Enid Gauldie, 'The Middle Class and Working Class Housing 
in the Nineteenth Century' in A. Allen Maclaren ed., Social Class in Scotland 
Past and Present_(Edinburgh. 1976), p. 13; and for a more cautious, though 
equally negative, appraisal, see John Smith, 'Public Health on Tyneside, 
1850-801, in Norman McCord ed., Essays in Tyneside Labour History (Newcastle 
1977), PP. 39-40; and for a startled response compare Royston Lambert, 
Sir John Simon and English Social Administration (1963), P- 399- 
3- On the 'blue' language occasioned by urban redevelopment, see William 
Kiddier, The Old Trade Unions (1931), PP. 186-187; on popular suspicion, 
compare Report of the General Board of Health on the Administration of the 
Public Health Acts, PP., 1854, XXXV, P- 36; Fifth Report of the Select 
Committee of the House of Lords on the Sweating System, PP., 1890, XVII, 
P. xxi; Royal Commission on the Aged Poor, PP., 1895, XV, qq. 10193, 
10198-10200. 
11 
dispute and out-of-work pay so heavy as to encroach on their reserve 
funds'. ' Timing, then, was crucial. 'The passing of the Miner's 
Eight Hours Bill', he later remarked, 'will set a good deal 'Of reforming 
energy free amongst miners and it should be possible for us to arrange 
a special campaign against bad housing in colliery villages I. 
2, These 
important qualifications, and others can be made, indicate that the 
undoubted advance in the demand for improved housing was neither uniform 
nor continuous. The artisans who formed the backbone of the labour 
movement were often vexed by the absence of a spontaneous desire for 
3 improvement. Scottish trade unionists regarded themselves as missionaries 
and tutors to the more backward elements within the working class. 
' 
Although deprecating the use of corporal punishment on schoolchildren, 
they were not slow to reach for the tawse when it came to the sanitary 
education of their parents. 
4 
If the expectations of the activists 
were wildly unrealistic, it does not alter the fact thatj as Edward 
Thompson has remarked, Christ's poor were not always pretty. 
5 The 
brutality and degradation of slum life is not a figment of over-wrought 
imagination. It was real. It still awaits the gifted historian to 
penetrate its meaning. 
1. Minutes of National Housing Reform Council, 23 October 1908. 
parterly Meeting of National Housing Reform Council, 2. Minutes of Q 
7 January 1909. 
3- Minutes of Evidence of the Royal'Commission on the Housing of the 
Industrial Population, Scotland (4 vols, H. M. S. O., Edinburgh 1921)q 
qq. 3541499 35493-35494. Hereafter cited as. R. C. Housing in Scotland. 
4. R. C. HousinE in Scotland, qq. 266517 26822,33o47,33108-33126, 
33186-. 
5- E. P. Thompson, The Making ofthe English Working Class'(1963)9 P- 59 
12 
The silence of the poor is deceptive. The non-realisation of ambition 
is not in itself evidence that none is possessed. Even the denizens 
,T of the vilest slums were not insensible of their environment, although 
to most contemporary observers the fact was not always immediately apparent. 
The bulk of the literary evidence is, in consequence, often little more 
than a register of revulsion suffused with an Hogarthian grotesqueness 
and characterised by a fixation upon the pathological, a fascination for 
the curious. The men of letters or even the more hard-nosed quantifiers, 
compilers of blue books and the like - moral statisticians, as they liked 
to regard themselves - were' in this respect barely distinguishable. 
The working man, it was generally agreed, was a rather brutish creaturel 
insensitive and without culture, a 
ftý*Lý%W- from an Arnoldian nightmareq 
who had to be moralised lest civilisation be trampled beneath the weight 
of his barbarous boot. When purged of such prejudice, however, this 
literature reveals something of the critical attitudes which animated the 
poor. 
The want of basic amenities - adequate drainage, proper sewerage and pavingg 
lavatories, a constant, or indeed any, supply of running water - provoked 
a'-jood -dea3: -of "resentment, --- "The complaints of labouring men and of -their 
families on these heads are very common and distressing', observed 
Dr G. T. Robinson'of Newcastle.. 'It is impossible to converse with them 
on the-subject without hearing accounts of hardships and'privations, the 
inflict: Lon of which no plea. of economy can Justify'. These and similar 
observations$-'on the extraordinary^pains. taken by working people to 'keep 
1. 
. 
Report of Commissioners enquiring'-into the outbreak of Cholera in 
Newcastle, Gateshead and Tynemouth, PP-9 1854, XXV, q. 4058. 
13 
up appearances' in the most frightful conditions, are far too frequent 
to be dismissed as exceptional. 
1 
The non-participation of working people in the sanitary reform movement 
is not evidence of a want of interest in such questions. The socio- 
logically-ill-informed programme which characterised that movement was 
itself a sufficient inhibition. Popular intransigence - the seemingly 
perverse hugging of the city centre, opposition to ticketing and similar 
attempts at sanitary regulation - must be read in this light. The extreme 
voluntarism of Victorian social science meant that 'improvement' invariably 
redounded upon the heads of the poor. Its benefits were always problem- 
atical. Opposition of a discrete and non-programmatic kind should not, 
therefore, be projected as a universal hostility to some abstract beneficent 
entity, 'the sanitary ideal. To do so is merely to perpetuate the errors 
and prejudices of the past. 
The poverty of British ar chitecture is nowhere better evidenced than in the 
design of the model dwellings. The shapes and structures of philanthropic 
1. On popular sensibilities, see, for example, Fourth Annual Repo t of 
Poor Law Commissioners, PP., 1837-8, XXVIII, Appx. A, pp. 85-86,91,95-96; 
Hector Gavin, Sanitary Ramblings (1848), p. 78; MorninE Chronicle, 
24 September 1849; Report to the Board of Health in reference to the 
Sanitary Condition of Agar Town, St Pancras and other parts of the Metropolist 
PP-i 1851, XXIII, P- 33; Second Report on the Operation of the common 
Lodging Houses Act, PP., 1854, XXXV, pp. 5,7; Report of commissioners 
on Cholera in Newcastle &c., qq. 5026,5031,7169,7213,7234-7337; 
R. A. Lewis, Edwin Chadwick and the Public Health Movement (1952), pp. 221, 
285; First Annual Report of the Medical Officer of Health, St Pancras (1856), p. 13; Parish of Bethnal Green: Copies of Depositions and 
Correspondence relating to charges against Dr Moore, PP., 1864, LII, pp. 8, 
12,72; Royal Commission on Physical Training (Scotland), PP. j 1903, XXX, q. 13777. 
liý 
capitalism, however, were more than a reflection of economic stringencies 
or achitectural ignorance. These buildings, wrote Henry Roberts, 
architect to the Society for Improving the Condition of the Labouring 
Classes, 'appear to act as sileni monitors, reproving disorder and 
encouraging cleanliness and propriety'. The severe lines, the grim, 
flat, almost punitively-monotonous exterior, redolent of prison, barrack, 
hospital - anything but home, did not accord with the popular taste. 
The rejection was so complete that it later required the elaboration of 
a new ideology to rid flatted accommodation of 'its unsavoury nineteenth 
century image' in order to commend multi-storey living to working peoplee 
But criticism extended beyond the appearance of the buildingsq much of it 
directed at their decidedly cramped interiors, the glaciall spartan finish 
and primitive sanitation. 
2 These unsatisfactory features were the source 
of 'considerable indignation' amongst tenants of Katherine's Buildings, 
Stepney, 'the aborigines of the East End', who deeply resented the 
insufferable arrogance of the youthful Miss Potter, their less-than-competent 
landlord. 3 The historian of working-class housing is not, then, 
1. Quotation from Henry Roberts, The Physical Condition of the Labouring 
Classes Resulting from the State of their Dwellings (1866), p. 9. 
Cf. W. G. Blaikie, Heads and Hands in the World of Labour (1865), p. 102; 
also see Select Committee on Artisans' and Labourers' DwellinRs Improvement, 
pp., 1882$ VIIý qq. 2050-2053. On subsequent ideology, see Alison Ravitz, 
'From Working Class Tenement to Modern Flat: local authorities and multi- 
storey housing between the wars', in Sutcliffe ed., Multi Storey Living, 
Ch. 5. 
2. J. N. Tarn, 'The Peabody Donation Fund: the role of a Housing Society 
in the Nineteenth Century', Victorian Studies, X, 1966-7, P. 14; 
Select Committee on Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings ImRrovement, PP., 
1881, VII, q- 3971; The Correspondenti 3 May 1865; J. Symington, 'The 
Working Man's Home', in James Begg, Happy Homes for Working Men and How to 
Get Them (1866), pp. 169,179-180; Select Committee on Artisans' and 
Labourers' Dwellings Improvement, 1882, q. 2941. 
3. Joseph Aarons to Beatrice Potter, 2 March 1886, Passfield MSS. 
Quotations from Beatrice Webb's Unpublished Diaries, 22 February 1886, 
Passfield MSS; and My Apprenticeship (Penguin edn. 1971), p. 272. 
Royden Harrison kindly supplied a copy of the first of these references. 
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confronted by an absence of popular interest. 
scattered and difficult, is not unyielding. 
The evidence, though 
9 
It is sufficient to indicate 
the existence of a broad spectrum of critical opinion on which the 
impoverished labourer and more prosperous artisan both have a place. 
The principal difficulty was simply to translate aspiration into effective 
political action. It is this aspect of the Housing Question with which 
this thesis is concerned. 
In the winter of 1881 the Democratic Federation announced that 'it had 
taken up the question of Fair Rents in London and intend to carry out 
a vigorous agitation for Rental and Sanitary Reform'. 
1 The resolve to 
continue the campaign in support of municipal housing, launched in the 
previous year by the Manhood Suffrage League, marks a turning point. 
2 
The men behind the initiative comprised that class-conscious coterie, the 
Soho O'Brienites, the man of 148, whom Hyndman took pains to recruit, and 
3 
who formed the nucleus of the embryonic S. D. F. Herein is the source of 
that concern for housing reform, accorded priority in Socialism Made Plain 
(1883), which became a distinguishing feature thereafter. In the East Endj 
1. Labour Standard, 24 November 1881. 
2. On the opening of the campaign, see Daily Chronicle, 26 July 1880. 
In the next four months the Chronicle maintained extensive coverage, as 
did House and Home, a weekly journal which, by virtue of a special arrange- 
ment with the Club and Institute Union, had a wide circulation in the 
working men's clubs. The West Central News, a local Radical weekly, 
also provides regular reports. Another account is presented in Frank Kitz's 
not altogether reliable 'Recollections and Reflections', Freedom, January- 
August, 1912. 
3. The world of the Soho O'Brienites is evoked by Stan Shipley, Club Life 
and Socialism in Mid-Victorian London (History Workshop Pamphlet, Oxford 1971); 
and for a recent assessment of their activities in relation to the formation 
of the S. D. F., see W. E. Lincoln, Popular Radicalism and the Be innings of 
the New Socialist Movement in Britain 1870-1885 ersity of London Phd. 1977Y 
Chs. 5-6: 
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where the agitation had been concentrated, a major rent strike was 
1 
rumoured to be imminent. Hyndman was convinced that the appointment 
of the Royal Commission on- Housing was a triumphant recognition of the 
socialist presence. 
The. Royal Commission heard a good deal of evidence og the growing unrest 
among working people which, in conjunction with the resurgence of agrarian 
radicalism in Ireland, aroused recurrent fears for the security of 
property on the mainland. The decade was punctuated by much loose talk 
of, 'Plans of Campaign'. and 'No Rent' strikes in the metropolis, in the 
main stump oratory of little consequence. The one attempt to organise 
tenants, undertaken by the Soho, O'Brienites, wasEbandoned promptly because, 
as, one of them explained, 'they found they were becoming the persecutors of 
those they wishedto benefit-. as when pressure was, put on the landlords to 
improve their premises, they either evicted the tenants or put an extra 
3 
amount, on the rent's 
The, idea of the rent strike as an instrument of mass radicalisation lingered, 
however. The fantastic vision of insurgent tenants poisoning landlords, 
hurling brickbats at bailiffs, clambering over the barricades and streaming 
forth from their slums to. inaugurate theCo-operative Commonwealth seized 
the. anarchist imagination. 
4 
It was a mirror image of that nightmare 
1 Labour News and. Employment Advertiser, 20 October 1883; Christian 
Socialist, November 1883- 
2. Hyndman'to, Helen Taylor, 29 November 18841-Mill-Taylor MSS; 
Housing Journal, January 1906. 
3- Daily Chronicle, 23 November 1880. 
4. Speech of James Harragan, Anarchistl December 1885; E. P. Thompson, 
William Morris, Romantic to Revolutionary (rev. edn. 1977), p. 589; 
Commonweal, 18 October 189U; Sheila Rowbotham, 'Anarchism in Sheffield 
in the 1890s', in Pollard and Holmes eds., Essays on the Economic and 
Social History of South Yorkshire, Ch. 9. 
4 
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from which Booth rescu, ed the middle classes at the end of the decade. 
These fringe elements developed an appropriate life-style exemplified 
by Comrade'Frederick Goulding, the Stratford anarchist, whose six 
evictions within two years was apparently considered a splendid 
recommendation, Kitz himself sadly acknowledged their derisory impact. 
After,,, more than a generation of agitation he concluded that they had 
had, labout. as much effect upon the masses as trying to tickle an 
elephant with. straw'. 
Tenants, in these districts, it seemedg were capable of sporadic violence 
which, dashed the hopes of,. the-activists almost as fast as it raised them. 
It is not surprising that historians have confined their attention to 
the organised. l. abour movement. The, history of housing reform, insofar 
as it takes cognizance of. the,. working class, has been written in terms 
of the S. D. F.,, t4e Fabians, the Workmen's National Housing Council, land 
reformerst,. and, the, Labour party. 
2 The tendency to assign significance 
I 
only to those atti, tudes and, activities which had a positive effect on- 
legislation excludes. much, that is of importance. The Small Tenements 
Recovery Act, -1838, one, of. the most draconic measures ever enacted, 
which until recently formed the basis of the law of summary ejectment in 
England and-Walesl, wast, for, example, passed in response to the frequent 
commun. al. rent riots of. the,, early nineteenth century. The want of 
1. 
. 
On Goulding, see Freedom, October 1893 and The Torch of Anarchy, 
1 March 1896; also see Robert Barltrop, The Monument, The Story_af t. ýe 
Socialist Party of Great Britain (1975)9 pp. 19-20. ' 
On derisory impact, 
see R. A. Woods, English Social Movements (1892), pp. 47-48. Quotation 
from Voice of Labour, 16. January 1907. , 
2. See, for example, A. T. Mallier, Housina in Coventry: The Development 
of Municipal Action 1890-1908 (M. Soc. Sc. Thesis University of Birmingham 
1969); D. Englander, The Workmen's National HousinE Council (University 
of Warwick M. A. Thesis-1973); and Wohl, Eternal Slum, Ch. 12. 
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scholarly attention is, in this, respect, indicative of the almost 
total neglect of landlord-tenant relations in urban Britain. 
The following study, however, is more than an essay in the social 
history of the civil law. In addition to the better control of 
contumacious tenants, the desire to protect house property, the coping 
stone of local authority finance, against ever rising assessments, 
provided a continuous impulse towards organisation amongst property 
owners. The relationship between rates and rents, which is explored 
belowq constitutes a unifying framework essential to an understanding 
of the conflict between landlord and tenant. 
'ý 
_r 
The focus of this study is upon the activities of working-class tenants 
in relation to the development of state-subsidised housing policies. 
It will show that, prior to the Great War, attempts at formal organisation 
amongst such tenants were more widespread than has been suspected. 
The intervention of the state in 1915 marks an abrupt shift in focus. 
Private conflicts henceforth became matters of public policy. The 
dramatic nature of the transformation obscures pertain underlying contin- 
uities. The introduction of rent(x)ntrol, following the wave of rent strikes, 
which reached a crescendo in the autumn of 1915, represents-in some degree 
the conjunction and culmination of several pre-war rent struggles. Indeed, 
the growth of tenant militancy presents an added dimension to the Ilabour 
unrest' that began before the war and finally ran its course in the early 
twenties. The parallel movement of the rents agitation, with which this 
study concludes, proved sufficiently powerful to prevent the raising of 
controls at the end of the war and thereby frustrated the re-establishment 
of housing upon an economic footing. The assumption of state responsibility 
for the provision of housing was neither planned nor desired. The 
19 
ubiquitous council house was one price of post-war stability in 
Bri tain. 
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PART I 
LANDLORD AND TENANT IN URBAN BRITAIN 
Houses, lines of houses, streets, miles 
of. paveme 
' 
nts, piled up bricks, stones. 
This owner, that. Landlord never dies 
they say. Other steps into his shoes 
when he gets his notice to quit. They 
buy the place up with gold and still 
they have all the gold. Swindle in it 
somewhere. 
James Joyce, Ulysses 
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1. Possession' 
Entering London from the West, footsore and weary, the traveller 
halted and stood awhile in the twilight. Then, gently easing the 
straps of his tool-bag back over a still-aching shoulder, he turned 
off the Edgware Road into Sovereign Street and pushed open a door: 
inside there is warmth, refreshment, news of the trade and a bed; 
for this was a house of call: its name, the Sign of the Rent Dayi 
On arrival in-theýcentral area early next morning our tramping artisan 
might have chanced upon a number of suspicious looking carters, glancing 
furtively as-they scurried along, their careworn and anxious features 
betraying the all-too-obvious fact that theirs was no legitimate furniture 
removal business. 
, A, man of culture and refinement, our obscure 
Jude, now in lodgings and 
regular employ, devotes his leisure to self-improvement. He visits a 
picture gallery. Distraining for Rent, if he saw it, leaves little 
im Perhaps. it. was the painter, possibly the prosaic subject 
., 
prýspion. 
matter. 
1- 
Whatever-th'e_reason, the artist is no longer acclaimed. Who 
now remembers David Wilkie? 
2 Douglas Jerrold, prolific bohemian, 
somehow found the scene moving. His play, The Rent Day, first produced 
at Drury Lane in 1832, was %F the earliest of a genre the subject matter 
of which later became a staple of popular me&O)drama, But by then. our 
weary. 'traveller was no more. Master and Servant had meanwhile all but 
1. Trades Newspaper and Mechanic's Weekly Journal, 2 April 1826. 
Stan Shipley kindly supplied this reference. 
2. Cf. T. S. R. Boase, English Art 1800-1870 (Oxford 1959), P. 154 
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disappeared, but Landlord and Tenant, like pain and fear, seemed eternal. 
With Marie Lloyd his children and grandchildren gaily sang "My Oll Man 
Said Follow the Van" and laughed nervously. Monday, rent day, was 
always just around the corner, and who knew what untoward event might 
occur in the interval? Outside of the music hall the distance between 
lyric and reality narrowed appreciably. 
Until quite recently home ownership was unattainable by all but a privileged 
or incredibly abstemious minority. Contemporary perceptions of working- 
class home ownership in Victorian and Edwardian Britain bear little relation 
to reality. The temptation to conflate labour aristocratic aspirations with 
fact must be resisted. 'George Shipton of the London Trades Council, 
for 
example, waxed lyrically upon the virtues of home ownership before 
the 
Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working Classest but confessed that 
he actually knew few owner occupiers. The admission is hardly surprising. 
Almost twenty years later, the Chairman of the London county Council's Local 
Government Committee, a gentleman whose knowledge ought to be reliableg 
claimed that in the whole of the metropolis there was a mere 14,000 home 
owners, a derisory figure. There is a good deal of scattered evidence 
2 
which indicates that, elsewhere too, working class home ownership was negligib e. 
1. Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working Classes, PP., 1884-5, 
XXX, q. 12,886; Estates Gazette, 19'JulY 1913, P. 123 
2. See, for example, 'Report on the Condition of the Working Classes of 
Bristol', Journal of-the Statistical Society of London (October 1839), IIs 
P- 372; 'Repprt upon the Condition of the Town of Leeds and its Inhabitants', 
Journal of Statistical Society of London (January 184o), ii, p. 41o; 
F. J. Kaijage, Labouring BarnsleZ 1616-1856: A Social and Economic History 
(University of Warwick Phd. 1975), pp. 46-51; Patrick Joyce, 'The ý'actory 
Politics of Lancashire in the Later Nineteenth Century', Historical Journals 
XVIII, 3,0975), P- 546; R. M. Pritchard, Housing and the Spatial structure 
of the City (Cambridge 1976), pp. 70-71; B. S. Rowntree, Poverty, A Study 
of Town Life (1901), p. 201; R. Furbey, 'National and Local 'Differentials 
in Social Class Relations - Some Evidence from Three Scottish Cities', 
Social and Economic Administration, VIII, 3 (1974), p. 217. 
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On the"6ve of the Great War owner occupation accounted for approximately 
ten-per cent of'all dwell I ings. 
1 The Chamberlainite conception of a 
property-owning democracy was premature. The search for the 'urban cow's 
to borrow its inelegant contemporary euphemism, proved as elusive as the 
crew of the Marie Celeste, The British working-class experience was 
pre-eminently one of rented accommodation. 
Surprising therefore that, outside of legal text-books, virtually nothing 
is known of this, the oldest, most common and, perhaps because of it, 
the most neglected of contractual relationships. The absence of organised 
protest is deceptive. The object of the agitation mounted by the Soho 
O'Brienites was, in the words of one luminary, 'that all over the Metropolis 
there might be circulated that outward expression of that discontent which 
12 the working classes inwardly felý with respect to rents and apartments. 
The I fa I ilure of t- hat campaign underlined the virtue of a prudential silence. 
The insistent t'ena'nt'was easily disposed of. 
3 Nevertheless, rent strikes, 
though rare, were not unknown in nineteenth century Britain. One of the 
earliest occurred'in Bolton in 1826, impoverished hand-loom weavers there 
having 'got a notion that they were to pay no more rents'. This extraordinary 
action, it appears, arose not out of any dissatisfaction with the available 
accommodation, but rather -from 'a diffusion of discontent and political 
4 
agitation accompanied by the very worst features of infidelity'. No 
1. See E. I J. I Cleary, The Bu I ild'n Society Movement (1965), P. 185; 
Economist, 26 August 1- 939, P- 394; Building Societies Association, Facts 
and Figures (January-1975), n'. p.; Sean Glynn and John Oxenborrow, Interwar 
Britain: a Social and Economic History (1976), p. 221. 
2. -'Daily Chronicle, 2 August 1880. 
3. RoZal Commission on - Housing of Working Classes, qq. 1919-1920t 33609 
5536,5626-56279 9524,10686; West Central News, 21 August 1880; 
Clarion, 7 January 1899. Cf. Report-of the Committee on Housing in 
Greater London, PP., 1964-59 XVII, PP- 166-167. 
4. Quotation from Select Committee on Handloom Weavers, PP., 1834, X, qq. 
4984-4990; also see E. P. Thompson, The Making of the EnElish Working Class (1963)v P- 320. 
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doubt research will reveal further examples, but in the main the struggle 
against urban landlordism was conducted on a more personalised basis. 
An examination of the forms, meanings and consequences of such conduct 
will help to establish the legal framework and is a necessary prelude to 
a study of the rent strike proper. 
I 
In perceptual terms the landlord was an ogre, the hardest of hard-faced 
men, one who preyed upon and tormented the lives of millions. Damocles 
might take comfort from the knowledge that only one sword was suspended 
overhead: death at least is the end of eiqerience. For the working class 
tenant there was no such finality. The threat of eviction did not recede 
by virtue of its having once occurred. The, weekly exaction of danegoreld 
kept the brokers at bay. And yet, invasion did not automatically proceed 
upon the failure to receive tribute. A cursory glance at. national income 
statistics immediately compels qualification. 
House rents rose continuously down to 1914. The want of effective demand, 
however, meant that rent absorbed an ever increasing share of earnings. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, house rent probably accounted 
for 5 per cent of GNP: in 1851 it contributed 8 per cent, and fifty years 
later 9 per cent. In the period 1880-1900 rents rose anything between 
13 and 17 per cent, depending on the preferred method of calculation. 
1. John Burnett, A History of the Cost of Living (1969), p. 219; Arthur Shadwell, Industrial Efficiency (1906Y, II, p. 190; Memoranda, 
Statistical Tables and Charts Prepared by the Board of Trade 
in the Cost 
-- 
iving of the Working Classes in Lar_ge Towns, PP., 1905, 
LXXXIV, p. 98.1 
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The smaller the income the higher the proportion devoýýted to rent. 
The working class formed the higher rented section of the community, 
and the poorest the highest. In Edwardian Britain rent swallowed up 
1 
a third of the income of the very poor. The social consequences 
were sickening. Of the homes of such persons, one investigator wrote: 
'The bareness of the room and the thin famished faces of the people, 
coupled with their scanty clothing, are evidence that though their clothes 
are at the pawn-shop, and they have had no regular food for days, they 
2 
have never escaped from the phantom of the rent collector'. In an 
age of un fettered capitalism, of violent and frequent trade fluctuations, 
of obscene poverty, it is scarcely credible that rent could be paid 
regularly. How then did the working man keep a roof over his head? 
There were'landlords who were quite prepared to evict or distrain upon a 
defaulter at th ,e drop of a hat. In the slums of Victorian Edinburgh, 
for example, there stood clusters of ancient tenements, some of them 
400 years old, owned by jobbing capitalists, known locally as 'ruins lords', 
and let to 'the most debased classes'. The substantial rents of these 
single-apartments werel however, 'exacted with merciless rigour every 
Monday morning, on pain of being turned out instantly to the street'. 
From metropolitan dockland came a similar tale. As one casual worker put 
1. On rent as a percentage of income, see Report of Royal Commission on 
Housing of Working Classes, pp. 16-17; Statement of Men LivinE in Certain 
Districts of London, PP., 1887, LXXI, pp. xiv-xv; B. S. Rowntreel 
Poverty, p. 201; Reportof Urban Land Enquiry 
- 
(1914), pp. 42-44; 
A. L. Bowley and A. R. Burnett-Hurst, Livelihood and Poverty (1915), pp. 23-24 
2. Mary Jeune, 'The Homes of the Poor', Fortnightly Review (January 1890) 
nvii, p. 67. 
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it: 'There is a remedy in the East End if you do not pay; they know 
how to get their money very quick ..... With the working man in Londong 
if a man cannot. pay the second week, the broker is in safe enough. 
That is a matter, of course'* 
1 
Landlords were not. sentimentalists; they pressed hard for their money. 
It is by no means axiomatic that eviction was the best means of securing it. 
Here we enter unknown territory, a land of which there are few maps, an 
undulating terrain in the declivities of which much lies concealed. 
Statistical guides are rare. When management is vested in solicitors, 
estate-agents, auctioneers and others, the pattern of property ownership 
makes but a poor compass. How many owners continued to supervise personally 
the management of their holdings? - 
What degree of latitude were agents 
allowed? Even if we possessed the answer to these kinds of questions we 
should still remain ignorant of the experience of that vast army of 
sub-tenants who, shared multi-occupied dwellings. Still, something can 
be learned, however incomplete the evidence presently available. 
Landlords were not without compassion., In the absence of adequate data 
as to the number of evictions and distraints levied, it ought not to be 
assumed-that, individual acts of kindness were unknown nor gratitude rather 
than hostility displayed. Shortly after. the, passage of the Reform Actf 
1867, a mass meeting convened by, tenants of Columbia Square buildiness 
adopted the following resolution: 
That it is the opinion of this meeting that Miss Burdett 
Coutts is deserving of the grateful thanks of us, her 
tenants, in having aided us in obtaining the benefit of 
1. Report on'the Condition of the PoorereClasses of Edinburgh (Edinburgh 1868) 
PP. 53-54; ýoýral Commission on Labour, PP., -, 1892, XXV, Group B, qq. 225,227. 
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I 
citizenship, -and, 
having defrayed all pecuniary 
expenses attached to our being put upon the 
electoral roll, and entitling us to a vote ..... 
It was also agreed that the, buildings be illuminated 'in honour of her 
generosity, being the first toldefen4 her tenants' rights, and to show 
the world that working men can appreciate such a boon as has, been conferred 
upon theml. 
1 It was from such obsequious behaviour that philanthropic 
housing managers derived satisfaction and confirmation that the personal 
touch provided the best medium for the recreation of desirable class 
relations. In an earlier age gratitude went farther, too far. Roxana's 
landlord, '. a Man that had but a little while ago been my Terror, and had 
torn the goods outof my House like-a, Furyl, was unusual, in making complete 
restitution in a4dition to, a years' free, tenancy, on learning of her 
circumstances. 
2 
Sympathy was not, of course, without a price, and no 
doubt the pleasures of the flesh, continued to,, be taken in lieu of rent. 
'Rarely in the poor quarters is a house empty at all's wrote George Haw. 
'People get to know when,, the out-going tenants are timed to leave; so you 
have the two vans at the door at the same time: the one unloading the 
furniture coming out; the other unloading the furniture going in. Should 
it rarýly happen that a house is left empty then you get as many as twenty 
to thirty applications a`day'ý3ý In'the worst slums people came and went 
with telegraphic rapidity and landlords were hardly ever apprehengive about 
4 
empties. In-the lowest class of accommodation turnover rates were 
1. East London Observer, 21 December- 1867; also see 'A Generous -Landlord', Eastern Post, 13 August 1881. 
2. Daniel Defoe, Roxanal ed. Jane Jack (Oxford 1964), p. 26. 
3- George Haw, No Room to Live (1899), p. 4 
4. On residential mobility in early Victorian London see studies of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, St. George's, Hanover Square and St. George's-in-the-East in Journal of the Statistical Society of London (April 1840), 111, p. 24; (February 1843)9 VI-, p. 22; and (August 187TE79 XI, p. 219. 
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astounding. Marx wrote of lodging houses 'whose personnel changes 
as quickly as the billets in the Thirty Years War'. Occupancy of 
Glasgow's farmed-out houses averaged 5ý months. 
1 
-Amongst the nomadic 
poor, however, removals fluctuated sharply with the seasonality of 
production, and these natural rhythms were well understood by the 
keepers of low lodging houses and the like. 
2 But, in the main, the 
migrations of the- casual poor were circular and confined to a narrow 
radius. 
Frequent removal was not restricted to the lowest stratum. A high rate 
of residential mobility, of American fluidity, appears to have been prevalent 
prior to the advent of rent control. In London more than 1 in 5 of all 
council tenants removed annually. In Liverpool 26 per cent of all 
Corporation tenants on av erage left each year. Turnover rates of this 
order were an electoral agents nightmare: something between 30 and 40 
per cent of the urban electorate in Edwardian Britain had removed by the 
3 time registration was complete. 
1. Glasgow Municipal Commission on the Housing of the Poor (Glasgow 1904), 
q. 79T. Hereafter cited as qMC. Quotation from Karl Marx, Capital 
(Moscow 1965), 1, p. 662. 
2. Raphael Samuel, 'Comers and Goers', in M. Wolff and H. J. Dyos eds., 
The Victorian City (London and'Boston 1973), 1, PP. 123-153. 
3- London Statistics (1914-15), P- 158; Annual Report of Medical officer 
of Healtht Liverpool (1915), P. 117; Neal Blewett, The Peers, The Parties 
and the People: The General Election of 1910 (1972), P- 3614- P. F. Clarke, 
Lancashire and the New Liberalism (Cambridge 1971), p. 430; Paul Thompson, 
Socialists, Liberals and Labour ( 967), p. 72; see too Unemployed Workmen 
Act, 1905: Distress Committee of the City of Glasgow. ReDort for 1906, 
p. 16, Webb Local Government Collection, Vol. 347; also the excellent 
discussion of mobility in Daunton, Coal Metropolis, Ch. 8. 
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0 
The haunting vision of wandering bands of foot-loose vagrants and 0 
semi-criminal mendicants who were reputed to comprise the 'dangerous 
classes' of urban Britain led to a confusion of mobility with instability. 
Among those peripatetic masses, however, was to be discovered not only 
the tramping artisan, but the artisan in search of a better home. 
The high rate of residential mobility in part represented the respectable 
working man trying to remain respectable. Unlike the casual poor 
whose purse was not commensurate with their aspirations, better-off 
workers could, and did, exercise the sanctions of a free market - at 
least until overcrowding in London reached saturation point. A Poor 
Law Board official who studied the problem for purposes of electoral 
reform was firmly convinced that frequency of removal was a hall-mark 
of respectability. 'The respectable class', he insisted, 'are the 
persons who remove because they like a clean house': 
eooee I found that the ordinary rule amongst the 
better class of artisans who occupied, houses was 
to change their residence once every six months, 
and the reason for doing it was, that it was the 
only chance of getting any repairs done. When a 
house becomes vacant the landlord cannot let the 
house until it has been put in proper order, and 
immediately-a man whose house has become shabby 
sees a house across the street which1has just been 
put in repair, he goes and takes it. 
This restless search for improvement was continuous in aim only: 
unemployment, a lengthy industrial dispute, the death of the breadwinner - 
all or any might suddenly deprive the working-class family of the ability 
to maintain its momentum. Unemployment initially resulted in a lowering 
of housing standards. The substantial workers who comprised the South 
Wales Tin Plate Workers' Union were, according to its secretaryq forced 
1. Select Committee on Registration of Voters, Pp. 1 1868-91 VII, qq. 
29709 
2973; also see Forty First Annual Report of Medical Officer of Healthl 
St Pancras (1896), p- 52. 
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to sell or heavily mortgage their own homes to tide them over the 
slump of 1894-5. In the contraction of the armaments industry 
following the Boer War, Woolwich artisans, unable to meet their 
mortgage repayments, were likewise compelled to economise either by 
becoming or taking in lodgers. Overcrowding increased in industrial 
Lancashire during the Cott on Famine for much the same reasons. 
1 In 
areas already densely over-populated, the scope for this form of economy 
was more limited. Here the desperate struggle for survival intensified 
as rent collectors became ever more insistent. In these circumstances, 
the temptation to abscond might become irresistible. 
2 
Flitting, the most common form of rent evasiong was a necessarily 
permanent feature of the economy of the poor. A good deal of the coming 
and going in poorer quarters can be explained by reference to this economic 
imperative. 'The difficulty of tracing these removals', an electoral 
agent told the Manchester Courier in 1910, 'is enhanced by the disinclination 
of neighbours to assist in giving information - from reasons of delicacy 
maybe'. In order to overcome the problems he continuedl 'a strong band 
of ladies has been formed, the reason being that the wives of working men 
are more open in dealing with their own sex among whom there are, as yet, 
no bailiffs'. The fact of his speaking thus is a reminder that 'shooting 
the moon' was not a peculiarity of the poor. Faced with destitution 
1. Select Committee on Distress from Want of Employment, Pp., 1895, IX9 
qq. 9459-9460; 
, 
Woolwich Pione er, 7,14 and 21 April 1905; J. Parry 
Lewis, Building Cycles and Britain's Growth (1965), p. 94. 
2. Cf. Distress Committee for the Burgh of Gla gow: Re2ort for 1906-7, 
P. 5, Webb Local Government Collection, Vol- 347. 
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following a prolonged period of unemployment, the respectable artisan 
too was inclined to adopt a similar course. 
1 
4 
At all times he would do so with extreme reluctance. The restraints 
were consýderable. First, the underhanded character of the operation 
was an affront to his sense of independence. Secondly, it invariably 
entailed a descent into inferior accommodation from which escape could be 
difficult; the taint of slumdom frequently proved indelible. of 944 
occupants of farmed-out housing in Glasgow, nearly one fifth, when questioned 
assigned the want of a factor's line (i. e. reference) as the principal cause 
of their present whereabouts. 
2 In this respect, the obstacles 
confronting. the would-be defaulter had greatly increased. The growth 
of Atperty owners' associations - locally up to the 1880s and nationally 
thereafter, - represented an organised attempt to reduce these kinds of 
losses, principally through the insistence upon a character reference or 
clear rent book signed by the former landlord and the creation of a register 
of 'bad tenants'. Landlords of superior working-class dwellings looked 
askance at applicants from poorer quarters and. all took a jaundiced view 
of their offspring whom they considered the very worst despoilers of 
property. This 'Malthusian horror of children' was itself a sufficient 
disqualification. Even with a character reference suitable accommodation 
could be difficult to secure, but without such testimonial it was simply 
not worth entering an appearance at the agent's office. Obtaining adecent 
1. B. S. Rowntree and Bruno Lasker, Unemployment, A Social Stu4j (1911)t 
p. 231- Quotation from Clarke, Lancashire and the New LiberaliSM9 P- 122 
2. John Butt, 'Working Class Housing in Glasgow, 1851-19141, in 
S. D. Chapman ed., History of Working Class Housing, A Sym2osium (Newton 
Abbot 1971), P. 77. 
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home thereafter became an-exercise in subterfuge and deceit repugnant 
to'the tenant's self-respect. 
1 Finally, and most important of all, 
the temporary escape from"indebtedness gained by flitting had to be 
weighed against the loss of a credit connection and the dismal prospects 
that awaited thelnevitable recurrence of those circumstances that had 
broug'ht the-tenant to his current predicament. In the main, those 
who had'either lost or failed to establish such connection were compelled 
to abscond with arrears outstanding. 
Credit was vital to the working class: without it the casual labourer 
could not survive the winter; * without it the artisan would be swept 
perilously close to the work-house in the wake of periodic trade depression. 
A bond of debt united landlord and tenant, an umbilical cord shaped like 
a noose. Arrears accumulated during the winter for repayment by install- 
ments the following summer were, for the casual labourer, one of the few 
regularities in an otherwise unpredictable existence. If he had less 
frequent recourse to-this syncopated pattern of expenditure, the artisan 
was none the less familiar with its workings. As Rowntree and Lasker 
noted; 'That is the-one form of insurance practised by the poor against 
unemplo I yment in'the future. They are certainly actuated by honesty in 
their endeavours, to wipe off arrears. But they are also enabled to run 
2 
up a fresh bill, if after a brief respite, the wolf comes back to the door'. 
1. On this, ýsee Percy'Greg, 'Homes' of the London Workmen' . Macmillans Magazin6'(May 1862), VI, p* 66; Select Committee on Artisans' and Labourers' 
Dwellings Improvement, PP., 1882, VIII qq. 2055-2060,2285; Royal Commission 
on Housing of Working-Classes, qq. 63-66; Fourth Annual Report -of Medical 
Officer of Health, St. Pancras (1859), P. 4; George Haw, Britain's Homes 
(1902), pp. 157-159; Thomas Holmes, Known to the Police (1908), pp. 149-150; 
Corporation of Birmingham, Report of Special Housing Inquiry (1914), 
Schedule A, Evidence of Birmingham Socialist Centre. Hereafter cited as 
BSE. Quotation from Thomas Beames, The Rookeries of London (2nd edn. 1852), 
p. 162. 
2. Rowntree and Lasker, Unemployment, p. 232 
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When to permit arrears was a major decision that was determined by 
I 
circumstances and the degree of rational economic calculation amongst 
proprietors. Competent management could do something to impede the 
often rapid depreciation of working-class property, due in large part 
to the fragmentation of ownership and the relative poverty of its 
proprietors, and minimise loss of income during periods of acute depression. 
Reliable tenants were thus often given preferential treatment* The 
notorious 'stickiness' of rents is a partial reflection of the customary 
reluctance to enforce market rents upon a trustworthy class of tenant 
whose replacement might in the long term prove more troublesome and less 
remunerative. 
1 Similarly, a discreet lowering of rentals during a 
crisis often paid. But such interventions required skill and judgement; 
errors were costly and not easily rectified. 
2 It was only when demand 
was high that landlords could do as they pleased with regard to the 
selection of tenants and commence . 
'the weeding out of undesirables'. 
By sheer good fortune, the management of residential property in West Ham, 
a predominantly working-class suburb, formed the subject of an excellent 
investigation based upon the analysis of the weekly rent books of thirteen 
local house agents covering the eighteen years, 1888-1905. This sample, 
which is inclusive of one eighth of all cottage property, though not random 
in a statistical sense, contained no uniform bias. The data reproduced 
1. Cf. W. E. Hart, Town Clerk, Sheffieldt to Secretary, Ministry of Healths 
. 
12 January 1919, PRO HLG 49/2. 
2. Cf. Statement of H. E. Williamsj Commission of Enquiry into 
Unemploypmkent in the City of Liverpool (1994), esp. p. 102. 
3- Tottenham and Edmonton Weekly Heraldi 31 December 1913- 
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overleaf is sufficiently representative to enable us to trace the 
movement of rents and arrears on a year by year basis, and to generalise 
with some degree of confidence. 
1 
It will be noted that arrears remained at a high level until 1895, fell 
sharply in the next four years, and then climbed back to the level of 
1888. The rise is more consistent that the fall. The high percentage 
of arrears up till 1893, ' it was suggested,, reflected the comparative 
absence of competition amongst agents for the management of property 
at a time when rates were relatively low; proprietors were thus in a 
position to offer lenient terms. 
_The, 
gr_owth of local expenditure led 
to more systematic management in this respect. The extraordinary and 
somewhat baffling peak of i8ý6'is perhaps an echo effect of the Great Dock 
Strike of the previous year, during which East End landlords were said to 
have shown remarkable restraint. 
2 The sharp upward spiral of 1903-5 
mirrors the impact of severe unemployment and is best understood in 
conjunction with the increased number of vacant houses (Table A). Rather 
than-lose all income from an even greater number of emptY properties, 
agents preferred to allow considerable arrears and wait for better times. 
If, as well-informed pontemporaries, sometimes claimedt this elasticity 
does something to repair the monstrous popular image of the landlord, 
3 
it was scarcely'-a cause forcelebration. 
1. Quarterly movements'-tend, because of the rapid sale of working-class 
houses, to distort variations in rents: see discussion of data, B. G. Howarth 
and Mona Wilson, West Hamý_A Study in Social and Industrial Problems (1907) 
pp. 61-63- 
2. H. Llewellyn Smith and Vaughan Nash, The Story of the Dock Strike (1889) 
P. 97. In 1912 too landlords behaved with. similar forethought: see 
Toynbee Record, July-September 1912. 
3- Mrs Pember Reeves, Round About a Pound a Week (1913), P. 35 
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Table A Rents & Arrears in West Ham, 1888-1905 
'Vear' No. of Dwellings. 
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Total 
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for 
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Empty 
Dwellings. 
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For the astute observer of human nature, indebtedness need not 
necessarily be disadvantageous: City financiers and bankers thus grow 
fat. The impecunious tenant, if blessed with sufficient insight, and 
possessed of the gambler's temperament, might also manipulate his debt 
to advantage. A tenant or lodger of proven record, it has been seen, 
possessed a certain market value. Arrears not only mirrored the 
vicissitudes of trade and industry; they were the landlord's protection 
against total loss of income, against the vicious destructive elements 
who might otherwise obtain a tenancy, and against vexatious fluctuations 
in rentals. Those tenants who were not o nly conscious of, but chose to 
exploit the reciprocity of indebtedness cannot be measured. But some were. 
'A landlady who has allowed herself to get into the position of being owed 
nine weeks rent feels more pleased when she unexpectedly receives rent for 
one week than she does when the rent is paid soberly and regularly', remarked 
one lodger who, during the depression of the inter-war years, had mastered 
the art. 
1 Similar forms of manipulation may have been practised widely 
before 1914. If so, tenants had the wisdom to remain silent. Nevertheless, 
it was a particularly hazardous form of brinksmanship. To less adventurous 
sorts arrears imposed a crushing burden on body and soul. Besides going 
without adequate diet, there was always the dreadful uncertainty as they 
tried not to contemplate the future. 'I'm expecting notice to quit every 
Monday; and when the collector comes I feel I could sink through the floor', 
said one wife desperately trying to pay off L2 arrears. Her husband might 
find work before''the worst happened'. Rafferty's situation was hopelessi 
A respectable labourer, he had always managed to repay the back rent in the 
summer until incapacitated by consumption. Although his landlady had been 
Max Cohen, I Was- One. of 'the Unemployed (1945), p. 231. 
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extraordinarily lbnient the family was L3 behind, and as he himself 
said: 'it ain't in reason that she should let it go forever'. 
1 
ii 
What eviction meant is difficult to convey: words can but inadequately 
express the-feelings experienced as homes, however humble, were tossed 
into the street to rot, police and vestry refusing to accept resonsibility 
for storage or removal. The homeless, themselves appear to have been 
non-plussed, seated amongst the ruins of th 
I 
eir homes, a vacuous expression 
betraying the futility of vigilance. 
2A disconcerting scene was this, 
an alfresco existence constituting a massive indictment of a society devoted 
to the sanctity of private, property. The accusing presence of the homeless 
produced an unsettling effect in the neighbourhood. Local residents, 
half-sensing it, complained of obstruction to the public highway and the 
police were apprehensive)lest a disorderly crowd assemble. 
3 
In an earlier period the collec, ive sanctions of a sympathetic crowd might 
have quickly mobilised against injustice of this sort as, for example, 
occurred in eighteenth-century Edinburgh when, following distress and 
eviction, the unfortunate tenant co=itted suicide: 
The common. peoples being-informed of this act of 
oppression, assembled about the landlord's house, 
broke open the door, brought everything moveable 
into the street,, set fire to the pile, and burnt 
the whole to ashes, not sparing money, notes, nor 
even the poor bird that hung in a cage, having 
1. Rowntree and'Lasker, Unemployment 
', 
pp. 246,256. 
2. See G. R. Sims, Living London (1901), 1, p. 208 
3- PRO MepOl. 2/257. 
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execrated, all the cursed things belonging 
to so merciless a wretch. 
The landlord was reported to have made a timely escape 'otherwise 
it is probable that he would have shared the same fate with his effects'* 
1 
An isolated incident perhaps; although more than two generations later 
Celtic landlords are still to be found at the receiving end of a hostile 
crowd. 
2 Moreover, Dr Jones assures us that, outside of industrial 
conflicts, landlords and bailiffs were 'the most obvious targets' for 
scotching. 
3 
The battle against political economy was lost in the early nineteenth 
century. But its triumph was never total - not, at any rate, 
'amongst 
the labouring poor.. Time did not dim popular notions Of morality: 
the whole debateýon rent control would otherwise be incomprehensible. 
The outraged sentiments provoked by the unjust and extortionate claims 
of the slum landlord, once voiced in the street ballads of the 1840s and 
1850s, were echoed faithfully during, the long campaign in defence of the 
Rent, Acts. 
4 
And while s'pontaneous, forms of collective protest did not 
entirely die'out, ýparticularlyýamong the very poor, they became socially 
less visible as the century-wore onj'although the sight of injustice in 
late Victorian, Londonýcould still incite demonstrative crowds, as many 
aýbruised'bailiff was'ready-toýtestify. 
5 Retribution, of course, brought 
'1. Annual Register (1767), -pp. ý 92-93; Soots Maeazine (1767), P. 325; 46. also see Robert Chambers, Traditions of Edinburgh (Edinbu'rgh 1825), 111 P-1 
Dr David'Wilson kindly provided the first of these references, 
2. Monmouthshire Merlin, 7 August 1841. 
, 
Dr Christopher Fisher kindly 
supplied this reference. 
3o, 
_D. 
J. V, 
__Jones,, 
Before Rebecca, Popular Protest in Wales 1793-1835 (1973)v 
p. 104. 
4. On stre'et'literature,, see Martha Vicinus, The Industrial Muse (1974), 
PP. 30-32; also 'Quarter, Day: Being a Curious and Laughable Dialogue 
which occurred between the, landlord and-his Tenants', (B. L. pressmark 1162 
i. k. - 5.1-ý435)- 
5. See, for example, Estates Gazette, 8 September 1894, p. 275; and for an 
_________earlier_ 
instance, Shoreditch Advertiser, 8 August 1868. 
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no respite to those evicted or sold-up. Sojourn on the pavement 
was, however, short-lived. More often than not, the unfortunateswere 
taken in by friends and neighbours and given shelter in their already 
cramped homes; if notq the workhouse beckoned. 
Eviction rarely excited interest outside of the locality and in the main$ 
the evicted went quietly. But there was a stubborn, and perhaps sizeable, 
minority who refused to yield without a struggle. 'In some of the worst 
neighbourhoods of Manchester', wrote Edwin Chadwick, 'the whole population 
of a street have risen to resist the service of legal process by the civil 
officers': 
I was informed by the superintendent of police of 
that town, that one of the most dangerous services for 
a small force was attending to enforce ejectments. 
This they had often to do, cutlass in hand, and were 
frequently driven off by showers of bricks from the 
mobs. The collection of rents weekly in such neigh- 
bourhoods is ilways a disagreable service, requiring 
high payment. 
Debt-collectors entered the Irish quarter with trepidation. 'In Angel 
Meadow or Little Ireland, if a legal execution of any kind is to be made, 
either for rent, for debt, or for taxes, the officer who serves the process 
almost always applies to me for assistance to protect him', the deputy 
constable of Manchester told the Poor Law Commissioners, and, he added, 
'in affording that protection my officers are often maltreated by brickbats 
and other missilest. 
2 In poor districts defensible space was of more 
than academic interest. The popularity of the cellar dwellingg which in 
early Victorian Liverpool housed something like 20 per cent of the working 
population - some 39010 people - can be partially explained in these terms. 
1. Report on the Sanitary Condi I tion of the Labouring 
Britain, 1842, ed. M. W. Flinn (Edinburgh 1965), p- 300 
pulation of Great 
2. Poor Enquiry - (Ireland) AEpendix G, Report on the State of the Irish 
Poor. in Great Britain, PP., 1836, XXXIV, pp. 73,75- 
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The Head Constable noted the strategic advantage obtained by the 
occupants: 
It renders them independent of their landlords. 
It is a complete dwelling in itself; the 
inhabitants enter and leave by their own door, 
and not by the landlord's door, and consequently 
ejectment is not only a difficulty, but in many 
cases an impossibility without pecuniary compromise. 
To describe the relationship between landlord and tenant as strained 
at the time of Victoria's accession would not be so much an understatement 
as an appalling mendacity. At this juncture when, in the absence of a 
summary mode of proceeding, to raise an action for ejectment cost a small 
fortune and took the best part of a year before execution, it was more 
like a medieval seige. Complaints by property owners were legion, and 
I 
from them can be glimpsed something of the tumultuous nature of the 
tenants tactics. 
Cumbrous procedures for the recovery of possession, Manchester property 
owners claimed, 'do not afford to the landlords of small tenements that 
security which is requisite for the full enjoyment of their property', a 
defect which, so they said, was 'often taken advantage of by refractory 
tenants9 who are thereby induced to commit acts of the most aggravated 
fraud towards their landlords, whom they often, with impunity, set completely 
at defiance'. It was alleged that 'numerous instances occur where tenants 
not only refuse to pay their rent, but withhold from their landlords 
possession of the premises after the expiration of legal notice to quit, 
conscious that the expense of any remedy would in many instances, exceed 
1. Report of a Committee of the Manchester Statistical Soci t on the le y 
Condi7tion of the Working I P. 10 ., 
Classes in 1834,1835, 
-and 
1836 (183 
Cf. Moral Reformer (1831), P. 17- 
, Ielr 
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the value of the , property sought to be recovered'. Meanwhile, the 
tenant was at 11 iberty to commit 'all kinds of waste and depredation'. 
These 'instance Is of hardship have been so frequent', Mancunian proprietors 
informed Parliament in 1836, that they were 'long ago feelingly convinced 
that the laws as they now stand, leave them entirely at the mercy of 
the tenant'. Similar sentiments were voiced in nearby St. Helens. 
In Ashton, the protracted ejectment procedure was held to afford 'a means 
of successful, audacious and impunitive defiance by unprincipled tenants' 
to beleaguered owners seeking the exercise of their legitimate rights. 
Turbulýent tenants were not peculiar to industrial Lancashire. In 1835 the 
Scottish Law Commission recommended the introduction of 'a cheap mode of 
proceeding for the recovery of small tenements, in order to avoid the 
oppression and ruin which frequently attends the process now in use ... 
2 
in rendering this class of debts effectual to landlords' In London, 
where it was agreed that disputes between landlord and tenant led to 
'constan , i'riots and disturbances and assaults', landlords claimed to 
'sustain most grievous loss and injury from unprincipled, worthless and 
litigious persons, retaining unjust and adverse possession'; that 'in 
many instances they have had to submit not only to a ruinous diminution 
of their limited incomes by the protracted and expensive recovery of 
--possession by action of ejectment, but that they receive much more serious 
and aggravating mischief during the occupancy by the perpetration of most 
wilful and deliberate damage, without any adequate law to prevent ity 
1. '- Reports of Select Committee of the House of Commons on Public Petitions 
(183e, Appx- 1887, No. 5429; Appx. 679, No. 1853; (183ý5, Appx- 50, 
No. 6137. 
2. Second Report from Law Commissioners, Scotland, PP.,, 1835, XxXV, p. 26 
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to award compensation after its committal, or to punish the offender'. 
They, urgedýthe House of Commons to 'enact some wholesome measure whereby 
these frequent causes of grievance, oppression, broil and disturbance 
between owners and occupiers ... may be considerably lessened, if not 
wholly'averted'. 
1 
The tumult and disorder occasioned by the want of a summary mode of 
redress in small disputes between persons in humble life had long been 
a cause of concern amongst metropolitan magistrates and none more so than 
disputes relating to landlord and tenant. 'We very frequently witness 
the departure of applicants from the officeg under a burning sense of 
injustice-on learning that there is no redress accessi-ble to them', 
Henry Wedgwood informed the Select Committee which examined the problem 
in, 1838. 'Nothing in my opinion would tend more than such a jurisdiction 
to encourage in the common people a habit of looking to the law for 
protection, a consideration which, I think, can hardly be over valued'. 
2 
That Committee, like its several pred6cessors, accepted the caselbr an 
extension of civil jurisdiction to the inferior courts: 
Though the subject matter of dispute may often in 
these cases be very trifling? yet the hardship and 
mischievous consequences arising from the want of 
a prompt and suitable redress are subjects of grave 
importance. Even their multitude? be they ever 3 so 
insignificant, makes them worthy of attention. 
London justices, however, balanced their call for summary ejectment and a 
tightening of the law against wilful damage with a proposal for a prompt 
1. -Select Committee on Metropolitan Police Offices, PP., 18371 XII, q. 
693; 
Report of Select Committee on Public Petitions (71T3_7-8), Appx. 76, No. 237. 
2. Select Committee on Metropolitan Police Offices, PP., 1837-8, XV, 
Appx. No. 2, p. 198. 
3- Report of Select Committee on Metropolitan Police Offices, PP-, 1837-8, 
XV, p. 27. 
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and more effective redress against landlords and brokers in cases of 
unlawful, excessive or irregular proceedings when levying distress, so that 
'at-least the harshness of the law shall not be aggravated by injustice'. 
In this they enjoyed the support of the Home Office. 
2 But in its final 
shape the measure which emerged reflected the wishes of proprietors rather 
than any concern for equity and justice. 
Hitherto the Law Officers of the Crown had frowned upon attempts at 
emendation promoted by the parliamentary representatives of the small house 
owners. 
3 - In the absence of a general enactment summary eviction'clauses 
were often included in the numerous local bills for the establishment of 
small debts courts which regularly came before Parliament. In 1833, however, 
the Law Commission lent its authority to the emergent reform movement. 
Henry Aglionby, M. P. for Cockermouth, prepared a bill accordingly which, 
despite vicissitudes, became the Small Tenements RecoveyAct five years 
later. 
Opposition was limited, to a handful of dissidents. Thomas Wakley, Radical 
M. P. for Finsbury, considered it 'a most arbitrary measurell one that would 
prove 'most disastrous'. 'He was convinced the Bill must be a bad one, as 
it was so very palatable to a large majority of that House'. 
4 
The Member 
for Chester agreed: 'He was satisfied that this was a landlords' Bill, 
1. Select- Committee. on, Metropolitan Police Offices, PP., 1837, XII, Appx. 
No. 1, p. 186. 
2. Select Committee on Metropolitan Police Offices, 1837, qq. 142' 148. 
3- Correspondence of Lord Sandon M. P. and William Ewart M. P., L_iverpool 
MercurX, 19 April and 24 May 1833- 
4. HC Deb., 15 JuneI837, XXXVIII, Col. 146o. 
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that it was an oppressive measure wbich established invidious distinctions 
between the rich and the poor'. Surely, he added, 'was not a measure 
oppressive which provided that as regarded the poor, a magistrate was a 
sufficient tribunal, whereas as regarded the rich the sanction of the law 
was necessary? '. If it became law, he concluded, 'it would subvert the 
whole rule of ejectment and the common law of the land'. This precisely 
was the intention. 
Hitherto the law on ejectment recognised no distinctions as between 
different kinds of tenancies. The rich man in his castle and the poor 
man at his gate were*both subject to trial by jury in which the plaintiff 
was required to prove his title tIo possession of the property in dispute. 
The Small Tenements Recovery Bili promised to revolutionise this procedure. 
Upon expiration of due notice to quit, landlords of small tenements (defined 
as premises rented at less than 920 per annum) henceforth need only apply 
to the nearest magistrate to obtain'an order for possession. All that was 
required was that the applicant prove termination of tenancy. The grounds 
for such termination were deemed irrelevant: the magistrate became a mere 
cipher. 
Not surprisingly some were profoundly disturbed by so sweeping a transformation. 
William Theobold, a barrister of the Inner Temple, and the only person to 
petition against the bill, predicted that it would 'operate with peculiar 
harshness on the poor, --and will-make the magistracy and police odious as the 
instruments of powers which cannot fail to be regarded by their objects 
as a reckless and unmerciful tyranny'. It was, he considered, a measure 
'more harsh than the law of imprisonment for debt, to which it bears a 
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strong analogy; for it entitles the landlord, upon his own affidavit, 
to turn out of doors not only the tenant, but his lodger and family'. 
The right of action reserved in cases of unjust ejectment was 'a mere 
mockery'. Finally, he warned that 'the class of landlords most eager 
in demanding are most likely to abuse, and least fit to be trusted with 
such harsh and extraordinary powers$. 
1 Sir Edward Sugden M. P., himself 
a substantial land owner, felt much the same way. Speaking. on the Second 
Reading, Sir Edward expressed 'great alarm, lest a feeling of suspicion 
should be engendered in the minds of the people of England that, in 
sanctioning such a measure, they were thinking more of their interests than 
,12 of the justice of the case - But of the honourable Members who 
heard 
him, there was scarcely one who shared this view-point. Shortly afterwards 
the bill received the Royal Assent. 
The mischievous consequences of the Small Tenements Recovery Act, although 
self-evidentt can hardly be over-emphasised. Yet, it is curious that those 
who were most affected, appear to have been quite ignorant of its implications. 
Some, indeed, may have'welcomed the new measure. The Member for Cockermouth 
claimed to have taken 'the opportunity of sending the Bill to every place 
throughout the country - not to landlords alone but to every mechanic's 
news-room of which he had the slightest knowledge, and the only complaint 
he had heard against the Bill was, that it did not go far enough. for the 
protection of small landlords'. 
3 Of course, we do not know just how 
1. Re orts of Select Committee on Public Petitions (1837)1 Appx- 734, No. 7538 
2. HC Deb., 13 December 1837, XXXIX, cols. 1050,1054. 
3- Hc Leb., 18 july 1838, XLIV, col. 297- 
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slight Mr Aglionby's knowledge really was; but it, is clear that working 
class response, if that not be an over-generous description, was such as 
not to deter others from commending it to the sons of toil. In one of its 
many publications 'containing information especially calculated to advance 
the intelligence and better the condition of the working classes', the 
Society for the Diffusion of'Useful Knowledge said: 
It is of great importance that the provisions of the 
above Act should be widely known. The change in the 
law is certainly favourable to the honest tenant, and 
also it may be said to those who are otherwise disposed, 
as it will compel them, if they mean to keep a house over 
their heads, to be very careful how they dissipate the 
means of paying their rent. Formerly with tenants of this 
description it was of little use issuing a distress ... 
and the expensive process of ejectment generally fell upon 
the landlord, while the dishonest tenant laughed at the 
matter in which the law supported him in his contest with 
the owner of the premises. The plan of doubling the rent, 
unroofing the tenement and 1 other oblique courses will no longer be necessary 
Octavia Hill was still a little girl, but the notion that su=ary eviction 
and rational behaviour went hand-in-hand was already well-established. 
An act which confined the magistrate to a ministerial rather than a 
judicial function was not the kind of measure originally contemplated by 
I 
metropolitan magistrates. Elsewhere too the bench was less than enthusiastic. 
Mr. Maude, a Manchester justice, thought. it 'a very arbitrary act of 
parliament and .... it was necessarythat magistrates should put the 
most liberal construction on the powers invested in them by it'. 
2 In 
Liverpool, a senior police magistrate, fearful lest it encourage great I 
1. The WorkinE Man's Companion or Year-Book (1839)t P- 138. Cf. BSE, 
q. 1059; Paul Thompsont 'Voices from Within', in M. Wolff and H. J. Dyos, eds., 
The Victorian City (London and Boston 1973), 1, p. 78 and R. White to 
J. S. Middleton, ctober 1917, VINC MSS. Michael Shepherd very kindly drew 
my attention to the f; irst of these references. 
2. Manchester Times, 22 September 1838. 
- 
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false swearing, decided that before granting an order for possession, 
he would require thelstrictest proof' of tenancy, and deemed the evidence 
of the landlord insufficient and inadmissable for this purpose. . 
In the 
opinion of this, sagacious gentleman: 
Parliament as ever was passed'. 
1 
'It was as foolish an Act of 
He was right too. A most serious 
defect resided in its ambiguity as to whether its provisions extended to 
lodgers occupying rooms or part of a house from a tenant holding fromla 
superior landlord. In consequence some magistrates had refused to grant 
possession while others had freely done so. The opinion of Sir John 
Campbell, the Attorney-General, was taken. Notwithstanding Sir John's 
declared view to the contrary, a number of magistrates persisted in 
refusing to grant possession orders in such cases until an authoritative 
ruling from the Court of Queen's Bench was obtained. 
2 This, in due 
course, was forthcoming. But in general, whatever their feelingst there 
was little the, bench could do for the tenant. At. best a magistrate 
might_delay, 
_exegution 
of an, ejectment for a fortnight; to go further was 
to exceed his authority. 
The Act of 1838 was frankly a disappointment to most landlords. True, 
it conferred immense power but it offered him no express protection against 
the unruly tenant. Wilful and mailcious damage may even have increased. 
So long as their poverty, compelled tenants to consider the non-payment of 
rent as a necessary form of income redistribution, resistance was inevitable. 
If it limited the scope for certain kinds of defiance, the Small Tenements 
Recovery Act was powerlessto prevent, and may well have encouraged, more 
1. Liverpool Mercury, 21 1 September and 5 October 1838. 
2. The Times, 10 November 1838. 
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frequent recourse tollitting. In London moreover, where furnished 
accommodation was fairly common among, the poorer classes, absconding 
tenants were prone to pawn the furniture in the process. 
1 The year 
following, ýhe passage. of-the Small Tenements Recovery Act brought fresh 
legislation designed to curb such practices. Section 67 of the 
Metropolitan Police Act, 1839 decreed that 'it shall be lawful to any 
constable to stop and detain, until due enquiry can be made, all carts 
and carriages which he shall find employed in removing the furniture of 
any house or lodging:, between the hours of eight in the evening and six 
the-following morning, or whenever the constable shall have good grounds 
for believing that-such-removal is made for the purpose of evading the 
payment of rent', The London 'bobby' was not, perhaps, at his best during 
-those-particular hours: - 'shooting the moon' remained a standard form of 
evasion. ' ,i- 
The Small Tenements Act, 1838 was perhaps more successful in helping to 
curb the open warfare between owner and occupier which had necessitated 
its introductioný 'Of the 9311 warrants for possession issued by magistrates 
in the Metropolitan-Police District between 1886 and 1890, nearly 10 per 
cent required the use of force to give the warrant effect but in only 
cases was that'force resisted. 
2 Nevertheless, rent-collecting in 
woIrking class., quarters_remainedan unenviable task. In 1913, that most 
prospýerous of pre-war years, and one of the few for which statistics are 
available Police, Courts in Ehgland and, Wales heard 18,996 applications 
1. M. D. George, London Life in the Eighteenth Century (Penguin edn. 1966), 
P'. 100. 
2. '' Evictions (London and Suburbs), PP., 1888, LXXXII, and PP., 1890-1, 
LXIV. 
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for possession and granted 18,197 orders. 
Scottish courts were even busier. A month before the Armistice, the 
Glasgow Property Circular announced: 'The end of this European War marks 
the beginning of the Rent War'. 
2 The commencement of hostilities, 
however, long ante-dated the landlords' formal declaration of war; ante- 
dated the Great War, the Crimean War, even the Revolutionary and Napoleonic 
Wars. Ever since the needs of the many became the profits of the few, 
landlord and tenant had been locked in a ferocious, if silent, struggle. 
3 
There were on average 5594 evictions each year in Edwardian Scotland. 
This figure excludes Glasgow. There the struggle was fought with a 
peculiar savagery. In 1902, all but three of the 17,000 applications for 
ejectment, lodged in the Burgh Court, were granted; in 1906, all but nine 
of the 20,887 applications were similarly approved. In the two years 
preceding the outbreak of the Great War, 52,290 petitions for ejectment 
were taken in the courts of that city and 109000 evictions were sanctioned. 
What make .s these a stonishing figures even more remarkable is not only that 
they seem to bear little relationship to the low level of demand, but that 
they actually underrstate the full extent of the problem. In view of the 
fact that, on average, an additional 2107 evictions were sanctioned annually 
5 in the Sheriff's Small Debt Court, we may be sure that a contemporary 
1. Departmental Committee on the Operation of the Rent Acts: MS Minutes 
of Evidence, 8 March 1920, p. 42, PRO HLG 41/5. 
2. Glasgow Advertiser and Property Circular, 8 October 1918. 
3. Calculated from Civil Judicial Statistics - Scotland, 1899-1914, 
Table XXXIII, cols. 25 and 26. 
4. GMC, qq. 2071,2080; Minutes of-Evidence of Departmental Committee 
on_Ho_use Letting in Scotland, PP., 1906, XLVII, q. - 5502; HC Deb. t 
7 April 
1924,172, col. 1449. 
5. Calculated from Civil Judicial Statistics - Scotland, 1899-1914 Table XXXIII. 
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estimate of 20,000 petitions for ejectment per year in Edwardian Glasgow 
is not far off the mark. 
1 
1. Robert Renwick, Memorials of Glasgow (Glasgow 1908), p. 181 
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2. Arrestment 
The Small Tenements Recovery Act, 1838 did not apply to Scotland. 
The proceedings in Glasgow, described above, were executed under the 
Sheriff Court Act, 1838- And yet, notwithstanding the high level 
of evictions, landlords in that city never ceased to lament the want 
of adequate protection. The passage of the Wages Arrestment Limitations 
(Scotland) Act, 1870, in particular, was considered an occasion for 
sack-cloth and ashes., The process regulated by this obscure piece of 
legislation, which was to have some bearing on the shaping of the Rent 
Act of 1915, affected landlord tenant relationships in Scotland in ways 
which it is the purpose of this chapter to describe. 
In Scots law 'diligence' has several meanings. But broadly speaking it 
most commonly denotes the process by which a, persong land or effects are 
attached either in execution or in security for debt. Here we are concerned 
with that particular form of 
. 
diligence relative to the arrestment of wages. 
' 
Not only was a creditor thus enabled to obtain an order for the attachment 
of the debtor's earnings, and thereby establish a preferential right over 
the subjects arrested; butg, unlike English practice, it was also competent, 
if desired, to lodge an arrestment on the dependence of an action. In 
consequence a-man might suffer the seizure of his wages before any liability 
had been found against him by. the court. For centuries the diligence of 
arrestment had been part of the common law of Scotlandq but in the absence 
1. The authoritative commentary on this aspect of the law remains Graham 
Stewart, The Law of Diligence (Edinburgh-1898). A brief and useful discussion 
of the process of wage arrestment is contained in Archibald Alison, Some 
-2 5-249; Account of My Life 'and Writings (Edinburgh and London 1883), 11, PP 
757- 
and a valuable outline history inRe port of the Committee on pilionce, PP., 1957-8, XV. 
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of a, cheap summary mode of procedýire these powers remained academic. 
This was irksome to those who contrived to live off the perennial 
liquidity crises which beset the working man. Until the second decade 
of the nineteenth century, the conditions under which credit could be 
safely extended ought, then, to have been fairly tightly circumscribed. 
The explosive growth of an impecunious urban populace, paid at two and 
four weekly intervals, represented an attractive prospect - if only 
adequate legal protection were forthcoming. From such desires and their 
attendant pressures emerged the Sheriff Small Debt Courts in 1825. In 
I England and Wales too a similar, though as yet unstudied, process was 
1 
operative. Shopkeepers, merchants and court officials appear to 
have 
been the principal beneficiaries. The Sheriff Small Debt Courts provided 
the hitherto missing spring: the debt-trap was thus set ready to snap. 
Many, and not least working men, themselves, feared that the subsequent 
reckless extension of credit produced morally deleterious consequences 
amongst the recipients. 
2 Its clearest expression is to be found in the 
numerous voluntary associations which working people founded in order to 
escape dependence upon the protean loan-sharks who infested the shallows 
that surrounded them. But at all times their collective efforts were 
vulnerable, and likely to supersession by the entrepreneurial parasites 
who could co=and that little extra capital which made all the difference. 
Ironically, voluntarism became the model for a grotesque bastardisation of 
1. In 1832 it was estimated that at least 60 local acts for the establish- 
ment of small debt courts had been passed during the reigns of George III 
and George IV: see Frederick Clifford, A History of Private 
(1887), 11, P. 772. Cf. Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of 
England (1844 edn. ), Book III, Ch. VI. pp. 81-82. 
2. Cf. petition of Dundee Working Men's Association, Report of Select 
Committee of the House of Commons on Public Petitions (1870), A-ppx. 448, 
No. 557F. - 
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honour, respect and mutuality -; - 
the notorious Club Ticket System, 
the most odious of several ingenious devices by which the debt-trap 
might be sprung, 
1 
The use of the arrestment system, widespread throughout the manufacturing 
districts, reached its apogee in Glasgow. Here it was endemic. Here 
the unacceptable face of capitalism showed itself most brazen. The 
sternly authoritative investigations undertaken by John Hill Burton, 
disclosed that nearly 27,000 cases were taken in the Small Debt Courts 
in that city alone. In conjunction with the 31000 cases decided in 
nearby Paisley, these constituted nearly 50 per cent of all small debt 
business transacted in Scotland in 1852.2 
Court officials did remarkably well, out. of it. A report com1hissioned by 
the Lord Advocate in 1841 not only discovered improprieties on the part 
of the magistrates in the dispensation of justice, but, extensive malversation 
by the excessively large, staff of debt enforcement officers, many of them 
3 in the pocket of the pursuers, There was little here that was not 
already known., Six years earlier, Lord Advocate, Sir William Rae had 
introduced a-Bill restraining the illegal conduct of court officials which 
was passed by the House of Commons but rejected by the Lords. In spite of 
1. An excellent account upon which the following chapter is heavily 
reliant is provided by John Hill Burton's Report on Arrestment of Wages, 
The Effect of Abolishing Imprisonment for Debt and the Practice of Truck 
in Scotland, PP., 16549 LXIX, PP- 3-15. 
2. Report on Arrestment of WaEes, p. 62 
3- Report n the Administration ofthe Law in the Justices of the Peace Court (Glasgow), PP., 1841, -ii, II, pp. 6-7. 
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subsequent reform some of the worst abuses persisted and in general 
the administration of justice in Glasgow left much to be desired. 
1 
Most defendants, not surprisingly, found the conjoint spirits of 
Braxfield and Mammon an awesome combination. 'By the power assumed of 
arresting wages', ran one parliamentary petition emanating from a group 
of working men, 'the work-people are subjected to impositiong fraud and 
roguery, to severe suffering, to great injustice and oppression; and to 
aggravate the distress, the provisions of the Statutes establishing Small 
Debts Courts, are most unjust towards the labouring classes: these Courts 
are despotic and arbitrary; their proceedings are summary and precipitate; 
and their judgements have deeply injured and opporessed all classes of 
workpeople'. 
2 
In 1837 Glasgow operatives petitioned against the Sheriff and Burgh Courts 
Bill on the grounds that, if passed, the clauses sanctioning the arrestment 
of workmen's wages 'will be attended with cruel and oppressive consequences 
to large masses of the community, especially the working classes' - besides 
which they were contrary to the 'humane and enlightened views' of the recent 
3 Scottish Law Commission. The foundry workers of Messrs Murdoch, Aitken 
and Co., Hill Streetq Glasgow were less restrained. In their opiniong 
'the arresting of wages is an outrage against the law, justice and humanity, 
1. Report 6n'Arresiiient 'of Wages ., pp. 66-74; G. F. A. Best, 'Another Part of 
the and: Some Scottish Perspectives', in Dyos and Wolff eds., The 
Victorian City, I, PP- 399-400. 
2. Report of House of Commons-Select Committee on Public Petitions (1842), 
Appx- 701, No. 8375. 
3. Reýort of House of Commons Select Committee on Public Petitions (1837)9 
Appx. 643, No. 6915. 
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occasioning a widespread low litigation, chicanery, roguery, deep 
suffering, distress and terrorl. 
1 The lawmakers at Westminster, 
however, remained unmoved. But others were less complacent. 'We 
believe the law, of arrestment, to be one main source of the general 
demoralisation .... of the people of Scotland', declared an enlightened 
employer, land to it we'trace in a great degree the feeling that they very 
generally possess, that they are the victims of oppression by every class 
above them'. 
2 
Amongst enth, usiastic advocates of the arrestment system landlords were 
pre-eminent. , 
Many held it a self-evident truth that 'large areas of the 
city of_-Glasgow. would become depopulated by its abolition' and that 
'nothing 
but the most stringent methods could enable them to draw rents from the 
very numerous class who pay weekly, fortnightly or monthly'. 
3 But the 
practice was not peculiar to Glasgow. Wherever the impoverishment of 
the tenants was such as to preclude sequestration (Scottish equivalent of 
distress),, house owners were prone to resort to wage arrestment as security 
for rent. It he did not lose his wages, the Scottish worker lost his home. 
Scottish workmen felt strongly against the system. 
4 
But it was the 
increasingly powerful opposition of Scots industrialists which was instrumental 
in bringing about its curtailment. As the law stood the employer suffered 
1. Report of House of Commons Select Committee on Public Petitions 
(1844), 
Appx. '; 21, No. 11272. 
2. Re 
XVII Pe 
s to the Commissioners on the Employment of Children, PP., 1842, 
0 
3- Beport on Arrestment of Wages, p. 40 
4. In addition to references already cited, see Report of Select Committee 
of the House of Commons on Public Petitions (1835)-, Appx. 1520, No. 52777- and 
Appxs. 1620-1622, Nos- 3452-3454; also (1870), Appx. 447, No. 5577. 
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great inconvenience from the arrestment system. On reception of a 
writ of arrestmentt the employer became liable for the interception and 
division of the debtor's wages to the satisfaction of the creditor's 
claim. Non-compliance with the writ , which in effect operated as an 
injunction, exposed him to an action for the recovery of the debt. 
Arriving unexpectedly in droves on oi- just prior to pay day, arrestments 
played havoc with company accounts. Numerous last minute adjustments 
were thereby occasioned, always an onerous and time-consuming task, 
especially when the works were not centralised on one site. They were 
even more vexatious when, as so often, the arrestee was the subject of 
multiple claims. Rather than submit to these tiresome impositions many 
preferred to dismiss an employee so si encourager les autres. Ituated pour 
In the eastern manufacturing districts it was a common practice. In the 
west, the decimation of the labour force, which, in view of the scale of 
indebtedness, would otherwise have ensued, effectively precluded resort 
to such drastic solutions, particularly as skilled labour was scarce. 
Here there existed a state of overt belligerancy between debt collector 
. and employer. 
1 
Sir Archibald Alison, a staunch defender of the systemq thought that the 
employers' agitation was 'not a social grievance which is deserving of 
2 
much attention' . In the abýence of an able-bodied poor law, he argued, 
working men would otherwise have been'unable to survive the violent cyclical 
fluctuations of the late 1830s and subsequent decade. The Glasgow Landlords 
1. On this, see Report on Arrestment of WaEes, pp. 27ff- 
2. This and the following, two paragraphs are based upon Report on Arrestment 
of Wages, pp. 429 45-46. 
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and Merchants Protection Association, by contrast$ ascribed the 
employers participation in this 'flagitious combination to defeat 
justice' to a desire to compromise the liberties of their workmen 
by compelling dependence upon the 'Tommy shop'. Thisq Hill Burton 
showed, was an over-simplification of the position. 
Coal and iron masters, who were the principal exponents of the truck 
system, were not to be counted amongst the most vociferous opponents 
of wage arrestment whereas the mill owners, with whom truck did not 
exist, were most clamant against it. At the same time, it would be 
wrong to regard the employers as disinterested onlookers concerned 
solely with the moral elevation of the masses. Although a good deal 
of indebtedness arose from the want of more frequent remuneration, 
employers were implacably opposed to weekly wage payments. On the 
contrary, many held that long periods of payment should be encouraged 
as tending to foster those 'rational' patterns of expenditure and habits 
of deferred gratification associated with the salaried classes. Indeed, 
it was the ancilliary function of the credit system in facilitating the 
expression of class hostility which they found intolerable. 
A good deal of the small debt business arose out of actions by tradesmen 
for credit extended during strikes, a practice which, to say the least, 
the great industrialists frowned upon. Mill owners were hardly likely 
to forget the fact that the great cotton strike of 1836 was kept up largely 
on credit. Shopkeepers and the like may not have been particularly keen 
to incur the displeasure of the industrial magnates through the deliberate 
prolongation of an industrial dispute. Neither were they necessarily moved 
by the plight of the idle workers in these situations. The fear of 
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selective dealing was the dominant consideration. 
But what, for the employer, was largely a matter of inconvenience, 
assumed a far darker aspect for those who were the subjects of arrest- 
ment. In the eyes of the law the working man stood in a quite different 
relationship to the debtor of superior rank. As Hill Burton put it: 
'He is a sort of bankrupt, without ... the means of relief open to 
other bankrupts'. 
1 
For him there was no recourse to the benefit of 
cassio. Unlike the discharged bankruptq the working man, once subject 
to arrestment, could obtain no relief from the harassing attacks of 
creditors. Other than the interposition of a nominal judicial authority, 
the creditor was allowed carte blanche in the chosen manner of execution. 
The complete absence of judicial control permitted the most flagrant 
injustice and oppression, and Hill Burton, like many others, was not 
unaware of the class hostilities excited thereby: 
I think it quite safe to suppbse that in any one year 
from fifteen to twenty thousand of the working people 
in Glasgow may be computed to have smarted from the 
application of the arrestment law. Such a matter, of 
course, suggests serious considerations not only with 
the industrial productive operations of the working 
classes ... but with their feelings of content and 2 loyalty towards the institutions of the country. 
The eminently sensible proposals of the Scottish Law Commission of 1835 
which so impressed the Glasgow operatives had not been entirely unproductive 
of good. Imprisonment for debt had, in consequence, been practically 
abolished in the year following the publication of its first report. 
At the same time, the distinguished Commissioners had taken the opportunity 
1. Report on Arrestment of Wages; P- 35- 
2. Report on Arrestment of Wages, P. 57 
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to reaffirm the traditional spirit of'Scots law, strongly recommending 
it to be upheld in regard to the protection of wages insofar as they 
were an alimentary fund - from process of arrestment. In the Small 
Debt Act, 1837 this too received statutory recognition. But the act 
provided ho operational definition of what constituted a necessary 
aliment. The courts gave conflicting rulings. Employers, uncertain 
of what would be deemed a necessary subsistence, withheld the whole of 
the arrestee's wages. Short of abahdoning home and job, assuming a 
fictitious name and/or quitting the country, there was little a worker 
could do to rid himself of his leech-like creditors. And, in any case, 
only the last of these was likely to succeed because within Scotland the 
club ticketmen were relentless in the pursuit of defaulters. Amongst 
colliers paid by output and engineers working on piece-rates, however, a 
form of ca'canny mightl where a fixed amount of subsistence money was 
known to be exempt from arrestment, be brought to bear on the mat er. 
2 
No doubt the adverse effect upon production. was an added factor shaping 
the employers' hostility towards wage arrestment. 
They faced formidable opponents. 'I had no idea till lately of the quiet 
but powerful opposition which the Lord Advocate's Bill encounters', wrote 
one of them in July, 1841. 'There is a whole host of lawyers depending 
for their subsistence on the arrestment of wages; they are nearly silent, 
but they urge on, with all their might, the shopkeepers, house factors etc. '. 
The Bill in question was, as he suspected, 'artfully managed for the purpose 
of silencing the masters'. It was designed to remove the grievances of 
1. First Report of Law Commission, Scotland, PP., 1834, xxvI, pp. 54-55 
2. Report on Arrestment of Wages, p. 59. 
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which the employers complained without offending the shopocracy. 
No relief whatsoever was intended for the worker. But even this 
attempt to steer a middle course between two politically powerful 
interests excited ferocious opposition. In the subsequent election, 
the normally Whig Glaswegian shop-keepers were sufficiently apprehensive 
as to run a Conservative candidate - 'for no other purpose than that, if 
possible, the Lord Advocate's Bill might be thrown out'. 
1 They lost 
the battle but won the war. The measure was withdrawn. A Wages Arrest- 
ment Act, abolishing arrestment on the dependence of an action, passed 
four years later, was so slip-shod in the drafting as to be scarcely 
worth the paper on which it was printed (8 and 9 Vict. C. 39)- At this 
point, George Anderson, a Glasgow flax manufacturer, who was to prove an 
indefatigable campaigner against the system, entered the lists. His 
pamphlet, Arrestment of Wages, An Exposure of its Impolicy and Injustice, 
published in 1852, provoked a good deal of public interest. The following 
year Lord Advocate Moncrieff appointed Mr Hill Burton to investigate and 
report on the arrestment system and the operation of the Truck Acts. 
John Hill Burton, an Edinburgh lawyer, journalist and historian, was well 
qualified for the task in hand. This biographer of Hume and ardent 
disciple of Bentham had long been active in promoting the public health 
movement. Ten years earlier he had been among Chadwick's closest associates, 
having performed an important part in the preparation of the Scottish 
1. Re ort to the Co=issioners on the Employment of Children, 1842, P. 343 
40 
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material for Chadwick's celebrated report to the House of Lords. 
Hill Burton's own report to the Lord Advocate exemplifies many of the 
finer featu'r I es of early blue book sociology, combining a critical 
empiricism within an unashamedly functionalist framework. He possessed 
in full the professional man's disdain for the myopic rationalisations 
of the aspiring petit bourgeois, particularly for the large but economically 
inefficient class of small shopkeepers whose liquidation, he expected, would 
follow upon the abolition of arrestment. As for landlords, he had nothing 
but contempt. He brusquely dismissed the landlord's claim for preferential 
protection of rent given under the security of arrestment: 
... a considerable number of those who speculate 
in house property are not a class whose business 
appears to deserve special legal treatment from 
its beneficient character. A large portion of 
the sums they draw are their remuneration for the 
odious task of exacting payment rather than the 
true value of the accommodation which they give. 
They convert in this manner naturally worthless 
property into a source of considerable revenue, and 
they are constantly on the watch for receiving new 
powers of coercion from the law, since these, by 
reducing the proportion of their bad debts, which 
are the characteristic risk of their business, 
immensely increase the value of their property. 
Thus they will speak of any change in the law as 
having increased or decreased the value of property 
so much per cent, as if, instead of merely affecting 
their personal interests, it had been to such an 
extent a general benefit or loss to society at large. 
They are among the many classes whose profits are 
derived from the improvidence of the working community. 
This was an unflattering profile. Moreover, though more respectful in 
discussing the employers position, he rarely allowed discretion to cloud 
the issue. That issue, as he saw it, transcended the commercial 
1. - Report on Arrestment of Wages, p. 40 
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consequences attendant upon any further limitation. To the extent that 
it exacerbated class tension, its abolition might be justified; but, 
in so recommending, Hill Burton argued that wage arrestment needed to 
be situated within the context of a broader perspective. Abolition 
would not of itself solve the fundamental problem stemming from popular 
ignorance of political economy of which the credit system was considered 
symptomatic. But it would help. 
1 The Scottish worker had yet to 
learn to appreciate 'rational' patterns of expenditure, 'rational' 
patterns of consumption and 'rational' amusement; as such the abolition 
of wage arrestment was a useful teaching aid. 
The House of Commons showed scant concern for Scottish affairs at the very 
best of times and the moment chosen for the presentation of Hill Burton's 
findings was definitely not one of them. The opening of the Crimean War 
coinciding with its publication ensured that the intere st aroused by the 
report was minimal. Wage arrestment was consigned to a limbo in which it 
remained suspended for more than a decade. 
Anderson, however, had not ceased to campaign. Reform of the law 
constituted a principal plank in his successful contest in the General 
2 Election of 1868. Two years later the Radical Member for Glasgow 
piloted a measure through Parliament exempting from arrestment weekly wages 
to the value of 20s. (33 and 34 Vict. c. 63). In the following three 
years the--staggering total of 39,000 plaints that came before the Glasgow 
courts was more than halved. In 1873 Anderson claimed that 'the very 
1. Re ort on Arrestment of Wages, PP- 38-39. 
2. Report of Committee on Dilifence, para. 74. 
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vicious system of credit ..... that was built up solely on the power 
to arrest' had been destroyed. 
One class of creditor had no doubts as to the consequences of the Act 
of 1870. The Glasgow Landlords Association, who had fought the Wage 
Arrestment Limitation Act tooth-and-nail, remained aggrieved for while 
Anderson himself conceded their special case deserving a more summary 
mode of ejectment, nothing had been done to honour that concession. 
The poorest, and therefore the most troublesome, class of tenant remained 
'practically beyond the law'. A mere 300 of the 7,000 cases that came 
before the Justice of the Peace Small Debt Court in 1890 were for the 
seizure of wages for rent. 
2 It is ironic, therefore, thatl although 
much diminished, wage arrestment proved to. be one of those spades with 
which one section of the bourgeoisie, at least, dug its own grave. - In 
the autumn of 1915, Glasgow landlords, incensed at the opposition of their 
rent-striking tenants, resorted to wage arrestment in order to secure the 
rent. The subsequent outcry, as we shall see, ensured that rent control 
was more far-reaching than might otherwise have been the case. 
1. Select Committee on Impriconment for Debt, PP., 1873, XV, qq. 9129 
916, T52. 
2. Glasgow Presbytery__Commission on the Housing of the Poor (Glasgow 1892) 
PP. 99-, 101. Hereafter cited as, GPC. 
3- See below Ch. 10, 
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Distress for Rent 
In Victorian England the action of distraining or distraint described 
the common law right of a landlord to seize, without legal process, the 
1 
personal chattels of his tenant for non-payment of rent. All things 
were distrainable with the following ekceptions: perishable articles, 
fixtures, wearing apparel and the instruments of a man's trade or 
profession in actual use at the time the distress was made. Goods 
belonging to sub-tenants and other occupants were, until the passing of 
the Lodgers Goods Protection Act, 1871, also liable to seizure. 
The procedure regulating the distress was not without complications. 
A distress could not - and indeed cannot - be made after sunset and 
before 
sunrise,. i. e. in the night, nor on the same day on which the rent became 
due. Although the outer door of the house could in no circumstances be 
broken open, the person distraining might, if the outer door be open, 
justify breaking open an inner door or lock to find any goods distrainable. 
The distress might be made either by the landlord himself, or by an 
authorised agent, the bailiff, under a warrant of distress. An inventory 
of as many goods as were judged sufficient to cover the rent distrained 
for, and also the charges of the distress had then to be made, and served 
personally on the tenant, together with a notice of the fact of the distress 
having been made, and the time when the rent and charges must be paid, or 
2a 
the goods replevied. It was/customary precaution, following the distress 
1. In presenting the following outline I have been guided by the various 
editions of two standard authorities: Woodfall's Law of Landlord and Tenant 
and Redman's Law of Landlord and Tenant. 
2. Replevin describes the restoration or recovery of goods taken in distraint, 
upon the tenant affected giving security to have the matter tried in a court of 
justice and to return the goods if the case were decided against him. 
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to impound the goods immediatelyg and in the notice to acquaint the 
tenant wither they had been removed. In the event of clandestine or 
fraudulent removal in order to avoid distress, landlords were empowered 
to follow the goods within thirty days of their removal from the premises. 
Goods taken in distraint could not be sold before the expiration of five 
days. Prior to sale an appraisement had to be made by two appraisers. 
Any surplus accruing from the sale had to be handed over to the tenant. 
The foregoing thumb-nail sketch, though it might not satisfy a lawyer, is 
sufficient description for the purposes of this study. It is with the 
practical operation of the law of distress that this chapter is concerned. 
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I 
Contempt for the landlord was exceeded only by that of his alter ego, 
the broker or bailiff. An essayist, writing in 1638, numbered him 
among 'the very offscum of the rascal multitude', one of 'a rabble of 
such stinkardly companions'. 
' In succeeding centuries his standing 
does not appear to have risen. His particular services were not, of 
course, confined to matters arising from the non-payment of rates and 
rents. In addition, distress warrants might be issued for a multiplicity 
of purposes relative to the recovery of small debts and enforcement of 
appearance. There were all sorts of abuses. The Law Commission of 18331 
reporting upon the extortionate activities of the bailiffs employed by the 
inferior courts, described*1a vicious system of practise ..... in consequence 
of the duty being usually executed, not by regular bailiffs, but by casual 
agents of the lowest description, it is in fact frequently exercised in a 
vi olent and oppressive mannerl. 
2 
Tenants too had to contend with similar predacious behaviolir, rent bailiffs 
3 
misconducting themselves in much the same manner as court officials. The 
tenant's unfortunate predicament arose, in part, out of the legal reforms 
undertaken in the course of the previous century. The cumbersome and 
archaic procedure under the old law offered the tenant some guarantee against 
1. Quotation from OED 
,. 
2. Fifth Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into the Practise 
and Proceedings of the SuDerior Courts of Common Laws relative to Provincial 
Courts in England for the Recovery of Small Debts, PP-, laW, XXIIi P- 6; 
3- Correspondence of 'A House Agent', Estates Gazette, 25 February 1888, 
P. 91. 
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hasty and unlawful action in that any one irregularity nullified the 
whole. But from 1689 onwards a series of amendments swept away such 
protection as hitherto existed, however limited it may in practice 
have been. Procedure for the levying of distress was simplified, 
and restriction on'the things liable to seizure greatly relaxed. 
Summary powers of sale were introduced. 
1 The consequences can be 
quickly summarised. Goods were seized to a value far in excess of the 
arrears outstanding and fictitious appraisements issued. Auctions were 
rigged and-extortion prevalent. Tenants might be ruined at a whim. 
Parliament was not unaware of the humble householder's precarious 
situation. An act of 1817 (57 Geo. III c. 95), designed to regulate 
distress proceedings, bore the following preamble: 
Where as divers Persons acting as Brokers, and 
distraining upon the Goods and Chattels of others, 
or employed in the course of such Dis tress, have 
of late years made excessive Charges, to the 
Oppression of Poor Tenants and others; and it is 
expedient to check such Practises ....... 
The measure prescribed a fixed scale of charges and fees (payable by 
the tenant) for the execution of a warrant, as well as penaltiest including 
imprisonment, for contravention of the scheduled costs. 
The enactment was scarcely worth the paper on which it was printed. 
In the words of R. E. Broughton, a London magistrate, it was 'so trifling, 
so insignificant in itself that it really leaves us nearly powerless'. 
Nearly everything relative to the legality of the distress, the regularity 
of the proceedings with regard to the impounding and disposal of the goods 
Frederick Pollock, The Land Laws (1883), p. 141. 
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and the accounting for the proceeds - remained matters subject to 
costly forms of redress; and as Mr Broughton put it: 'a weaver, toiling 
hard fourteen or fifteen hours a day, for 14s. or 15s. a week, cannot 
even talk with an attorney; it-would take half his week's earnings to 
do so'. In any case, the nub of the matter was not the broker's 
extortionate charges, but the turning of a man and his family into the 
I street, and the sale of his bed and tools into the bargain: 
as the ldw stands, it tends to impoverish ieonoants; 
I-have seen many cases of the destruction 
of a family, by carrying away the beds, tables and 
chairs, and everything that they had; one broker 
calls in another, and they what they call condemn 
the articles; they fix their own price, often not 
one tenth of the value of the goods$ and hardly 
ever send them to auction; and when stripped of all 
their property by the conduct of the landlord or 1 
brokers, they come to us, and we have no remedy. 
In the face of such glaring inadequacies, not all magistrates found it 
possible to maintain that sense of detachment and composure. expected of 
those charged with the administration of justice. Mr C. K. Murray, for 
example, was troubled by his own difficulties in this respect: 
I wish to state Zh-e told an official enquiry in 183g 
that much oppression takes place at present on the 
part of brokers, in cases in which we have no power 
to interfere; the only jurisdiction that we possess 
over them is in the case of their exceeding the amount 
of costs*allowed by statute; but our jurisdiction is 
so imperfect, that although the Act enables us to impose 
a fine upon the broker who makes an overcharge in his 
account, it gives us no power to compel delivery of 
that account. There is a low class of brokers who 
occasionally'seize and sell all the goods, perhaps worth 
three times the rent, and put the whole balance in their 
pocket; for this there is no remedy but by action; 
and the result of the broker's conduct being the entire 
ruin of the poor tenantt of course 
, 
no action can be 
brought. In one instance of this kind, which was 
1. Quotation from Select Committee on Metropolis Police offices, PP-9 1837-82 
XV, qq. 239-240; also see Select Committee on Metro2olis police Officesq PP-9 
18379 XII, qq. 690,889. 
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attended by gross oppression, I could not refrain from 
putting a strained construction on the law; and having 
assessed the costs allowed by the Act, I treated the 
surplus as an overcharge retained by the broker out of 
the proceeds of the sale, and fined him accordinly three 
times t4at-amount. It would be useful if we were 
relieved from the temptation of resorting to these doubt- 
ful constructions of the law, by defýnite remedies for 
these and other acts of oppression. 
Although the Metropolitan Police Courts Act, 1839 provided a summary form 
of redress against unlawful distress, 
2 the 'definite remedies' for which 
Mr Murray called were a long time coming. Attempts to introduce a more 
equitable arrangement called forth opposition from the most influential 
quarters. A proposal to exempt lodgers from the seizure of their property 
in case of default by the tenant, a common occurrencet which came before 
Parliatent in 1869, was rejected out of hand. The Lord Chancellor 
sympathised with 'the great inconvenience' which lodgers suffered, but 
felt that the bill would encourage tenant and lodger to enter into collusive 
arrangements and thus permit 'the grossest frauds being practised on the 
landlord'. But there were more substantial reasons: 'A rightq however, 
which had been vested in the landlord from the remotest. time as a security 
for his rent's his lordship concludedt $ought not to be lightly interfered 
with'. 
3 The Lord'Chief Justice thought otherwise. The law, he maintained, 
was 'harsh and cruel'. Mr Justice Hannen concurred. In the light of 
these opinions, the Liverpool Porcupine ventured to suggest that th, & ys 
of the 'exclusive and tyrannical privileges' of the landlord class were at 
hand. 
4, 
- But thb'fruits of the reformers efforts, the Lodgers Goods 
1. Select Committee on Metropolitan Police, PP., 1834, XVI, q. 2475. 
2.2 and 3 Vict. c- 71i, s, 39- 
3- HL Deb., 11 May 1869,, ýCXVI, Col. 563- 
4. Porcupine,,. '20. -April 1871, P. 57. 
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Protection Act of 1871, looked more impressive on paper than in its 
practical application. 
The depredations to which brokers had become habituated continued unabated 
for many years. In 1881 Stuart Rendel, Radical M. P. for Montgomeryshire, 
introduced a bill designed to curb some of the worst excesses. Rendel's 
initiative foreshaaowed the subsequent campaign organised by Edmund 
Robertson, a distinguished lawyer who sat for Dundee and twice held office 
as a junior naval minister in various Liberal administrations. Robertson 
had been a good deal in the United States on legal business and formed a 
favourable opinion of the homestead and exemption laws of that country. 
Shortly after entering parliament in 1886, he had been instrumental in 
the formation of the Homestead Law Association, a non-party pressure group 
which conducted the agitation for the extension of the American principle 
to British legislation. 1A bill to exempt personal goods to the value 
of F, 20 from seizure or sale had been canvassed in the working men's clubs 
and was supported by the popular Radical press. 
2 
parliament in 1887; 
3 
property owners were horrified. 
the Government acted. 
It was introduced into 
The following year 
The Law, of Distress Amendment Act, 18§8, marks the first serious step towards 
the elimination of the worst kind of abuse. Following the precedent 
1. On the operation of American Law, see Further Reports from Her Majestfs 
Minister at Washinaton on the Homestead and.. EK2m2tion 
_Laws 
in the United States, 
PP-, 1887, LXXXI. 
2. Information kindly supplied by Mr Laurence Marlow of the Polytechnic of 
the South Bank, who is currently completing a doctoral thesis on the activities 
of the working men's clubs. 
3. Estates Gazette, 5 November 1887, P. 599. 
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established under the Agricultural Holdings Act five years earlier, 
landlords were henceforth restricted to the employment of bailiffs 
whose appointment had been approved by a county court judge. Where 
not satisfied as. 'to the character of the applicant, the judge was empowered 
to withhold the, now mandatory, certificate for the execution of a distress. 
Unlicensed persons distraining for rent were guilty of trespass. The act 
also provided that, tools and implements of trade, wearing apparel and 
bedding to the value of F, 5 was absolutely exempted from distress. 
It is difficult to assess the degree to which the new law was successful. 
Unfortunately, the Crown Office of the Treasury considered unimportant the 
collection of-6tatisticai'data relative to the number of certificates granted 
or refused. ' However, the student of the period cannot but fail to be 
impressed by the freqýuency with which cases'of illegal distress appear in 
the 'Police Intelligence' columns of the*lobal press. The recourse to 
further amending I legislat I ion in 1895 and 1908 suggests that this impression 
is not without foundation. - ' The"Homestead Law Association continued to 
advocate the exemption of personal property from distress and executiong 
a policy subsequen , tly adopted by th e S. D. F. 
1 Meanwhileg tenants 
persisted in'their traditional means of resistance. 'Breaches of the peace 
often arise from the oppressive and improper acts of brokers', Mr Murray 
told'the Select Commi I ttee on the . Metropolitan Police in 1834; it was an 
2 
observation which, in 1914, still retained its validity. 
1. Robertson-Is Homestead Bill, 1896 is reprinted in Estates Gazette, 
6 June 1896, -, p. 
824; and-for-the outraged proprietorial opinion it provoked, 
see. issue of 13 June 1896, p. 876. On Socialist response, see Report 
26th Annual Conference of the S. D. F. (1906), pp. 19-20. 
2. Select Committee on Metropolitan Police, q. 248o. 
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It had been thought that, through the effective regulation of their 
proceedings, brokers might become 'a more respectable class'. 
1 it 
seems unlikely that this hope was ever realised. Nothing appears to have 
raised the tone of brokerage which remained the most despicable of callings. 
'The general public', an informed solicitor observed, 'always had a bad 
word for the bailiff who was generally looked upon as a vulgar man possessing 
brute strength, no heart and no brains ..... Many men, even magistrates 
who had to deal with the subject ... often unjustly supported the popular 
2 
prejudice' . Henry James M. P., a barrister with considerable experience 
in these matters, considered 'that the class of persons executing such a 
process, it not being a very agreeable occupation, is formed generally of 
persons who are for the most part insolvent, and who are not certainly 
3 
sufficiently careful with respect to the due performance of their duties'. 
Auctioneers and estate agents usually combined rent-collecting with broking 
duties; the broker's man, however, tended to be recruited from the lumpen- 
proletariat, or the stratum closest to it. According to the first historian 
of the North Eastern miners, the 'ruffian auxilliaries' who assisted the 
police in the work of eviction during the Great Strike of 1844 were 'low, 
mean, ragged fellows'. Thomas Burt remembered them, the candy men, as 
'a dirty blackguardly lot' collected from the slums of Newcastle and other 
Tyneside towns: 'a regiment of ragged, ugly-looking, ill-bred, ill-mannered 
1. Select Committee on Metropolitan Police, q. 2477. 
2. Estates Gazette, 17 December 1898, p. 1058. 
3- Select Committee of the House of Lords on the Operati-on of the Law of 
Hypothec in Scotland, PP., 1868-99 IXI q-55- 
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fellows'. Almost twenty years later, the same 'wretched ragged lot', 
who were 'offensively rough and insolent in the discharge of their 
functions', were, again employed during the Cramlington Strike of 1863- 
Such persons were beyond redemption and they knew it., As Mr Bung, the 
broker's man, put it: . 
'a broker's man is not a life to be envied 
people hate them and scout lem because they're the ministers of wretchedness 
like, to poor people'. 
2 
Sometimes they were employed to recover possession without the delay and 
expense of litigation., Lady rent collectors, such as the youthful but 
less than charitable. Miss Potter, were, for example, not averse to the use 
of intimidation. , 
In Katherine's-Buildings, where she served her apprentice- 
ship, Miss Potter records being approached by a broker- 'typical Jew' - to 
whose services she had recourse. -'Was I doneV, she, wondered. 
'Paid 5s. 
for three warning visits., If he, gets two, disreputable women out without 
3 further charge, I have made a good. bargain'. 
Brokers themselves took the view that their material rewards were not 
commensurate with. the risks. they ran and that the statutory costs, in theory 
chargeable to the tenant, 
4 
were insufficient recompense for their labour. 
One London landlord who regretted having 'frequently to requisition the 
services of, a local bailiff', considered them 'a rapacious class' of persons: 
1 Richard Fynes, The Min I ers of Northumberland and Durham (Blyth 1873)1 
pp. 72-73; Thomas Burt, Autobiography 0924), PP- 341 178- 
2. Charles Dickens, "Sketches By Boz (1890 edn., ) p. 19. 
3- Beatrice Webb, My Apprenticeshipl(Penguin edn. 1971), p. 274. 
4. The statutory limitation on costs chargeable to the tenant did not 
preclude a private. arra: nge'Ment between bailiff and landlord for higher 
remuneration: see Redman's Law of. Landlord and Tenant (Sixth edn. 1912), 
pp. 480-481 and Appx. C. 
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'I have not come across, one who will work for the scale provided by law's 
1 he complained. The brokers reluctance to distrain upon working people 
owed nothing to an atavistic humanitarianism. It was rather a matter of 
fine calculation. Where poor people were involved there were bound to be 
difficulties in recovering costs, the sale of their homes frequently proving 
insufficient to cover the expense of distraint (a reputable South London 
bailiff claimed, in 1898, ' to only have received payment for 112 of the 
652 distraints levied in the previous year) 
2, besides which, the fact that 
intimidation and harrassment had evidently failed, that the tenant was an 
uncommonly obstreperous type, had also to be considered. Indeed, respectable 
auctioneers were extremely reluctant to undertake such work. As one of them 
explained: 'The levy fee of 3s. for distresses under f, 20 is quite inadequate 
to the risk run, but good firms have to do this work to keep in touch with 
their, clients and solicitors'. 'It is not a matter of choice that auction- 
eers take uý a bailiff's certificate', a colleague added, 'but rather for 
the convenience and necessity by those having rent collections and the 
3 
management of estates'. The fear of losing ground to more obliging rivals 
had also to -be considered. The head of a brokerage firm, stung by the 
critical correspondent to whom reference has been made above, put the case 
for his colleagues candidly: 
In the first place bailiffs have to be certificated 
by the County Court Judge once a year and their 
conduct-is always-liable to review, and consequently 
their living is a precarious one, seeing the possib- 
ility of the suspension or cancellation of their 
certificate is always before them. Secondly, they, 
'''in a sense, differ from every other class of men, and 
as possession men are not noted for their probity (or 
_they 
would not have descended the social scale to hold 
1. Pr 
_ _ýoperty 
Owners Journal, August 1903. 
2. Estates Gazette, 8 January 1898, P. 52. 
3. Estates Gazette, 12 October 1895, p. 498. 
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such a position), the bailiff is continually in fear 
and trembling as to what-enormity they may commit or 
what duty omit, resulting in damages at the suit of 
an angry tenant. 
Thirdly, -the services of the bailiff are seldom 
requisitioned till after all kinds of entreaty, coaxing 
and threats have been exhausted, so that he enters upon 
his admittedly unpleasant duties with a bias against 
him, resulting in many cases in the expenditure of 
much brain exercise in how to obtain a legal entry for 
which, according to your correspondent, no payment 
should be made. It frequently happens that a bailiff 
has to leave his bed two or three hours before he 
usually rises, to circumvent some tricky defaulter, 
and as no costs are payable before the levy is made, 
can it seriously be supposed that 3s. for levying the 
distraint pays a man who has to qualify to hold a 
certificate and keeps an office and staff for the 
convenience of those individuals who like your 
correspondent, would .... fail to remunerate 
him for 
his work? 
No Mr Editor let us be fair between man and man and 
let the socially ostracised ýailiff have reasonable 
reward for his onerous work. 
Truly, a bailiff's lot was not a happy one. 
III 
ft 
Protracted dissatisfaction amongst bailiffs was in large part the product 
of the three Law of Distress Amendment Acts of 1888,1895 and 1908, all of 
them designed to eliminate abuses, principally through the exercise of ever 
greater control over the selection and conduct of bailiffs. The first of 
these ýartial reforms created a class of semi-public officials with rights 
Property Owners Journal, September 1903. 
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and duties, but did not provide sufficient safeguards either to enhance 
respect for the law or foster the growth of that professionalism in its 
execution for which the measure had been enacted. Those auctioneers 
closely involved in this kind of work were disturbed by its defects. 
In the absence of the abolition of distress and its substitution by a 
summary power of evictiong they sought assurance that at least the existing 
law be made enforceable. Apprehension lest it prove otherwise had been 
aroused by the intemperate remarks of Mr Hannay of Marlborough Street Police 
Court who, in finding for the tenant against the landlord, observed: 
'If he (i. e. the landlord) read the newspapers he would see that it was 
considered a great hardship to eject any tenant. The days of the landlord 
were past and gone'. 
1 Hannay was not the sole occupant of the bench to 
have voiced such chilling sentiments, but his were the most outspoken. The 
legal correspondent of the Estates Gazette was convinced that the vile and 
dissolute would thereby be greatly encouraged: 
The remarks were principally delivered in connection 
with the new Law of Distress Act, but it is only 
natural that impecunious and otherwise undesirable 
tenants should wish to gýve them as extensive an 
application as possible. 
Auctioneers, above all concerned to minimise the socially damaging friction 
which, if true, must'inevitably be generated by such pronouncements, were 
prompt to join in the formation of a London Landlords and Certificated 
Bailiffs Association in order to press for more adequate protection. At 
its inaugural meeting, J. F. Flowers, a respected member of the Auctioneers' 
In#itute,. and himself a property ownerl spoke of the recent amendment act 
1. Estates Gazette, 5 January 1889, p. 
2. Estates Gazett , 26 January 1889, p. 
I 
12. 
53. 
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as 'the last straw on the backs of the landlords'. It was, he added, 
'altogether in favour of the tenant and grossly so'. Yet the new 
body proved short-lived, partly because on reflection it was found that 
these fears were exaggerated, but also because of an underlying ambivalence. 
The much-professed desire among auctioneers to raise the esteem in which 
the bailiff was held was constantly checked by a more powerful urge to 
distance themselves from the whole odious issue. There existed a widespread 
reluctance to fulfil what the profession in general regarded as an unfortunate 
obligation. The Estates Gazette, the authoritative voice of the landed 
interestj unequivocally approved: 
The Auctioneers' Institute would do well to steer 
clear of any such troublesome and invidious business, 
which could not possibly do it any good, and might 
only too probablyt land it in serious difficulties. 
This stern rebuke had been provoked by Mr. Arthur Hutchison, solicitor, who 
in the course of a lecture to that august body, incautiously sugges. ted that 
the Institute was 'the best medium to dispel the 'ridiculous prejudice' 
3 
against bailiffs. It not only indicates that journal's sound tactical 
sense but also echoes professional sensibilities. It is not without 
significance that the successful opposition directed at the proposed Rules 
for the Distress Amendment Act, 1895, was organised on an ad hoc informal 
basis. 
4 
The act of 1895 further advanced judicial control over the erring bailiff. 
1. Estates Gaz'ette, - 26 January 1889, ' p. 49. 
2. Estates Gazette, 17 December 1898, p. 1053. 
3- Estates Gazette, 17 December 1898, p. 1058. - 
4. On this, see Estates Gazette, 26 O ctober 1895, pp. 570-571; and 
issues for 2 November 1895, p. 607 and 7 November 1895, pp. 783t 790- 
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County court judges were henceforth authorised to revoke any certificate 
which may, have-been, granted. Auctioneers in general welcomed the new 
measure but', questioned the suitabili. ty of Halsbury's overly-restrictive 
Rules. Two were particularly objectionable. In addition to the annual 
renewal of their certificates, the Lord Chancellor was insistent that 
bailiffs be compelled to make fresh application to the appropriate county 
court registrar if required to levy distress outside the jurisdiction of 
the judge from whom they held their appointment. This, it was claimed, 
would encourage absconding tenants and discourage reputable firms: 
Many, rather than have this trouble and expense, 
willprefer to execute only those distraints in 
their, immediate district, with the result that, 
instead of good substantial firms having something 
to lose undertaking the work, it will be put in 
the hands of a number of small practitioners not 
-worth powder and shot. 
These will be under the 
patronage of the Court officials, as solicitors, 
,, -not ' 
knowing to whom to send, will apply to the 
Court bailiffs for a broker, and this will 
naturally-create a patronage and a monopoly which 
it would be better to avoid. 
I 
The ef'fec't which his lord I ship desired, it was suggested, might be more 
easily obtained by raising fees so as to attract 'men of good position'; 
to insist upon a substantial surety (not less than Y, 100) so as to exclude 
undesirables; and finally to restrict appointments to those possessed of 
formal qualifications obtained through competitive examination supervised 
by the Institute. 2 
Mr Justice Emden apparently, approved of such innovation. Early in 1898 
he decided to make the renewal of certificates conditional upon the display 
1. Estates Gazette, 12 October 1895, p. 496. 
2. - 'Estates'Gazette, 19 October 189'ý, P. 544; 17 December 1898, P. 1058. 
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of an adequate knowledge of the law. Bailiffs were ordered to present 
themselves for examination. The Estates Gazette promptly dispatched a 
correspondent to Lambeth County Court. At 10 a. m. on the appointed day, 
I, he found 'upwards of sixty well known and anxious looking bailiffs' at 
the court house. Some continued to cram up to the last minute while 
others were desperately cheerful. But even the brave whimper in the end: 
Alphabetically the names were called out, and it 
rather seemed to me that some of the candidates 
lost that air of jauntiness and self-confidence 
which had generally characterised themq1when they 
were summoned to the dreaded presence. 
Old dogs, alas, cannot be taught old tricks. Judge Emden censured them 
severely for their ignorance. 
It was not the first time that bailiffs had been so angered or humiliated. 
His Honour was in fact notorious for his martinet approach in these matters. 
Emden's offensive conduct drove them to despair. Three years earlier, his 
rulings provoked bitter c'omplaints. One I bailiff wrote: 
But the, life of a bailiff has now got to such a 
miserable state, what with the landlords on the 
one side and the tenants on the other, coupled 
with the severe censures and heavy fines imposed 
by the judge's of various courts, that I should 
not be surprised if the law of distress becomes 
a dead letter. Then drunken and vicious tenants 
will be able to live rent free. I can see from 
experience of a number of yearst that there are 
hundreds in, the parish of Lambeth alone who have 
never paid any rent, and when the distress is 
put in you, are threatened with the county court 
or police court actions; then, should the bailiff 
appear as defendant, it is invariably the rule 
that the tenant is'patted on the back, and an 
inducement is held out to him by both the law 
and the public, to assist him ýn carrying out 
his rascality in its entirety. 
1. Estates Gazette, 22 January 1898, -p. 130. 
2. Estates Gazette, 30 November 1895, P. 750. 
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In view of such grievances, it is not, perhaps, surprising that the 
initiative which was to result in the foundation of the Certificated 
Bailiffs' Association came from amongst those operating in South London. 
But the menacing complexity of the law was as nothing compared with the 
apoplectic fury aroused by the persistent attempts to further limit distress, 
or worse, to secure its complete abolition. The Distress Amendment Act, 
1908, for example, was condemned as an 'iniquitous measure' which would 
$render the law of distress practically a dead letter and take away from 
the landlords their great safeguard for the payment of rent. A feeling 
of insecurity will be engendered among landlords, and an invitation to 
assume an irresponsible attitude will be extended to the tenants'. 
2 
H. E. Dowse, the contemner, happened also to be the secretary of the 
Certificated Bailiffs' Association. 
The CBA was formed with 27 members late in 1906. At its eighth and 
apparently final annual meeting, it claimed a membership of no less than 
3 
2001 with branches in the Home Counties, the North, Midlands and South Wales. 
It represented the lowest grade of the property business. Its interestss 
however, were not synonymous with those of auctioneers or even landlords. 
The substitution of summary eviction for distress, a move frequently canvassedl 
and one which enjoyed considerable support amongst landlords and respectable 
auctioneers, would after all render the bailiff redundant. Organised 
bailiffs were quick to realise that the exclusion of political interference, 
and hence job-preservation, was best secured through the adoption of some 
kind of professional status. 
1. Estates Gazette, 30 March 1907, P. 573- 
2. Estates Gazette, 23 March 1908, P. 518. 
3- Estates Gazette, 28 February 1914t P- 335 
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In seeking to improve its standing, the CBA first proposed that 
bailiffs be made officers of the county courts. Later it tried to 
gain recognition for a diploma of professional competence. It also 
retained a solicitor to advise and protect the membership. 
1 Those 
who heeded his advice apparently prospered. In spite of its unspectacular 
growth, the CBA inspired a curious optimism. In 1910 Councillor Edwin 
Evans, a member of the London County Council, and chairman of the 
Incorporated Association of Property Protection Associations, told the 
annual meeting: 'The time was rapidly approaching when membership in their 
Association would be regarded as a guarantee of the respectability and 
12 integrity of those who, were engaged in their business It was 
a rash or diplomatic judgement. In the previous year it was estimated 
that members of the Auctioneers' Institute comprised a third of the total 
number of certificated bailiffs. The remainder, some 61ooo in all, were 
bailiffs 'pure and simple'. 
3 The former, committed to the more prestigious 
Institute, looked askance at their lowly assistants. Yet, of the unattached 
6,000, the CBA represented less than a handful. In truthq it was a failure. 
IV 
Prior to the First World War, landlords in England and Wales were at liberty 
to distrain for rent in arrears without the intervention of the courts. 
1. Estates Gazette, 
_ 
2 May 1908, P. 795; 9 May 1908, p. 854c. 
2. Estates Gazette, 19 March 1910, p. 468. 
3- -Estates Gazette, 22 May 1909, p. 911. 
a 
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In consequence it is impossible to measure the extent of the practice. 
In Scotland, by contrast, although the practical operation of the law 
was, from the tenant's point of view, immaterial,, there were juridical 
and procedural differences. The latter are most important. 
Unlike the English law of distress which depended upon the landlord taking 
action in the first instance, in order to render his right in security 
effectualg the landlord's right of hypothee in urban Scotland arose from 
a tacit contract and was, therefore, an implicit condition of tenure. In 
consequences the tenant's furniture, furniphings and tools were liable to 
sequestration by the landlord in security even though no arrears were 
outstanding, It was a power of which Scottish landlords made considerable 
2 
use. 
Enforcement was by petitioning the sheriff courts for warrant to sequestrate 
the tenant's goods which were then inventoried and valued by a sheriff 
officer and, failing ýayment, warrant was sought from the court to have the 
goods sold by auction to satisfy the landlord's claim for rent. Thus, 
Scottish tenants were still sold up, except that, in consequence of this 
formality, there was a capable official to record the transaction. 
1. On the law of hypothec, I have been guided by G. J. Bell, Commentaries 
on the Law of Scotland and the Principles of Mercantile Jurisprudence 
(7th edn. 1870) -and R. Hunter, Law of Landlord and Tenant (2 vols-. -Vt-h edn. 1876) 
2. One fifth of the 21,402 petitions for sequestration, entered in the 
period 1867-1874, were for the security of rent to become due: see 1122 
. 
jothec 
(Scotland): Return of Sequestrations for Urban Subjects,, PP., 1874, Liv, 
pp. 4-5. 
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The sums sequestered for rent, reproduced overleaf, confirm at. a 
glance the strife-torn nature'of landlord-tenant relations in Scotland. 
However, Civil Judicial Statistics, the source from which the tabulations 
are derived, neither enumerate the number of petitions for sequestration 
nor identify the 'Class of tenant most deeply affectedj A unique analysis 
of the distribution of such petitions, contained in a parliamentary return 
covering the years 1867-74, settles the matter beyond dispute. From 
this it is clear that 95 per cent of all sequestrations involved amounts 
for less than E25 rent while 83 per cent were for rents below f, 10 per annum. 
Turning now to the table above one finds that, on average, sequestration 
for rent accounted for' one sixth of the annual value of all small debt 
business in Scotland, but that sequestrations for rent in Glasgow comprised, 
on average, 42 per cent of all such sequestrations each year. What is even 
more remarkable about the Glasgow figures is that they bear little relation- 
ship to the state of the property market. Sequestration for rent increased 
2 
at a time when property values were collapsing and empties climbing fast. 
In 1907, for example, sequestrations grew by 7.5 per cent'while 16,000 
houses stood empty. Glasgow landlords, unlike their colleagues in West Ham, 
were apparently less inclined to allow arrears during severe spells of 
unemployment. During the depression of 1904-5 and 1908-9 landlords in 
Glasgow showed no willingness to defer punctual payment of rent. Thereafter 
the gradual improvement of trace and the abnormally high level of vacant 
Return of Sequestrations for Urban Subjects, pp. 4-5 
See above pp. 
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properties appears td have exerted a moderating effect on their conduct. 
Even then, the amount sequestered for rent in 1911 was well in excess of 
the amount taken ten years earlier. 
'The enforcement of hypothec in a small house is the enactment of a tragedy's 
I 
said John Mann, secretary of the Glasgow Workmen's Dwelling Company: 
I remember once, ... when I was not so experienced 
-: as I am now, being very much dissatisfied with a 
small tenant and resolving, as an example to other 
tenants, to enforce the law to the utmosts that I 
carried out the action, sale and all, in that house, 
and I'made a mental vow that I would never do it 
again. It really was barbarous and absolutely 
unproductive ... The whole household goods are so 
restricted and small, and they are everything to the 
people, You 1 feel that you are 
taking away their 
life's blood, 
How many such tragedies were enacted each year? We cannot be sure. 
Civil Judicial Statistics record value not persons. In view of the fact 
that the most generous'estimate of the sale value of the furniture and 
2 
tools of the English working man at this time was no more than Y, 329 we 
may be sure that the number of tenants whose rents were sequestered each 
year was not inconsiderable. It'was not for nothing that the programme 
of the Scottish Labour Party included a Homestead Law to protect furniture 
an d tools to the value of C20 from seizure for debt. 
3 It was to be a 
recurrent motif in the politics of labour thereafter. 
4 
1. Minutes of Evidence of De-partmental Committee on House Letting in 
Scotland, PP., 1908, XLVII, qq. 5063-5064. 
2. Henry Clay, The Problem of Industrial Relations (1929), p. 287. 
3- Programme of Scottish Labour Party reprinted in R. H. Campbell and 
J. B. A. Dow eds., Source Book of Scottish Economic and Social Hý. ýýýr 
(Oxford 1968), pp. 209-210. 
4. See, for example, Report of Departmental Committee on House LettinE. ýin 
Scotland, PP., 1907, XXXVII, pp. 15-16; also see Forward, 13 March -19U9. 
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Landlords, Tenants and the Law 
Prior to the Great War the legal relation of landlord and tenant in 
Britain, as indeed in Europe, was non-problematical. The operation 
of the laws of supply and demand bolstered by extraordinary legal 
privileges for securing the rent defined a juridical framework that 
was largely unchallenged by most housing reformersq and indeed, by 
most respectable tenants. 
I The non-respectable elements - excluding 
Socialists - were, however, too poor to offer assent to this system, 
and too weak to challenge it. Their aim was to survive. This chapter 
will explain how they fared. 
I 
Until the last decade of the nineteenth century the slums of urban 
Britain were perceived as an amorphous mass predisposed towards mischief; 
a seething bubbling cauldron - dark, dangerous, brutal, ugly; a volatile 
mixture which, should ever it explode, would leave the corpse of civilisation 
rotting beneath the blood-stained trail of its vile effluence. After 1890 
the tocsin ceased to sound. Social imperialists continued to toll the 
alarm, but the slums and their inhabitants were no longer viewed as a 
violent threat to the state - just centres of vice, degeneracy, criminalityt 
drunkeness and debauchery; still an evil, but one amenable to reform. 
The age of social administration had dawned. 
1. International Labour Office, European HousinS Problems Since the War 
(Geneva 1924), pp. 6-7 
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Every city had its Jago - congeries of dark courts and labyrinthine 
alleys, forbidding closes and fearful backlands; areas whose topography 
not merely encouraged loitering with intent but seemingly made it irresistible, 
almost mandatory, areas in which violence was endemic. These were districts 
to be avoided by all but professional reformers. From the haven of villadom 
the aspiring bourgeois faintly applauded the efforts of the Hills, the Booths 
and the Barnetts, but no-one, except the Oxbridge narodr4iks - frightened, 
guilty and, of course, green-, seriously sought to emulate them. 'Who 
would be even conscious of change if, say, Wandsworth or Hoxton vanished 
with tomorrow's sunriseV Charles Masterman wondered. 
1 Even those 
charged with their administration tried to give the 'rough' quarters as 
wide a berth as possible. Indeed, one senior official spoke of them in 
terms of 'no: -go' areas. 
2 
The constabulary's reluctance to enforce the law left the upright citizen 
of these districts at the mercy of all sorts of importunate vagabonds. 
'I have complaints over and over again about respectable householders not 
being able to get rid of these men and women in back courts', said the 
Chief Inspector of the Poor for the Parish of Glasgow. 'I have known a 
man expose his chest -I know the man - and call down all the purgatories 
upon the people because they did not throw coppers at him'. 
3 Landlords 
too had to shift for themselves. A casual labourer who rose to become 
a man of property, on being asked the secret of his success, replied: 
1. C. F. G. Masterman, In Peril of Change (1905), p. 163. 
2. GMC, qq. 5208,5210. 
3. GMC, q. 4859. 
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There wasn't much secret about it; I know most 
of the tenants and their ways and means. Where 
it was a case of pay but wouldn'tq I brought 
their nose to the grindstone with a firm hand; 
in most cases it was only a matter of doing with 
less drink, and I used to think, 'The less 
drink you have my beauties, the better for you; 
so here goes for a good tight turn of the screw 
on you' .... Knowing my customers well, I could 
generally tell when there would be an attempt 
to shoot the moon, as they say; and I used to 
be on the look-out for it, and in most cases 
managed to stop it. If they did succeed in 
running the blockade with me, I could generally 
find them out and make it warm for them; in 
short, one way or another, I made not paying so 
unpleasant to such gentry that they used to pay 
as being the less of the two evils. Other land- 
lords hearing of my success, gave me their 
collecting'to &P, and the more I had the easier 
it was to do in proportion, for then the cut-and- 
run sort often found it a case of out of the 
frying pan into the fire, giving me the slip in 
one place only to find themselves under me in 
another, for you see, people of this class must 
move in a very limited circle. This street that 
I live in was the worst paying one in all the 
neighbourhood.. 'The fact was the roughs had 
stormed the garrison, and not only wouldn't 
pay rent, but were given to knocking about those 
who went to ask for it, and to pretty well 
tearing the house to pieces. So bad was the 
property that some of the owners actually kept 
out of the way altogether, to avoid having to 
pay rates on it. I knew that most of them would 
be only too glad to get rid of it at any price, 
and as it struck me I could manage it, I went 
in for buying it up by degrees after my collect- 
ing business had grown to be large enough to 
enable me to save money out of it. When I did 
get hold of the property', my first step towards 
reclaiming it was to come and live in it - sort. 
of carrying 1 the war into the enemies' country 
you know. 
The military leitmotiv underlines the existent state of belligerency 
that was a necessarily permanent feature of the slums. 'It is an art 
1. The Riverside Vis 
, 
itor fTho'mas Wright7, The Great Army: Sketches of Life 
and Character in a Thames-Side District T1875), II, pp. 136 -137- 
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and a boast with a considerable number of tenants as to how long they 
can live rent free I, one. landlord told his assembled colleagues. 
so no doubt it was. In the Southwark Police Court, Mr Taylor, the 
And 
presiding magistrate, was heard to have remarked 'that it seemed to be 
a custom of a good many people never to pay any rent after the first two 
or three weeks of their tenancy', an opinion with which the prosecuting 
agent fully concurred: 'we lose hundreds of pounds every year through 
that class of people'. 
Such persons were frequently violent. More often than not tenants came 
off the worse from such encounters, but not always. One landlord, a widow 
with a few properties, claimed to have only received two weeks rent in-two 
3 
years becaus6 of bad tenants. Others bore the scars of battle. 
Octavia Hill was told of an alley 'where the people had lived for many 
years without paying rent, for the landlord had deserted them through fear 
Such was the danger and difficulty that his wife was then suffering from an 
Irish attack of-poker and broomstick'. 
4 
However, to be successful 
threatening behaviour had to be employed with care. Some tenants were 
clearly negligent in this respect. In Dod Street, Blackfriarsl for example, 
the occupants, having received notice to quit, went too far. In court the 
landlady explained: 
Well, they have pretty well torn the place to pieces. 
-They have, burnt and destroyed the woodwork and sold 
'anything 
that would fetch some money. They locked 
me up in a room and threatened to murder me; and it 
was only through some one going for the police that 
I was released. I am in fear of my life as I get 
1. Report of the 16th Conference of the United ProDertv Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Bradford 1903-), p- 41. 
2. Southwark Recorder, 3 June 1899. 
3- BSE, q. 472. 
4. H. O. Barnett, Canon Barnet: His Life; Work and Friends (1921), p. 74. 
See too Thomas Wright, The Great Unwashed (1868), p. 147. 
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into the streets; 
pack of 1 
Hooligans, 
knew. 
in fact, they are a regular 
about as bad as any I ever 
In these districts landlords generally showed scant regard for the law. 
Nobody really cared: landlord and tenant set their own standards of 
misconduct. Perhaps the most common form of intimidation was the 
irregular service of notice to quit issued on official-looking note-paper. 
2 
Harassment and intimidation was not only widespread but even considered 
commendable. Mr Baron Tobin of the North East London Property Owners' 
Association, for example, was rather proud of his particular technique: 
Now, we don't go to court with all these small tenants. 
A practice I, carry out very frequently is to 'bounce' 
them (Laughter). I take a van up to the houze and 
threaten to take the goods away under a legal distress. 
I then let them offer to have the use of the van to take 
their goods away, and thus get rid of them (Laughter). 
I have no doubt my experience will be borne out by 
every agent or auctioneer 3 
in London who has to deal with 
this class of property. 
Others made no pretence, at legality. In East London where there was 
nothing worth distraining. upon, 'landlords or their collectors summarily 
"bundled out" old non-paying tenants'. 'These ejectments', said the 
Rev. Thomas Wright, 'were often very painful affairs'. 
4 
'Man after 
man reveals the lawless conduct of landlords', Canon Barnett wrote his 
brother in 1899, shortly after the formation of the Toynbee Hall Tenants' 
Defence Committee, land our lawyer tells them how to resist and force them 
to use legal methods of eviction'. 
5 But the 'Poor Man's Lawyer' spread 
1. -. Southwark Recorder, 29-September 1900. 
2. London Reform Union, Annual Report (1892), p. 12 
3. ^ -Report -of Special Conference of the United Pý 
of Great Britain held at Westminster Palace Hotel 
4. Riverside Visitor, Great Army, I, p. 133 
5. Barnettq Canon Barnett, P. 519- 
_perty 
Owners Association 
Bradford 1902), pp-. 6-7 
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1 
slowly, too slowly. In 1913 a Birmingham estate agent, 'handling one 
of the largest collections of weekly and monthly houses in the city', 
told a local enquiry: 'I have many times taken the law into my own 
hands, but the tenants know the law too well now'. 
2 
ii , 
Until quite recently, the alienation of th4junge-earner from the law 
was almost total. The law was a rich man's conspiracy whose victims 
were the poor. The courts were a source of oppression, the cost of 
justice prohibitive. 'What do magistrates know about the law? ' exclaimed 
one angry worker: 
They know what sentences they can giveg an' how much 
they can fine lee, an' that's about all. An' what 
do lem know about life - how us be situated - Icepting 
what they picks up in police courts, which is a pretty 
place for to learn it in? ..... I don't say the 
magistrates can help ol it altogether. Some ol em's 
nice Inuff gen'lemen, an' tries to listen an' weigh 
it all up, an' do their best; only naturally they 
leans towards their own sort ol people, an' looks 
down on the likes ol us ... No doubt they do know 
about the likes ol theirselves, but they don't know 
our ways an' our feelings. How can lem? So they 
listens to lawyers an' 3 clerks, an' bobbies. 
it 
saves lem trouble .... 
Moreover, the courts dealt with criminals, drunks, peevish spouses, and 
general neler-do-wells, not the sorts of people with whom the respectable 
1. In any case, 'the identity of its beneficiaries often remains problematical: 
Cf. 5th Annual Report of the Mansfield House Universitv Settlement in East 
London (1896), P--39- - -- 
2. BSE, qq- 3001,3038- 
3- Stephen Reynolds, R. and T. Woolley, Seems So! A Working Class View of 
Politics (1911), pp. 931 103; and for a discussion of these attitudes, see 
Henry Pelling, Populiir Politics and Society in Late Victorian Britain (1968), 
Ch. 4. 
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working class cared to be identified. 
1 Such people shrank from the 
ordeal., of a, court appearance, often to the detriment of their own interests. 
'They are as'much afraid of being in the court as plaintiff as they are 
of being there as defendant', said the Rev. Henry Williamson. Amongst 
the Dundee jute workers this reluctance to prosecute claims for industrial 
injury came as a welcome boon to negligent employers. Time and again 
Williamson found that a woman worker would refuse to press her suit when 
urged to do so. "'Ohl', she says, Ildinna gang there. 
let them keep the money"'. 
2 
I would rather 
If only suspicion, timidity and disenchantment with the law equalled 
ignorance of its provisions landlords might have been better pleased. 
Although the law offered the tenant no express or positive protection, 
the complex procedure governing eviction and distraint constituted a 
legal minefield. Its tortuous and ill-defined paths threaded faintly 
through a treacherous landscape, pitted by the craters of those who. had 
stumbled carelessly in the dark. The stream of handbooks published for 
their guidance invariably warned landlords of, judicial fastidiousness in 
this respect, and of the penalties to which they were exposed should they 
I 
succumb to temptation and ignore due process. Tenants were by no means 
unmindful of the obstacles confronting their landlords. Indeed, it was 
less the existence of a popular reform movement which property owners found 
disquieting'ý; 
ýý4-ýthat'individua1 
tenants too frequently displayed 
a knowledgeable determination to ensure that eviction proceedings complied 
1. Cf. Central Billeting Board: Report on Workington, 14 March 1918, 
PRO Mun--5/97- 
2. Royal Commission on. Labour, PP., 1892, XXV, Group C, qq. 110559 11148. 
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with the strict letter of the law. 'The poorer classes of tenant 
are now so well versed in the law as between landlord and tenant, and 
often defy the owner to serve an ejectment order, well knowing that they 
then have immunity for paying rent for some weeks', said one landlord. 
' 
I 
Another characterised the relationship with his tenants as analagous to 
that of teacher and pupil with himself cast as the latter. 
2 Thomas 
Binnie, a much respected Glasgow landlord and valuer, found the audacity 
of his tenants startling: 
At present they know their position so well 
that, after sitting for a long time without 
paying any rent, I have had a tenant come to 
ask me how much I would pay him to leave the 
house, in order that I might be saved the 
expense of getting an ejectment. 
3 
Binnie's assessment was not wildly inaccurate. Indeed, the scale of 
sequestrations and evictions in that city was such that a nodding 
acquaintance with the law on landlord and tenant was well nigh unavoidable. 
Tenants in Glasgow were impossible. 'They won't pay the landlord, the 
temptation to cheat the landlord, and their knowledge of being able to 
4 do so, are so strong'. In this they were exceptional, In the opinion 
of experienced proprietors, weekly tenants in Liverpool were nowhere near 
as well informed of their position as their Glasgow counterparts .5 
Landlords responded with exceptional severity. The scattered information 
tabulated below is consistent with our earlier suggestion that iron 
discipline was considered vital to secure the rent, and that such discipline 
BSE$ q. 2694. 
2. R. C. Housing in Scotland, q. 21838. 
3. GPCs PP. 154-155. 
4. GPC, p. 120. 
5. GPCs p. 139. 
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was applied with little regard to the state of the housing market as 
measured by the amount of vacant accommodation available. This unique 
Summary Ejectments, Glasgow 
Year 
(a) 
Sheriff Courts 
(b) 
Burgh Court Total 
(c) 
Empties 
1875' 1481 2780 4261 4.37 
188o 1316 6376 7692 11.22 
1885 1647 8760 io4O7 6.14 
1889 1900 10350 12250 6.05 
Source: (a) 
(b) 
(C) 
James Nicol, Vital Social and Economic Statistics of GL 
(1885), P. 138 and M91), p. 232. 
Gpc, p. 96. 
A. K. Cairncross, Home and Foreign Investment, 1870-1913 
(Cambridge 1953), P. 153- 
conduct was not a function of population growth. In London, the average 
number of summary ejectments granted by magistrates. in the four years, 
1886-1890, was a mere 2327.1 In Glasgow, it was estimated that the 
2 
average number of tenants ejected each year was 5,000, and the table 
above suggests that this estimate did not err on the side of moderation. 
An adequate explanation of the peculiar conflict between landlord and tenant 
in Glasgow would require a comparative analysis of the patterns of investment, 
ownership and management of house property. It would also have to take 
1. Returns on Evictions 
_(London 
& Suburbs), PP., 1888, LXXXII and PP., 
1890-7, LXIV. 
2. GPCI p. 106. 
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account, o, f the sub-political attitudes of that dispossessed peasantry 
who came from the Highlands and Ireland to swell the casual labour force. 
The presence of these impoverished tenants highlighted the authoritarian 
aspect of bourgeois culture in Scotland. Landlords everywhere in the 
United Kingdom 'sought after more summary powers of ejectment but only 
in Scotland did they enjoy the support of respectable opinion, and only 
in Scotland were'their claims conceded. To enumerate such factors, 
however, is'relatively'simple; to explain them is a more daunting task. 
The following'paragraphs provide some data from which a more adequate 
account might, eventually. be-constructed- 
Under the Sheriff, Court Act, 1838, the function of the presiding judge, 
in cases of summary ejectment, was administrative rather than judicial 
unless the tenant could show title to ]possession, or, alternatively, on 
payment of a-sixpenny fee, lodge written 'answers' contesting the landlord's 
claim for warrant of ejectment. 
2 In Glasgow, a long-standing grievance 
1. In Scotland, the-right to evict a defaulting tenant after forty eight 
hour's notice that was to be embodied in the House Letting & Rating Act of 
1911, had previously been'supported by the Glasgow Presbytery Commission 
on the Housing of the Poor (1890), the Glasgow Municipal Commission on 
Housing (1904)'and the'Departmental Committee, on House Letting in Scotland 
(1907). In England and Wales, by contrast, the 'indiscriminating attacks 
which have been made against the owners-of: ýworking class property as a class', 
it was claimed, had undermined investment in such property. 'These attacks 
have not been confined to newspapersi and, the tendency has been to induce the 
better class of landlords, who are most sensitive to public opinions to with- 
draw from a business: in which they are liable to receive more than their 
share of opprobrious epithets to another class of investments where the return 
is at least equally as good and safe, and where their operations are not the 
subject of public condemnation': Reconstruction Committee, (Printed) 
Correspondence- on_-the, _Question of I 
Housing Af ter the War, II I p. 7, Addison 
MSS , 
Box 72. 
1&2 Vict. c., 119, ss.. 12-13. 
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arose from what was considered the unauthorised assumption of discretionary 
powers on the part of successive sheriffs in the conduct of these 
proceedinýS. " -In cOmýination with the Association of House Factors and 
Property Agents, the Glasgow Landlords Association respectfully protested 
to the Sheriff of Lanarkshire against these persistent irregularities: 
your Memorialists have been informed that the tenant 
frequently'states such defences as that the premises 
are in disrepair or insanitary, or asks that an 
arrangement to accept arrears of rent be made, and 
the petition dismissed. The Memorialists respectfully 
submit that such statements by the tenants are irrelevant. 
The petition for warrant to eject is not one for payment 
of rentq butvfor possession ... The practice which 
has 
been followed in some cases of adjourning the hearing 
of the petition till the Sanitary Inspector has reported 
as to the condition of the premises, that the Court may 
-Judge whether the tenant ought to have withheld his rent, 
is, in your Memorialist's opinion, irregular; and if the 
'tenant-has a claim against the landlord he must bring it 
in a competent form. He is not entitled, without a title 
to possession, to retain possession against the landlord ... 
The landlord may, be considerate or inconsiderateg in making 
his demand, but1he is, in either case, entitled to his 
'legal 
rights. 
It was alleged that, in consequence of this want of uniformity, bad tenants 
'systematically take advantage of the various views taken by the individual 
judges, and. thereby not only does serious loss fall upon the landlords and 
factors, but the tenants are demoralised. These tenants, mostly uneducated 
and of the poorest class, find that the terms of their contracts of lease 
can be disregarded with impunity'. As a resultq landlords often lost 
from one to three months rent. 
1 Memorial of the Glasgow, Landlords Association and the Association of 
House Factors and Property Agents, 15 January 1900, Oct pp. 348-350. 
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More serious, still was the -conduct of affairs 
in the Burgh Court. 
Shorn, of other, functions, this venerable relic of times past persisted 
through inertia, its-business confined exclusively to summary ejectment 
proceedings. And yet the cheap rapidity with which warrants were there 
v 
issued does not, appear to have inspired affection amongst the principal 
beneficiaries. Unlike the. Sheriff, who was a professional lawyer, 
magistrates presiding in the Burgh Court were not necessarily possessed 
of, formall. jegal training, but held their appointment by virtue of election 
to-the. local authority. ý, Even more than the Sheriff, magistrates were 
held to show partiality towards tenants in the performance of their dutiesq 
a partiality which,, moreover, the-assessor seemed incapable of checking. 
Not only were they inclined to give credence to the most outrageously 
contrived defences, but were held to encourage tenants in such preposterous 
extra -1 vaganc -e through - the I ease - with I whýich the'lod'ging of answers was permitted, 
reducing it in effect to the merest formality. In partaking of this 
opportunity to place their circumstances before the courto tenants rarely 
sought to challenge the landlord's right to his order but magistrates 
invariably accepted the defendant's plea in mitigations delaying the 
execution of the warrant for a few days. 
Amongst the poor, the compassionate character of the local bench was thought 
to be a subject of mirth and cynical exploitation. Inevitably the tenant's 
wife appeared suitably dressed for the occasion: a shabby, lugubrious womang 
clasping an emaciated infant (borrowed from an obliging neighbourg of course! )q 
while another disappeared into the folds of her skirts, who proceeded to 
deliver a few well-rehearsed linesq a faltering lachrymose performance which 
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rarely failed to excite the tender-hearted (feeble-minded, some would 
have said), gentlemen peering down on them. The class theatre of the 
criminal law found its counterpart in the inferior civil courts, albeit 
in an attenuated melodramatic form, except that here the roles were more 
ambiguous. The plebs were still part of the caA, to be surA, but many 
landlords felt that they were also the directors! 
The following table shows at a glance that the landlords' complaints were 
not without statistical foundation. The spectacular increase in applications 
Warrants for Ejectment and Answers, Burgh Court, Glasgow 
Year Ejectments Answers % of Answers to 
Ejectments 
1870 3624 17 o. 46 
1875 2780 6 0.21 
188o 6376 52 o. 81 
1885 8760 226 2.57 
1889 10350 - - 1892 12181 981 8.05 
1902 17000 6916 4o. 68 
1906 20887 7736 37-03 
Source: Memorial of Glasgow Landlords Association to the Lord Provost and 
Magistrates, 22 December 1893, SRA MP26-52; IPC, p. 96; GMC, 
qq. 2071,2076; Departmental Committee on House Letting in Scotland 
q- 5502. 
for ejectment and the growing tendency to challenge such applications iss 
in large part, a function of changes in the administration of justice. 
The take-off into quindigital evictions coincides with the renaissance 
of the Burgh Court. Ever since the late 1880s when, at the request-of the 
factors, that ailing institulon had been revived and regularised in twice 
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weekly sittingsi the number of defendants lodging answers had grown 
at an alarming rýte. 
1 1- - 
This lodging of answ - ers, landlords claimed, tended to diminish the value 
of the Burgh Court which otherwise was cheaper and faster than proceeding 
in the Sheriff Courts. Many ascribed this irksome development to the 
emergence of a disreputable class of lawyers 'who made a point of going 
to people and advising them that by lodging answers they were certain to 
-2 get delay'. As is disclosed'in the table above, there is no doubt 
that the bush telegraph had been crackling. In Edwardian Glasgow more 
than'o'ne third of warrants'for ej I ectment were regularly contested. The 
force of example, though no doubt of great significance, is not, however, 
a sufficient explanation. 
The revival'of the Burgh Court coincided with important changes in house 
letting procedure which, in Scotland, had traditionally'been regulated by 
statute. The'Removals Terms (Scotland) Act, 1886 prescribed thatq in the 
case of houses let for less than four months, notice of removal, in the 
absence of express stipulation, was to be equiiralent to a third of the period 
3 
of let. However, most landlords of monthly and weekly lets took the 
precaution of insisting upon'rent in advance with the stipulation that, if 
not duly paid, tenancy was to"be teriminated on three day's notice. This 
was a perfectly valid contract. This condition of tenure was designed 
largely to deny the possibility of resistance through the lodging of answers. 
1. Departrýental Committee on House LettinE in Scotland, qq. 5505-5506. Hereafter cited as HLS. 
2. HLSq q. 5509. 
3. The following paragraphs are*based upon Report by the Town Clerk as to Procedure in Cases of Ejectment brought before the Burgh Court, 21 December 
19o4, SRA MP34-59. 
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Tenants in arrear in theory had no entitlement to additional time to 
remove following the expiration of notice to quit. In practice the 
tenant who lodged answers with the Clerk of the Court within forty 
eight hours of the service of warrant of ejectment was invariably 
granted an extension of-the period of removal. 
This irregulaý procedure represented a practical solution to the complete 
breakdown which would otherwise have occurred had the magistrates attempted 
a minute enquiry into each of the 300 cases which'on average came before 
the Burgh Court each week. Unless it was an exceptional case requiring 
a personal hearing, 'magistrates tended to act on information obtained by 
the Clerk of the Court. Where the respondent lodged answers the general 
rule, therefore, was to allow tenants time to remove similar to the periods 
fixed for notices of removal under . the Removal Terms Act of 1886. Tenants 
who considered that they were entitled to more than forty eight hours, and 
who gave the Clerk intimation to that effect, were usually allowed as many 
days before ej I ectment as were equivalent to one third of the period of let. 
In the case of monthly tenants I this amounted to - an extra eleven days; in 
the case of weekly'tenants it varied from three to five days. 
Glasgow landlords were incensed by the sentimentality of the magistracy and 
the resultant irregularities. As early'as 1893 they drew attention to 
'the startling increases in the"numb"e'rs lodging answers. 'On finding 
out that additional: days of grace are*given to those who lodge answers's 
they protested, 'unscrupulous defaulters readily enter objections, simply 
as a move to gain, timel. Inýview-of the hideous weight of local taxation 
and ever more stringent sanitary administration, the loss of income due 
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to the want of a prompt and economical means of dealing with defaýlting 
tenants was'a matter of most serious concern to landlords. Moreover, 
although invariably awarded against the tenant, the costs of ejectment 
in practice fell upon the landlord as tenants generally possessed neither 
funds nor furniture'worth sequestration. 
' It'was calculated that, in 
1904, "the delay in'-getting ejectments carried out involved an aggregate 
loss to the owners of 'more than 570 years' rent', besides the large 
arrears which had accumulated before proceedings were taken. The legal 
2 
costs in that year alone exceeded E8,000. The significance attached 
to the matter was such that Glasgow landlords were not only willing to 
countenance more exacting standards of public health and sanitation but 
even willing to acquiesce in the dreaded Sassenach practice of compounding 
the rates if, in return , they obtained an unfettered summary power of 
3 
ejectment. The House Letting and Rating Act of 1911 represented Just 
such a trade-off. 
It might bethought that the scale of evictions in Glasgow was such as to 
propel landlord-tenant'relations to the forefront of working class politics. 
Now it is certainly the case that Scottish miners, like colliers elsewhere, 
had long protested against eviction during trade disputes. But theirs 
, ýa's a'&ýecial case. ' There is no doubt that the evicted were social visible. 
'Those of us', wrote John Maclean, 'who have crossed George's Square on a 
keen biting winter night, and have seen the mass of misery huddling together 
on the seats and the plinths of monuments, can comprehend the full significance 
of ejection to many of those hundreds remorselessly driven from shelter by 
1 Memorial of Glasgow Landlords Association to the Lord Provost and Magist- 
rates, 22 December 1893, SRA MP26-52. 
2. Memorandum of Thomas Binrie, Report of Departmental Committee on House 
Letting in Scotland, PP., 1907, XXXVII, p. 25. Hereafter cited as Report of 
HLS. 
3- GPCq PP- 1139 117-118. 
4. See below Ch. 8. 
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the hell-hounds of capitalism'. Macleang discussing the 1p83 ejectment 
warrants granted in Greenock Sheriff Court in 1909, observed that this 
represented a rate of nearly 40 per week. He calculated that, allowing 
five persons to the average family, this meant that 200 men, women and 
children were regularly thrown on to the streets. 
1 
Maclean's arithmetic, 
though not necessarily incorrect, is based on a number of somewhat dubious 
assumptions. 
The first point to note in analysing the statistics of eviction is that 
petitions for warrant of ejectment do not correspond to the numbers of 
Analysis of Summary Ejectments, Glasgow 
1902 lqo6 
No. of ejectments applied for 17,000 209887 
No. of yearly lets 53 - 200 
No. of answers 69916 7,736 
Cases dismissed 3 9 
No. of warrants authorised 16,997 209678 
No. of warrants extracted 29251 9,917 
Source: Report by the Town Clerk as to Procedure in Cases of Ejectment 
brought before the Burgh Court, 21 December 1904,. SRA MP34-59; 
HLS9 q. 5502 
individuals affected since a single petition frequently cited as many as 
six tenants. In 1906, for example, there were 5369 petitions for eject- 
ment whicb involved 20,887 monthly or weekly tenants. 
2 The second point 
is that the total number of annual applications, if taken in isolation, 
I 
1. Forward, 10 March 1910. 
2. HLSI qq- 5463-5464. 
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exaggerates thenumber of persons affected. The Town Clerk in his 
report on Burgh, Court procedure, when commenting on the 179000 applications 
lodged in 1902, remarked that, 'as the same persons are frequently proceeded 
against more than once within the year, the individual tenants concerned 
in these ejectments must be considerably short of that number'. Our 
third observation concerns the discrepancy between the actual number of 
evictions (i. e. warrants extracted), and the number of warrants authorised. 
In 1902 about one seventh of the number of applications brought before the 
Court were carried to the point of eviction. The considerably higher 
proportion - 48 per cent - registered in 1906, is probably an echo effect 
of the severe unemployment of the previous year. However, the numbers 
made homeles Is cannot be inferred from such comparisons. All that can be 
said is that, in 1902,87 per cent of . those proceeded against (14,746, tenants)g 
either left voluntarily or came to some arrangement with the landlord. 
The corresponding figure for 1906 works out at 52 per cent and represents 
10,761 tenants. 
These simple calculations are exclusive of the tiny number (less than one per 
cent) of yearly tenants proceeded ag4unst. This is a fact of some significance. 
The foregoing. analysis describes the-condition of monthly and weekly tenantsq 
the. pporest sectors of the working class in Glasgow. For them the lodging 
of. answers was not the occasion to contest a point of law. The number of 
cases dismissed was negligible. Their poverty was an explanation not a 
defence, As Robert Renwick, Deputy Town Clerk and Assessor in the Burgh 
Court for upwards of twenty years, remarked: 'The usual cause is just the 
want of money There is never any unwillingness to pay rent as a rule - 
it is very seldom that that is the cause'. 
2 
It is quite possible that the 
1. Report by Town Clerk as to Procedure &c.; also HIZ, q- 5464. 
2. HLS, qq. 5519-5520; also GMCI q. 2104. 
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increased resort to'the lodging of answers represented a convenient 
stick'with which vile and dissolute tenants beat their landlords. 
Proýrietors certainly thought so. The routine of the process rendered 
su'cli'resistanýc'e possible. But whatever the combination of motives, such 
encounters could haýe`done little to have challenged the widespread 
prejudi6e'against'the courts amongst those respectable tradesmen, in 
th-e malii'q'uarterly and . yearly tenants, 
1 
who co'mprised the backbone of 
the Scottish labour movement. Those with homes to lose were more concerned 
with hypothec and sequestration rather than eviction and with the peculiar- 
ities Of the onerous house-letting system. It was the 'Missive Question', 
a questio'n-'-whose re , solution affected the more substantial elements amongst 
workirig'people-, that was - to'prov Iea principal source of radicalism amongst 
tenahts in'Edwardian-ýGlispw. 
III 
If the lodging of answers represented a means by which unprincipled 
defaulters sought to thwart their landlords, proprietors could draw comfort 
from its limited application. A universal source of resistance, and one 
far more galling, was the intimidation to which they were subjected by 
officious bureaucrats egged on by vindictive tenants. 'I know perfectly 
well that if you get an undesirable tenant, the moment the landlord 
or theagent threatens to distrain ... they go to the Council House and 
See below Ch. 
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complain that the house is unfit for habitation, and in the case of 
hundreds-of houses', one agent complained$ 'that has resulted in the 
Housing Committee visiting the property in question. If it had not been 
for the tenants these houses would never have been brought to your notice 
at all Owen Williams, Chairman of the Liverpool Land and House 
Owners Association, stated that I the owners are now powerless to compel 
their tenants-to keep the houses clean, and even in some cases to pay their 
rent. -- If they attempt to do so the tenants go to the Health Officer and 
in''a few days the owner receives notice to clean the houses'. Members of 
the Liverpool association complained that they $are thus put to such an 
expense thatýthey no longer care to interfere with the tenants'. 
2 
The contempt for, cleanlinessq subordination and the general antipathy 
'towards the rights, of property could, however, assume more serious forms. 
Octavia Hill argued that the crux of the housing problem rested upon the 
reformation, of the depraved character of the slum dweller. It was a view 
which received widespread assent. 'Weekly tenants', said Mr Justice Eveg 
fare-the people who take the bannisters for firewood', a legal definition 
with, which, the, Birmingham Daily Mail remarked, 'owners of snall house 
propertyl, in slum districts at least, will be disposed wholeheartedly 
VI 
to 'agree The class of tenant referred to is the bane of many a landlord'. 
3 
Although the word had, not yet entered common usage, vandalism was already 
considered a major social problem. In some properties, for example, it 
1. BSE, - q. ' 2966. 
2. Borough of Liverpool, Reports of Dr Parkes and Dr Sanderson on the 
Condition of Liverpool-(Liverpool 1871), p. 64. 
3. Birmingham Daily Mail, 18 March 1914. 
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was alleged that wilful damage consumed 30 per cent of the rental. 
'The vast amount of wanton destruction of property eee well nigh amounts 
to a national loss', one authority declared. 
1 
Children,, in particular, were-amongst the very worst offenders. Notorious 
for-their destructive propensities, landlords despised and feared them. 
Still more troublesome were those who dwelt on the fringes of the urban 
economy, peripheral characters for whom the unoccupied house provided a 
shelter, and its components an income of sorts. Such persons cared lit. tle 
for statutory provisions against forcible entry and detainer; neither 
were they impede 
.d by the penalties against malicious damage to property. 
Uninhabited'houses were thus entered and stripped of all valuables: 
piping, lead, copper, zinc, sash-weights - anything in fact 
for which a 
few coppers might'be obtained. 
2- The scrap-metal market of late Victorian 
and Edwardian Britain has yet to find its historian, but no doubt he or she 
will find house-breaking or I junking' an important sburc e of supplY- 
Property owners were constantly on guard against these Proletarian asset- 
strippers. 'But there were others, squattersq who were equally as bad, 
if not worse, on whom fortune smiled now and then. The occupants of Three 
Tuns Courtq Whitechapel were so blessed. In its fifteen houses were crammed 
some 150 pers , 6ns, ' with"ý"one privy and no water, except what could be begged 
from neighbours. And yet these fifteen houses were considered desirable 
residences by. the., occupants because the owner was in prison for debt and the 
local authority careless. -In'St Margaret's, Westminster, too some seventy 
1. GPCI p. 101; R. C. Housing in Scotland, qq. 14884-14889.,, Quotation from 
Pascoe Fenwick, Better Dwellings for the Workmen of London (1884)9 p. 12. 
2. Examples are numerous, but see 'Housebreaking', Porc-upine, 22 May 18699 
p. 66. 
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faTilieq squatted peacefully while the pourts slowly -, ever so slowly - 
set-about establishing, rightful ownership amongst rival claimants. 
Others, however, did-not restrict themselves to the slums. 
F",, -I 
ýl 
41 
In Februa. ry. 1914, Mr James Cheverton Brownt Presidentof the United, 
Property 
-Owners 
Association of Great Britain, told the Royal Commission 
on Housing in Scotland a tale of destruction which Grahame Greene would 
be,. hard, put, to equ4l: 
About se'ven, or eight years ago fhe sai,. d, 79 I was interested., 
in a block of property in the city, of Hullq consisting of 
. ''about. 
2.00 houses. It was new property; each house had 
four rooms. They were fitted with gasfittings, they had 
, 
back-yards, each - 
house had a separate privy, and each house, 
had a back-w"ay and a back-door. They were well fitted with 
draws and,,, cupboards, and every, convenience and accommodation X that a workman's family could require. They cost an average 
of Z200 each, and they were all let to working men at rentals 
of from 3s. 6d. to 5s. a week. They were new, and in every 
sense in-excellent condition. About that time the Corporation 
of Hull were clearing away certain areas I .... and breaking up 
_, slumsj, with a view to city improvements. 
Our slums up till 
then in'Hull had been fairly well centralised and segregated; 
everyone knew where they were, and every one avoided them so 
far as possible. Now, when these slums were broken up, and 
,, 
the sýummers who had. occupied them, and who were of the shift 
less, thriftless character that I am referring to, splii up 
-,,, __into many 
different districts throughout the town; and one 
notorious family from among them succeeded, with a forged rent 
. 
book, in getting possession of. one of the houses in the neigh 
bourhood which I have just described. From that day the decent 
__tenants 
began. steadily to leave. Within a few weeks thirty or 
forty of them had gone; and as fast as they went, more and more 
-slumme, rs. 
kept arriving, -, mostly surreptitiously and 
by night-time, 
taking possession of these houses without anyone's official 2 knowledge generally by breaking in. from the back yard. 
The Commissioners were flabbergasted. Surely there were policemen? 
1. First Report of the Metropolitan Sanitary Commission (HMSO 1848), p. 109; 
'Reýýrt of an Investigation into the State of the Working Classes in the 
Parishes of St., Margaret'-s and St. 
_ 
John's, Westminster', Journal of Statistical 
Society of London 184o, III, p. 21. 
2. - This quotation and the following account are from-R. C. Housing, in 
Scotland, qq. -25768-2578o. 
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10h yes; there were policemen who went up and down the streets'. And 
no caretaker? '-'No, not in, that class of property. We employ collectors 
who simply go round once a week to collect the rents; and it took us a 
few-weeks to fully realise what was going on. The decent tenants, as 
I say, left; and the houses became, apparently shut up; ... and these 
people break in - usually on a Saturday night, ýor some other erening after 
it is dark - at the back. Generally it is done by breaking a window in 
the scullery, and undoing the catch of the window'. But has not the land- 
lord powers to protect himself? 'He does not know that they. are there 
forýa time; -perhaps for several weeks. They live at the back; and they 
have no furniture, except a dirty mattress or two, and perhaps an orange 
box'.,, Could they not have been turned out? 'Not without great difficulty 
once they get in., When you-find that-there is an individual of that class, 
he usually has a-plausible-story that the-house was sublet to him by the 
tenantýthat leftlý 
David Gilmourj- an official of the Scottish Miners' Union, and a member of 
the Commission, was stunned. -'You are putting a state of affairs before 
us', he, told Mr-Cheverton Brown, 'that we have never had given us before'. 
It, -reflected. the. feelings of his colleagues., Landlord and tenant relations 
in Scotland were'not what you might call good, but lawlessness as practised 
in England seemed-unheard of. The witness continued: 'As regards this 
property, -, when it was brought to our knowledgeg and when we realised that 
this hadlappened, -I weiit down myself, and I saw this property, and-I was 
amazed at the. alteration in it; - there was hardly a window that was not 
broken and stuffed with rags; the grates had been removed; the drains 
were stopped, and the woodwork damaged .... It was all over this district 
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and the property had, become to all intents and purposes slum property. 
We had to get the assistance and goodwill of the police, and in the end 
we did go down, and by the co-operation of all the landlords in the 
neighbourhood we ejected every one of these objectionable persons; but 
it costs us hundreds of pounds to restore the property to anything like 
its original condition, we had to change the name of the street, and it 
took us four years. to get the neighbourhood back to anything like the 
respectable reputation that it had enjoyed before this occurred'. 
Landlords had every reason to magnify their difficulties. The widow 
Codlyn, it will be recalled, considered her seventy cottages 'an affliction, 
a bugbear, an affront, and a positive source of loss', although the rent 
provided a comfortable income. 'Invariably she talked as though she 
would willingly present them to anybody who cared to accept "and glad 
to be rid_of lem! "I To which Bennett, who knew a thing or two about the 
business, adds: 'Most owners of property talk thus'. Nevertheless, 
even if its incidence cannot be measured with any precision, violent acts 
against house property were committed with sufficient frequency as to be 
socially visible. The meaning of these acts, however, remains far from 
clear. Playfult though destructive,,, children and acquisitive house- 
breakers present few problems; while some kinds of destruction appear 
2 to represent a grotesque parody of socially-approved behaviour. More- 
over, a good. deal of what was defined as problematic was not the physical 
destruction of property as its misuse,. The absence of necessary amenities 
in most working-class houses, particularly in the poorest quarters, easily 
1. Arnold Bennett, The Card (Penguin edn. 1975), p. 24. 
2. Cf. Riverside Visitor, Great Army, I, p. 134. 
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presented a menacingly chaotic appearance to the casual visitor of 
middle-class, origin to whom dirt, disease and destruction were all of 
a continuum. Landlords were more precise. From their own accounts, 
it is clear that house-wrecking was anything but the random expression 
of depraved minds and warped intellects. 
4. - 
In his evidence before the Presbytery Commission on the Housing of the Poor, 
William M'Bain of the Glasgow Landlords Association, explained: 'It costs 
a month's rent and much delay to eject bad tenantst and whoever requires 
to be ej ected must get notice to quit, and as soon as he gets notice to 
quit he retaliates, so to speak, by doing as much damage as he possibly 
can to the property'. It is the timing of such incidents which affords, 
some clue as to their meaning. The Commission itself was much interested 
in this-problem of motivation. 'It is the drink tendency that causes 
them to destroy houses after receiving notice to quit, and not because 
of any feeling of revenge or want of moral toneV enquired Mr Mather, 
pursuing the subject. M'Bain replied somewhat omnivorously: 'My answer 
is that the two go hand-in-hand; you find in the drink all the cause of 
the trouble'. Mr George Donald, caretaker to the Glasgow Workman's 
Dwellings Company, was more circumspect: 
Some 
, 
of the tenants may be fair to. your face when 
asking 'for a house or trying to get leave to remain 
after being warned away, but when they know they are 
to go, knowing the course of ejection, they are 
openly defiant. They turn round and distinctly say 
to your face that you cannot put them out and they 
wait until the last moment. They know all about 
'answers' and that they can get another week sitting 
1. GPCI pp. 115,117. 
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in the' house for 6d., and they make up excuses about 
illness to get further time. That is the time when 
the damage is' done to the property as a rule - to 
the dresser, gas bracket, automatýc gas meters, and 
also money extracted from them. 
Tenants'di'd not take lightly to eviction even if, and perhaps because, 
there'was little they could do to prevent it. To many it must have 
seemed that through no fault of their own, they were unable to pay the 
r&A and, likely 'to be deprived of a roof over their head. The landlord 
seemed harsh, society unfeeling. But self-respect demanded somethingi 
some protestation, however muted, some satisfying act of retributions 
2 
and one'moreover izi which the chance of detection-and punishment was slight. 
This desire to s'quare accounts for wrongs co=1ttedq real or imaginedg had 
parallels, in intriguing phenomena such as industrial sabotage. A missile 
hurled at"the malfactor's window was probably more' usual. The resounding 
crash of broken glass followed by the dull thud of a brick at the end of 
its trajectoiy'; `the-receding clatter of hob-nails--moving rapidly over 
cobbled streets'.:: this may-well have been the most common form of property 
destruction. And should'it exist, a colloquialism encompassing such action 
would surely'be 6fi`ý thi most thumbed page of'the dictionary of the inarticulate. 
B-dt"there need'not be'violence. Old Jo Philpot, sneaking time off the job 
for'an illicit smoke and drink, and remarking to himself: 'This is where 
we get'some* of our own back', is not all that far removed from the poor 
tinant6 with who*m'we are 6oncerned. 
3 
1. GMC I q., 10419. 
2. Cf. GPC, p. 96. 
3. Quotation from Robert Tressell, The-Ragged Trousered Philanthropists 
(Panther Books edn. 1965), P- 38. 
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Many proprietors,, were convinced that tenants behaved thus merely to 
spite them, that they retained possession after expiration of notice 
to quit largely to indulge a malicious satisfaction in compelling the 
landlord to commence legal proceedings prior to their surreptitious 
disappearance. There is no doubt something in this line of reasoning. 
At the same timeq it must be noted thatq though powerless to prevent 
eviction, pernicious procrastination might none the less assist 
materially in finding a new home. 
In order to avoid the expense and the attendant risks consequent upon 
the delay in summary ejectment procedure, many gave way to untoward 
pressures. . ---'As one reformer nbted_-ýrith disapprobation: 'the "making-up" 
of, reni-bodks'is a common practice df certain landlords whOi 
ýishingto 
get rid of tenants from whom they have failed to extract any rent, and 
with a view to persuading them to go without giving trouble, offer to 
enter up in their rent books all the rent as having been regularly paid 
when due'. 
1 Although repeatedly condemned, this tendency to off-load 
unsatisfactory tenants onto the nearest competitor frequently proved 
irresistible, even for the most enthusiastic advocates of combination. 
Addressing his comrades in conference assembled, a spokesman for the Barrow 
Property Owners Association strongly urged the need for effective organisation 
proudly pointing to the 'good work' thus far achieved: 'Tenants who have 
for many years evaded the landlord have found their wings clipped by the 
united actions of Property Owners, and in Barrow we have been successful 
1. Charity Organisation Review', July 1885, p. 297. 
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in driving our worst tenants into the country where houses are 
more plentiful and owners innocent'. Some local associations 
of proprietors were, however, more positive in their thinking. 
1'. 
1. Report of 19th Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1906), P. 50- 
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Property Owners Associations 
Nothing like enough is known of the structure of property ownership 
in VicýtoriaiBritain but . such information as is 'readily available seems 
consistent with the familiar image of the small house owner as a person 
drawn from the 'trading classes'-. builders, publicans, shopkeepers etd. 
ýlthou'gh-concentration of ownership was, one suspects, more pronounced 
in the early stages of industrialisation and perhaps remained so in those 
industries where custom, geography and the needs of a stable labour force 
compelled industrial magnates to enter the housing market on their own 
account, a more diffuse pattern appears to have prevailed. In mid- 
'Vict I orjýý Liverpool, fo Ir- example, la I ndlords of working class property held 
on average be tw . een six and I eight dw , elling -s each, a pattern not at 
, all 
dissimilar to that whichý has been found in some of the adjacent cotton 
towns, or indeed, in places as different as Cardiff, Ramsgate, Bilston, or 
Newcastle-under-Lyme. 2 These properties were purchased primarily as an 
investment. In mid-century Leicester, only four per cent of all houses 
were owner-'o'c"cupl'ed while n Ramsgate eighty per cent of dwellings were i 
3,, II for"renting. -The contemporary adage 'as safe as houses' was an evocation 
-1. -- See John Bateman, -The-Greatý Landowners of Great Britain and Ireland Oth edn. '1883)? P- 315; Report. of Urban Land Enquiry (1914T, -p. 71. 
2. -'John H. treble, 'Liverpool Working Class Housing 1805-1851', in S-J- 
Chapman. 
'ed., 
The History of Working Class Housin& (Newton Abbot 19? 1)1 P. 213; 
J" D. Marshall, 'Colonisation as a factor in the planting of towns in North 
W; st England', in H. J. Dyos ed., The Study of Urban History (1968), p. 228; 
M. J. Daunton, Coal Metropolis, Cardiff 1870-1914 (Leicester 19?? ), pp. 118-120; 
R., S. Holmes, 'Ownership and Migration from a Study of Rate Books', Area V9 4 (1973)9 pp. 242-251; G. J. Barnsby A History of Housing in Wolverhampton 
1750-1975 (Wolverhampton n. d. ), p. 24; F. Bealey, -J. Blondel and W. P. McCannq 
Uonstituency Politics, A Study of Newcastle-under-Lyme (1965), p. 41; 
also see Select Committee on Local Taxation, PP., 1876, VIII9 qr- 4792; 
HC. Deb., 21 June 1920, col. 1813- 
Z 3- R. M. Pritchard, Housing and the Spatial Structure of_Lhe Cit (Cambridge 
1976), p. 40; Holmes, 'Ownership and Migration', p. 246. 
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of the security of the investment, not a reference to the quality of 
construction. 
1 
That security was undermined by the growth of local taxation. Rates 
levied upon real property, the foundation of local authority finance, 
grew by leaps and bounds. During the course of the nineteenth century 
an extraordinary transformation had occurred in the relative positions 
of lands and other classes of propertyq a revolution from which urban 
housing emerged as the principal prop to local taxation. 
2 Property 
owners, -in the main small men of slender resourcesq were loath to play 
Atlas. They formed the vanguard of an emergent petty bourgeois radicalism 
which found episodic expression in those ubiquitous ratepayers associations 
of whom Professor Hennock has written; an antediluvian response which 
compelled their more progressive opponents to. summon forth all energy and 
3 resourcefulness in defence of imagination. 
Combination for political purposes, a theme explored below, was not the 
sole means employed by proprietors to relieve this crushing financial burden. 
Property owners were no. moreq and no lessq honest than any other section of 
the community. But they were not noted for their probity. Where the 
1., Report of the Committee on Housing in Greater London, PP., 1964-659 XVIII9 
p. 23. 
a. See Edgar J. Harper 'The Bases of Local Taxation in England', Journal of 
the Royal Statistical Society, LXXXI, 1918, pp. 428-432. 
3- E. P. Hennock, 'Finance and Politics in Urban Local Government in 
England, 1835-1900', Historical Journal, VI, 2 (1963)? pp. 212-235- 
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opport. unity was present many were prepared to take improper advantage. 
Thus owing to fraudulent claims, for fictitious improvements, tax relief on 
real estate was discontinued in 1806 and not restored until 1894. In 
the municipal vineyard, however, the grapes were always full and ripe to 
thetouch; pickings were easy, fruit abundant. Amongst the owners of 
small dwellings were to be discovered some of Britain's most accomplished 
viniculturists. Climatic changes during the nineteenth century gradually 
reduced the crop, but still they enjoyed a prolonged Indian su=er. 
2 
'The owne. rs. of rateable, property might, at least, be expected to be 
favourable to any change which should avert their impending ruin', wrote 
the Poor Law Commissioners of 1834. 'But we have seen that of the property 
liable to poor-rates, there is a portion .... of considerable 
importance .... 
which not only is in practice exempted from contributing to the parochial 
fund, but derives its value from the maladministration of that fund. This 
property consists of cottages or apartments inhabited by the poor'. 
3 
Rate evasion was, in fact, rampant. 
4 
Not only was vast amounts of property 
grossly under-valued butj consequent upon the negligence of indolent and 
corrupt overseers, frequently working in collusion with local landlords, muCh 
was simply not rated at all. 
1. Josiah Stamp, British Incomes and Property (1934), pp. 6o-61. 
2' 'On rate'evasion on the eve of the Great War, for example, see PRO HO. 4; /1051,1/1.130281. 
3. Report of the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws, pp., 1834, XXVII, p. 178 
4. - See, for exampleg Report ofAhe-Select Committee on the Poor Lawsl PP. 9 18179 VI9 pp. 94,139; Report of the House of Lords Committee on the Poor Lawsq 
PP. 9 1818, v, p. 160; 'Royal Commission on the Poor Laws: Reports from 
Assistant Commissioners, PP., 1634, XXVIIII Ap Part 2, ppo 128,917; 
also Select Committee on the Rating of Tenements, Pp., 1837-8, XXII 1, qq. 1129 
127-130-. 
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The problem was aggravated by the inexorable growth of a mobile urban 
population. Rating authorities were prone to waive all claims upon an 
impoverished class of occupants from whom recovery was often difficult. 
The-tenant derived little or no benefit. The relief thus obtained was 
immediately converted by the landlord into an equivalent increase of rent 
and the deficit recouped from the remainder of the community in the form 
of higher rates. 
I 
In order to minimise these growing losses local authorities, by way of 
local, enactments, had increasing recourse to some system of compounding, 
i. e. ý--the rating of owners in lieu of occupiers. Under this arrangementi 
systematised by the Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act, 1869, owners 
were paid substantial allowances for the collection of rates on behalf of 
2 the local authority. Working people found the conjoint weekly payment 
of rates and rents convenient. lAnd, so long as they'believed that, on 
balance they had the best of the bargain struck with the local authorityq 
landlords too were satisfied. 
The compounding system nevertheless became a source of contention. True, 
the position of, the weekly tenant was marginal to the issues which dominated 
the mid-Victorian debate-on the incidence of rates. But in the hope of 
arresting'the continued upward spiral in municipal expenditure, contemporaries 
began-to reconsider his-situation. 
3 The working-class ratepayer, if 
prop. er, ly instr-4cted, might yet be mobilised on the side of 'economy'. 
1. Report of . Poor I Law Commissioners on Local Taxation, - PP., 18439 XX, P. 36. 
2. On this, see B. Keith-Lucas, The English Local Government Franchise 
(Oxford 1952), 
_pp. 
64-74. 
3- On relative neglect of the working class occupier, compare G. J. Goschen, 
Reports and Speeches on Local Taxation (1872), pp. 168-169. 
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This was not a vain expectation. Working-class enthusiasm for municipal 
housing and other desirable social reforms was certainly constrained by 
the implications of the increased local indebtedness which such projects 
invariably entailed. It was not for nothing that the Workmen's National 
Housing Council concentrated its energies upon the financial basis of 
housing reform. Rates absorbed a not inconsiderable proportion of 
working-class rents and about 5 per cent of income. The regressive nature 
of this form of taxation, moreover, meant that the contribution of the 
working-class family to local taxation was no less than the middle-class 
family, and a good deal in excess of the contribution of the families of 
the wealthier classe S. 
2 
The perception of the burden, it was felt, was 
obscured by the compounding system. The assimilation of rates and rents 
disguised the more frequent fluctuations in rates and so did nothing to 
stimulate an enlightened self-interest which might act as a check to the 
rise in local expenditure.. It was a plausible but flawed argument. 
The reversion to direct rating was, for working people, a far from attractive 
prospect. Experience showed that landlords were inclined to use such 
occasions to adjust rents upwards. Local authorities, though keen to secure 
economies, were, on administrative grounds, also reluctant to dispense with 
compounding. Instead they sought to scale down the exceedingly generous 
permissible allowances, a policy to which property owners often took exception. 
Although card-carrying members of those innumerable middle-class 'economist' 
1. See Norman McCord, 'Ratepayers ahd Social Policy' in Pat Thane ed. 
The Origins -of --British Social Policy 
(1978) Ch. 1; D. Englander, The Workmen's 
National Housing Council, 1898-1911r, (University of Warwick M. A. 1-97-37. 
2. Report of Urban Land Enquiry, pp. 522-523; F. W. Kolthammer, Some Notes 
on the Incidence of Taxation on the Working Class Family (1913)9 P- 16-- 
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parties which made such an impact on local politics, property owners were 
more concerned with the incidence-aw4lee 'ýhan the volume of local taxation. 
I 
The short-term gains-often prevailed over the long-term benefits in their 
calculations. Those who cavilled at municipal extravagance were at the 
same time steadfast opponents of reform and retrenchment where communal 
advantage outweighed the immediate gratification of self-interest. 
Working-class occupiers were willy nilly embroiled in the ensuing struggle 
between landlord and local authority. Indeed, much of the tenant radicalism 
examir; ed below was an echo effect of this conflict over the administration 
and division of rates. 
1 Opposition to the reduction of compounding 
allowances-also indicates the relative isolation of the proprietors. The 
advocates of personal payment of rates spoke on behalf of middle-class 
rate-paying occupiers rather than the owners of small house property. This 
isolation, as the present chapter will show, proved fatal to the defence* 
I 
of proprietorial interests. 
I 
The growth of combinations amongst property owners is difficult to chart 
with any accuracy. Many were ephemeral bodies while documentation, even, 
for their more robust number, is either insufficient or not readily accessible. 
The United Property Owners' Association, the first national combination% 
founded in 1888, was based on a handful of local groups drawn mainly from 
See below Chs. 6& 7e 
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the North East whichq by the turn of the century, had managed to secure 
the allegiance of some'fifty affiliates. But whether this represents 
a'significant secular trend is,, - for'all'practical purposes, impossible 
to determine'. Although the eighties witnessed an increasing awareness 
of their exposed'position, reflected in the frequency of attempts at 
organisation, the fact remains that active local associations flourished 
long before that troubled decade. In 1907, for example, the 129 gentlemen 
who comprised the Darlington Association for the Protection of Property, 
assembled in conference to reflect upon the previous years' progress, as 
2 
indeed they had done annually since its formation forty years before. 
The I sixties in fact saw the emergence of some of the most stable and 
influential property owners- ass6ýýtions. The fusion of the hitherto 
separate land an cottage'owners associations in 1859 was cons=ated in 
3 
the birth of'the tivýerpool''Land and House Owners"Association. Three 
years laýer,. a, new and vigorous body'was formed-to . replace the crumbling 
alliance of creditors heretofore institutionalised in the Glasgow Merchants 
and Landlords''Associa'tion which, "in the previous'decadeq had failed to 
preserve wage arrestment ^from the clutches of the reformers. In December, 
1865, the directors of'the_new'body, the Eastern District Landlords and 
House Factors"Association, resolved t*O'exterid the sphere of action across 
the whole of the city: a, new constitution was drawn ups president and 
executive elected, 'and vigilant committees I established in each municipal 
Gazette of the National' - Federation of Property Owners and Ratepayers, 
January 1931-, 
2. Estates Gazette, 21 December 19079 P- 1093- 
3- Ori formation, See 'The Livirp'ool Association', Gaze'tte"of'the National 
Federation of Property Owners and Ratepayers, Novem 1931- 
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ward. The Glasgow Landlords and House Factors' Association was thus born. 
It proved a most formidable combination. As has already been suggested, 
associations such as these played no small part in the genesis of the Small 
Tenements Recovery Act, 1838. The preservation of property, like the 
liberty with which it was equated, required constant vigilance. 
The Small Tenements Recovery Act, however, had not given complete satisfaction. 
Its restrictions notwithstanding, contumacious tenants, it was felt, were 
still permitted far too much scope. The desire to curtail their malicious 
activities provided a continuing stimulus towards organisation. The 'chief 
objects' of the Nottingham and Nottinghamshire Owners and Agents' Society 
for the Protection of House Property, formed in the summer of 1850, were, 
for example, described 'as: 
oeooe the preventing, if not the cure of the system 
, of moonshining, which has become so prevalent 
by a 
confederate system already matured, which will, if 
carried out,, prevent dishonest persons from getting 
a domicile, either in the town or neighbourhood. The 
arrangement made will also be calculated to check if 
not effectually put a stop to the serious depredations 
so frequently practised upon the owners of household 
property of low rentals .... The owners and agents of 
house property .... have the power to prevent 
their 
houses, as iS frequehtly the case, being turned 
respectively into dovecots, dog-kennels, and rabbit- 
warrens; the cellars of their houses from being 
converted into pig-styes and manure-vaults, and the 
pantries from being made the receptacles for the 
ashes and filth of the family, which 2 every owner 
knows to be too frequently common. 
The general plan adopted in fulfilment of these objects was to compile a 
register of 'bad tenants' and to insist upon the production of a character 
reference from the previous'landlord prior to granting a new tenancy. In 
addition, a small fund was to be established through the members subscriptions 
1. - 
Glasgow Herald, 19 October 1907- 
2. Freeholder, 1 July 1850, p. 110 
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to furnish rewards to informants, and to cover the costs of the exemplary 
prosecutions against despoilers of property brought before the magistrates 
courts each year. By these means a good deal of the expense and vexation 
was to be removed from the business of house management. In its first year, 
the Newcastle Property Owners' Association recovered L228 in rent arrears 
and in nearby South Shields, the secretary of the local association was 
1 
reported as having collected L250 by distress and other means. However, 
these modest provincial efforts were completely dwarfed by the energetic 
North East London Property Owners' Association which over the years claimed 
12 to have saved its members from IMO-129000. 
The success of such bodies depended, to a very considerable degreeg upon 
the enterprise of the principal officer.. In this respectq affiliates 
could do no better than to recruit someone of the calibre of their own 
Mr Rotherford, I secretary of the national property owners' association, whose 
commitment was, by any standards, extraordinary. When did he find time 
to sleep, his colleagues wondered? 'Some said he put his clothes to bed 
instead of going to bed himself'. 
3 In addition, the ideal secretary 
ought to have been possessed of an extensive knowledge of legal and taxation 
matters connected with the ownership and control of residential property. 
As a consequence, these posts tended to be filled by solicitors, estate 
agents and auctioneers. Moreover, such persons frequently comprised the 
rank-: and-file of the association. The three or four hundred members of 
1. Report of 2nd Conference of the United Propertv Owners' Association of 
Great Britain (Sunderland 1889)-, -p. 7-9 Estates Gazette, 30 May 169&, P. 7 
2. Estates Gazette, 26 July 1902, P. 155. 
3-- Report of 3rd Conference of the United Property Owners' Association of Great Britain (Sunderland 1690), p. 11. 
0 
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the Liverpool, Land and House Owners' Associationg half of whom represented 
small, property in the city, also included 'a very large number' of agents 
who were not proprietors. 
' In Nottingham and Glasgow, to which reference 
has. already been made, the local associatio4s represented an amalgamation 
of, proprietors and agents or factors. Although not usually formalised 
in. such manner, these are indicative of the close relations and shared 
community of interest-amongst such groups. 
How effective were such associations? On the face of it the rather low 
membership figures, -123 in, South Shields in 1898,149 in 1899; 6o in 
Darlington in 1863,129 in 1907; 72 in Birmingham after six years of 
continuous recruitment; -100 in Stoke-on-Trent; 82 in Ashton-in-Mackenfield; 
and-a couple of hundred in Liverpool-. and Glasgow - does not appear to reflect 
the broad diffusion of, property characteristic of the period. 
2 The 
specialist press is in fact studded with references to the apathy and inertia 
of the possessing classes from which it-is tempting to conclude that the 
11000-ttrong Hull Property Owners' Association, or the equally impressive 
Workington Associationj supported by owners of not less than 19000 houses 
in, a town of less than 149000 peoplet were exceptional, as indeed were the 
two associationsýwhich together represented 'fully three fourths' of all 
3 compounded properties in Manchester, Hulme and Salford. The Birmingham 
Property Owners Association, which in its early years could not afford the 
1 Royal, Commission on Local Taxation, PP., 1898, XLVj qq. 64259 6510s 6; 13-6515. 
2. Memberiship of South'Shields Property Owners' Association, Estates Gazetteq 
2 July 1900, p. 126; of Darlington, Estates Gazette, 21 December 19079 P- 109ý; 
of Birmingham, Gazette-of National Federation of Property O-wners and Ratepayers, 
October 
, 
1931;, of St, oke-on-Trent, issue of same, for January 1932; and of 
Ashton-in-Mackenfield, issue of January 1933* 
3. Reýort of 27th Conference of the United Property Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Liverpool 1912), p. 7; Estates Gazette, 4 December 1 p. 673; 
Select Committee on Poor Rates Assessmentq PP., 1868-9, XI9 q. 2765- 
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rent of permanent offices or the services of a full-time secretary, is 
more typical in this respect. 
1 The frustrated outpourings of the 
secretary of the Edinburgh and Leith Property Owners Association is no 
less instructive. 'I have found it to be up-hill work to persuade 
property owners, in large numbers, that it is in their interest to become 
members', he explaindd. 'The main difficulty in getting property owners 
to unite isq however much they may feel their burdens, yet they have a sort 
of fatalistic, feeling that there is no remedy'. In consequence, membership 
was Onot, numerous' representing something less than one fifth of the annual 
value ofthe city's total rental. 
This kind of quantitative expression might, at first glance, be considered 
deceptive. In terms of ability to dominate the local housing market, 
control rather than possession of working-class housing might be considered 
of greater importance. The agent, who often controlled or managed hundreds 
and sometimes thousands of tenancies, was a more significant figure in such 
associations-than, says the-proprietor of an half-dozen tenements. On 
reflection, however, it appears that the agent's expertise in reducing the 
depreciation of-working-class property was consistently diminished by the 
frequent buying and selling of such property. In West Ham, for examples 
'an agent might be managing a hundred houses one month, and perhaps only 
a dozen the next, and vice versal. 
3 
The repression of malicious misconduct on the part of tenants was recognised, 
as being beyond. the unaided capacities of even the most enterprising local 
1. 'The Birmingham Association', Gazette of the National Federation of 
Property Owners'and Ratepayers, ' October 1931. 
2. Report of 3rd Conference of the United Property Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Sunderland 1890)q PP- 36-40. 
3- E. G. Howarth and Mona Wilson, West Ham, A Study in Social and Industrial 
Problems (1907), pp. 61-62. 
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association. Official, support was necessary to secure an expeditious 
reform of the law of ejectment, universally acclaimed as the solution 
to such difficulties. Much as they might have wished, such associations 
could not exist as private conspiracies. They had to enter the political 
arena. 
_ 
This alone might serve to explain the rather prickly self- 
consciousness which increasingly appeared to characterise their proceedings. 
Obstruction, of all social expenditure, as a matter of course, was no longer 
sufficient, although it remained their stock-in-trade though conducted 
with, greater subtlety than heretofore. Landlords were compelled to 
clothe naked self-interest in appropriate moral fig-leaves. 
A favourite e 
"ploy 
was to identify summary eviction as a progressiv 
installment 
, 
of sanitary reform and thus to pander to the prejudices of the 
age. In a submission to the Lord Chacellor representing 'the urgent 
necessity''ok amending, the law, Manchest er Property Owners' Association 
singled-out 'destructive, dirty or disorderly tenants' as those for whom 
nothing short of summary', eviction would suffice. 
1 Had not Octavia Hill 
and umpteen. medical, officeis of health said as much? Fortunately, it was 
understood that thesevague discriminatory categories would, in practice, 
have. 
"'a 
universal application and the occupant of the Woolsack remained 
unmoved. 
Virtually all local associations persisted in seeking to identify their 
cause,, with one, version of municipal progress. If nothing else, it was 
a useful. -complement-to, the campaign directed at parliament by the national 
body. 'Moreover', 'ýit was'not without some success. The reader will not 
Estates Gazette, 27 August 1898, P. 378. 
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readily have forgotten the staggering number of evictions sanctioned 
by Glasgow magistrates in 1912-13- This in part reflects the persistence 
of the Glasgow Landlords Association in opposing the adoption of some form 
of compounding unless accompanied by a summary power of eviction after 
48 hours' notice. This extraordinary concession was embodied in the 
House Letting and Rating Act, 1911.1 In the following year Birmingham 
Watch Co=ittee proposed the insertion of clauses designed to expedite 
the ejection of unruly tenants in the Corporation's forthcoming General 
Power8 Bill. 2 
Influential persons holding positions on sensitive bodies such as the watch 
committee were always worth cultivating. The police had to be kept up to 
3 the mark however distasteful they may have found the work of eviction. 
When, however, the protection of property combined with a proper respect 
for the observance of the Lord's Day, action became imperative. Thus, 
the secretary of the Workington Property Owners' Association was 'instructed 
to write to the Superintendent of Police asking him to take action in regard 
4 to card playing in empty houses on Sundays'. A similar concern to uphold 
correct spiritual values was even more marked amongst the members of the 
Glasgow Landlords and House Factors' Association who, on being approached by 
the Sabbath Protection Association, agreed to co-operate in suppressing 
Sunday trading amongst the 2,000 shops over which they held some dominion. 
5 
GPCs' P. 113; 1&2 Geo. 59 c. 539 ss. 5-6. See above p. 96 note 
2. Birmingham Gazette, 14 November-1912. 
3- Cf. correspondence of James Timewellq justicq 28 October 1899. 
4. Estates Gazette, 8 October 19109 p. 607. 
5- Glasgow Herald, 30 January 1875. 
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ii 
The resort to political action was no new departure. Property owners 
had always been closely involved with the management of local affairs. 
Indeed, a good deal of the odium from which they suffered derived from 
the unsavoury character of that connection. Local administration not only 
provided opportunities for the manipulation of assessmentsq but also the 
chance to exert a moderating influence upon the activities of over-zealous 
public health officials. So long as they remained local appointments$ 
denied security of tenure, medical officers of health were acutely conscious 
of the untoward pressures emanating from their municipal masters in vestry 
assembled. Legislation was wanted, said one of them, 'which will enable 
you to work without getting into constant hot water with the ownerst. 
1 
Sometimes the temperature reached boiling point: 
In Bermondsey a newly appointed sanitary inspector 
was refused a house by dozens ' of 
landlords. They 
would not have anything to do with sanitary inspectors, 
so they said. Things got to such a pass that the 
Vestry was urged by one of 2 its members to 
build the 
inspector a house itself. 
As guardians too, the owners of small tenements were notorious for making 
the security of their rent the first call upon the parish chest. It was 
not for nothing that Lord Derby, when mounting relief operations during the 
Cotton Famine, considered the involvement of such persons highly prejudicial 
to the cause. 'A knowledge, moreover a suspicion, that any portion of the 
0 
funds war. devoted to the payment of rents would at once check the flow of 
3 
public charity', his lordship declared. Not that members of his own 
1. Select Committee on Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings Improvement, 
PP. q 1, VII, q. 2817. 
2. George Haw, No Room to Live (1899), pp. 88-89. 
3- John Watts, The Facts of the Cotton Famine (1866), p. 86. 
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class were untainted, as many a small owner was ever ready to testify. 
Although apocryphal stories aboundedq proprietors bent on winning a 
parliamentary contest were known not only to resort to intimidation but, 
'where necessary, to revenge themselves'and evict recalcitrant tenants. 
These, however, were generally persons of rank and substance, Lancashire 
mill masters, gentlemen and the like. 
1 The expansion of the mun - icipal 
electorate under the Small Tenements Act, 18501 was thought to have 
encouraged small owners too to engage in this kind of activity. In 
consequence of the lax procedure under this act9 registration of electors 
became-admost exclusively dependent upon the whim of the landlord. 
In this way thousands were thought to have been disenfranchised. Proprietors 
were quick to deny the charg'er-': the pattern of ownership, they declared, 
was such as to vitiate all-delib'eir-ate attempts to exert undue influence 
12 by such means.. "But the drift of opinion was against them. That it 
was not without'some justification"is evident'from certain events in East 
London. 
In the dying. years of the nineteenthcentury, Labour came to power in West 
Ham pledged. to an extensive programme of municipal housing. Local property 
owners, terrified by the energetic administration of the public health actsq 
and alarmed by the speed and vigour with which the new authority proceeded 
1. H. J. Hanham I Elections and Party Management: Politics in the Time of Disraeli and Glads. tone (19597-p-p-7-43,67,79,85. - 
2. See Report and Minutes of Evidence of the Select Committee of the House 
of Lords on the, Rates and Municipal Franchise Acts, PP., 18599 VII, qq. 3019 
306,309ý109 326,480-482,586-591,594,726-ý2-7,94-800,806,1294-12951 
168o. 
727,7 
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to embark upon costly building schemes, began to mobilise a determined 
resistance to these dangerous innovations. Although rates actually 
fell during the period of Labour supremacy while rents rose spectacularly, 
property owners were quick to raise the usual hue and cry, snapping at 
municipal extravagance, and mounting indebtedness. Shopkeepers, manufacturers, 
brewers and temperance reformers combined in an unholy Municipal Alliance 
for electoral purposes. The proprietors chipped in with a concerted 
attempt to intimidate voters. Socialists retaliated by threatening to 
raise assessments on landlords who increased their rents. In the Channelsea 
district, a notorious slum area and the prime target of the socialist housing 
reformers, the threat of-increased rents was sufficient to constrain the 
impoverished inhabitants. In other parts of the borough, belligerent 
landlords delivered, stern warnings to. their tenants. The following letter, 
one of several, issued by small owners, requires no comment: 
Sir - We regret very much that on and after 
Monday next, the 30th day of October, 18999 the 
rent of the house you now hold of us, will be 
raised by 6d. per week. 
Thi*s course is rendered necessary by the increased 
and ever increasing rates coupled with higher assess- 
ments of property and demands made upon the owners 
of Small House Property by the Sanitary Authority. 
If you wish, as you surely must, to stop this 
constant raising of your rents, your remedy is by 
removing from office those who, by their extravagance 
in dealing with your money compel you as the very 
natural result to 'pay the piper'. 
Support men on the Council of standing and intelligence 
and by so doing decrease your burdens instead of adding 
to them, as your present Labour members are doing. 
Yours &c ...... 
Simpson & Co,, 
House Property Owners. 
This kind of pressure ultimately told against the reformers. Labour's 
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brief reign came to an' end after twelve months. 
West'Ham was not an isolated example. But, in the main, organised 
landlordism was'comp'elled to, rely upon the exercise of more legitimate 
forms of pre'ssureý. ` The very dynamism of the infrastructure of advanced 
capitalism, which had already begun to gather its own momentum, provided 
ample scope for these associations of apprehensive proprietors. For 
the municipality not only gave promise of becoming a significant financial 
institution, an attractive haven for the modest savings of the small 
investor looking7for a-safe if unspectacular return on his capitall but an 
institution which, moreover, was administered by a burgeoning bureaucracy, 
incieasifigly'prolessional in outlook; champions of the public-interest, 
inno able, and willing to countenance forms of labour reproduction in 
which the role of private enterprise housing might be considerably diminished. 
'No"o'ne seems to have noticed that side by side with the labour movement has 
grown up what might be'dalled the professional movement', wrote George Haw. 
'With the advent of the'artisan into public life has been the advent of 
the professional man. ' It-is singular too, that these two classess both 
benefiting'from'each other, workwell together, but that neither get on very 
2 
well with'the old'order'. Such persons, members of the nouvelle couche 
s6ciale, 'weie by--their"class situation 'a menace and landlords were quick to 
understand'the threat -ýfiich they posed. 
1. On Labour in W6st Ham, 'see Paul Thopipson, Socialists, Liberals and Labour: 
The Struggle for London 
,9 
1885-1914 (1967)9 pp. 130-135; on landlord tenant 
conflict, Howarth and Wilson, West Ham, PP- 315-316; Justiceq 2 December 18990 
Quotation from West Ham Citizen, 20 October 1899. 
2.... -On comparative returns on, municipal, stocks, see A. W. Fluxq ', The Yield of High-Class Investments', Transactions of Manchester Statistical Societyq 1910-11t 
pp. 103-138. Quotation from Haw, No Room to Live,, PP, 136-137- 
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Meanwhile, the daily struggle against 'municipal socialism', a convenient 
shorthand which could, and did, encompass all measures calculated to increase 
local taxation or otherwise reduce income from property, continued unabated. 
There was much to do. The enemy attacked on many fronts, and always seemed 
to have fresh reserves. The permissive character of so much important 
legislation, as anticipated by its framers, formed a political terrain that 
was destined to be churned up time and again by contending forces in each 
of the local theatres of war. These 'side-shows' still have not received 
the attention which is their due but they affected the lives of many. 
In West Ham, local property owners, ever alert in defence, of self-interest, 
discovered that a poll9 based on an anachronistic property qualificationg 
could be invoked to legitimate any programme that required the compulsory 
purchase of land. By such means they defeated a plan for the acquisition 
of 100 acresfor house building. The property qualification gave some 
owners as many as twelve votes apiece. Analysis of the result disclosed 
a majority of 2409 voters in favour of the scheme but a majority of 529 votes 
cast against it. 
1 In Manchester too the Corporation had been similarly 
thwarted, the property owners association again insisting upon a plebiscite 
for which careful preparation had been made. 
2 The rewards which accrued 
from the tenacious defence of self-interest were not insubstantial. Nearly 
every property owners association could point to some Corporation Bill or 
proposed regulation which had been suitably amended or even withdrawn in 
consequence of its intervention. The negligible amount of municipal housing 
built before 1914 is not a testimony to the unaided efforts of such bodies 
but it bespeaks something. 
1. Labour Leader, 19 May 1900. 
2. Estates Gazette, 29 December 1906, p. 1190. 
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Victory rarely came cheaply or easily. Organised landlords in Glasgowq 
for example, managed at one point to raise a special fund of f-339 to 
oppose legislation promoted by the local authority. The Burnley 
Property Owners Association, having spent Y, 500 fighting the Corporations 
was reduced to such straightened circumstances that it was compelled to 
introduce stringent economies to stave off bankruptcy including resignation 
from the national association. 
1 Success, moreover, was purchased at 
a cost not to be computed in mere monetary terms alone. In moving the 
adoption of the annual report for 1898, the chairman of the Glasgow Landlords 
I 
Association expressed relief that members 'were saved the expense and worry 
of a parliamentary fight such as they had the previous year. 
" The effort 
expended in opposing the Corporation's City Improvement Bill during that 
time had stretched its resources to the utmost. 
2 These, the most 
important kinds of conflict, were invariably resolved in London, and not 
entered into in any light-hearted spirit: in fact they were dreaded. 
A compromise solution was always sought for in the first instant. It was 
only-after 'the Police Commissioners were found difficult to manage, that, 
for example, the Glasgow association decided to oppose the Corporation's 
Police Bill, 1895.3 Such a course involved raising extraordinary funds 
in order to brief counsel and prepare witnesses to testify before the 
appropriate select committee at Westminster. The lawyers fees were 
considerable. In defence of its Improvement Bill, Glasgow Corporation 
a 
retained 'no fewer than four of the leading members of the parliamentary bar' 
and fought all opposition 'with a total disregard of expense that only access 
1. Glasgow Herald, 21 January 1892; Report of 23rd Conference of the United 
Property Owners Association of Great Britain Uiverpool 1910), p. 17 
2. Glasgow Herald, 19 January 1899. 
3. Glasgow Herald, 23 January 1896. 
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to the ratepayers' pockets could explain'. 
1 Against such a lengthy 
purse how could opponents compete? These limitations, it was agreed, 
had 'seriously interfered with the efficiency of the opposition' offered 
by Glas I gow landlords to-the Police Bill, 1890. The want of a senior 
counsel, the result of its financial embarrassmentg prejudiced the 
Association's cause. The Law Agent explained: 
Mr Fitzgerald was all that could be desired as 
a counsel, but men such as Mr Littler and Mr Pember 
have immense weight with the Committees, and are 
not afraid to put things strongly when necessary, 
or to keep counsel on the other side in order. 
It was always quite apparent, both in the Commons 
and-the'Lords, that Mr Pope was a man of immense 
influence with them, and whenever our counsel came 
into conflict, with him the Committee backed up 
Mr Pope invariably. With a senior I am quite 
confident that we 2would'have secured a good 
deal 
more than we did. 
The mounting expense of these increasingly frequent and protracted legal 
encounters influenced the structure of Glasgow's property owners associations. 
In 1895 the Association of House Factors and Property Agents decided to seek 
incorporation under the Companies Act, a course duly followed by the Landlords' 
Association two years later in order 'to give members greater facilities 
for defensive work and more definite legal status in opposing parliamentary 
bills and Provisional Orders'. 
3 Finances were also reorganised and placed 
on a sounder footing. A special reserve fund was established to defray the 
costof extraordinary expenditure instead of relying as hitherto on desperate 
fund-raising drives to meet each individual emergency as it arose. 
1. G lasgow Herald, 20 January 1898. 
2. Glasgow Herald, 1 August 1890. 
3- Glasgow Herald, 19 October 1907- 
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III 
Prior to the formation of the United Property Owners' Association, the 
struggles in which house owners engaged were characterised by ad hoc 
alliances and a limited degree of co-ordination with similar groups 
outside of their own locality. Imperial issues - compounding, the reform 
of taxation, leasehold enfranchisementq the repeal of obnoxious stamp duties 
and other imposts - usually drew forth a spate of petitions or an occasional 
deputation to lobby ignorant or indolent M. P. sj including those of Ministerial 
rank, who sometimes condescended to grant their humble constituents an audience. 
In the main, these formalities served to advertise the weakness rather than 
the strength of the yeomen. of urban Britain. 
The formation of the United Property Owners Association indicated a 
heightened awareness of the exposed position of property and a new determin- 
ation to_obtain something like adequate protection. In addition to the 
difficulties arising from soaring local taxation and increasingly effective 
sanitary-administration, property owners felt ever more threatened by the 
growth_of democracy. These factors were not, of course, unconnected. 
A spokesman for the Glasgow Landlords' Association stated their predicament 
with brutal clarity: it was, he said, the 70,000 tenants who were the 
electoral masters of the Town Council and not the 2,200 owners who dictated 
municipal policy. 
' Ever since the Reform Act of 1867, it was clear that 
the balance of power had been tipped decisively against the owners of real 
property. To be, sure, working people would not enter into their inheritance 
1. GPcslp.. 94. 
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for many a year, but'the writing was on the wall and whatever their 
defec'tsl'property owners were not illiterate. The meaning of the 
independent labour movement that gradually emerged in the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century was crystal clear. As R. L. Foster, secretary 
of the Sunderland Property Owners Association, put it: 'there exists 
between Socialism and our Association an open warfare which it would be 
1,1 f11 sheýr'insýincerity on our part to pretend does not exist'. As early 
as 1876 Lord Wemyss, founder of the Liberty and Property Defence League, 
broý'a`c'heýd the idea *'of 'a national combination of landed proprietors in a 
correspondence with the chairman of the Liverpool Land and House Owners 
2 Association'. "It was the beginning of what proved to be a contentious 
- connection from which'the United Property Owners Association later sought 
to extricate itself; a desirable but impractical move, as it transpired. 
The United Projerty Owners Association never acquired great wealth. Although 
I in :-d, ue co Iu- rse I itý'c'am'eýto represent L200 millions worth of small property, 
or so . it - was claime I dq " 'ýhe'ne'worganisation could never rival the fabulous 
riches of pressure groups , such as the United Kingdom Alliance. Indeed, 
it could not afford to-maintain a London office with a salaried staff. it 
was not until the sixth annual conference that such a course was discussed 
andagreed io, 'b'ut the as I sociation'was in existence for forty years before 
the'move to the capital was finally accomplished. Until 1928 the General 
Secretary remained a part-time post. Criticisms directed at the inadequate 
measures for monitoring parliamentary proceedings were often voiced in 
conference. - In fact, -so-long as affiliates refused to dig deeply into 
19 
,, 
Re]2ort of 9th Conference of the United Property Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Liverpool 1896), p. 11. 
2. Edward Bristow, 'The Liberty and Property Defence League and Individualism'i 
Historical Journal, 18,4 (1975), p. 764. 
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their pockets, the association was-compelled to rely upon the parliamentary 
services provided, by the Liberty and Property Defence League. This 
attachment not only reinforced the United Property Owners Association's marked 
provincialism, but also perhaps helped to accentuate its faintly comic 
profile. 
1- 
From the outset-Ahe two bodies had perceived a mutual attraction. In 1896 
Frederick, Millar, the League's secretary, was reported to have 'practically 
acted as our Parliamentary agent'. The position was subsequently 2 
regularised'though-not to the satisfaction of all, or many, affiliates. 
One advantage of-establishing its own journal, a much discussed proposalt 
was-thatq in. addition to fostering a sense of mutuality and purpose amongst 
members$ it-might-go some way towards freeing-them from exclusive dependence, 
at, least-during theiparliamentary session, upon information furnished by 
the League. " But- unless the projected publication could achieve a circulation 
of-some, several thousands, such a rash venture, Millar hastened to predict, 
must-turn but-. 'a bad speculation', He was right. Until removal to 
London the United Property Owners Association was not in a position to 
publish a regular journal. 
Increasingly, however, -, the-public identification with so doctrinaire a body 
was considered an obstacle to-the pragmatic defence of the proprietor's more 
limited interests. The Liberty and Property Defence League, it was felt, 
was not suffi. cienýly concerned with the particular problems of cottage 
Report of 25th Conference of the United Property Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Liverpool 1910), P. 109 Report of 6th Conference (Sunderland 
1893), P. 9; Report of 16th Conference kBradford 1903)-. -p. 20; 'Our 
Federation, 1888-19389 A Brief Sketch'q Property Owners Gazettet February 1938. 
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property. The course of a long debate reviewing the advantages of 
retaining their unsatisfactory political agent disclosed the existence 
of an underlying antipathy towards the Property Defence League. The 
merest hint that the two ýodies might amalgamate brought forth the 
unequivocal opposition of the delegate from the influential Liverpool 
association. 'I cannot go as far .... in advocating that we should 
become fully identified with the Liberty and Property Defence League. 
Some of us are property owners, and some of us are moral reformers, and 
we do not care for indiscriminate blocking of bills'. Another, deprecating 
the League's extremism, suggested that Millar's services be henceforth 
confined io-non-controversial chores, such as the arrangement of parliament- 
ary deputations etc. But on reflection, he added: 'We cannot touch the 
Liberty and Property Defence League with - out our name being involved. 
The 
fact that we'use them would mean Ia certain amount of obloquy'. Alderman 
Hindmarsh, founder and president of the property owners association, was 
even more emphatic. 'My only fear is that if we did identify ourselves 
with the Liberty and Property Defence League many members would withdraw 
altogether'. 
Although they might'chamP at the bit these diffident gentlemen, uneasily 
aware of their indeterminate']ýosition within the class structure, envied 
the legitimacy enjoyed by the Liberty and Property Defence League and 
similar bodies graced by aristocratic patrons which helped to displace the 
1. - -Report- of gth- Conference of United 'Property 
Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Liverpool 1896), ppo 4,14-. 15; Report of 15th Conference 
- 301 32; 
* Report of 16th Conference--TB-r-adford 1 03) (Bradfoý-d 
, 
1-902), PP 9 
P. 59. 
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scorn and derision which might otherwise have attached to those seeking 
to unitO_, ýheoryand practice, on the fringe of politics. The League could 
arouse strong feelings, but never that peculiar contempt which Englishmen 
of-, all, classes reserve for the petit-bourgeois who brusquely dispenses 
with the cultivation of. silent ambition, and thereby makes public that which 
i taste and convention renders private. The members of the United Property 
Owners Association were acutely conscious of the idiocy of petit-bourgeois 
life, its deprecation of collective self-reliances its implied restriction 
on forms ofpoliticalaction incompatible with the upkeep of a genteel mien, 
the friction generated by the animus harboured against the governing classes, 
the aristocracy and its plutocratic retainers, and worst of all the recognition 
and coming to terms with'the vile proletariat and its despicable agitators, 
organisers 'Of malevolent, and seemingly omnipotent trades unions and political 
parties. Gissing and Masterman knew these people 'well, and understood their 
apprehensions. 
_ 
So too did Wells, and the interested reader must consult 
their eloquent accounts. 
1 
It required, unusual colurage., ýo persist in the face of the taunts and the sneers 
invariably heaped upon a newly-formed association. 'At the beginning', one 
landlord recalled, . 
'they had felt that the Association was rather ridiculed 
and attempted. to. be. laughed-down'. 'When the Sunderland Association was 
formed', said another, 'it was sneered at but gradually came to be more and 
more respected until its communications, instead of finding their way to the 
waste paper-basketl. were carefully considered'. Although presenting 
1. He or she might also consult G. 
in Britain- (1977) 
Crossick ed., The Lower Middle Class 
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themselves'as associations, it was to the labour movement rather than 
the professions to whom they turned for inspiration. If only property 
owners would organise, what power they would wieldg what respect they 
would command: 
Not to say a single word about what a combination 
of the Irish tenants had realised, there is almost 
daily evidence of what labour combinations had been 
able to accomplish in a question with capital. Not 
a great many years ago who would have dreamt that 
a poor labourer would have been in a position of 
dictating terms to his master, and handicapped 
as he is, we find that carried into effect every day. 
If, this was a little-too abstract, - another speaker conjured a vision in 
'which the down-trodden'bourgeois would inherit the earth, or at least that 
portion, over which the municipality chose to exert dominion: 
ýif we will increase and unite, there is no 
union in England that would have so much power as 
the Property Owners Association. They would be 
able to say to the Corporation 'If you don't prevent 
your nuisance inspectors from coming to us and 
compelling us to do things which put us to unnecessary 
'expense, we, shall have to call a meetinglof our memberst 
and we shall have to advance the rents. 
Notwithstanding its more fantastic featuresq this discordant trade union 
mimetic served in some respects to increase that sense of isolation which 
no doubt afflicts all prophets, but especially those trying to surmount 
the inhibitions of an ingrained individualistic culture. The activists 
were certainly conscious of the distance separating themselves from their 
natural constituents and while the break was not as s, harp as the reformed 
drunkard trying to transcend his proletarian background, it was still felt 
keenly. The secretary of the Edinburgh and Leith Association had few 
illusions on this score: 
1. Re_port of 3rd Conference of the United Property Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Sunderland 1890)q pp. 41,43; Report of 2nd Conference T T, P. 38. (sunder! -a-nd1889), p. 42; Report of 14th Conference (Liverpool-1-901 
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Another difficulty in getting property owners to 
unite is the feeling that what is everybody's 
business is nobody's business. We have in our 
midst a large class who may be regarded as silent 
men, taking an active interest in no public. affairs, 
... and I am sorry to think that that. represents 
the largest class of property owners, men well 
contented to leave things as they are, and holding 
a sort of 1 fatalistic view 
that they cannot be made 
better. 
This isolation had a broader aspect. It was a reflection of material 
realities. Property owners were patently of but not for the middle class. 
At' the end of the Great War it was middle-class as much as working-class 
pressure which was decisive in preventing the raising of rent controls. 
2 
Organised landlords were not moved by the same passions or fears as their 
petit bourgeois tenants. Although 'the Trade' might have been elevated 
as an appropriate precedent for continuous collective actiong the property 
owners moth-like fixation upon the trade union movement is indicative not 
df a-politically maladroit posture, but of a basic contempt for the ideo- 
logical sensibilities'of the heterogeneous elements that composed the middle 
classes. These were not namby-pamby white collar workers assured of a 
place'in'the sun of an advanced capitalism, and struggling meanwhile to 
reconcile their individualism with their unions. On the contrary: the 
survival of pre-industrial forms of capitalist enterprise in an increasingly 
complex society was highly problematical. Residential property considered 
purely as a speculation was vulnerable to the economic and political pressures 
which'that formation generated., From the eighties onwards small property 
owners felt themselves to be on trial and there is no placq more lonesome 
than-the dock. 
Report' of 3rd Conference, of the United Property Owners Association of 
Great Britain (Sunderland 1890), p. 40. 
2. See below Ch. 11. 
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IV 
Inpineteenth century Britain, land conferred status. Parvenus 
bourgeois were drawn to it like mice to cheese. Towards the trappings of 
gentility, displayed 
'in possession of 
a country estate,, the arriviste 
aspired. 
1 The social character of the urban landlord forms a curious 
contrast. Where the pastoral tradition evoked power, influence, opulence 
and comfort, the residential property owner inspired loathing, opprobrium 
and scorn, condemned alike by crusty Tory and progressive Liberalq indignant 
cleric and Radical freethinker, philanthropic busybody and the casual reader 
of the. Daily, TelegraDh. This strange disdainful consensus rested upon a 
contrived squeamishness. larded with a good deal of hypocrisy. 'Members 
must beware of, the great clan "Sartorius'll, a Fabian socialist warned. 
'Owners of property may call themselves "Progressives" and may be active 
Gladstonian Radicals; but when additional Sanitary Inspectors are required 
to look after their property, they Fill desert their Party and vote for dirt 
and disease as the most "moderate" of Tories'. 
2 It was the unsavoury business 
of housing management rather than any meaningful criticism of proprietorial 
right which was considered offensive to the good taste and quiet dignity of 
the drawing room. As Shaw's Cokane put it: 'There is something peculiarly 
repugnant to my feelings in the calling of a rent collector'. And Dickens 
venomous description of the'slum landlord at work captures that degree of 
repugnance like no other. 
1. Cf. Cobden to Bright, 1 October 1851, John Morley, Life of Richard Cobden (1910), P- 561. 
2. Fabian News, May 1893- 
3- G. B. Shaw, Widowers Houses (Bodley Head edn. 1970), p. 81; 'Up A Court's Household Words, 1852, V9 P. 510; also see sardonic remarks of Hugh 
Shimmin, Liverpool Sketches (Liverpool 1862), pp. 191-192. 
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Property owners were themselves acutely conscious of their isolation. 
A striking feature of the 'trade papers' is an imminent sense of foreboding, 
an incipient paranoia, like a quivering fox balanced on the brink of 
perennial fear. Everyone was against the landlord. 'By some he is. 
regarded as a social outcast and his regeneration prayed for, by others 
he is looked upon as fair spoil for the unscrupulous and by a third set as 
a butt for all the Parliamentary satire and Municipal sarcasm that fevered 
rhetoric can produce'. East End Jewish landlords quickly discovered 
that, against such prejudice, ethnic solidarity was no protection. As one 
of them observed: 'When I go to the synagogue I am a Jew; when I come for 
my rent I am a. Eozo. 
2 Landlords fancied themselves beset by wicked 
tenants determined to evade their legitimate obligations, mindlessly 
destructive and ungrateful for all that was done for their comfort and 
well-being. But tenants were only part of the tribulations that had to 
be endured. I; o'Cal government I officialdom was even worse, something akin 
to a numiciýal Gestapo: 
The abject serfdom of property owners is proverbial. 
They are the vassals arbitrarily ruled by diploma 
holders of self constituted sanitary institutes: 
few hold, in'addition, medical qualificationsq but 
mostly the awe inspiring word on coat, collar or 
cap 'Sanitary Inspector' discloses authority 
sufficient. to command compliance to unreasonable 
and unjust demands. The Inspector's power is 
severely felt, as trifles are relentlessly3magnified, 
and their abatement or removal ordered. 
It was 'to M'ltigate the"evils of'super inspection and resist the tyrannical 
oppression of Borough Council officials' that prompted the formation of the 
1; Pioýerty Owners Journal, November 1904. 
2. C. Russell and ' 
H. S. Lewis, The Jew in London (1900), p. 174. Similar 
tensions evidently existed in the smaller provincial communities: see 
Report of Birmingham Special Housing Enquiry (Birmingham 1914), qq. 1113-1115- 
Hereafter cited as BSE. I 
Property Owners Journal, February 1903- 
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Incorporated Association for the Protection of Property Owners. 
An even greater threat was posed by the growing power of organised labour 
to which the so called natural defenders of private property seemed 
increasingly unresponsive. 'Today', said one landlord, 'the Working Man, 
I mean the Manual Labourer, is the Politicians Pet and if you want to get 
a hearing on any platform today you must be careful not to say anything 
against the interests of the so called WorkinR Man'. 
' 'This prejudice 
against house-owners is growing at an alarming rate', said another. 
Speaking to the annual conference of the United Property Owners Association, 
he continued: 
It is a remarkable fact and much to be regretted 
that not only adventurers, but responsible political 
leaders, and even ministers of religion$ vie with 
each other in the wholesale condemnation of landlordism. 
Local councillors were the worst offenders in this respect: 
These men .. * are now endeavouring to sow the see - 
of discord between landlord and tenant, teaching the 
latter to look upon the former as his greatest social 
enemy. It is considered a crime to own a house, and 
however well-earned have been his savings, when he 
invests them in brick and mortar, a man loses all 
credit for 2 economy, and almost his character 
for 
humanity. 
And when a British Chancellor of the Exchequer, and a former solicitor to 
boot, could declare: 'The claws of landlordism rend the flesh, and the 
sores fester even more in our town system than they do in our country system' 
3 
- the end of the world may well have seemed nigh. 
1. Report of 19th Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1906), p. 48. 
2. Report of the 14th Conference of the United Property_Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1901), p. 13- 
3. The Urban Land Problem - Housing - Wyes, Speeches of David Lloyd Georg, 
at Middlesborough, 5 November 1913 (Liberal Publications Department, 1913)1 
P. 3. 
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These feelings of inferiority, never fully conquered before 1914, were 
aggravated-by the difficulties repeatedly encountered in the'search for 
support among the two national political Parties. The middle classes, 
it has been suggested, turned increasingly to the Conservatives during 
the late'nineteenth century. Property owners, as a fraction of a 
fractioný' took care, however, to adopt a bipartisan stance in the day-to-day 
conduct of their affairs. It is true that Lord Salisbury's speechesl 
particularly'those reproving the contemners of private property, foul- 
mouthed Proudhonist critics, who numbered house owners amongst the semi- 
criminal elements, were'frequently cited with approbation. But property 
owners understood well enough that, for all his disdainful aristocratic 
hauteur, his lordship was in the vote-getting business and that it was the 
Disraelian image which the Party had to keep to the fore if it was to continue 
in governance of the democratic masses. At the end of'the day, the Tories 
would never sacrifice the substance for the shadow: if need be, the small 
house owner would be forced to the wall. 
In this respect', -a'cursory glance at the activities of Sir Arthur Foreward, 
leader-of the Liverpool Tories, might have given pause for reflection; andq 
should that prove an insufficiently convincing exercise, the sceptic might be 
referred to the career of Colonel Kyffin Taylor M. P., a gentleman to whom 
the most'rabid of Fabians (and according to the property owners, most Fabians 
were afflicted'with an hydrophobic condition), would have extended the warmest 
1. See James Cornford, 'The Transformation'of Conservatism in the Late 
Nineteenth Century', Victorian Studiesq 1963-4, VII, PP. 35-36; Henry 
Pelling Social-Geography of British Elections 1885-1910 (1967), pp. 41, 
278,388. 
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of welcomes. Kyffin Taylor, chairman of the Liverpool Corporation 
Housing Committee, and a leading member of the Unionist Social Reform 
Committee, was in no sense a solitary eccentricq but the representative 
of a still vibrant tradition of pragmatic etatism which, if it was not 
the dominant strain in Edwardian Conservatism, was a growing force that 
could not be ignored. 
In Queen Victoria's last Cabinet this tradition, adorned with suitable 
imperial embellishment, was represented by Radical Joe Chamberlaing then 
at the peak of his career, less of a Radical than heretofore, perhapsl but 
still champion of a programme well in advance of anything that property 
owners or their parliamentary spokesmen could possibly stomach. Even so 
innocuous a measure as the Small Dwellings Acquisitions Act, 1899, which 
Chamberlain piloted through the House of Commonsq provoked the most 
unreasoning opposition. 
In its practical application, the Act was a complete failure. The amount 
of money sanctioned by the local authorities for the expansion of home 
ownership among the working class, the object of the measure, proved negligible. 
A faint echo of his pre-Tory past, the Small Dwellings Bill had hung fire 
since the middle of the decade, thwarted repeatedly by unthinking and 
inflexible opponents. Those possessed of a more panoramic view, regarded 
such intransigence with disdain. The authoritative Estates Gazettet had, 
for example, warmly approved of the measure when introduced in 1896. 
To the objection that it was a form of State Socialism, this much-respected 
journal answered: * 
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So it is; but what does that matter? .. Let us 
remember that there is Socialism and Socialism ... 
It is an honest and well conceived endeavour to 
bring about an eminently desirable state of things. 
In a country where a large proportion of the working 
classes own their own dwellings, the subversive 
nonsense of agitators has very little chance of a 
hearing. No doubt large numbers of working men 
already do possess their own houses, but their 
number is insignificant when compared with those 
who have not been subjected to the steadying 
influences which come from having something to lose. 
It returned to the subject eighteen months later to condemn Wemyss for 
his 'being so impractical and irreconcilable' towards a measure calculated 
to be productive of good. 
If unreliable, the Conservatives were at least acknowledged to be committed 
to the defence of private property. From the Liberal Party and its 
increasingly vociferous left wingg property owners expected little and feared 
much. Organised property owners frequently shared Radical enthusiasms. 
They were not averse to the enfranchisement of urban leaseholds and pricked 
0 
an ear at proposals for the taxation of ground rents which promised to affect 
a diminution in rates at the expense of the superior landlord. At the same 
time such sympathies were checked by the anxieties, assiduously cultivated 
by the Conservative press since the early eighties, that income accruing 
from Radical proposals for the taxation of site values and the levying of a 
betterment tax would be reserved to finance extensive municipal housing 
programmes. Although at first it declined to join the Land Union, the 
United Property Owners Association even - tually affiliated in 1911. The 
II 
Land Union, -formed to fight Lloyd, George's confiscatory budgets, possessed 
a-Councilgraced by 34 M. P. s and this, property owners hoped, might give 
1. Estates Gazette, 29 February 1896, p. 291. 
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them a more effective voice on the floor of the House. 
Neither political party, then, appeared likely to provide that security 
requisite to the full enjoyment of property. The dependence of the 
United Property Owners Association upon the Liberty and Property Defence 
League was symptomatic of this predicament. But, if alienated from both 
Liberal and Tory, there are few indications that organised proprietors 
were estranged from democratic politics. On the contrary: it was often 
suggested that local associations ought to engage as candidate-running bodies, 
a sure means of enhancing their social and political status. In an opening 
address to the annual conference of 1899, the Lord Mayor of Liverpool observed 
that the delegates ass I embled were not a numerous body but, he added, if you 
represent the ratepayers, even to a very moderate extent, you have a 
2 
constituency numbered by scores of thousands'. His Worship's valuable 
suggestion had, in fact, been anticipated. The . desire to broaden the base 
of their support was reflected in the adoption of a new title. Henceforth 
the national body was to be known as the United Property Owners and Ratepayers 
Association of Great Britain. It was a strategy that was later pioneered 
by the London Municipal Society with some success. The property owners, 
however, never got beyond the change in nomenclature. The ratepayers 
associations whom they were supposed to represent remained fictitious bodies, 
a useful letter heading at best. 
3 
1 Report of 
'- 
26th Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain7Liverpool 1911), p. 20. 
2. Report of 12th Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1899), p. 4. 
3- Cf. 'Our Federation, 1888-193819. PropertZ Owners Gazetteg February 1938. 
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The United Property Owners Association was born in the North of Britain. 
Its centre of gravity remained firmly fixed in the provinces. London 
proved stubbornly resistant to all efforts to arouse property owners to 
a Just appreciation of the dangers with which they were confronted. The 
failure to penetrate the capital constituted a source of weakness, 
psychological and material. Unlike some earlier pressure groups, the 
United Property Owners Association was not a crusade righteously hurling 
its thunderbolts at, the centre of sin and power. It possessed neither the 
means nor the morality, nor indeed the inclination, to conduct the kind of 
histrionic stochastical campaigns that characterised the Anti Corn Law 
League and the numerous nonconformist bodies that patented themselves upon 
it. It did, however, share the same self-conscious provincialism of its 
illustrious predecessor. But whereas the Anti Corn Law League embodied 
a new confident middle class progressivism, property owners were on the 
whole a more timorous breed, fearful of the future, and conscious that the 
form of, property they sought to defend was vulnerable because it was no 
longer seen as vital to the continued health of British capitalism. The 
significance of Chamberlain's Small Dwellings Acquisitions Act lay in the 
recognition that it was possible to draw a distinction between the virtues 
of owner-occupation and acquisition for speculative purposes and that the 
state was not necessarily best served by the latter. 
London was certainly not without an organised landlords presence. But until 
the turn of the century coverage remained patchy and action unco-ordinated. 
There were some minor successes. The London Freeholders and Leaseholders 
Defence Associationg"whIch-was formed following the passage of the Customs 
& Inland Revenue Act, 1890, to urge uniformity amongst medical officers of 
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health in the granting or with-holding of house duty exemption certificates, 
lent its weight, however light, to the campaign already begun for the 
repeal of that contentious measure. 
1 It appears to have made a 
favourable impression upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
2 Others, ' 
however, were whistling in the dark. In 1894 the secretary of the newly- 
formed Middlesex Property Owners Association claimed that, Within twelve 
months of its foundation, his 150-strong association was operating through- 
3 
out the metropolis. His was one of several attempts to organise upon 
a regional basis. Frederick Millar's announcement that he too was in 
process of forming just such an association gave rise to an interesting 
correspondence which unearthed numerous bodiesq not all of which could be 
formally described as property owners, associationsq but which nevertheless 
fulfilled some of their most important functions. 
The London Association for the Protection of Trade was one of them. 
Association, Mr George Maddox, its president, explained: 
has from time to time rendered good service 
to property owners in obtaining reliable information 
as to the character of persons proposing to rent 
property. Owners.. of property can, for the trifling 
subscription of one guinea per annum, obtain complete 
protection from the schemes of any gang of rent robberso 
The Association's register contains the names of 
thousands of such swindlers, while its connections 
are so extensive and its correspondence so numerous 
that the m6st exhaustive enquiries can be made into 
every case. , 
The 
This kind of work, he added, had been I carried on quietly and unobtrusively 
since 18421. Similar work, it also transpired, was undertaken by the North 
1. Estates Gazettel 18 July 1891, p. 59. 
2. Estates Gazette, 1 August 1891, p. 109. 
3. 
- lEstates 
Gazette, 27 October 1894, p. 462. 
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London General Landlords Protection Association, a limited company formed 
in 1890 which, according to its managing directorg possessed a register 
of defaulting tenants that 'already contains over 3tOOO names, and is 
being increased daily'. 1 Although the casual labour problem militated 
against effective combination in the worst slum districts, elsewhere 
t 
metropolitan landlords might not have been quite as helpless as they 
liked to suggest in the struggle against difficult tenants. 
The decentralised structure of metropolitan government, and the consequent 
absence of a focal point on which to concentrate resources, was often 
considered a more important retardative factor. At the annual conference 
of the United Property Owners Association, held deliberately in the heart 
of Empire, in order 'to stir up the London property owners to action', 
Councillor J. B. Kyffin of the North East London Association compared the 
situation with other centres thus: 
In a moderately sized provincial town you are in 
touch with your Corporation but it is very different 
in the case of London, and the consequence is that 
the Authorities. deal with us single-handed, one by 
one, and 2 up to the present they have always got their 
own way. 
No one appeared to notice the irony in the fact that it was a Tory Cabinet 
which carried-the London Government Act, 1899, a measure designed to 
balkanise the metropolis in the belief that by such fragmentation property 
3 
would be preserved, from the hands of extremists. 
This less than, satisfactory enactment did little to convince small house 
owners that their interests could be entrusted to the Conservative Party 
1. Estates Gazette, 20 October 1894, p. 434. 
2. Report f 14th Conference of the United ProDertv Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1901), p. 22. 
3- W. A. Robson, The Government and Misgovernment of London Und edn. 1948), 
Ch. 10. 
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without further ado. The Party's languid response to the relative 
radicalisation of metropolitan politics, which marked the advent of the 
London County Council, scarcely inspired confidence. It was not until 
1895, "following two successive Progressive victories, that the London 
Municipal Society was form , ed to organise the Conservative vote. 
1 
1 In 
the interval an obstructive strategy was pursued by the Property Protection 
League, an organisation liberally funded by London's great landowners, 
working in alliance with the Liberty and Property Defence League and 
miscellan IeI ous ratepayers societies. In the short run these"were not 
without effect, but by the turn of the century the Progressives were back 
in office and under pressure from their radical constituents. The 
resurgence of the housing agitation spear-headed by the Workmen's National 
Housing Council and the National Housing Reform Council were events which 
could not be ignored. Th - ere seemed no substitute for self-reliance. 
The formation of the Incorporated Association for the Protection of Property 
Owners, in 1901, was the result of the'last of several initiatives previously 
undertaken by the-North East London Property Owners Association. The 
latter, flushed by a recent victory oýer the late and unlamented Hackney 
Vestry, a body 'ruled by a bitter and avowed hatred towards landlords', 
had not only prevented an arbitrary reduction in the compounding allowance, 
but hoped that it had help'ed to establish a new association that would 
constitute''a strong Central Organisation with influential local Committees, 
that shall be a great and serious power in this wealthy metropolis, a power 
1. See Ken Young, Local Politics and the Rise of Party (Leicester 1975)- 
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which shall make itself known, felt and even feared by those agitators ee . Oil 
Not all of these hopes were to be fulfilled. But much progress was made. 
The new organisation, which came to represent millions of pounds worth 
of property, grew steadily and managed to maintain a regular publication 
of its own, the Property Owners Journal. Although relations appear free 
of friction, it did not amalgamate with the United Property Owners 
Association until shortly after the outbreak of the Great War. 
The numerous local victories obtained by such bodies, however, were not 
matqhed by a comparable success in the key battles waged in parliament. 
The property owners somewhat negative stance helped to obstruct several 
measures, some of them quite important, but failed to convince vote-hungry 
politicians that they possessed policies with attraction sufficient to 
still an ever clamorous electorate. Moreover, such concessions as were 
gained, were always granted in such a mean grudging spirit as to inhibit 
the growth of a relaxed and generous self-confidence within their ranks. 
The repeal of the Inhabited House Duty, a tax assessed upon tenements let 
at an annual rental of 920 and above, had, for example, been repeatedly 
urged upon the Treasury both by the United Property Owners Association and 
a society, specially devoted to that purpose. The Chancellor of the Exchequert 
though not unmoved, was cautious in appraising the claims submitted. The 
tax, he was willing to concede, was. neither desirable nor just. Hencefortht 
exemption was to be made dependent upon the issue of a certificate by the 
medical officer of health if satisfied that the property in question was in 
1. Report of 14th Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1901), pp. 15,18; also see Gazette of National 
Federation of Property Owners and Ratepayers, December 1931- 
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a proper sanitary condition. This shrewd proviso prevented the owners 
of multi-occupied slum properties from reaping the advantage of a rent 
1 
increase additional to the proposed tax reduction. It was much resented. 
The campaign continued. 
Paradoxically, however, success too tended to accentuate the sense of 
isolation from the centre of power. Year after year property owners managed 
2" 
to obstruct the ambiguously titled Rating of Machinery Bill. It was 
feared that the measure, promoted by manufacturers and designed to relieve 
certain classes of machinery from the burden of local taxes, would be 
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the rating of house property. 
Other interests were no less disturbed. The billq when first introduced, 
had-been vigorously opposed by a combination of North Eastern Poor Law 
authorities. But the United Property Owners Association remained the 
most implacable foe. Not only did it resist any move towards the de-rating 
of machinery, but pressed for a thorough review of the whole tax structure. 
The appointment of the Royal Commission on Local Taxation was considered a 
major breakthrough, a reward for its unremitting pressure. But there the 
advance halted. The Commissioners listened patiently, and not. without 
sympathy, to its spokesmen and their demands for the transference of the 
poor and education rates to the imperial exchequer, and for a more 
equitable system that would extend the bases of local taxation to embrace 
1. Report of the 2nd Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Sunderland 1889)f pp. 4-5,7,13; Report of 5th Conference 
(Sunderland 1893), P. 5; Report of 6th Conference (Liverpool 1895)9 PP- 59 
11-12. 
2. The following two paragraphs are based upon Repor_t of the 2nd Conference 
of the United Property Owners Association of Great Britain--(Surideriand 1889T 
P. 7; Estates Gazette, 13 February 1897, pp. 249-250; Liverpool Land and 
House Owners Association, Memorial to the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone MP. on 
Local Taxation (Liverpool 1882); Minutes of Evidence, RoYal Commission on 
Local Taxation, PP., 1898, xLv, pp. 233-235,239-242; -Fil-n-utes of Evidence, 
Royal Commission on Local Taxation, Scotland, PP., 169ý-, --UýXVI, pp. 64-69. 
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hitherto exempted sources of personal and industrial wealth. These 
claims were not unjustified; house property was unfairly penalised, and 
rates were crippling. But the persistent effort to transfer the burden 
on to capital's unwilling shoulders did little to commend the expositors 
to the-captains of industry or to their parliamentary subalterns. It is 
not without significance that it was one of the largest of Clydeside 
shipbuilders who, when confronted by militant tenants in 1915, first 
suggested that they press for controlled rents. 
This sense of isolation was further heightened by the chilly atmosphere 
which seemed to settle over St Stephens whenever the occasion arose for a 
just consideration of the proprietors most important claims. The Lord 
Chancellor, for instance, when receiving a deputation from the United Property 
Owners Association in 1899, was certainly genial, indeed most affable, but 
apart from mouthing sweet nothings, refused to contemplate seriously their 
proposals for the reform Of distress proceedings. In vain did they try 
to appeal beyond him. But. of the county court judges who were circularised 
only five vouchsafed an opinion. 
In politicat'teims' landl6rds were a liability. Members of Parliament 
hastened to flee'from before them as if from a plaguei. It was found 
impossible to obtain their support I for amending legislation. A year after 
it had first been mooted, the executive of the United Property Owners 
1. The following three paragraphs are based on Report of the 17th Conference 
of the United Property_Owners Association of Great Britain (Bradford 19 
PP. 5- ; Rel 
, port of 
19th Conference (Liverpo; l 19067, -pp. 17-18; EU2. r t0f 
21st Conference (Liverpool 1908), p. 6. 
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Association had to admit that the proposed deputation to the Commons 
had not been assembled 'on account of the unwillingness already shown, by 
Members of Parliament who had been asked to take this matter in hand to 
lead the way'. Notwithstanding its recondite matter, a bill to register 
compulsorily all furniture removals as a precaution against flitting was 
also dropped on the realistic grounds that this was unlikely to receive 
a sympathetic hearing. 
Although not insensible of the advantages which greater respectability 
would bring to the defence of their interests, landlords seemed incapable 
of repairing their tarnished image. So long as the Government refused to 
sanction a power of summary eviction, they continued to oppose every attempt 
towards the liberalisation of distress proceedings, all to no avail* 
Legislation reached the statute book in 1888 and again in 1895- The 
United Property Owners Association delayed the passage of the Distress 
Amendment Act, 1908 by one year, 
Ever greater exertionj however, was necessary to master the fierce rolling 
tide of legislation issuing from the last Liberal Government, especially 
with Mr Lloyd George in the ascendant. Clause 51 of his National Insurance 
Bill was considered particularly vicious. This clauseg which prevented 
the levying of distress or eviction during the occupant's illness, was 
'worse than Socialism', for, it was claimeds 'if Socialists promoted the Bill 
they would have provided for theGovernment paying the rent during the sickness 
of the tenant'. If passed, he added, it would create 'a new race of 
"Weary Willies" and "Tired Tims" and "Artful Dodgers" who would practically 
live rent free'. Another considered it a gratuitous insult. Landlords 
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he protested, 'are most human and considerate and sympathetic to their 
tenants whenever they meet with adversity': invalids were invariably 
allowed to run up arrears, the landlord 'in many cases ... cannot find it 
in his heart to distrain ... and he foregoes his claim and looks upon the 
transaction with a cheerful countenance'. The United Property Owners 
Association joined with the Building Societies Association and the Liberty 
and Property Defence League in seeking its deletion. The Welshman agreed 
to re-draft but not expunge the offending clause. 
1 On reflectiong however, 
the provision was not to be without merit. Landlords would suffer no 
hardship. Those fortunate enough to let exclusively to better-off workers 
would gain inasmuch as insured tenants would be better able to meet their 
obligations during illness. It made no difference for the unskilled 
majority. 
This was not the sole manner in which Mr Lloyd George had come to the aid 
of the small owner. Until the introduction of the 'People's Budget', the 
United Property Owners Association seemed to have lost its way. At the 
turn of the century it was on the verge of collapse. Eighty per cent of 
its 55 members had disaffiliated between 1900 and 1902. At the same time 
there were said to be 60 local associations of proprietors who had never 
bothered to affiliate in the first place. Prior to the First World War its 
single success, according to an early historiang was a small depreciation 
allowance granted in the form of a tax relief on income. 
2 The Budget 
of 1909 brought about a #jiraculous revival. Organised property owners 
1. Report of t he 25th_Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1911), Pp. 7-81 14-21; Report of 26th Conference 
(Live rpo o-1-1-9-1-17, P. 7. 
2. 'Our Federation: Its Origin and Growth' , Gazette of the National 
Federation 
of Property Owners and Ratepayersl January 1931. 
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were infused with a new sense of direction and purpose, and thereafter 
membership began to pick up. At the end of the Great War the National 
Federation of Property Owners and Ratepayers, as it had then become, 
was a substantial body of some importance. But by then the proverbial 
horse had long since bolted. 
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PART II 
TETTANTSI DEFINCE ASSOCIATIONS 
England was governed by landlords and the voice 
of the tenants was never heard unless combinations 
were effected to remove particular injustice and 
oppression. 
F. W. Soutter, Secretaryp Bermondsey Tenantst 
Proteotion Leaguep Southwark Recorderl 
31 August 1901. 
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Rents, Rates and Reform 
Organised action on the part of working class tenants, a fact of 
political life after the'First World War, 
1 
was not altogether unknown in 
Victorian andIdwardian Britain. The efforts of the Soho O'Brienites 
have already been noted. 
2 Out of their unsuccessful attempts to mount 
a rent strike inEast London arose that concern for housing reform which 
became-a distinguishing featur e of the Social Democratic Federation. 
In'the last quarter of the nineteenth century the tacticq in spite of 
frequent allusion, remained part of the rhetoric rather than the reality 
of Radical and Anarchist propaganda. Organised labour, prompted by the 
Workmen's National Housing Council, preferred the less spectacular path 
of pressure group politics. 
In a previous chapter it was suggested that widespread rent evasion 
represented a necessary form of income redistribution practised informally 
and sometimes collectively amongst the poor. It was commonly thought 
to have had an inflationary effect upon house rents. It also underscored 
the importance of combination amongst property owners. Tenants, howevert 
found it even more difficult than their landlords to engage in continuous 
organisation. " Nevertheless,, Ahe ad hoe movements that emerged, however 
fragmentary and-ephemeral,, are not without significance. A synoptic 
view of their character and activities forms the essential prelude to the 
more dramatic struggles of'1915- 
1. On the-as, yet unstudied major struggle of the 1920s, see P. J. Dollan, 
The Clyde Rent war (Glasgow 1925), Broady Collection, University of Glasgow, 
Library, and Report of the Committee on the Rent Restrictions Acts, PP. 1924-5, 
XV; and for the following decade, see Steven Schifferes, Tenants Struggles 
in the 1930s (University of Warwick M. A. Dissertation 197 
See above P- '16 
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I 
ýI 
The Poor Rate Assessment & Collection Act, 1869, restored the peace. 
It marked the end of the crisis precipitated four years earlier by the 
resurgent campaign for universal manhood suffrage. The history of that 
campaign, its disputed relationship to the genesis of the second Reform 
1 Bill, is relatively familiar. Inept ministerial improvisation needlessly 
prolonged the turmoil. Disraeli's acceptance of Hodgkinson's celebrated 
amendment in May, 1867, initiated an extension of the extra-parliamentary 
agitation that was finally arrested by the aforementioned assessment act 
and the resultant restoration of the compound householder. . 
Recent 
scholarship hasq in general, focused upon the events preceding the passage 
of the Reform Act. The subsequent transformation in the character of the 
agitation has been noted but not explored in depth. 
2 The volte face 
represented by the act of 1869, however, was the direct result of 
unprecedented tenant militancy, a mass campaign, albeit one that was 
neither as definite nor as orderly as that directed by the Reform Leagueq 
but of real significance none the less. It was the first major victory 
for collective tenant action. 
The compound householder or occupier, it was suggested in a previous chapterg 
represented an administrative solution to the fiscal problems which arose 
from the increased mobility of an impecunious labour force that accompanied 
3 tlýe-growth of--indtistrial'capitalisme It was an untidy compromise, ' 
1. "-The most comprehensive analysis is provided by F. B. Smith, The Making'of 
the Second. Reform Bill (Melbourne 1966). Rival interpretations of the place 
of the popular agitation are advanced by Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists 
(1965) and Maurice Cowling., 1867: Disraeli, Gladstone and Revolution (Cambridge 1967). 
2. The best brief account remains Charles Seymour's, Electoral Reform in 
England and Wales (New Haven & London 1915), PP- 354-7 
3- See above. Ch. 5, pp. 118-9. 
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confused and confusing. 'It is guided by no general principle and is 
regulated, by no general rule', the select committee of 1868 noted 
reprovingly. 
1. The enfranchisement of the compound householder under 
the Small, Tenements. Act, 1851, had earlier been Oenounced as a measure 
which endangeredproperty and lowered thp. tone of municipal life. 
2 
Outside official circles opinion was alsoldivided. The attempt to 
rate owners in lieu of occupiers was often bitterly contested. Herbert 
Spencer thought it unconstitutional. 
3 Landlords, though-insistent 
upon direct rating, were willing to enter into informal agreements to 
collect the rates, on behalf of the parochial authorities. On the eve of 
the Second, Reform Act it was estimated that these customary arrangements 
affected, 989000 out., of,, 237,000 householders in parliamentary boroughs 
rated below VO. Moreover, in those towns where the full rate was remitted 
the. occupier, was, not disenfranchised. 
Elsewhere reaction was different. Statutory provision for compounding 
the, rates was', believed tohave-had, a deflationary effect on assessments and 
to have generally encouraged, investment in this class of property. Rating 
authoritiesl. particularly those in populous districts, regarded it as 
absolutely yital, the one sure method of retrieving anything from the 
migratory classes. The number affected by compounding legislation was 
computed at some 5709000, the vast majority occupants of houses beneath 
M 0, value 
1. S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, PP., 1868-9, XIj p. ix. 
2. Report of Select Committee on the Operation of the Small Tenements 
Assessment Act, 
_1_851, 
Ppo - ---1859 vii. 
3- Spencer to J. S. Mill: 25 March 1859, in David Duncan ed., Life and 
Letters of Herbert Spencer (1908), pp. 94-95. 
4. Report of S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, p. viii. 
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Disraeli's rash commitment to Hodgkinson's amendment, subsequently 
incorporated as Section 7 of the Reform Act, was greeted-with dismay 
, by local government officials. 
1 The leader of the Conservative 
Party, however, who knew little and apparently cared even less for the 
minutiae of local taxation, remained unmoved by their remonstrations. 
Gladstone, irked at the prospect of being dished by a more unscrupulous 
rival but unwilling to prolong the crisiss could offer them no encouragement. 
'There has been a great deal of idle talk and jeering about the compound 
householder, as if he were a, chimpanzee or ourang-outang' Zý-d2c he told a 
deputation of anxious local officials. 
2 It formed part of a fine display 
of oratory, characteristically verbose and Radical in tone, but poor 
consolation to apprehensive occupiers faced with a bleak winter. In 
addition to, the local administrators were others who hoped it might not 
represent Mr Gladstone's final word. In October, 1867, the Bee-Hive urged 
him to reconsider. 'We, have no doubt the intense feeling now growing up 
on, the -subject will culminate in a giant agitation, exceeding any that 
'took place prior to the-passing of the Reform BillIq ran one editorial. 
It-was confident, that nothing could withstand the mounting pressuret and 
4 
that-'even before the Reform Bill is brought into operation, the total 
repeal of the ratepaying clauses will take place, and the pernicious system 
, of,, personal'payment of rates be abrogated'. It was also confident that 
, Mro Gladstone, like all 'true Liberals', would wish to place himself at 
the-head of the popular movement, and therefore called for 'the unmistakeable 
3 support of the people out of doors' in order to help him fulfil his task. 
Smith, Making of the Second Reform Bill, p. 201 
Tower H aml I ets I ndependent, 15 June 1867 
3- Bee-Hive, 23 October 1867. 
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The 'intense feeling', to which the leader referred, was no exaggeration. 
Section 7 of the Reform Act which abolished compounding, was based on the 
expectation 'of a rent reduction proportionate to the sum previously 
absorbed by the rates. Should landlords be tempted to acý*otherwisej 
it was confidently assumed that market forces would come to the tenant's 
rescue. Temporary difficulties might be experienced during the period 
of readjustmentq but these were of no concern and would subside rapidly. 
Th Ie free market could not be burked. Angels and political economists 
might fear to transgress these self-evide . nt truths but not landlords. 
R. D. Baxter, the st-distician, was perplexed by their irrational conduct. 
In spite of 
the 
prevalent distress, landlords in East London were actually 
raising and not reducing rents. Goschen, chairman of the Select Committee 
on Local Taxation, was equally, baffled. Baxter thought hard. In the 
absence of a deficiency of accommodation in the district, there could but 
be one explanation. 'I suspect', he concluded, 'that it was rather a 
little bit of trade unionism on the part of the landlords'. Attempts 
to thwart the play of the market were not confined to the East End. 
Throughout the, autumn and early winter of 1867 meetings of property owners 
were held up and down the country, to consider the position. It was 
generally agreed that no reduction was to be permitted. Notices to quit 
were issued by the thousand in order to create a fresh. tenancy thereby 
depriving tenants of their statutory right to deduct the old rate from the 
new rent. 
Three weeks before the Bee-Hive had first invited Mr Gladstone to take up 
th ,e cudgels on the tenants' behalf, the newly-formed Tower Hamlets 
'S C. Local Taxation, PP., 18709 VIII, qq. 5795-5798 
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Liberal Registration Committee announced its intention of holding a 
series of public meetings in order to encourage tenants to resist the 
new rents. In adjacent Bethnal Green plans for what, it was hoped, 
would prove 'an obstinate resistance' were already in preparation. 
A Tenants' Mutual Protection Association had been formed on the initiative 
of a group of politically advanced working men operating from taverns 
in the proximity of Victoria Park where they were accustomed to assemble. 
The resolution, carried by universal acclamation by the 2,000 persons who 
attended the inaugural meeting, left no doubt as to the strength of 
local feeling: 
That this meeting view with great regret the unscrupuloust 
selfish, and impolitic attitude assumed by the landlords 
and parochial authorities ... and is prepared to 
firmly 
resist any unjust impost that the tyranny or avarice of 
the landlords may feel disposed to put upon their already 
high rented tenants. 
Its proposer then proceeded to support the resolution with arguments 
condemned by the otherwise sympathetic Bethnal Green Times as 'the most 
atrocious folly and stump oratory gone mad 1: 
In the course of his wild incoherence, he propounded the 
doctrine that a man who spent a few hundreds in building 
forfeited all right to the same as soon as the rent had 
returned the cost of the houses he erects; and after that 
time he holds them only on sufferance .... Nearly every 
man lived in a house which had been paid for by the rent 
realised from it, and which he ought to occupy for nothing. 
Such was the character of his remarks at that meeting. 
He then, forgetting all propriety, denounced the whole of 
the landlord class as merciless bloodsuckers; leaving no 
room for exception, and culminated in his folly by saying: 
'Landlords you are demons, and your marrow bones are 
marrowless! ' This is but a specimen of the style in 
which he proposed the first resolution. 
This extravagant language sufficed to alienate the Rev. Septimus Hansard, 
an influential Guardian, who contemptuously spurned their advances. 
Mr John Holmes, Radical candidate for Hackney, of whom much had been 
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expected, also declined to appear on their platform, a refusal which 
was-reported. as having excited 'turbulent displeasure'., But the struggle 
continued., In Blackburn 'a strong feeling' against the landlords was 
said to exist. In Birmingham tenants began to-organise for mutual 
protection. At one meeting it was agreed that thoselandlords who were 
also shopkeepers would henceforth be the object of a boycott. It was 
also unanimously resolved: 'That a committee be formed in this ward to 
co-operate with the committee formed in St Georges Ward to carry on the 
defensive scheme against the aggression of the landlords'. In London 
Fields, Hackney, a torchlight demonstration drew 11000 people. Proceedings 
were of an 'orderly character' and,,, resolutions, protesting against the 
offending clause were, forwarded to the Home Secretary. 
The leaders of the Reform-League realised that the obstructive rating 
qualification, threatened more than an intensification of landlord tenant 
conflict. If not expunged, it would vitiate much for which they had fought. 
The General Council, confronted by unmistakeable signs of burgeoning and 
possibly uncontrollable grass-roots fury, decided to defer the banquet 
that had been. planned. to celebrate the passing of the Reform Bill. The 
agitation would be renewed. Its spokesmen - 'dealers in stale sedition, 
wandering, minstrels who sing the glories of1the mob, petty thunderers, 
.... and strike-jobbers' - returned, to the stump. Radical suspicions were 
fully aroused. James Acland, the ex-Chartist Vice-President of the Reform 
Leagueg subjected Disraeli to 'the gravest censure' for his having placed 
the people linthe power of the lowest class of landlords - the scum of the 
middle class. - to deprive the, working classes of their rights'. Beales 
1. Tower Hamlets Independents 21 September 1867; Bethnal Green Times, 
5. October and-7. December 1867; The Times, 1 October-118W, Birmingham 
Daily Gazette, 23 October 1867; Bee-Hivel, 5 October 1867- 
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told an East. London audience 'that it seemed as if thid was intended 
as a punishment on the poor man for having taken part in the proceedings 
of, or sympathised with the objects of the Reform League; or else its 
aim was to disgust them with the vote altogether'. In Hackney a petition 
drawn up by unhappy tenants and frustrated citizens spoke of the hardships 
and injustice inflicted upon the people as a result of the facilities 
for extortion which had been granted by the Conservative Government and 
in consequence, 
a spirit of antagonism between landlord and tenant 
has been engendered, for many of the poorer classes have 
become pauperi8ed, and that the Act which was passed 
professedly for an extension of the franchise has been 
converted into an instrument of oppressions the destroyer 
of home comforts, and has embittered the feelings ofla 
very large number of the poor but loyal people ..... 
The Reform League represented the best of the artisanal elements organised 
in trade unions and familiar with politics. The bulk of the working 
2 
classes were beyond their ken. These harrassed and impoverished 
occupiers, downtrodden and ignored, impatient and fearful, determined to 
seize the initiative. The claims of citizenship were of secondary 
importance: the struggle to keep a roof over their heads remained the 
higher priority. The reception of notice to quit held sufficient terror. 
The coincidence of a severe trade depression, however, turned worry into 
fear, fear into anger, and anger into violence. And as had been foreseen, 
it was the parochial official who bore its brunt. In October, 1867, the 
first rate under the new regulations fell due. 
The overseer, lik th4 j61164man, the"school board, and the sanitary 
inspector was never a welcome presence in the poorest districts: 
1., Minutes of the General *Council of the Reform League, ý? L October 1867, 
Howell.. MSS;, Tower-^Hamlets Independentq 26 October 1867; Bethnal Green 
Times, 4-April 1868; Bee-Hive, 28 March 1868. 
2. "' Harrison, Before the Socialistsq p. 118. 
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N 
a collector of rates or taxes is not exactly 
the sort of person who is received with open arms. 
He has a hard-looking face and carries his octavo- 
size book in his hand as if it were an insignia of 
power and position,. or an instrument of 1 torture, that has only to be seen to be dreaded. 
In these quarters all'authority was suspect. The jobbery and corruption 
attendant upon local administration for so much of the nineteenth century 
left a sour taste, an-uncertain feeling that monies paid over went straight 
into the rate-collector's pocket. 
2 There seemed to be incontrovertible 
-I- 
evidence thatq whatever its ultimate destination, such funds as were 
remitted to the parish chest were not disbursed for the improvement of 
the masses. Paving, adequate sanitationg and refuse collection always 
seemed to cease at, and thus to define the districts inhabited by the poor. 
Not surprisingly many wage-earners simply turned their backs on their 
3 
accursed municipal masters. The neglect of the early nineteenth century 
was in due course succeeded by ill-informed but increasingly frequent 
official intrusions into these quarters all of which in the short-termg 
the only term which mattered, were detrimental to their inhabitants. The 
agreeable Queen Anne style introduced by the London School Board and much 
4 lauded since by architectural historians, was a symbol of oppression to 
those who, in consequence of its operations, were rendered homeless. 
The civil style of these public buildings may have accorded with the 
notorious infidelism of the population, but there is little evidence to 
suggest that its secular character evoked any commitment to the new civic 
consciousness embodied therein. 'So lawless were some of the inhabitants' 
1. Radical, 12 February 1881. - 
2. Cf. R. Thompson, The Laws Respecting Landlords, Tenants and Lodgers (1841), P. v. 
3- Cf. S. & B. Webb, English Local Government: Statutory Authorities 
for Special Purposes (1-922), p. 436. 
4. Sees for example, M. Seaborne, The English School 2 vols (1971-77), and Mark Girouard, Sweetness and Light, The'Queen Anne'Movement 1b60-1qOO 
(Oxford 1977). 
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of Eagle Court, Clerkenwell, wrote E. R. Robson, architect to the Board, 
I that on the first co=encement of the new schoolhouse, which now occupies 
its northern side . ..... it became necessary to protect the workmen from 
violence by a guard of policel. These oPerationsq like the cutting 
of Corporation Street, Oxford Street, and other impressive thoroughfares, 
r 
were, in Henry Pelling's felicitous phrase, nothing more than a form of 
2 
municipal Stalinism'. Behind the violence directed at the overseer 
lay the pent-up frustrations of a generation at which it is only possible 
to hint but not to pass over in silence. 
Resistance was widespread. Ratepayers simply ignored the demand-note. 
In one street, the town clerk of Wolverhampton explained, the overseers 
were 'surrounded by a lot of noisy lads hooting and shouting at them, and 
on the opposite side of the street would stand the women and men making 
foolish remarks, inciting the boys to make a noise, and when the overseers 
went into a house they held the doors, put to the shutters, and annoyed 
them very much indeed, and if the overseers had not acted with great 
forebearance I believe they would have met with personal violence! ' 
The womenfolk, he added, 'were more noisy and have been more demonstrative 
against the rate than even the men, as a rule'. In Norwich, where prior 
to the Reform Act there had been 13,500 tenements the occupiers of which 
were subject to composition, the same difficulty was experienced. A 
memorial representing the considered views of the overseers of 42 parishes, 
declared: 
we say unreservedly, that it is utterly impossible 
for us to collect from such occupiers the rate now leviedl 
or a fair proportion thereof. We have had considerable 
difficulty throughout the various districts in identifying 
the occupiers of the cottages with the names given in the 
1. E R. Robson, School Architecture (1874), PP- 315-316. 
2. 
. 
Henry Pelling, Popular Politics and -)ociety_in Late Victorian Britain 
(1968), p. 3- 
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rate-books, mainly occasioned by vast numbers of 
the occupiers persistently witholding their names 
from us, and we have consequently, in some cases, 
-been unable even to make the necessary demand for 
the rate now levied. In many instances the 
greatest opprobrium has been freely heaped upon 
us, and even threats of personal violence used 
towards us, and we find an almost universal refusal 
by such occupiers to pay the rate or any part of it. 
In East London the harsh winter plus the severe industrial depression 
following the collapse of Thames-side shipbuilding combined to give 
the popular resistance its peculiar intensity. Landlords and overseers 
appeared to compete for possession of the poor man's home. 'Rent is a 
sore subject', a commentator observedq 'Nothing can exceed the iron 
harshness of some of the landlords: the people grimly say of them that 
they collect their money weekly in coppers, going from house to house 
with a barrow'. The landlord probably fared better than the parish 
official. A journalist who visited the area left a hair-raising account 
of the difficulties which the overseers encountered. 'The collection 
I 
of rates in Bethnal Green has never been an easy matter', he wrote, 
'but the present distress combined with the abolition of compounding 
has made it afrightful 'affair'. The enforcement of the law had, he 
claimed, become 'a perilous matter': 
In the ward where-most of the defaulters are found the 
collector is now thoroughly well known and cordially 
detested. One part of this district, Hope Towng is in 
'open rebellion against the rates'. The moment he 
shows himself the boys gather at his heels and shout 
along the streetsq 'Shut your doors'. Unfortunately 
many of the streets are closed at one ends so that the 
collector is at the mercy of the foe, and has little 
chance of catching his people unawares. He is hissed, 
hooted, and groaned at in the most vehement style. 
We should add that there are very few Irish in the parish, 
so that the explanation of such a scene is not to be 
found in the superior excitability of the Celtic race. 
Threats are not wanting and there is too much reason to 
fear 
-that personal 
violence is really intended. 
S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, PP. 1868-99 XI, qq. 1128-11309 4844. 
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This report was confirmed by the Vestry Clerk in evidence before the 
select committee appointed to investigate the problem. 'There has been 
an organised opposition', he told his interrogators: 
The moment a collector is seen approaching; every 
door is shut; two or three times we have had recourse 
to the expedient of getting six policemen to accompany 
the collector because it is actually dangerous to his 
life to attempt to distrain; and unless the landlord 
is in some way coaxed into it, there are certain parts 
in which we shall, never get the rate ..... The 
difficulty seems to be growing, for this reason; a 
man who has paid finds that his neighbour has not paid, 
and he meets the collector with the imprecation that he 
will see. him damned before he pays again. 
The police were, however, reluctant to become involved and who could 
blame them? 'The collector is face to face. with a class whom he had 
never met before - some of them rough and rude enough to be exceedingly 
formidable'. Our intrepid reporter contemplated the future with apprehension: 
The people are organising their means of resistance and 
the success already attained in this direction will not 
only embolden the defaulters, but encourage others to 
resist in a like manner. The vestry seems determined to 
push matters to the final issue, and if they do that there 
will be no more option but to support the collectors with 
a strong body of constables who are likely to find them- 
selves in collision with a tremendous mob. We should not 
ibe surprised if this rate-enforcing business were to end 
in some rather serious disturbances. 
In the event local officials were compelled to bribe landlords willing to 
pay the-occupiers rates with the offer of reduced assessments. 
At first, however, the threat of insolvency and contempt of the law posed 
by this popular intransigence was countered by the wholesale prosecution 
of the offenders. The harrowing and at times riotous scenes at the court 
houseleft-a-deep impression on those who witnessed them: 
1. Anon, 'Anecdotes about the London Poor', Macmillan's Magazine, XX 
(Sept. 1869), p. 400; Standard, 6 January 1868; S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, 
qq. 2641,2645; Hansard. CXIV (1868-9)9 318; and for-fh--eindustrial crisis, 
see G. Stedman Jones, Outcast London (Oxford 1971), pp. loo-106. 
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Ten o'clock was the time fixed for holding the 
sessions, but long before that hour an immense 
crowd had assembled, and within a very short time 
the'vestibule and approaches to the hall, as well 
as the road outside, were filled with a surging 
-mass. Provision had been made for the prevention 
of disorder by the&-ection of barriers at the 
entrance gates, and at the head of the foot of 
the staircase leading to the courts, and a large 
staff of police under Irispector Gibbon of N Division, 
endeavoured to maintain order and secure free ingress 
and egress to the appellants; but the crush was fear- 
ful, and the scenes in the entrance hall and the road 
bafýles all description. A large number of females 
were among the crowd, and suffered severely from the 
pressures several being removed in a fainting conditiont 
and more than one in a fit of hysteria, the screams of 
ýthe latter being distinctly audible in the court, and 
producing a painful impression in the minds of the Bench 
and the parochial officers present. 
The Hackney magistrates'dealt with these cases with 'marvellous rapidity'. 
The total-number of summonses issued exceeded 51000, and by the end of the 
first sitting at 2 p. m., 1,000 cases had been disposed of. In Birmingham 
'the number of summonses issued for the recovery of the poor rates was so 
great as to be'almost incredible'. It was reckoned that two thirds of 
the small'householders were summoned, 'as many as six or eight hundred 
summonses being issued in a day'. 'The warrants of distraint', the same 
bource"addedg''were"proportionately numerous, two or more-officers being 
constantly out with a van effecting seizures'. Similar proceedings took 
place up and down the country. Some authorities, overwhelmed by the fast 
rising #de"ofdestitution, agreed to grant wholesale exemptions while 
others defiantly re-introduced compounding*, But many pressed for their 
pound'of'flesh. By the end of 1867 1379000 summonses had been taken out 
and 29,000 distress warrants issued. 'i 
1. 
., 
Bethnal Green Timess-7 March 1868; Manchester Examiner & Timesq 
4 February-179'9--, J. T. Bunce, History of the ming 
_qOrporation of 
Bir i ham 
(Birmingham 1885), II, 'pp. 41-42; Seymour, Electoral Reform, PP- 354-355; Smith, Making of the Second Reform Bill, P. 201. 
lp 
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The efforts of the nascent tenants associations and those of the 
National Reform Union and the Reform League were to some extent 
eclipsed by these dramatic events. East London, scene of bread riots 
at the beginning of 1867, continued to dominate the headlines. During 
the summer tension mounted as misplaced fears of a revolutionary alliance 
between its turbulent population and the respectable forces marshalled 
behind the Reform League gained currency. The passage of the Reform Act 
momentarily defused the crisis. The volatility of its wretched inhabitants 
however, gave cause for continuing alarm. The menacing scenes outside 
the magistrates courts tortured the middle class imagination. 'The 
excited demeanour of the vast crowds which assembled about the town halls 
of these places, the signs which on-lookers noted of sullen and deep-seated 
resentment and of a disposition to tumult, the curses, groans, and threats 
to destroy buildings, which were muttered are symptoms which a wise statesman 
would not disregard. The sense of injustice acting upon the sense of hunger, 
and embittering the despair of poverty, 'is 6 state of mind of bad augury for 
the public peace. In this poverty-stricken environmentl the attempted 
politicisation of the question foundered, overtaken by the tumultuous 
spontaneity of its desperate inhabitants. 
It all stood in sharp relief to the situation in the once fearsome 
manufac*turing districts, a'contra4st which to some extent had been concealed 
by the nervous fixation upon the particular problems of East London. In 
Wigan, for example, the formative 'meeting of the tenants defence association 
attracted 'a large attendance-of, the more respectable class of working men'. 
Daily News, March. 1868. 
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Even in Salford where the rate collectors were relentless in their 
exactions, even to the point of refusing exemption to cellar dwellers 
already in receipt of outdoor reliefv and where the Mayor expressed the 
hope that the overseers would have regard to the capacities of the New 
Bailey, no fears of tumult or disorder were aroused. The 'crowd of 
defaulters' at the Salford Borough Court, a batch of 250 drawn from 
'the poorest class', presented 'a spectable such as one would never 
willingly witness a second time'. But they inspired pity rather than 
terror. 'The order-loving disposition of this population', it was 
observed, 'has come too victoriously out of previous trials for any 
combined outbreak of violence to be apprehended in this emergency'. 
Indeed, in the Manchester area tenants displayed hitherto unsuspected 
capacities for the prosecution of a protracted and ultimately successful 
campaign. 
The Manchester and Salford Land and House-owners Association was a long 
established federation with several suburban affiliates. It claimed to 
represent 75 per cent of all properties in the area that were subject to 
composition. 
2 In September 1867 meetings of proprietors were held in 
anticipation of the re-introduction of direct rating that was due to take 
effect at the end of the month. These deliberations were 'very numerously 
attended'. No tears were shed for the abolition of compounding which was 
condemned as a 'pernicious practice'. It was agreed that members should 
seek indemnity against litigious tenants through the creation of fresh 
1. Manchester Examiner & Times, 20 January 1868; S. C. Parochial Assessments, 
q. 2; Salford Weekly News, 7 March 1868. 
2. S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, q. 2765- 
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tenancies; and in Hulme alone the secretary personally issued 1,000 
notices for this purpose. It was also resolved that a 'Just and 
equitable' rent reduction should be made, the conditions and amount of 
which were to'be determined as the landlord thought fit. 
1 
In his testimony before the Select Committee on Poor Rates Assessment, 
seven'months later, William ariffiths, an overseer who also happened to 
be an estate agent, property owner, secretary of the Hulme Property Owners 
Association, and a member of the committee of the central Land and House- 
owners Association, tried to minimise the popular unrest which had, in 
conseque I nce, been engendered. It was all a storm in a tea-cup, over 
within la'month'or two' once the tenants had mastered the new system under 
which the'rates were to be paid in regular instalments. The ill-informed 
and prejudiced tenants were, he explained, 'more frightened than they were 
hurt, in reality'. Personal payment would, moreover, encourage provident 
habits-'and a"much-needed civic spirit among the lower orders. Indeed, it 
had already begun to do*so: 
Socially, I believe, very great benefits have resulted; 
they are now being taught a lesson that will be very 
salutary to them'in the future; that is, the habit of 
saving and preparing for these payments at short intervals. 
I can perceive a great benefit myself already in that 
respect; and I have no doubt that it will have a wonderful 
effect Upon the improvident classes ...... 
We held axestry for the appointment of overseers in Hulme 
a few weeks ago, and the room was too small to hold those 
who came, whereas on former vestries we have had some 
difficulty in getting half-a-dozen gentlemen together ... 
The whole enquiry appeared superfluous, although he had the good sense not 
to say so. At this point Mr Shaw Lefevre became suspicious. The 
unprecedented increased participation in vestry affairs to which the 
1. Cf. Manchester Examiner &'Times, 27 September 1867; and S. C. Poor 
Rates Assessment, qq. 2766-2768. 
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witness averred, in truth had little to do with the growth of a new 
civic awareness. Griffith was forced to confess that the new interest 
related solely to the election of those who would support the repeal 
of the rate-paying clauses. But such piffling qualifications were of 
no account. The honourable Members did not appear to appreciate the 
role of outside 'agitators' in leading the tenants astray. Griffith 
sought to enlighten them: 
It rests with a few: there are a few men belonging 
to the National Reform Union, headed by a man who 
has got some working men together for the purpose of 
agitation in the town; ... it is not really the feeling of the township. 
None the less he was confident that, before its expiry, the current rate 
would_be paid in, full, an optimism for which, as Mr. Shaw Lefevre again 
demonstratedg there was not the slightest foundation. 
1 There was in 
fact very considerable tension among the occupiers. 
In his attempt to place the best construction on events, Griffiths was 
prepared to concede that some landlords had at first intended to Ideal 
harshly' with their tenants, but this minority was quickly brought to heel. 
'I do not believe that there are half-a-dozen now who have not dealt fairly 
with their tenants; ' and I may say that-now almost universal satisfaction 
prevails where nothing but turmoil was the rule'. 
2 This generous and 
somewhat roseate view of recent local history will not bear close scrutiny. 
In Salford to'which"he referred-specifically, fair-dealing was conspicuous 
by its absence. '"' 
In the second week of, October 1867, the Salford Property Owners Association 
met to consider their attitude towards the rate-paying clauses of the 
1. S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, qq. 2769-2771,2774-2783,28o8-2813,2849- 
2870-- 
2. S. C. Poor Rates Adsessment, qq. 2826-2827. 
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Reform Act. It was coolly resolved to pocket the rates. No reduction 
in rent would be allowed. Mr Abraham Helm thought the conduct unbecoming. 
Mr. Helm, a gentleman, was understood to say that he would be acting as 
a rogue' if he behaved accordingly. Mr Wild too opposed the motion. 
He had good tenants and was reluctant to lose them by the adoption of so 
unnatural a course. 'The resolution', he declared, would bind all the 
property owners in a kind of trade union' and that would never. do. But 
it was to no avail and the motion was carried. 
1 
By this stunningly maladroit display, the property owners contrived 'to 
attract to themselves as much odium as the occasion would admit of'. In 
the outcry which followed landlord and tenant appealed to public opinion for 
support. The Salford'Weekly News, having weighed the merits of each case, 
was ready to pronounce judgement. Whether or not rising costs had 
outstripped the, in some instances, 20 per cent increase in rents obtained 
in recent years, - factors emphasised by landlord and tenant respectively - 
could not, it felt, be resolved by abstract computation alone. The owners, 
it was observed: 
hint that the doctrine of Free Trade applies even 
to the question of house rents. Those who do not feel 
willing to pay the increased rent, it is stated, have 
the 'privilege' of leaving the houses. Now we cannot 
say that this is not, in a sense, true, and if the owners 
had not engaged in controversy at all, and had not mixed, 
up the rise of the rent with the alteration of the rating 
system it would not have been easy. to prolong the debate. 
As a matter of abstract political economy it is necessarily 
as open to the owners of houses to plead the law of supply 
and demand in face of criticism of their rate of profits 
as it is for the merchant and trader. But then this is 
not a mere matter of pure theoretical speculation; the 
rate of rent, while men are men, will never be calmly 
regarded as a mere natural phe. nomenong rising and falling 
1. Salford Weekly News, 19 October 1867 
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like the tides. A little feeling would be excited 
even in case of tides, if associations were formed 
for the purpose of regulating their ebb and flow. 
Here, we apprehend, is the grievance of the occupiers. 
They consider that the owners and agents have banded 
themselves together for the purpose of enforcing 
higher rents. Well, we know what there is to be 
said on the-quiestion of the rights of association ... Still, we fancy that we should have to expand a good 
deal of time in illustrating the principles of 
economical science before we convinced people that 
corn factors and millers-were warranted in holding 
back food for the purpose of benefiting by starvation 
prices. That gives us the clue to the final 
consideration of this matter. It is quite true that 
these abstract rights exist, but it is also true that 
they do not override our moral duties.... The question 
of acting with fair moderation - of not taking the full 
limit of an advantage - has not been wholly precluded 1 
by the organisation of'political economy ......... 
In the weeks that followed the local press published a spate of letters 
from irate tenan'ts, all expressing support for some kind of collective 
counter-response. 
2 One of them included an intervention from a 
Mr Malcolm Macleod, Secretary of the Salford Tenants Association. 
Meetings, he explained, had been arranged 'to organise against the 
injustices and tyranny' of'the property owners, ýThe Tenants Association, 
he added, 'would be most happy to form, an alliance with friends in 
Manchester and elsewhere'. ' 'The 'property owners have already formed 
3 
such an alliance and we must fight them with their ownýweaponsl. 
Similar body had in fact already been formed in nearby Pendleton. 
Shortly afterwards Occupiers in aneighbouring'suburb united to found 
the Hulme Weekly Tefiants Defence'Association, and early in the new year 
Hulme''Town Hall, a popular meeting place, was the venue for the founding of 
1: Salford Weekly News, 26 -`October 1867 
2* See, for example, correspondence of 'A Working Man', 'A Porter', 
'A Weekly Tenant', 'One Who Can't Afford To Pay', and 'A Working Man', 
Manchester Examiner, & Times, 19,22,29 October 1867 and 219 26 December 1867. 
3- Manchester Examiner & Times, 30 October 1867. ý 
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yet another association, the Hulme Registration and House Occupiers' 
Protection Association. 1 In the main these combinations eschewed 
the proto-socialism of the Bethnal Green Mutual Protection Association. 
The Salford Tenants Association, for example, adopted a far more restricted 
view of its responsibilities. Its objects were clearly stated in a 
widely publicised circular. The Association, it declared, aimed: 
To use all legal and lawful means to prevent property 
owners or agents taking any advantage of their tenants, 
such as causing tenants to pay rates both to them and 
the tax collector -*To watch over the interests of the 
ratepayers and prevent any encroachment by the landlords' 
combination - To aid by all possible means theerection of 
improved working men's dwellings, with a view to such 
dwellings becoming the property of the tenants, by monthly 
repayments in the shape of rent - By keeping a 'house- 
register', and by other means to aid in tenanting the 
cottages owned by honest landlords, and to encourage 
tenants to quit the houses of landlords who under the 
pretence of carrying out the spirit and intentions of the 
Representation of the People Act, have caused their 
tenants to pay an increased rental or double poor rates* 
By monthly contributions of twopence and 2 upwards 
to defray 
the working expenses of the association. 
The emphasis upon home ownership requires comment. Owner occupation in 
Hulme, for example, was not widespread. In that township, with some 
119500 houses let at an annual rental below MOI there were not more than 
3 1379 owners. In Salford, generally considered a residentially inferior 
areaq there is no reason to believe that a similar pattern did not obtain. 
At one level this faith in home ownership represented a kind of emancipationg 
one that embodied those virtues of thrift, discipline, and self-restraint 
for which the Lancashire working man was much praised; at another it 
1. Salford Weekly News, 2 November 1867 and 11 January 1868; Manchester 
Examiner & Times, 7 January 1868. 
2. Salford Weekly News, 7 December 1867. 
3- S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, q. 2848. 
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probably represented professional self-interest. Macleod, an active 
Liberal and member of the National Reform Union, was also the district 
manager of the Manchester branch of the Artisans', Labourers', and 
General Dwellings Company. The company, which catered for the cream 
of the working class, was then engaged in the development of a local 
housing estate. More than 80 per cent of its clients were teetotallers 
land all are active members of various co-operative societies'. 
1 
The tenants associations spoke for those sectors of the working class 
who were moderate and respectable, but aggressively self-reliant and 
proud of it. The Members for the City of Manchester both approved. 
Thomas Bazley wrote to the secretary of the Hulme Weekly Tenants Defence 
Association: 
I am ..... exceedingly glad to see that you-'and 
your friends are arranging to help yourselves by 
properly resisting the unreasonable demands of 
the landlord class. You are, I think, just doing 
what parliament cannot do for you. 
Jacob Bright also offered his assistance: 
I am glad you have formed the Tenants Defence 
Association. I have carefully read your circular 
and approve of all the'objects there specified. 
You are not hostile to property owners; you 
simply wish to defend the tenant where injustice 
is threatened or inflicted. 
And from the tenor of, the chairman', s remarks, delivered before a public 
meeting held at the Town Hall, 'a numerous attendance including many 
female householders', it is_c, lear that these honourable gentlemen had 
not mistaken the character of their agitated constituents. The chairman 
subscribed fully to that 'shopkeeper radica2ism' prevalent in the North. 
His views on municipal extravagance were virtually identical with 
1. Salford Weekly News, 19 December 1868 and lo july 1869. 
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those of the landlords with whom they were in conflict. The Manchester 
Town Hall and in particular the funds lavished upon the erection of the 
Chorlton Workhouse excited the deepest indignation. 'These buildings', 
he declared, 'were of a very costly character - more like palaces than 
workhouses; ..... and further, wheng as in Salford, the inmates were 
liberally supplied with gin and tobacco, and the guardians took an 
annual trip or two, with champagne and Madeira, the amount was still 
further augmented'. The meeting itself had been called to consider 
the progress so far made. The Hulme Tenants Defence Association 
recognised the ultimate need to restore compounding but concentrated its 
efforts upon obtaining an interim settlement with the property owners 
association. -A conciliatory figure, the Rev. A. Hall, had 
been prevailed 
upon to act as a mediator. The rival House Occupiers Protection 
Association, by contract, opposed negotiations and emphasised the political 
aspect of the struggle. It viewed the conflict as the unfinished business 
of the Reform Bill agitation. 'It was unwise to waste their steam in 
glozing Zs-ic7 over a wrong and leaving its cause unredressed', Mark Priceg 
its leading spokesman, declared. Price, a prominent member of the National 
Reform Union, questioned the property owners' faith. The 'first task', 
as he saw it, was 'to bring the landlords to their senses'. If his 
proposal to amalgamate the two tenants associations was accepted he was 
confident that the landlords would be 'knocked into a cocked hat' within 
'a couple of months'. His proposal was rejected; the meeting broke UP 
in uproar. Negotiations with the property owners continued. 
10- Manchýster-Examiner & Times, 21 January 1868; Salford Weekly News, 
25-'January. W& 
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The numerical strength of the individual tenants associations remains 
unknown. This is unfortunate but it does not diminish the significance 
of their achievement. They had played an important role in organising 
and voicing local opinion. Some landlords had, at first, been inclined 
to threaten dissenters with doubled rent or worse, but by the end of 1867 
organised property owners, unnerved by the strength of the opposition 
aroused, began to crumble. 'If the commotion that had been going on 
for three months after the passing of the LKeform7 Bill had continued'q 
a 
said the secretary of the Hulme Property Owners Association, 'I do not 
think there would have been a single owner that would not have been happy 
to go back to compounding'. 
1 In the face of the unrelenting pressure 
f, 
of the tenantsq the hostility of the local authority, and the reprobation 
of the local press, the landlords expressed a willingness to seek a 
negotiated settlement. 
2 The attempt to throw the whole burden of the 
rates upon the tenants was foresaken. The landlords, Griffiths agreed, 
3 had been deflected by the combination of the tenants and the overseers. 
It was not an unqualified victory. The intention of the Reform Act was 
that no loss should fall upon the tenant in consequence of the abolition 
of compounding. This provision enabled an occupier under a subsisting 
tenancy to deduct from the landlord's rent the full rate that he himself 
paid. But this safeguard, as has d1ready been seen, was nullified by the 
expedient of creating a new tenancy. In Manchester the property owners 
now offered to take the average yearly amount of rates for three years and 
1. Salford Weekly News$ 16 November 1867; S. C. Poor Rat 
2. Manchester Examiner, &-Times, 14 December 1867 and 79 
Salford Weekly News, 28, 
-December 
1867 and 11 January 1868. 
3- S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, qq. 3029-3030. 
es Assessment, q. 2911 
8 and 31 January 1868; 
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reduce the rent so much per week as would correspond to that average. 
However, the calculation was based on the assumption of composition with 
the result that the tenant had to pay the difference between the full 
rate and the compounded rate; in effect, thirty per cent more of rates. 
The landlords agreed to pay the two thirds rate outstanding. The blow 
was softened as a result of a private arrangement by which the landlordt 
in Griffiths' phrase, undertook to act as a 'conduit pipe for the conveyance 
of the rates to the overseers'. This provisional settlement barely 
survived the year. 
The abolition of the compound householder had been undertaken as a political 
expedient rather than as a measure beneficial in itself. The new Liberal 
Government determined to bring the war between owner and occupier to a swift 
conclusion. The Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act 1869, did not, 
however, rest6re the status quo ante. Henceforth, the owner of a small 
property might be rated instead of the occupier, either by agreement or by 
compulsory order of the local authority. It applied to properties of a 
specific rateable value: 920. in London, Y-13 in Liverpool, L10 in Manchester 
or Birmingham, and Z8 elsewhere. Owners who agreed to pay the rates 
received a maximum rebate of 25 per cent: but where the rating authority 
chose to order payment, the owner was entitled to an abatement of 15 per 
cent and where the owner was willing to be rated whether the property was 
occupied or not, the authority was bound to allow a further deduction not 
exceeding 15 per cent. 
2 
1. S. C. Poor Rates Assessment, qq. 2872-28829 3037. 
2. 32 & 33 Vict- c. 41. ss- 3-4. 
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The Poor Rate 'Assessment and Collection Act was not and could not be 
a final solution. The democratisation of local government coupled 
with stbeply'rising rates led, in due course, to the inevitable renewal 
of the controversy. In the last years of Victoria's reign the growth 
of local , expenditure was far more rapid than the growth of the rateable 
value of the country. In the years 1890-1900 rateable value in England 
and'Wales increased by 16.7 per cent while expenditure rose by 47 per cent. 
In the following decade the growth in expenditure from the rates was more 
than twice as fast as the rise in assessable value. Moreover, the 
imposition*after 1901"'of new statutory duties without any adequate matching 
relief from the central government, aggravated the plight of the local 
authorities, especially in the poorer areas, 
1 
Although Disraeli's insistence upon the personal payment of rates as the 
basis of citizenship was a mere fiction a high-sounding principle for 
the edification of a none-too-bright party rank-and-file the guardians 
of property, casting around for some means of checking the alarming rise 
in municipal spending, were by the eighteen nineties again ready to declare 
that composition violated basic constitutional practice. 
2 It was 
considered only right that those entitled to vote for the election of 
bodies charged with the raising and administration of public funds should 
be liable to personal pýyment of rates in order that they might appreciate 
directly the'effect of economical or extravagant administration. Howevert 
1- On this, 'see The Land: 'R6poit of'thiý Urban Land Enquiry (1914), pp. 506' 6; Off. -- 
2. Spencer to Geo. C. Broderick, 10 May 1891, Duncan ed., Life and Letters 
of Herbert Spencer,, P- N4. 
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critics maintained that in operational terms this was a rather 
abstract notion of political behaviour. Spokesmen for the Metropolitan 
Rate Collectors' Association stated that 'their experience at municipal 
elections leads them to the conclusion that the amount of interest 
taken depends almost entirely upon the activity of the local party 
organisations, and that personal interest without such influence would 
I11' be practically nil Mr. Samuel Collier Potts, Treasurer for the 
Borough of Huddersfield, went further: 
I do not think that the direct payment of rates by 
the small occupiers would make much, if any, difference 
in their interest in local government. There are so 
many other matters affecting the health and convenience 
of residents and voters of much greater importance than 
the rates, which promote interest in the work of the 
Councilq and I expect and believe týis will increase 
rather than diminish in: the future. 
Here was-the crux of the,, matter. - It was not the absence of interest in 
local-affairs that, animated the, advocates of direct rating as much-as the 
wrong kind of interest. 
3 
- But they were, not easily dissuaded. The 
assimilation of rates and-rents, it-was argued, deprived the occupant of 
compoundedproperty of vital information as to that proportion of his rent 
which was due to the demands of the rating authority. If the rate rose 
his rent might be increased, but if it fell rents did not automatically 
follow suit. Since it was impossible to arrest, let alone reverse, the 
growth of local democracyi it-was, incumbent, upon all public-spirited citizens 
1. Memorandumýofýthe, Metropolitan Rate Collectors' Association, para. 99 
R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, PP 1910, XLIX, q. 93504. 
2- 'Replies from Mr Samuel Collier Potts', IV, 'Appx. XXVII, R. C. Poor Laws, 
A; px. vol. ix, p. 808. 
3- Cf. "Replies'bý('Mi6i'-C6nýtanc'e Bartlett', IV, Appx. XXIV, R. C. Poor Lawst 
Appx. volý ix, p. 805. 
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to do their utmost to persuade working-class tenants to take a greater 
interest in their affairs. 
The Poplar Borough Municipal Alliance was formed by a handful of such 
citizens in the spring of 1905. Its membership grew rapidly and within 
twelve months it claimed to represent nearly 40 per cent of the total 
rateable value of the borough. This spectacular progress represented 
a sharp reaction against the phenomenal rise in local taxation in recent 
years, Poplar was amongst the poorest districts in London. Yet it was 
also one of the early strongholds of the labour movement. George Lansbury, 
elected to the Board of Guardians in 1893, was later joined by other labour 
representatives who, although never a majority before 19149 were by their 
birth, training, and commitmentt able to dominate its proceedings. They 
had, moreover, established an extraordinary rapport with their constituents. 
It was their challenging policies in regard to the humane administration 
of the workhouse and the generous provision of outdoor relief which 
precipitated the ratepayers' revolt, 
The Municipal Alliance obtained the appointment of an'enquiry conducted 
by J. S. Davy, Chief Inspector to the Local Government Board. His report 
was severely critical of the management of the Poplar Union. 
2 In spite 
of this adverse and widely publicised document, the campaign mounted against 
'socialism on the rates' did not commend itself to the electorate. Not 
one of the Municipal Alliance's seventeen nominees was returned in the 
On -this, see P. A. Ryan, 'Poplarism' in Pat Thane ed. Origins of Social 
ro. Licy, k1970) Ch. , ')* 
2. Report to the President of the Local Government Board on the 
by J. S. Davy, Chief Inspector to the Board, PP. 1906, CIV. 
Union 
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ensuing Guardian elections. The Labour candidates, by contrast, did not 
forfeit public support. In the winter of 1907-8 the defiant Guardians 
again dispensed outdoor relief 
, 
with what was condemned as an outrageous 
liberality. 2 The Alliance redoubled its efforts. It wrested control 
over the Borough Council shortly afterwards. 
The Poplar Municipal Alliance claimed to represent the community rather 
than a particular class or party. It appealed to those shopkeepers who 
had been hit by rising rates and reduced co=unal purchasing power but 
had not yet joined the mass exodus of small businessmen that was alleged 
3 to have taken place. It also spoke on behalf of more substantial 
commercial interests. Its officials were in one way and another connected 
with the principal employers in the district, although spokesmen were 
understandably coy about the precise relationship and refused to be drawn 
when challenged. 
4 
The large concerns in the locality were frightened 
and resentful at the seemingly irresistible march of municipal socialism, 
the resultant depreciation in the capital value of propertyq and the raising 
of overhead costs to the point at which removal to a more favourable location 
could no longer be delayed. They mourned the successive extensions of the 
franchise. Nor were they alone in their grief. The Royal Commission on 
Local Taxation had earlier reluctantly abandoned an economically attractive 
scheme for the division of, rates between owner and occupier accompanied by 
1.15th Annual Report of the Poplar Labour League (1907) P. 5; and see too 
George Haw, From Workhouse to Westminster, The Life Story of Will Crooks M. P. (1917), pp. 271-279. 
2. Gilbert Bartholemew, President, Poplar Municipal Alliance to Clerk, 
Poplar Board of Guardians, 30 JulY 1908, Ensor MSS. 
3. Transcri-p, t of Shorthand Notes, pp. 229-230,248. 
4. Transcript of Shorthand Notes, pp. 255-256. 
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some'extraordinary form of representation for the protection of large 
property owners: 'We do notj howeverg suppose that any effective scheme 
of this nature would be considered compatible with the increasingly 
democr' . 11 atic character of local self-government. R. V. Broodbank, 
Secretary of the Municipal Alliance dismissed all qualification. Unless 
the LegiS 'lature was willing to sanction some special protection, limited 
2 liability companies were bound to resort to the creation of faggot votes. 
The Municipal Alliance, however, was more than a tool of local capitalistv. 
Sixty per cent of its more than 2,000 members were said to be of 'the 
artisan - class'. 
3 The Alliance tried to project itself as a combination 
of independent citizens concerned with the efficient management of local 
4 
affairs. It was quick to repudiate any charge of political bias. In 
. addition 
to the extravagant administration of the poor law, the Alliance 
denounced the compounding system. In . Poplar where 85 per cent of properties 
were compounded, it was calculated that abolition would be equal to almost 
5 ls. in the L reduction of rates. But the moral effects were incalculable. 
1. 'Separate Report on Urban Rating and Site Values', by Lord Balfour of 
Burleigh et. Ll., R. C. Local Taxation, PP. 1901, XXIV9 P. 157 
2. R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, qq. 91689-916959 91714-91717,91791-91798. 
'3- Transcript of Shorthand Notes, p. 247; Estates Gazette, 19 May 1905, P-911 
4. The following indicates its notion of non-partisan politics: 'We said 
in our last issue that we are firmly anti-socialist. The reason for this is 
that as yet the Socialist Party! s contribution of usefulness to the Borough 
is infinitesimal, and practically, the whole of their proposals are contrary 
to the welfare of the people. The Alliance is so strongly non-political 
and so absolutely impartial, that any, serious proposition advanced by even 
a Socialist, would receive support if there was any likelihood of beneficial 
results accruing to the Borough'. Poplar Alliance Review, 29 October 1912. 
5. Memorandum of R. V. Broodbank, para. I, R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, 
91594,91620. 
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It was a fact of life that participation in local elections was often 
disappointingly small. In the Guardian elections of 1907, for example, 
less than one third of the metropolitan electorate bothered to vote. 
1 
'It has been alleged, and apparently with a great deal of truth', said the 
Chief Inspector to the Local Government Board, 'that compounding ruins the 
electorate by concealing the fact that the labouring classes pay any rates, 
and it gives them no interest whatever in the fluctuations in the rates'. 
2 
The Poplar Municipal Alliance too held that the anticipation of personal 
gain would provide the incentive to turn out at the polls in droves. 
'What I am striving at, and what our association has been trying to get at', 
Broodbank explained, 'is to let the man who pays his rent weekly know how the 
rates fluctuate. At present it only fluctuates when the landlord puts on 
6d. or 1s. a week. What we want to do is to let him feel the penny, a sort 
of pin-prick ..... it is the pin-pricks which tell mosto. 
3 A model 
rent-card had been devised for this purpose: 'It shows at a glance what 
your rents would have been if the SOCIALIST PARTY had not PILED UP THE RATES'. 
The Poplar Municipal Alliance was not the first of such bodies to be established. 
But it was the most ambitious. It was extremely well organised with committees 
in each of Poplar's fourteen wards. 
5 In addition to the publication of a* 
1. L. C. C., London Statistics, XVIII (1907-8), p. 27 
2. R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. i, PP. 1909t XXXIX, q. 2071. 
3- R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ixt qq. 91603,91614. 
4. Poplar's Local Municipal Review, October 1912; and for specimen 
rent-card, see R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, Appx. IV (A), p. 527. 
5- Estates Gazetteg 3 February 1906t p. 196. 
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0 
monthly journal, the Alliance, in courting the working class vote, 
established its own labour bureau as a token of Smilesianism in action. 
The bureau, it was claimed, had provided work for 'well over' 800 men and 
boys. 1 It was an example to others. In 1908 Mr Gilbert Bartholemew, 
its president who also happened to be the head of Messrs Bryant and Maýs, 
chaired a meeting of some fifty ratepayers associations which inaugurated 
the National Ratepayers Association. 2- The Poplar Borough Municipal 
Alliance was an aspect of a much broader ratepayers' offensive which the 
London Municipal Society sought to orchestrate. 
3 Moreover, it was 
resilient. Lansbury was still fighting it in the 1920s. 
4 
The Poplar Municipal Alliance claimed the support of influential persons. 
Octavia Hill, a resolute opponent of the compounding system, warmly approved. 
In 1895 Miss Hill accompanied by Charles Loch of the C. O. S. approached the 
model dwellings companies to try and arrange for a uniform reversion to 
direct rating. The companies were sympathetic but considered the 
administrative difficulties insuperable. The Royal Commission on the 
Poor Laws, which reviewed the problem some years later, took a different 
view. The--compounding system, it declared, 'contravenes the whole theory 
on which'the democratic form of government has been set up' and should 
1. Poplar's Local Municipal R6view, May 1911. 
2. Estates Gazette, 28_March, 
-1908, P. 
551 
3- On this, see K. Young, Local Politics & the Rise of Pa (Leicester) 
1975- 
4. See B. Keith-Lucas, 'Poplarism' 9 Public Law (1962), pp. 52-80; 'Herbert Morrison and Poplarism' 9 Public 
Týýýw1973) 
9 Pp. 11-31; and E. Briggs and A. Deacon, 
- 
'The Creation of the Unemployment Assistance 
Board', Policy and Politics, 11,1 (1973), pp. 43-62. 
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therefore be phased out as soon as possible. 
1 
Landlords too were uneasy, but they were concerned with percentages 
rather, than principles. Their attitude towards compounding varied 
with circumstances but it was always determined by the calculation of 
personal advantage and where that conflicted with efficient administration 
so much the worse for the municipality. 
Compounding affected the property market in three ways. First it was 
thought to encourage jobbery in assessments. 'I am told', said J. S. Davy, 
'that if the compounding limit is L20 you will find an abnormal number of 
houses rated at Mg 10s. 1 
2 Second, as-the Land Enquiry notedg the 
inflexible limits of rateable value produced 'excessive variations between 
the-charges upon properties immediately above and just below the line, 
with the result that there is a tendency in erecting new houses to keep 
down the value to'just below the compoundinglimit' .3 In a, period of 
inflated builaing'costs these rigidities, it was suggested, severely 
constricted the*supply of cheap accommodation. In Edwardian Birmingham, 
for example, it was shown that-on_ýsmall properties taken beyond the compound, 
it required a rent increase in excess of 11 per, cent to give the same net 
return'as was formerly obtained from the maximum rent chargeable under 
the old arrangement. 'If the limit1were raisedi however, owners margins 
would be restored and builders supplied with sufficient incentive - i. e. 
something. aýbove the 5 per-, cent_, currently available - to commence operations 
1. Octavia Hill, Letters To My Fellow Workers (1896), pp. 8-9; Final 
Report of the Royal Commission on Local Taxati 
- 
on, PP. 1901, XXIVI pp. 50-52; 
Report ofthe Royal Commission on the Poor Laws and Relief of Distress, 
PP. 19099 XXXVIII, pp. 584-586. 
2. R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. i, q. 2119. 
3- Report of Land Enquiry, p. 665. 
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again. It meant that landlords need not rack-rent those properties 
that were just within the old compounding limit. At the same time 
it permitted a re. duction in the rents of more expensive houses in order 
to bring them within the new limit. For example, a 10s. house could 
henceforth be let at 8s. 9d. and the landlord would still get the same 
return. It would thus bring a better class of accommodation within 
reach of the artisan, revive the ailing housing market, and in so doing 
obviate the need for greater municipal intervention. 
1 There was one 
snag. The raising of the compounding limit amounted to a subsidy from 
the wealthier ratepayers. 
Finally, the distribution of benefit under the Poor Rate Assessment Act 
was thought to be too one-sided. Rebates, for example, were considerably 
in excess of the standard 5 per cent commission paid for the collection of 
rents. Furthermore, the facility for the revocation on short notice of 
that part of the agreement relative to the rating of empty property, also 
hurt the local authority. In a place like Poplar, where the risk of 
empties was in general minimal, landlords were more than willing to pick 
up an extra 10 per cent for the collection of the rates. But at the 
first hint of industrial depressiont the local authority was left to 
shoulder the burden, and to bear the inevitable losses that ensued. 
The way in which the act operated was also thought to aggravate over- 
crowding. 
2 
1. For these calculations, see BEE, qq. 1926-1943, Statement of H. M. 
Grant (C), qq. 2602,28o8-2814. 
2. R'IWC. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ixI qq. 91602,91622-91631,95860-95864; 
Report of Land Enquiry, p- 665. 
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Landlords, whose own margins were, in consequence of the upward spiral 
in local taxation, under very considerable pressure, were loth to forego 
these preferential discounts. Any unilateral attempt at retrenchment 
on the part of the local authority was bound to encounter resistance. 
Such intransigence underlines both the heterogeneity of the middle classes 
and the relative isolation of the small house owner within that indeterminate 
stratum. It is significant that its principal officials, usually regarded 
A* 
as authorities on all matters pertaining to land and housing, could not, 
when testifying before an official enquiry, account for the number of 
ratepayers' associations affiliated to the United Property Owners and 
Ratepayers' Association of Great Britain. 
2 Similarly, the Poplar-Borough 
Municipal Alliance was not a landlords' association. Its audience consisted 
the 
$of/shopkeeper class and those who belong to them'. Of the few proprietors 
who were members, only a local dock company which owned considerable 
residential property in the borough, bothered to issue its tenants with 
the Alliance rent card; local landlords and their agents considered it 
3 
an irrelevance. 
In the expanding contest over the scope of compoundingg property owners 
were in a strong position vis a vislthe rating authority. In spite of 
the extensive re-development which took place in the generation following 
the passage of the Second Reform'Bill, the sullen slums of urban Britain 
still scarred the landscape. Moreover, the crisis of 1868-9 had not 
been forgotten. Rate collectors were as reluctant as their predecessors 
had been to enter such districts and landlords knew it. The high rate of 
1. See, for example, Estates Gazette, 30 August 1902, P. 371- 
2. --''R. C. Local-Taxation, PP., 1898, XLIq qq. 6686-6688. 
3. R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, qq. 91373,91746-91748,95824-95827, 
95877---95-8'93- 
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residential mobility amongst the working classes in any case precluded 
outright abolition. This, indeed, was recognised by most reformers. 
J. S. Davy, for instance, readily confessed that under these circumstances 
he could see no means by which it could be accomplished. 
1 
ven the 
Poplar Municipal Alliance, hesitated to advocate so drastic'a course. 
The Alliance rent-card implied as much; it was in fact a compromise 
2 
designed to create opinion in favour of reform, the shadow not the substance. 
But it went against the grain to leave matters as they stood. Sir Samuel 
Provis, Permanent Secretary of the Local Government Board, and a member of 
the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws, grasped instinctively for an 
administrative solution. If the rating authority were to be placed on 
the same footing as the landlord and granted a summary means of distress, 
might it not be possible to abolish compounding and still recover the 
rates from the migratory classes? C. S. Loch and other Commissioners 
pursued this line with some enthusiasm. Mr. J. Buteux Skeggs, the senior 
official of the Poplar Borough Council to whom their questions were addressed, 
would not, however, commit himself. Loch found this discreet reticence 
irksome. What was wrong with the suggestion? Skeggs replied: 
I agree that is a question for the Legislature. Then 
you would have your conscience, if I may say so, as to 
whether you would like to put a man on the street and 
so on. 
Loch: It is the conscience which the landlord has not 
to consider? -I do not think a landlord 
has a conscience. 
Loch: That is a question which would differ in various 
cases. Some people would say that a local authority has 
no conscience? -I think they have more conscience than 
a landlord. 
One Commissioner, however, found the asinine performance of his colleagues 
irritating and irrelevant. Lansbury, breaking a vexed silence, turned 
1. R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. i, q. 2110. 
2. R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, q. 91600. 
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to the witness: 
And if all the obstacles to taking proceedings were 
swept away-, do you think the bulk of the people you 
have in your mind could pay the quarter's rate or 
the month's rate on the nail? -I am absolutely 
sure they could not. 
Lansbury: That is the point of it, that we are airily 
discussing powers, to compel people to do something which 
in your judiement they have not the means of doing? - 
That is, so. 
41 
R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. Vol. ix, qq. 95941-959529 95977-96000. 
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The formation of the Bermondsey Labour League in the wake of the 
Progressive victories in the County Council elections early in 1898, 
represented a new optimism amongst the hitherto fragmented Radical 
forces in the district. Frank Soutter, veteran of numerous campaigns, 
was its moving spirit and first secretary. Soutter, a colourful figure 
who had become something of a local celebrity, was born in North Lambeth 
in 1844. His father had been the manager of a Smithfield cigar manufacturing 
establishment. His mother came from a substantial family, proprietors of 
public houses and restauranteurs. But their untimely death left the 
12-year old lad orphaned and unprovided for. Shortly afterwards he was 
apprenticed to a carpenter, but later foresook the bench to become a 
successful shopkeeper. 
A short, swarthy, powerfully-built man, endowed with what John Burns 
described as 'a bugleývoicef, 
1 Soutter was drawn to politics like a moth 
to an incandescent lamp. He was, as T. P. O'Connor observed, 'a born 
agitator'. 
2 Soutter first became seriously involved in working class 
politics during his early twenties. A participant in the Hyde Park Reform 
Bill Riots, he joined the Workmen's Peace Society in 1870 and was elected 
to its executive three years later. A pronounced secularist and member 
of the Central Council of the National Sunday League, he was also for a 
short period editor of the Free Sunday Advocate, its monthly journal. 
His journalistic appetite was now whetted. At the beginning of the following 
decade he founded the 
-Radical, a militant 
weekly which in retrospect may 
be considered a-harbinger-of. the renascent artisanal Radicalism of the 188, os; 
1. F. W. Soutter, Fights for Freedom (1925), p. 16 
2. F. W. Soutter, Recollections of a Labour Pioneer (1923), p. 8. 
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a final- efflorescence of a political tradition soon to be displaced by 
a new'kind of Socialism with which Soutter remained temperamentally 
ill-at-ease. ' 
In these years too he gained a certain notoriety arising out of the 
organisation of a successful but often tumultuous campaign for the 
abolition of Church rates in Bermondsey. In 1889 the disorder which 
marked the struggle for the greater democratisation of Vestry proceedings, 
in'whichýHarry Quelch and himself were both involved, landed the pair of 
them in the dock. - 
1, 
ý These excesses, committed in order to vindicate the 
rights of the free born Englishman, did not, however, commend him to an 
ungrateful municipal; electorate. Moreover, an irritating maverick 
disposition made him adifficult colleague. Co-operation with Quelch 
proved short-lived. -, The local branch, of the S. D. F. was speedily alienated 
by his defiant progressivism, and its enduring enmity was not softened by 
the course of time., The Bermondsey Labour League did not evoke a positive 
response'-from that quarter. 
2- There were also enemies on the right. 
Although, himself a distinguished clubmang Soutter had somehow managed to 
fall foul'of-his confreres at the Bermondsey Gladstone Club which refused 
to-extend, customary facilities in order to help further the League's work. 
No doctrinal issues appear to have been at issue. Indeed, the Bermondsey 
Labour League had tried'to minimise friction, and from the outset cast its 
net as wide-as possible. -Its 'chief-objects', ran an inaugural declarationg 
1. See 'Police Court Proceedings in the trial of F. W. Soutter, H. Quelch, 
H. J. Glanville and J. Clarke for disturbance of the peace and damage to 
Bermondsey Town. Hallj 1889,1 mss, 
_pp. 
251, (B. L. P. E. S. ). 
2. Cf. correspondence of W. C. Portman, Southwark Recorder, 30 April 1900. 
3- Soutter-Bell correspondence, Southwark Recorder, 3 February 1900. 
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'will be to stimulate and keep alive public opinion upon questions of public 
policy and the actions and resolve of the local governing bodies'. 
1 
There was little here to which any reasonable person might take exception, 
except perhaps its sheer vacuity. The outbreak of the Boer War and the 
attempt to mobilise a united opposition would soon provide the League with 
a more definite object to pursue. Meanwhile the housing question 
absorbed its attentions. 
Bermondsey at the beginning of the twentieth century was an overcrowded 
district which contained some of the worst concentrations of poverty in 
London. 'I know of no set of people in London who look quite so poor as 
those who do their marketing in Bermondsey New Road on S=day morning', 
3 
wrote Booth. The principal source of employment was to be found in 
the Surrey Commercial Docks, in the wharves and warehouses which lined the 
river, and in the various branches of the leather trade. However, male- 
dominated industries such as these, were in decline. Bermondsey's once 
famous tanneries were a thing of the past. 'The sites of the old tan yards 
are occupied by jam and pickle factories. Picklers have taken the place 
of fellmongers, and a leather warehouse has made room for the manufacture of 
baking powder'. Bermondsey's convenient location, plus the ready supply 
of cheap labour, made it an ideal centre for the biscuit, jam, and other 
manufacturers whose factories had transformed the sky-line in the previous 
two decades. This invasion of the impoverished residential districts 
which made up inner South London was not at all uncongenial to the 
responsible citizens who governed these localities: 
1. Southwark Recorder, 12 March 1898. 
2. Soutter, Fights for Freedom, pp. 210ff. 
3- Booth, Life and Labour, 3rd Ser., IV, pp. 101-102. 
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The erection of new factories has helped to push 
the better-off people out and the poorer people 
closer together. In some cases the factories 
have been in the gardens attached to larger houses. 
In other cases gardens have been absorbed for 
storage and stables. Borough Councillors who 
think only of rateable value. and the increase of 
employment are said to be anxious to attract 
factories to Bermondsey by almost any means, 
regardless of the new difficulties they thereby 
create. Some would go so far as to tell any 
manufacturer who was contemplating coming in, 
'We will not over assess you. We will shut our 1 
eyes to some of your machinery, we won't see it'. 
The continued expansion of industry and commerce at the expense of housing 
was seen by many as the solution to one of the most pressing questions of 
the day. The medical officer of health for Southwark looked to the not- 
too-distant future when, as a result of the march of industry coupled 
with the most stringent sanitary administration, all investment in small 
house property would have been rendered unremunerative. The housing 
problem would then have been solved; there would no longer be any workers 
to house! 2 
Those who withstood this kind of devastation were I immediately threatened 
by an even more formidable foe. The insane competition of the sotithern 
railway, in spite of working class protests, destroyed the homes of an 
3 
earlier generation. No one cared. The policing of the token safeguards, 
introduced subsequently, remained lax; and so it was that, at the turn of 
the century, the inhabitants of the area were exposed to much the same 
anxieties as had their forebears. 
1. Report by Constance Williams and Thomas Jones on the Effecit of Outdoor 
Relief on Wages and the Conditions of Employment, R. C. Poor Laws, Appx- vol. 
xvii, PP., 1909, XLIII, pp. 15-16. 
2. Metropolitan Borough of Southwark, Annual Report of the Medical Officer 
of Health (1903), pp. 6-7; and Oqo4), p. 6 
3. Select Co=ittee on Public Petitions, 1866, No. 907 
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In 1897 the London and South Eastern Railway announced the need of a 
new loop line. It was intended to cut a swathe through one of the 
most populous districts of Bermondsey. 900 people were to be evicted. 
Demolition proceeded without adequate provision having been made for 
those to be displaced. Alternative accommodation was situated two 
miles away and of little value to those compelled to live close by their 
trade. The Home Office, alerted by an unusually vigilant vicar, became 
concerned. The company promptly entered into an agreement with the 
Guiness Trust to retain a number of its recently completed blocks at 
Snowfields, within spitting distance of the clearances. But by not itself 
making good the deficit the L. S. E. R. had aggravated the crisiso 
1 
Those unable to secure accommodation in the new dwellings had a hard time 
of it. Rotherhithe was badly crowded. To the west, the Lambeth Vestry 
was seeking to moderate the demands of the London & South Western Railway 
0 
to unhouse a further 2,000 people to facilitate extensions of Waterloo 
Station. 2 There was nothing in Southwark where overcrowding was 'the 
Alpha and Omega of local administration'. 
3 
Bermondsey seemed beseiged. In addition to the intrusions of the railway 
company, people had to contend with. the clearances undertaken by the L. C. C. 
in order to widen the southern approaches to the new Tower Bridge, the 
1. Cf. Lewis-Humphreys correspondence, The Times, 10,12,19 April and 
5 March 1899; Daily Chronicle, 2 November 1899; Booth MSS, B. 275, pp. 67-69. 
2. The Times, 15 February 1899. 
3. Booth, Life and Labour, 3rd Ser. IV, P. 54. 
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advances of the ubiquitous School Board, and the demolitions due to the 
installation of public utilities. Rising rents aggravated overcrowding; 
in many instances the local authorities were compelled to suspend 
enforcement of the sanitary laws for fear of making things worse. 
The agitation began early in 1898. The opening shot, fired by the out- 
spoken Rector, the Rev. Henry Lewisq was initially directed at the L. S. E. R. 
In May, 1898, the Parish Magazine, of St. Mary Magdalen carried a critical 
account of the company's conduct, an account which he subsequently repeated 
in the correspondence columns of The Times. The inert vestry did not 
escape the attentions of this turbulent priest. Lewis was a new man to 
the district. His second annual report, a sixty-four page document, 
amounted to a massive indi-ctment of the Moderat es who dominated local affairs. 
It caused an uproar. 
2A tall thin 'm I an of about 40, brown-hairedg 
bespectacled, with small whiskers and moustache, an altogether unimposing 
figure, and a dull speaker to boot, this former Indian missionary had 
effectively set the campaign in motion. 
The clergy in South London were not noted for their co=ittment to the 
'3 cause of Labour. The Rector gained little support from his fellow 
6lerics, ' The Vicar*of-the neighbouring parish of St. Anne's, 'the 
Belgravia of Bermondsey', told a confidant: 'Mr. Lewis means well but has 
rather put his foot in it lately with his'Vestry and other people' 
1. -Board of Trade ... Changes inthe Cost of Living of the Working 
Classes, 
3rd Ser. IV, pp. 9 PP-i 1905, LXXXIVI P- 39; Booth, Life and Labour i&-90,136- 
2. . South London Chronicle, 25 March and 8 April 1899; 'Report of an 
Interview with the Rev. H. Lewis, St., Mary Magdalen-9 Bermondsey, 4 December 
18991,, Booth MSS.,, B. 275, pp. 53-57-ý 
3. -C. F. G. Masterman, ' 'The Problem of South London', in R. Mudie-Smith ed., 
The Religious Life of-London (1904), pp. 215-216. 
4. 'Report of an Interview with the Ref. J. F. Benson Walsh, Vicar of 
St. Annels, Bermondsey, 9 January 19001, Booth MSS, B. 279, pp. 55,57. 
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Others found the sensationalism offensive. 
1 Nonconformists, by 
contrast, suspected that Lewis's histrionics were little more than a 
-stunt to drum up support for a Church funds appeal. 
2 Some clergymeng 
however, frowned at the very idea of re-housing the poor. Those admitted 
into the Guinness Trust dwellings at the behest of the railway company had 
3 turned Snowfields into 'a sink of abomination', so it was claimed. 
Some parishioners too were outraged by their rector's enthusiasm for the 
poor. 'A good clearance has been made of these vile paupers' wrote one 
of them. 'They ought not to marry and propagate the sordid species'. 
Lewis considered such sentiments barbaric. 
But his was not the sole critical voice to be raised. In the spring the 
presiding judge at Southwark County Court, alarmed at the fast-flowing stream 
of evictions coming before him, communicated his fears to the appropriate 
5 
quarters, an unusual step for the occupant of so Oelicate a position. 
This led to a conference convened in the summer of 1898 bY R. K. Causton, 
Liberal M. P. for West Southwark, to which the principal local authorities 
sent representatives. 
6 
In the interval the Bermondsey Labour League 
established itself as a force not easily ignored. Its petitions, deputations 
1. 'Report of an Interview with the Rev. J. G. Curry, Rector of Holy Trinityl 
Southwark, 18 October 1899, Booth MSS., B. 275, P- 157. 
2. 'Report of an Interview with Mr. H. Hall, Secretary of the Trustees 
of the United Methodist Free Church, Bermondsey, 23 January 19001, Booth MSS. j B. 274, pp. 215-217. 
3- 'Report of an Interview with the Rev. C. H. Bowden, Vicar of St Paullst 
Kipling Street, 15 September 18991, Booth MSS., B. 275, pp. 133-135. 
4. A Third Dispatch from the Church Militant in Bermondsey bein the 
Parochial Report of Work Done ... for the Year 1696-1899 (n. d. ), pp. 9-71. 
5. Southwark Recorder, 26 March 1898. 
6. Southwark Recorder 2 July 1898. 
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and regular Sunday meetings at Star Corner, Bermondsey New Road, all 
served to impress its presence upon the community. Parochial prevarication 
drew the wrath of its impatient secretary. 'Judge Addison', he declared, 
Imight, as well have been John the Baptist crying in the wilderness, for 
up to this moment neither the vestry, nor any of its committee, have 
given his, letter so, much as a moments consideration'. 
1 This was not 
strictly accurate. The Sanitary Committee, having examined the League's 
proposals, reported shortly afterwards that under existing legislationg the 
Vestry wasInot empowered to embark upon a house-building programme; critics, 
it implied, must therefore-look to the L. C. C. for redress, a limp suggestion 
which. few reformers were disposed to-accept without equivocation* 
2 
The agitation continued, throughout the winter. In December a public meeting 
attended by several Labour, luminaries, representatives from the L. C. C., and 
spokesten for the, Radical working men's clubs, added its weight to the 
campaign; and. as a further indication of the unity of progressive forces, 
it was proposed to amalgamate the Bermondsey Labour League with the nascent 
3 Workmen's. Housing Council. In April, the following year, the League 
resumed-. its regular weekly outdoor meetings. In addition to promoting the 
extension of cheap working men's trains, ii had hitherto sought to persuade, 
or more accurately worry, the Bermondsey Vestry into adopting a more positive 
attitude towards its housing obligations. All the time the struggle for 
house, space intensified. 'Houses difficult to get, and once lost impossible 
4 to, get-anotherl, Booth was told,. ý Early in 1899 some 93 of its employees 
1. Southwark Recorder, 23 April 1898. 
2. Southwark Recorder, 7 May 1898. 
3- 'Reynold's Newspaýer, -11 December 1898; Minutes of the Workmen's Housing 
Council, 17 December 1898. 
4. Life-and Labour, 3rd. Ser., IV9 P- 137. 
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petitioned the Bermondsey Vestry to rescind the regulation compelling 
its workmen to live in the parish owing to the difficulties of obtaining 
decent accommodation. 
1 Pressure for something more practical, some 
more immediate form of relief was becoming irresistible. 
In the summer of'1899 Messrs Peak, Frean and Co., the largest employer in 
the area and the owners of considerable residential properties adjacent 
to their works, announced that, in view of soaring costs aggravated by 
the persistent and-'wilful neglect of the occupants, the company intended 
to discontinue payment of the water rate. Tenants were thus to be 
burdened-with extra expense additional to the is. a week increased rent 
imposed in-the previous year to cover the cost of sanitary improvements. 
The Bermondsey Labour League immediately took up the issue challenging both 
the company's-arithmetic as well as the justice of this latest demand. 
A company spokesman denied the charge that the rate increase was being 
used as'a pretext to extract a new rent over and above'the water rate. 
But'the rebuttalýdid little to mollify the angry tenants who packed the 
several demonstrations which the League organised. 
2 Moreover, the decision 
of the biscuit manufacturers, p. roprietors of upwards of one hundred multi- 
occupied houses, could scarcely fail to encourage*the owners of lesser 
properties. ' ' 
Soutter's noted secularism compelled Rector Lewis to decline any formal 
identification. with-the Labour Leaguel although he remained in the forefront 
of the agitation, committed to its general principles, offering the League 
facilities, and speaking from its-platform. 
3 And whatever their private 
1. South London Chronicle, 11 February 1899. 
2. Southwark Recorder, 17,24 June and 22 July 1899. 
3. Soutter, Fights for Freedom, p. 251. 
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reservations, the furore following Lewis's initial intervention, 
increasingly compelled other clergymen to adopt a sympathetic stance. 
Church schools, halls etc, were available for the asking. John Scott 
Lidgett, Methodist Warden of the Bermondsey Settlement$ which had apparently 
made some impact upon Peak Frean's female employees, 
1 
was active after a 
fashion. The Warden, who was something of a trimmer, was certainly 
conscious of the landlord's sensibilities - he had once refused the 
chairmanship of the Board of Guardians in order not to offend them2 - none 
the less 'felt bound to take a considerable part, not so much in protest 
against the landlords as in enforcing the i=ediate urgency of the Housing 
problem'. 
3 Although he led a deputation to the company, Messrs Peak Frean 
remained unrepentant. 
The ill-concealed displeasure of the tenants, as yet marshalled behind the 
Labour League, teetered on the brink, threatening to dissolve in spontaneous 
violence. In East London similar elemental passions were poised to explode 
in a futild racism. 'Tenants were openly threatening to "put the landlord's 
light out". Some of them refused point blank to pay the extra rent and 
closed the doors and barricaded their windows against the collectors. To 
prevent distraint they distributed their furniture among neighbouring friends'. 
Anti-landlordism was soon displaced by anti-semitism, however. The East 
London Observer, under the caption I Rent Riots in Ernest Street I, carried 
A'ý e- 
following story: 
1. W. F. Lofthouse, 'The Warden of the Bermondsey Settlement', in 
Rupert E. Davies ed., John Scott Lidgettq A Symposium (1957). p. 62. 
2. J. Scott Lidgett, Reminiscences (1928), p- 38. Also see 'Report of an 
Interview with Mr H. V. Toynbee, in special charge of the C. O. S. Committee 
at St Olavels, Bermondsey, 19 July 18991, Booth MSS., B. 2739 p. 101. 
3- Eighth Annual Report of the Bermondsey Settlement (1899), p. 42. 
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The position in regard to Ernest Streetq Stepney, is 
unique. So strong, indeedg is the local feeling, 
that at present a number of houses are empty because 
incoming tenants are seriously threatened if they 
take the houses at the higher rent their lives won't 
be worth many years purchase. Some of the houses 
are already wrecked; windows and doors are broken 
and burst; the surrounding population is in a general 
state of ferment, and the evictions which take place 
daily only tend to fan the flame. In essentials a 
Judenhetze prevails, and though we do not believe 
there is anything more than a local significance, it 
is, of course, quite obvious that such a feeling ought 
not to be encouraged, because although its beginning -1 
may be small, like a rivulet, its ending may be great. 
In Bermondsey, by contrast, the comparatively smaller, well-establishedt 
but still unstudied, Irish community, - the Jews of Bermondsey, so to 
speak - appear to have played no peculiarly identifiable part in the 
campaign. Soutter, however, was conscious of the volatile mood within 
the locality. In nearby Lambeth violent resistance was expected to 
accompany the clearances caused by the improvement of Waterloo station. 
Those involved were truly desperate: 
These latter are viewing the coming displacement with 
something more than mere alarm, as ejectment for them 
means in many, cases loss of employment, and in that of 
a good few others possible starvation, as they cannot 
carry on their occupations elsewhere. The people about 
to beýunhoused are specially indignant ... and they have 
been holding meetings lately at which they expressed their 
dissatisfaction with no uncertain voice. As they are 
not inclined to give in without a struggle, there is every 
probability that the aid of the police will have to be 
called in to effect their ejectment and the people of 
London may be treated, very shortly to a repetition of the 
eviction s2 enes which outraged the whole of Ireland a few 
years ago. 
Quotation from_Haw,, No Room To Live, p. 69. On housing and cognate 
matters relativeAo the genesis of anti-semitism in this period, see Lloyd' 
P. Gartner, The Jewish Immigrant in Enýland 1870-1914 (1960); John-A Garrard, 
The English and Immigration 1880-1910 (1971); Bernard Gainer, The Alien 
Invasioll 01-9-7-2-Y-; and W. J. Fishman, East End Jewish Radicals 1875-1914 C1975)- 
2. Labour Leader, 13 May 1899. 
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The formation of an energetic 'Watch Committeel checked the L. S. W. R. 's 
attempts to evade the provision of suitable alternative accommodation, 
and for the moment defused the crisis. But the tension remained. 
'The landlords of the metrop olis', Soutter declared, 'had done more to 
stir up the people than all the reformers of London could dot, 
2 But 
he was far from certain whether popular fury could be contained. A speech 
by W. C. Steadman extolling the benefits of controlled rents, for which 
Irish legislation provided a precedent, provoked a disturbingly jocular 
3 cry from an enthusiastic audience, 'Shoot the landlords' . The speaker 
hastened to affirm his faith in the parliamentary road to progress. 
Soutter endorsed the sentiment. 'It must be remembered that they were not 
making war upon landlords in person', he remarked, 'but upon the system 
which all owed them to do such things'. Nothing, he agreed 'would bring 
the landlords to their senses quicker than a "No Rent Manifesto", and then 
the Government would soon find out what was wrong'. Soutter, however, 
'was not given to indulging in a spirit of despair. They were not forced 
into that position, and he wanted to see the victory over the landlords 
gained in a way marked by justice'. 
Frank Soutter, like most working class reformers, possessed an undisguised 
contempt for the spurious epicurian disposition of the populace: its coarse, 
vulgar, and sometimes brutalising amusements were exasPerating distractions 
which furrowed the brow of political activists everywhere. A founder member 
1. 'Report of an Interview with Miss Cons, 19 December 18991, Booth MSS., B. 2739 p. 149. - 
2. Southwark Recorder, 8 July 1899. 
3. Southwark Recorder, 1 July 1899. 
4. Southwark Recorder, - 29 July 1899. 
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of the Sunday Shakespeare Society, he was, like Tom Mann, Frederick Rogers 
and other contemporaries, possessed of a voracious but insatiable passion 
for the finest literature. A life-long abstainer, Soutter too was a 
devotee of self-improvement, though not of course a slavish adherent to 
the bland destructive egotism which it often engendered. He had, in 
John Burns's phrase 'a touch of the Puritan in him'. They were, indeed, 
kindred spirits. The moral elevation of the masses to which Radical, 
Secularist, and Socialist were alike co=itted, waited upon the growth of 
a mature rationalism. This desirable state was, of course, to be nurtured 
within an ordered structure. The proletarian cosmos was conceived aboVe 
all as an organised phenomenon. The, world of labour was finite and 
associational. Spasmodic violence directed at landlords, bailiffs, or 
policemen, threats and intimidation of rent collectors, the destruction of 
property, the mere registration of protest, anonymous andalarchic, all 
indulgent private acts, the unlettered, grafitti of the i mpoverished, 
these and such like alien ephemera would not reduce rents nor provide 
decent housing. -- But equally, in the absence of some immediate relief, 
the prospects for a sustained campaign were limited. Already families 
were being broken up'and forced into the workhouse for want of room to live. 
The outcry provoked by Messrs Peekq Frean & Co. underlined the irrelevance 
of the Bermondsey Labour League's pro-Boe*r stance and questioned its somewhat 
indeterminate ecumenicalism. The tenants deteriorating situation indicated 
the need for greater acuity. C. H. -Chapman, a member of the ILP, provided 
the first intimation of new thinking. In a letter published, in the local 
newspaper, he emphasised the centrality of the rent issue. 'The agitation 
1. Soutter, Fights for Freedom, p. 16 
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now started can be made the biggest and most effective which has taken 
place in London for years. We have now reached a, point when something 
must be done, and that quickly'. It was no longer enough to press for 
long-term municipal housing programmes: 
A reform such as this will unfortunately, take some 
years to accomplish, but in the meantime something 
in the direction of lowering present high rents may 
be carried out if there is sufficient determination 
on the part of those who are suffering from the evil. 
In order to thoroughly organise an attempt to lower 
Bermondsey rents, I would 1 suggest 
the formation of 
a Tenants Defence League. 
In North London tenants had already embarked upon such a course. The 
Tottenham Working Men's Housing League was formed to bring the protection 
of the law to the harrassed occupants of the area. 
2 Membership reached 
800 following an early victory on the Coleraine Park Estate which resulted 
in a negotiated reduction, a halving of the 1s. a week increase that had 
3 first been announced. Its influence was quickly felt in the neighbouring 
districts. A spokesman for the nearly 500-strong Cheshunt Working Men's 
Housing League told an early ffieeting he would 'like to see bigger joints 
to carve in the houses of the working classes and more room to carve them 
in'. 
4 
The campaign was also taken up by the 450 members of the newly 
formed Edmonton Housing League. 5 
The secretary of the Workmen's National Housing Council viewed the activities 
of these affiliates with satisfaction. Proprietors had assured him that 
statutory rent control would provoke the fiercest resistance. 'Courts 
for the settlement of Fair Rents in towns', declared the Estates Gazetteg 
1. Southwark Recorder, 24 June 1899. 
2. Labour Leader, 13 May 1899. 
3- Housing Journal, Augut 1901 and June 1902. 
4. HoUSing Journal, June 1901 and May 1903. 
5. Housing Journal, November 1901. 
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'will not come in this country until common-sense, like political 
economy, has been banished to Jupiter and Saturni. Yet, if 
'tenants 
could only be so mobilised and the Rubicon crossed, a dramatic trans- 
formation in the agitation might be swiftly affected and victory assured. 
It was this belief which earlier led him to outline a programme, described 
by the Daily News as 'a plan of campaign which recalls the balmy days of 
the Irish agitation', for a co-ordinated series of rent strikes which 
would force Westminster to concede. 
2 The solid trade unionists who 
composed the executive of the Housing Council were not convinced. Their 
caution is readily understandable. 
The difficulties entailed in the organisation of a rent strike were 
formidable. First, the landlord differed from all other creditors in 
the possession of a summary right to distrain upon the goods of defaulting 
tenants as well as the power to I terminate a tenancy at will and evict the 
occupant thereafter. Beyond the proper fulfilment of contractual duties, 
the law recognised no further obligations whatsoever. Octavia Hill knew 
3 
what she was about when describing the position as 'a tremendous despotism'. 
It is true that moral sanctions did exist which could, under certain circum- 
stances, be brought to bear upon the aggressive exercise of unbridled avarice 
as, for example, occurred in Salford during the post-Reform Bill agitation. 
But the outcome was always uncertain. Even where roused, public opinion 
could not shake the resolve of a really determined proprietor. The 
obduracy of the British coal owner is in this respect too well known. 
And, moreover, while such sympathy might be forthcoming in a one-off campaign 
1. Estate's Gazette'. 19 May 1899, p. 849. 
2. Minutes of the Workmen's Housing Council, 4 December 1899; Daily News, 
5 December 1899., -, 
3 Royal Commission on Housing_of the Working Classes, PP. 9 1884-5, XXXI q. 8; 67. 
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for the redress of a specific act of injustice, it was not likely to be 
readily extended to the kind of campaign such as Knee envisaged. 
Second, the home as an arena for self-expression was not to be lightly 
hazarded upon the vagaries of a rent strike, and an entanglement with an 
unfamiliar judicial process. Investigators in(, Lancashire during the inter 
war years discovered innumerable poor middle-aged women, often war widowsl 
living in abject poverty, with little educationt few skills, and nothing to 
look forward to - nothing that is, except the silent joys and personal 
pleasures of domestic privacy. These people, it was noted, held on to 
their 'few possessions with grim determination': 
Even if all their belongings are only worth a few 
shillings, their present home is the only home 
they know.... Their few pieces of property are 
of far greater value to them than an outsider can 
readily understand .... Many of them have 
experienced their only happiness 1 in making their 
single rooms "a bit of a home". 
Nearly a century earlier Mayhew had found the same inner directed sentiment 
amongst the poorest inhabitants of the vilest slums. Indeedq the literature 
is replete with references to these, the 'quiet uncomplaining poor' - 
exceptions9 no doubt, but visible and apparently growing in number throughout 
the century. Sir Robert Ensor may have exaggerated in describing Home 
Sweet Home as 'a second National Anthem' 
2 but the cult of home is a 
factor which cannot be cursorily dismissed when considering working class 
reluctance to engage in rent strikes. The refusal to do so was not, 
however, a matter of calculation: ideologyq Dr. Althusser reminds ust 
is the lived relation between men and their world. Allied to a sombre 
1. Pilgrim Trustj-MenýWi , thoutl Work (Cambri , dge 1938), p. 251 
2.,. 
-R. 
C. K'. 'Ensor, England 1870-1914, (Oxford 1936), p. 169 
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Lassalean pessimism was anawful immobilising fixation upon the dominant 
rights of private property. 'This law of rent'q declared one socialist, 
'which takes to itself automatically every rise in wages, every municipal 
improvement, though that may also involve an increase in rates, every social 
betterment of whatever description, is the modern Frankenstein. It is 
far more of an iron law than ever Ricardo's law of wages was. For you 
can strike against industrial conditions; but a rent strike at once 
involves a thousand laws which safeguard private property 
I. 1 
Even the miners, who as tenants were in some respects better placed than 
most, drew back from such a confrontationg although rent strikes in mining 
communities were not unknown. 
2 There had been intermittent attempts to 
obtain redress, but it was, not until after the brutal ejectments of striking 
railwaymen at Hamiltonýand Motherwell in 1891 coming hard on the heels of 
the violent scenes at Silksworth in the previous year thattrade unionists 
began to campaign with greaterýdetermination for an amendment preventing 
the eviction of the tenants of company housing during an industrial dispute. 
3 
In this instance, however, tenure formed part of the relations of production, 
and the Home Office refusedýto countenance such alterations as might 
prejudicially affect the employers position. In the words of an anonymous 
scribe: 
The proposal-constitues a fresh departure from the 
principle of freedom of contract; and it is possible 
that the Bill might'have the effect of discouraging 
the excellent work which railway companies and other 
large employers of-labour are doing in the way of 
providing comfortable houses for their workpeople. 
1. Labour Leader, 24 June 1904. 
2. Piers Beirne, Fair Rent and Legal Fiction-0977), p. 220. note 10. 
3- See 'Evictions During Trades Disputes', PRO. HO. 45/10537/154025; 
Report of Second Annual Scottish Trades Union Congress (1898), pp. 8-11,15, 
17,43; Report of Third Annual Scottish T. U. C. (1899), p. 9; Report of 
Fourth Annual Scottish T. U. C. (1900), P. 7. 
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-This proposal might also, if it became law, operate 
very considerably to the disadvantage of an employer 
of fresh hands if he were unable to provide them with 
accommodation; and would clearly therefore put 1a 
powerful weapon in the hands of the strikers. 
The failure of relatively powerful associations of workers - the Scottish 
Trade Union Congress or the Miners Federation of Great Britain - did, not 
encourage isolated groups of tenants to willingly engage the growing 
combinations of property owners. 
Rent strikes, which do not of course exhaust the purposes of combination 
amongst, tenants, were regarded as a last resort. Tenants in general 
appear to have removed quietly when presented with a rent increase that 
over-strained their slender resources or, if possibleg sought a corresponding 
xege increase. The desire to moderate inflationary wage demands was not 
the least of the factors which eventually led to the introduction of rent 
control. Hitherto, the tenants' decision was dictated by a combination of 
factors - the nature of his or her occupation, the state of trade, and the 
character of the local housing market. It was when conditions militated 
against removal, often during an upswing. in the building cycle when all 
choice, however limited, was temporarily constricted, that latent antagonisms 
came to the fore. These episodic outbursts, it will be seen, were not 
the prelude to continuous organisation: on the contrary, they were 
indicative of the desperation to which the participants were reduced. 
2 
Meanwhile, the Bermondsey Labour League had become embroiled in a bruising 
1. Memoranduo, 'Workmen's Houses Tenure Bill, 19011, PRO. Ho. 45/10557/ 
165795. 
2. Cf. Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette Movement (1931), P. 529. 
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campaign designed to forestall further evictions occasioned by the 
decision to proceed with the construction of a new electric power 
generator. The struggle with the local authority absorbed its energies 
during the first six months of 1900 in the course of which Soutter 
succeeded in alienating 'Progressive reactionists', former supporters 
such as William Stevenson of the Builders' Labourers' Union, as well as 
the management of the Gladstone Working Men's Club. The campaign failed. 
Radical forces remained weak and divided. Tenants were left to shift 
for themselves. The Bermondsey Labour League lingered awhile, an 
inconsequential Political zombie. 
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IV 
Ever since the passage of the Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act, 
1869, there had been a steady decline in the amount of rebate which the 
metropolitan local authorities were willing to allow. But this downward 
movement was constantly impeded; for the minimum compulsory allowance 
(15 per cent) established a threshold below which owners refused to 
compound when the arrangement was optional and the rebate discretionary. 
As the Statistical Officer of the L. C. C. remarked: 'Since they cannot be 
rated compulsorily without a rebate of 15 per cent being allowed (without 
agreement to-pay full or empty) they are naturally slow to accept a smaller 
rebate with such agreement'. 
1 In spite of the reduction in the scale of 
abatements, none of the rating authorities, except Lewisham and Islington, 
had found it possible'to forego compounding in its entirety. At the same 
time the inexorable pressure of rising rates made the search for further 
economies-ever pressing. However, it was in the poorest districts where 
this pressure was-'most intense that compounding was most extensive. 
2 it 
provided landlords with a'powerful source of leverage. 
In Southwark where the compounding allowance amounted to Z8,000 per annuml 
3 
the new Borough Council that took office following the reorganisation of 
1. Memorandum, on the Practice of Compounding for Rates in the Administrative 
County of London, by tdgar Harper, HLS, Appx. No. I, p. 275 
2. On this, see Memorandum of the Metropolitan Rate Collectors' 
Association and Appx. No. XIII (A) & (B), R. C. Poor Laws, Appx- vol. ixt 
qq. 93519-93524,93540- 93551; - and Harper, Memorandum, I pp- 274-276. 
South London-Chr6nicle, 29 June 1901. 
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metropolitan local government, determined to continue the work of its 
I 
predecessor. In 1898 the discount had been reduced from 25 to 15 per cent. 
' 
In May 19019 landlords were informed that the allowance was henceforth 
reduced by a further 2j per cent. This proved unacceptable. There 
followed nothing less than a 'landlords' strike'. 
2 
The militants were drawn from amongst the most prominent property owners 
in the locality: the Peabody and Guinness Trustees; the Industrial 
Dwellings Company; Messrs Sutton and Dudley, proprietors of upwards of 
4,000 pairs of tenements; Edward Yates, the largest builder in South * 
London; 3 and James Pullen, one of the biggest and harshest of landlords. 
4 
Together they accounted for almost half the total rateable value of the 
borough. The local authority was left to try and recover the rates as 
best it could from more than 5,000 occupiers. 
Southwark Borough Council's Rating Committee picked up the gauntlet and 
prepared to give battle. It sought to enlist the support of the tenants. 
A circular issued with the demand note explained that the reversion to direct 
rating was forced upon the Council by the greed of the landlords who accepted 
10 per cent in Camberwell but refused 121 per cent in Southwark which, taken 
in conjunction with the additional 15 per cent deduction for repairs, 
1. Harper, Memorandum, p. 275 
2. South London Chronicle, 4 May 1901. 
3- On Yates's building operations, see H. J. Dyos, Victorian Suburbt A St 
of the Growth of Camberwell (Leicester 1973). pp. 127-135. 
4. The local vicar gave the following character: 'He had the poorest opinion 
of Pullen. Rents were high all round, but this man is the worst screw, and 
very rough, boorish and ignorant. The very worst landlord that the poor 
can have to deal with, is, the Rector thought, a self-made man who is also ignorant, and of this class Pullen appears to be a horrid example'. 'Report 
of an Interview with the Rev. Canon Palmer, Rector of St. Mary, Newington, 23 January 19001, Booth MSS., B. 275, pp. 195-7. Cf. James Pullen: Obituary, 
South London Chronicle, 10 August 1901. 
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insurance, and maintenance allowed in the assessment of rateable value, 
was more'than adequate to cover all contingencies. The circular also 
made the more important point thatq where in some cases landlords had 
reduced the ren't,, the reduction was insufficient because it was calculated 
upon the_. compound rate rather than the full rate which the tenant was 
compelled to pay_without any discount. It was alleged that in consequence 
of the new arrangements and the pretext it provided for raising rents, 
landlords were making an extra 20 per cent out of their tenants. The 
situation was reminiscent of the crisis which followed the passage of the 
Reform. Bill nearly forty years earlier. 
Organised resistance centred in the first instance on three streets 
intersected by the Old Kent Road at its southern approach. In the summer of 
1901 the occupants of, the 150 properties in Cornbury Street and Comus Place 
were summonsed for six months' rates and ordered to pay within seven days. 
I The tenants were stunned. None. had the slightest intimation of the reversion 
to direct rating, 
,,, 
The landlord was determined 
'to 
exploit the situation to 
the full,, 
, 
Enquiries on the part of the occupants elicited nought but 
'a coarse rejoinder'. 
-, 
Tenants were henceforth to be compelled to pay the 
rates as,,, well-as, 
-, 
the_old rent. In nearby Marcia Road, adjacent to the 
Bricklayers Arms, Edward Yates, owner of upwards of forty properties, 
remained'obdurate. Injustice was, in this case, aggravated by the intro- 
duction, of differential assessments in consequence of the London Government 
Act, 1899. sideof the street was thereby transferred to Bermondsey; 
the other. remained within the jurisdiction of St. George the Martyr where 
assessments were 2s. in the Z lower* 
2 
1. South London 
' 
Chronicle, 18 May 1901; George Haw, Britain's Homes: 
A Study of the Empires Heart Disease (1902), p. 162 
2. Southwark Recorder, 20 July 1901. 
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Notwithstanding the ravages of urban re-development, the district formed 
part of an area in which, according to Booth, there is said to be a love 
of home not often found; an almost romantic attachment of the respectable 
poor to their little courts, not e'asily to be reproduced'. 
1 The character 
of the occupants is not inconsistent with this judgement. A memorial 
submitted to Yates bearing the signatures of all but two of his seventy six 
tenants declared it 'very hard that good old tenants like most of us have 
been' should be so ill-treated. Soutter described them as 'decent, sober, 
2 industrious working people' . Marcia Roadq on the basis of 
Booth's 
classification of London streets by colour, was inhabited by the comfortable 
working classes; the -tenants of the remaining streets, though not so well-off, 
were not of the most wretched slum dwellers. 
On the evening of Monday, 15 July 1901, a protest meeting of weekly tenants 
was held at the corner of Surrey Squaret Old Kent Road. It attracted a 
large audience, estimated at 1,000 persons* The proceedings were orderly. 
Mr. F. S. Soutter who, in the words of a dextrous reporter, 'is ever in the 
forefront of such battles, put the case of the tenants in an eýhaustive 
speech'. The meeting adjourned at 10-30 having unanimously resolved upon the 
3 formation of a Tenants Protection League. 
In addition to its open air agitation, the Bermondsey Tenants Protection 
League engaged a solicitor to provide paid up members with free legal 
assistance to resist the extortionate demands of landlords and rent collectors. 
A committee was appointed to meet every Thursday from 8-30 to 10-15 P-m- 
1. Life and Labour, 1st Ser. 9 I, p. 263; also R. A. Bray, 'The Boy and the 
Family', in E. J. Urwick ed., Studies of Boy Life in Our Cities (1904), p. 29. 
2. Southwark Recorder, 3s 31 August 1901. 
3- Southwark Recorder, 20 July 1901. 
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at the 'Help Myself Coffee Palace', Old Kent Road, to enrol members, 
receive the fixed twopence weekly subscription, and to review their 
complaints. Tenants were instruct6d to ignore any verbal alteration in 
the tenancy upon which the landlord might insist, and on no account to 
enter into any written agreement without prior consultation. The 
subscription card also carried the following advice: 
When the landlord becomes a defaulter to the parish, 
and refuses to pay the rates, the law does not require 
the tenant to find the money to help the landlord out 
of the difficulty. When the rate collector calls upon 
the tenant to pay the rates, the tenants should at once 
cease paying rent and pay the rates instead. Then give 
the landlord his rate receipts instead of cash. If he 
refuses to accept them, or abuses you for paying the 
rates, or in any other way seeks to intimidate you by 
unlawful threats report the matter at once to the 
officers of the Tenants Protection League. 
The idea was to bring an action against the landlord for breach of contract 
and violation of the law. 
1 But it was not easy to overcome the deeply- 
rooted inhibition against any kind of involvement with the judicial process. 
Members needed encouragement. 'The most prudentionant'i Soutter declared, 
2 'war. he who was the boldest'. . 
Dr. Cooper, Bermondsey's Progressive - 
representative at Spring Gardens, offered a variant. He 'advised tenants 
who were put upon by their landlords to refuse fresh terms, and to make them 
go to the full length of the law'. Tenants, he argued, 'should not agree 
to new and extortionate terms, but should allow the landlord to get process 
against them. It would take him six weeks to get them out during which time 
1. Southwark Recorder, 27 July 1901- The Peabody Trust moved quickly to 
close the loop-hole. Tenants on its Blackfriars Road Estateg Southwark, 
were required to sign an agreement creating a fresh tenancy by which they 
undertook to pay the rates to the local authorities, and not to deduct the 
amount from the rent. The owners who had not made such arrangements were 
quickest to accept the 15 per cent allowance when the Borough Council later 
climbed down: 'Housing Question and the Rates', The Times,, 2 April 1902 
reprinted as Appx. No. XXXIII (A), R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ixg pp. 814-817. 
2. Southwark Recorder, 17 August 1901. 
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he could not get a farthing of rent, and if all adopted this method the 
landlords would soon find it did not pay'. 
1 But the former approach 
prevailed. 
'There never was a league started by a few working mený, without any capital, 
which in so short a time has proved so sucoessfull. 
2 Such was the 
expression reported a few' weeks after the inaugural meeting'. The first 
public demonstraýion drew a very considerable audience: 'Spl I endid order 
was maintained, and all present appeared to ýe in sympathy with the League'. 
3 
It was, like most subsequent meetings, a resounding success. In a matter of 
4 days subscriptions from almost 1,000 people were said to be pouring in. 
In the course of the'next fourteen months or so spectacular'advances were 
registered. A West Southwark Tenants Protection League, led by Dr.. Massie, 
a general practitioner, and S. W. Pascall, the noted local confectioner and 
a leading Liberal luminary, was formed early in August. At its Peak it 
had branches at'Brentford, Vauxhallg Peckham'and Dulwich. 
5 The enlarged 
central committee attracted increasing support from local notables - borough 
and county'councillors, guardians, clergymen, the political secretary of 
the North Camberwell Working Men's Club, and Dr. T. J. Macnamara, the 
local Liberal M. P. 
6 
1. Southwark Recorder, 
2. Southwark Recorder, 
3- Southwark Recorder, 
4. Southwark Recorder, 
5. Southwark Recorder, 
6. -Southwark Recorder, 
2ý July 1901. 
31 August 1901. 
27 July 1901. 
3 August 1901. 
29 November 1902. 
12 October 1901. 
I 
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Contact was made quickly with the relatively superior but equally 
hard-pressed tenants of the commercial dwellings companies who probably 
constituted the chief source of popular support. The Sutton and Dudley's 
Buildings, Walworth, provided in excess of one hundred recruits. Support 
was, also forthcoming from 'several hundred of Guinness Trust tenants'. 
Amongst the 420 tenants of the Peabody Buildings, Blackfriars Road, 
there was said to be 'a widespread feeling of disgust and annoyance 
prevailing throughout the buildings'. The original militants had not 
been, displaced, however. James Binham of Marcia Roadq Bermondsey, 'an old 
trade unionist who had been engaged in many conflicts with the mastersIt 
an indefatigable campaigner across South London, exemplified the energy 
and resource which many of his equally humble neighbours brought to the 
1 
cause. 
The Bermondsey and West Southwark Tenants Protection Leagues were, within a 
few weeks, described as having 'already assumed somewhat gigantic proportions'. 
The Southwark Recorder, asympathetic newspaper which reported their proceedings 
in extenso, was. confident that victory was at hand in view of 'the vast 
interests disturbed by the even mild revolt of tenants against their landlords 
which at present exists'. 
2 In fact, the Borough Council did not concede 
until quite late in the, year. In the interval the tenants had conducted 
a campaign which, if not an unqualified triumph, was not without its moments. 
In Cornbury Street and Comus Place the crisis which had precipitated the 
formation of the 13ermondsey Tenants Protection League quickly moved to a 
denouement. On the morning of 17 JulY 1901, the brokers' men accompanied 
*1. Southwark Recorder, 17 August 1901. 
2. Southwark Recorder, 17 August 1901. 
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by the local rate collector, made their appearance. 'About thirty of 
I 
the tenants, by withdrawing inside and shutting both doors and windows 
managed to prevent the brokers entering'. Those who were taken unawares 
had their homes entered, an inventory madeq and the three shillings' 
cost charged to the tenant. Eighty four warrants were issued. 
Eight tenants, who were threatened with immediate distraint in order 
to encourage the others, promptly paid up. 
Councillor Frederick Redman, chairman of the Rating Committee - the very 
same body which at the outset had appealed for the support of the tenants 
against the landlords - expressed confidence in the conduct of the brokers. 
The collector, too, he declared, had 'behaved with propriety and consideration 
for the unfortunate people concerned'. This statement was issued to the 
Press as a rebuttal of the allegations of unlawful behaviour which Soutter, 
when invited before the Committeeg was unable to substantiate, so it was 
claimed. 
2 Neither the Mayor nor the Borough Council who were also 
approached, showed any inclination to question the collective wisdom of 
Councillor Redman and his colleagues. Soutter, however, was not disposed 
to withdraw: on the contrary, in the course of the following five months 
the Tenants Protection-League and its lawyers produced incontrovertible 
evidence that local brokers customarily acted in defiance of the law in 
the execution of their duties. 
On 13 August 1901, William Bishop, occupant of three rooms in Forest Roadq 
Bermondsey, an exemplary tenant, received the following communication: 
1. Southwark Recorder, 27 JulY 1901- 
2. Southwark Recorder, 17 August 1901. 
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Sir, please take notice you will be ejected 
from your rooms if not gone at once. Do 
not make. any, mistake about it; it will be 
done. A&H Lott. To a bad lodger. 
Two days later, during Mr Bishop's absence, the brokers' men arrived 
and, with the connivance, of the landlord, proceeded, in the words of 
counsel for, the complainant, to 'tear out the furniture in a most 
1 
ruthless way'., Forcible entry and the commission of malicious damage 
was, in fact$ frequent. Spokesmen for the Tenants Protection League 
could cite-n, umerous similar cases. So indeed could local missionaries. 
The, redress of, such grievances had long formed part of the staple, of, their 
2 
work. -Moreover, 
the broker customarily extorted a hefty six shillings 
'storage feel_ for the return of those goods whichq during the course of 
unlawful sequestration, had not-been broken, stolen, or lost. 
Messrs A. & A., Lott of Trinity Streetg-Borough, an expýrienced firm of 
certificated bailiffs,, were amongst the most notorious offenders. This 
well-known and much, respected partnership, wholoften acted on behalf of 
the police. courtand the'County Court, should, the Tenants Protection 
League decidedg. be, made. to serve as an example; a warning to others against 
the commission of further outrages, and an advertisement for the power which 
tenants, when, united, could exert. The League's resources were mobilised 
for a protracted-legal battle and several prosecutions were brought before 
the magistrateý , 1ý ýI 
Mr'Alfred Lott, theýsenior partner, scorned the puny efforts of his 
1. Southwark Recorder 31 August 1901. 
2, W. L. Vyvyan ed.,, Charterhouse in Southwark, Some Account of the 
Charterhouse Mission 1'885-1892 (n. d. ), p. -7. 
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liliputian adversaries. In conversation with the three plaintiffs 
after one of the numerous police court hearings, Mr. Lott, Soutter 
recalled, 'thought fit to intrude his presence in our midst, and in 
his most characteristic style say I'Ah! you will want more Itwopences' 
than you will ever get to smash me". ' This 'impertinent remark', he 
supposed, was a 'vulgar sneer' at the inadequacy of the League's 
meagre finances. Lott had unwittingly touched an exposed nerve. 
The League's Honourable Secretary, in fact, became somewhat reticent 
whenever critics demanded the publication of an annual balance sheet. 
2 
But on this occasion-the harsh and over-bearing defendant had under-estimated 
the strength of the opposition: funds were sufficient, the tenants determined; 
retribution was nigh. Before the end of the year this would-be Goliath - 
champion of the broking fraternity - had been humbled, his certificate. 
withdrawn, and his conduct held up to public execration by one of His 
Majesty's County Court Judges. Thus emboldened, the tenants girded their 
loins and went forth to give battle to the Philistine hosts'lurking in 
'the 
hinterland. In Deptford and Camberwell the enemy had been engaged; in 
Dulwich the Tenants Protection League scored a notable victory. 
3 Valuable 
experience had been gained. 
4 
It is not without significance that the 
1. Southwark Recorder, 14 December 1901. 
2. See letter of 'A Subscriber', Southwark Recorder, 1 February 1902. 
It might-be-added that, whatever-its finances, the League was apparently 
able to sustain quite substantial losses. At one point it had two cases 
in the County Court: lin, the-one we were defeated on a technicalityg and 
in the other, the defendant, rather than face the consequences of his illegal 
acts, cut. his, -thro4t on a, South Western train and the case was struck outl the joint result to us being a loss of Z21'. Soutter to Fred Knee, E2as-i-IM 
Journal, May 1903. 
3. There are extensive reports of the agitation conducted by the Dulwich 
Branch of the Tenants' Protection League in the Dulwich & Peckham Post, 1902 
4. Dan, Rider, one,, of, the League's most active supportersq later put the 
knowledge to advantage. In 1915 he founded the War Rents League which played 
an important part in the agitation for rent control and in the subsequent 
campaign to publicise and consolidate the protection which had been won: 
See Dan Rider, Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants (1927). 
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disgraced Lott, whose certificate was later restored, should have been 
treated to a public dinner by some fifty tradesmen and others; a ritualised 
though none the less provocative affirmation of the bonds uniting the 
petit bourgeois creditor classes of South London whose authority had been 
s6rudely challenged in the recent past. 
1 
Although legal defence work was vital to encourage tenants to continue the 
resistance, the League's absorption in litigation to some extent reflects 
the impasse which had quickly been reached in the campaign for the 
restoration of compounding. Neither the owners nor the local authority 
had, notwithstanding the numerous protest meetings and several appeals 
addressed to them, evinced any desire to compromise. The obduracy of the 
Peabody Trust in particular excited the greatest indignation. Its apparent 
alignment with rapacious landlords such as Pullen or Yates seemed inexplicable. 
The Trust was in fact experiencing acute difficulties. 
In spite of its preferential status (the Peabody Donation Fund enjoyed complete 
exemption from the income tax and from inhabited house duty where weekly 
rentals were not in excess of 7s. 6d. ), the Trust found it hard to reconcile 
its obligations as a charitable housing agency with the reproduction of the 
profits vital for the progressive'extension of its operations. In 1898 
the Governors had tried to offset, the loss in income from the reduced 
compounding allowance by raising rents. 
2 But this simple expedient could 
not be repeated indefinitely, not without having to foresake the attempt 
(or even the pretence)-of providing decent accommodation for the-respectable 
poor, Meanwhile the advance in the cost of wages and materials was 
relentless. The unresolved dilemma was obvious from the low return on 
1. Cf. letter of Soutterl Southwark Recorder, 3 January 1903- 
Daily Chronicle, 1 April 1899. 
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capital which in 1901 reached its nadir being fractionally less than 
21 per cent. The Governors had no option but to stand firm against the 
local authorities in Southwark and elsewhere. 
To the tenants their attitude seemed incomprehensible; for the Governors 
accepted the lower allowance offered by the Camberwell Borough Council 
but refused the higher award in Southwark. When challenged the Trustees 
2 
seemed unable to offer a satisfactory answer. Some became convinced 
that this so called charitable Donation was being misused. The fact that 
its governing board was graced by the Rt. Hon. Walter Long, Conservative 
President of the Local'Government Board, seemed, to the Radical Secretary 
of the'Tenants Protectibn League, to constitute evidence of a prima facie 
case'of'maladministration. Soutter, outraged and perplexed, tried to commit 
the League ýo a campa, ign for a parlimentary enquiry into its management. 
3 
The struggle between the local authority and the owners thus continued, and 
all the'whileg'as Soutter put it in an address to the Prime Minister, the 
occupants continued to be 'mowed down by each of the combatants in a most 
ruthless manner'. The Salisbury administration had no interest in such 
4 
matters. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannermang however, received a private 
deputation ýnd listened sympathetically for more than one hour and forty 
minutes"whilethe League's spokesmen explained their predicament. The 
Leader 11 of the Opposition promised to circulate their grievances amongst his 
' -' -5 colleagues, This'was tactful - but that was all. 
1. 'The Housing' Question &-Local RatesIq Appx. No. XXXIII (A), R. C. Poor 
Laws, Appx. vol. ix, pp. 814-617. 
2. Daily Chronicle,, 2 September 1901. 
3-, Southwark Recorder, 17 August and 12 October 1901. 
4. Southwark Recorder, 24 August 1901. 
5- Southwark Recorder, 17 August 1901. 
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The victory, when finally it came, proved something of an anti-climax. 
In November, 1901, the Borough Council, faced with a mounting deficit, 
at last climbed down. But the terms of surrender brought little solace 
to those who had already lost their homes. Nothing, moreover, could 
really compensate 
ior the anxieties generated in the previous six months. 
The triumphal cup was in any case dashed from the lips even before its 
sweetness could be savoured. Early in the spring of 1902, private and 
corporate landlords were reported to be taking advantage of the reversion 
to compounding and again raising rents. 
The Peabody Trust remained intransigent. Encouraged by the crumbling 
resolve of the Southwark Borough Council, it refused to revert to the old 
arrangement unless the discou nt was raised by a further 2j per cent. This 
2 the local authority refused, Elsewhere too the Governors determined 
upon a hard line; and they were not alone. The Artisans', Labourers', and 
General Dwellings Company, which withdrew rather than accept the reduced 
allowances on its Noel Park and Queens Park estatesq spoke for many: 
We did not take it because if we did so from Paddington, 
we should have to take it from 3 Marylebone, 
Battersea, and 
half a dozen other places .... 
This determined'display was sufficient to bring the authorities in Westminster 
and St. Pancras into line and cuts in the compound allowance'were promptly 
restored. The Peabody Trust also adopted a general rule to refuse to enter 
into compounding agreements with any local authority where the discount 
was less than_15 per cent. -, In addition, it began to seek from 
the local 
1. See correspondence of W. Edwards and S. W. Pascall, Southwark Recorders 
22 March and 5 April 1902; and Haw, Britain's Homes, P. -19-3-- 
2. Appx. No. XXXIII (A), R. C. Poor Laws, Appx. vol. ix, p. 816 
3- Artisans', Labourers', and General Dwellings Company, Annual Report 
(1905)9 P- 16. 
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authorities concessions comparable to those granted by the Board of Inland 
Revenue. 1 
I 
Its confidence was not shared by all corporate landlords. 'I may here 
explain that the Peabody Trust has been able to enforce direct payment of 
rates on the part of the tenants largely owing to the lowness of the rents 
charged', the Secretary to the Donation Fund told the Royal Commission on 
the Poor Laws. 'Where owners exact full rentsq the occupiers leave the 
buildings rather than submit to the annoyance of saving up and paying direct 
to the rate collector'. 
2 
This is precisely what happened. At Queens 
Park there was some talk of an organised rent strike amongst the occupants 
which the Workmen's National Housing Council tried to encourage3 but nothing 
came of it; most tenants preferred to vote with their feet when circumstances 
permitted. 
4 
Octavia Hill, who had been impressed by the resolve of the 
Peabody Trust to the point of herself introducing direct rating on the 
extensive South London estates which she managed on behalf of the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, later found that many tenants preferred a 
less spartan regime and removed to the new L. C. C. dwellings which became 
I 
available a few years after. In Islington, where the Borough Council 
1. See F. B. Crouch, Secretary to the Peabody Donation- Fund, 'Additional 
Memorandum Regarding Assessments upon Low Rates Dwelling 
., s 
and the Direct 
Payment of Rates by Occupiers', Appx. No. XXXIII (B), R. C. Poor Laws,, Appx* 
vol. ix, pp. 8174- 
2. 'Replies by F. B. Crouch', Appx. No. XXXIII, R. C. Poor Iaws, Appx. Vol. ix- 
P. 814. 
3- Housing Journal, October 1901. 
4. See L. C. C., Report by the Housing Manager to the Housing of the Working 
, 
Classes Committee: Norbury Estate, 17 February 19099 Ensor MSS (Unsorte 
5. Octavia Hill, Letters to My Fellow Workers (1906), p. 6 
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had earlier abolished compounding, the loss by empties on the various 
buildings of the commercial dwellings companies rose steadily until, 
in the case of the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company, the percentage 
ranged from 20 to 36. The restoration of compounding in this case was 
to the mutual benefit of both sides. 
1 
Peabody tenantsq however, were less prone to register passively their 
dissatisfaction. At Whitecross Street and Clerkenwell Buildings, Finsburys 
they organised and intervened successfully in the struggle between the 
d 
Borough Council and the Governors. Assessments were, in consequencef 
-reduced and tenants relieved of the liability of paying rates direct. 
2 
But, claimed the Secretary to the Peabody Fund, 'the most striking instance' 
of the political impact of direct rating was the action of the 433 tenants 
of one estate, in 1903, who organised the return of six candidates pledged 
to obtain an acceptable discount from the local authority in order to 
secure the reversion to the payment of rates and rents combined. 
Unfortunately', he added, 'no sooner have the tenants been allowed to revert 
to the payment of rates with their rents than they have entirely relapsed 
into their previous state of indifferencel. 
3 
Peabody tenants on the Blackfriars Road Estate, Southwark, were, as has 
already been seen, altogether less fortunate. With the exception of the 
1. Statement as to Compounding by Mr Arthur Moore, Secretary to the Improved 
Dwellings Company, Appx. No. XXXVII and Replies by Mr Thomas Wilkinson, 
Secretary to the East End Dwellings Company, Appx. XLI, R. C. Poor Laws, Appx- vol. 
ix, pp. 8239 825-826. 
2. For a succinct account of this episode, see F. B. Crouch, 'Special Report 
Concerning the Finsbury Assessments', Appx. No. XXXIII (D), R. C. Poor Laws, 
Appx. vol. ix, pp. 82o-821. 
3- 'Replies by F. B. Crouch', Appx. No. XXXIII, R. C. Poor Laws, Appx- vol- ixv 
p. 814. 
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Peabody Governorsq nearly all landlords had accepted the return to 
compounding at 15 per cent. The Tenants Protection League appeared 
a spent force., Rumours of its imminent demise abounded. Soutter tried 
to scotch them. There was much unfinished business, he insisted, 
In orderto consolidate the achievements so far gained it was necessary 
to advance on a broad front. Some form of socialised housing remained 
the key target. The League resumed the housing agitation which, ever 
since the collapse of the Bermondsey Labour League, had remained of 
secondary importance. 
On 12 February 1902 Bermondsey Town Hall was packed to capacity. A 
housing conference, attended by delegates representing all sections of 
metropolitan labour, borough councils, and boards of guardians, convened 
by the League, indicated the switch in emphasis. It was resolved that 
a deputation should wait upon the London Members of Parliamentq and a few 
weeks later that resolution was given effect. 
The Sergeant-at-Arms was startled by the three hundred irate delegates 
who arrived at St. Stephens in pursuit of the elected representatives 
of the Metropolis. There was no place in Sir John Barry's neo-Gothic 
enthusiasm for such eventualities. In due course the deputies were ushered 
into the Grand Committee Room of the House of Commons. It quickly lost its 
grandeur. Deputies were compelled to sit on the floor, an unconventional 
posture in that august building, but one considered preferable to their 
continued disconsolate meanderings through its stately corridors. The 
ti4enty one -Unionist Members, who several weeks earlier had voted against 
1. Southwark Recorder, 15 February 1902. 
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the proposals of organised labour as embodied in Dr. Macnamarals amendment 
to the Address, were the immediate object of attention. One by one they 
hastened to reassure the incredulous deputation - 'all expressing great 
sympathy with the working classes amidst derisive comments from the 
audience'. Dr. Macnamara, Radical Member for Camberwell and the 
parliamentary spokesman for the Workmen's National Housing Council, whose 
own apostacy still lay in the future, appeared 'to be taken aback by the 
militant tone of the delegates'. 
1 It was an impressive display of 
invective but whether or not it was politically astute was open to doubt. 
Knee for one censured the 'excessively bitter style of attack' and the 
neglect of substantive matters of housing policy. 'The feeling present 
in the minds of those addressed, as well as many of f; ie deputation themselves', 
he wrote, 'was that it was only "a Radical dodge"'. Soutter, like so many 
of that generation, seemed preoccupied with the mere registration of protest. 
'It is only right to say', Knee concluded, 'that the Workmen's National 
Housing Council Executive suspected the move from the very first, but as 
the Tenants' Defence League was an affiliated bodyq they could not well ignore 
them. We regret the throwing away of a splendid opportunity. 
2 
The Tenants Protection League, in consequence of the, temerity and resource 
of its dashing secretary, continued to hog the headlines nevertheless. 
In a move designed to attract the maximum publicityg embarrass the Government, 
even perhaps jolt it from its shameful complacency, Soutter decided to appeal 
direct to Edward VII who, as Prince of Wales, had been a member of the Royal 
1. Daily News, 5 March 1902. 
2. Housing_Journal, April 1902. 
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Commission on Housing nearly twenty years earlier. In April 1903 His 
ýajesty received several,. photographs. of Bermondsey slums accompanied 
, 
by a, supplicatory note in, the hand of this loyal s, ubjqct. On Good 
Friday,. Soutter escorted a gentleman of the Press on a tour of these 
districts. It made, good copy but failed to arrest the loss of momentum; 
, 
the League was in decline. These divisive ostentatious gestures were 
'incapable 
of revivingits flagging-spi, rits. The Tenants' Protection 
League, like the proverbial old soldier, simply faded away. 
-, Dai News, 8-April. 1903. - 
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7. Rents Agitation, 1912-. 121A 
The, final building boom of the uncontrolled economy collapsed at the 
same, time as the last Liberal Government took office, There was no 
connection. Demand had slackened some years earlier. Landlords were 
nevertheless to hold Mr, Llovd George responsible for the hard times 
that had overtaken themo This was to confuse symptom and cause* 
crisis of the Edwardian property market wasp in shortp the product of 
imperialism and social reform reacting upon an archaic-tax structure 
and striking at small house property with disproportionate severity. It 
was not simply a question of guns or butter; social tensions in Britain 
did, not. admitlof, any-such choice, Somehow provision had to be made for 
both-gans-and butter., Real, property bore the lion's share of the burden 
iii-the form of increased'rates and depreciating values* On the eve of 
the'Great Waji'the lion was exhausted., In retrospect it is apparent thatq 
eien beforelthe'advent of rent controlq the private rented sector of 
the'-housing market had-been-dealt a mortal-blow. 
2_ In Scotlandv where its 
protracted'deathý-rattle was, to be so painfully audible in the years which 
followed'p the decýidwafter 1901 witndased a more than 20 per cent 
13 reductionýin'the numbers-employed in the construction industry. In 
Glasgow'valueiýpliimmeted, The decline, howeveri was not quite as catast- 
rophic"as the-1ollowing table at-first-seems to suggest: 
1., H. W. Richardson and D. H. Aldcroftq Building in the British Economy 
between the Wars (1968)t pp. 27-32 provides a brief summary of the 
various'explanations offered for pre-war cyclical movements in 
building., 
2., The crisis of ths. Edwardian property market forms the subject of 
a forthcoming doctoral thesis by Mr. Avner Offer of Merton Colleget 
Oxfordq to whom I . owe 
this, point. 
3.. R. C. Housing in Scotlandq qq. 2282-2283. 
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_ 
Property Values in Glasgow I 
Number. of Total Price Average Year's Purchase 
Year Transactions Realised of Rental 
t 
1872 75 177#540 14.3 1876 73 2349295 17-0 1881", - 58 148p292 13.5 1886 67 140P935 12*8 1891 132 338po6g 13.0 1896 192 5809695 14.1 1901 - Ill 4159660 14.9 1906 41 100t400 13.0 1907, 40 84PO85 12*1 1908 33 61P705 12.20 1909 21 46,, 971 11-77 1910 24 549917 11.22 1911,14 18 24t626 9.75 1912 20 349695 9.50 1913, ý-"ý 12 l4t145 10.19 
Source: ýAppx. No* OXXX11, R. C. Housing in Scotlandt Up P-156. 
The-inflation, of the, mid-seventies represents a period of intense 
speculation in rentsq while the nadir of. 1911-12 refers to proprietors 
whol. for, one reason and-anotherv were forced to sell-up, The fourteen 
yearlp, pýrchase obt, ained-at the turn of the dentury was generally 
co. naidered, a, fair and attractive price* 
1 Recovery was retarded by 
severe industrial,, depressiong soaring local taxationg and the uncertain- 
ties created by the FinanceActf1glO. Above allp the flow of cheap capitalq 
which,, in. previous years offset rising building costs, had dried up, 
2 
although rents did not rise in proportion. On the contraryt the persist- 
3 
ently, high leyel of. empties intensified competition for occupants. New 
building. was thus impossible. William Frasert a recognised authority in these 
mattersq, reckoned', that the, net return on invested capital was not in excess 
1. R. C. -Housing in Scotlandq qq. 36092-38094. 
2 Cf, 'S cottish Land: Rel2ort-of the Scottish Land Enquiry Committee 4914); ip. 388-390. 
3* Wm. Frasert 'Fluctuations of the Building Trade and Glasgow's House 
Accomodationtl Proceedings of the Royal Philoso2hical. Society- of 
Glasgow (1908). p. 20* 
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of, 3j'per cent. and frequently less* 
1 The dramatic slump in turnover regist- 
ered-the, want of confidence in this once secure investment. On the eve of the 
Great War-business, was virtually at a standstill. 
In Ehgland and Wales:, too the property-market was in the doldrums. In the 
five years-prior to, the Kingto death turnover and values had both fallen by 
40 to, 50 Per cent. ý 
2 The industrial boom of 1913 signified the return to 
prosperity., In Scotlandp, where rents had remained stationery for nearly ten 
yearaq the anticipated, multiplier effect evokeduemories of a bygone era 
when rents,. were, high and markets buoyantp a profitable age to which 
investors hoped soon to return. At the beginning of 1914 landlords had 
'reasonable expectations' of-being able to increase their rents #to some 
extent nearer to-their original levellp - i. e., the level obtained fifteen 
years earlier. English landlords too hoped to recover lost ground; and 
in the last two years of peace there was, in the words of the President of 
the National Association of Property Owners, $a slight improvement' in that 
direction. 4-'But following a period of declining real wages such adjustments 
were bound to generate friction. Tension was heightened by the failure of 
the incremental approach to housing reform to keep pace with rising 
expectations. At the annual conference of the Workmen's National Housing 
Council in 1913 the call for an accelerator in the form of a rent strike 
was again voic 
I 
ed. 
5 T6 resort'to direct action which characterised the 
1. R. C. Housing in Scotlandq qq. 38182-38185* 
2. A. Offert 'The Origins'of the Law of Property Acts, 1910-1925'9 
Modern Law Quarterly, t 59 40 
(1977)9 Pý505- 
3. 'Memorial of the Incorporated Society of Law Agents in Scotlandv 
January 19161, P. R. O. Recoo 1/644, 
4. Departmental Committee on the Operation of the Rent Restriction Actss 
TS Minutes of Evidenceg 1 March 19209 P-45, PoR. Oo HLG-41/2. 
5. Daily Citizeng 1 April 1913 
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industrial unrest-of these years found a parallel in the housing reform 
movement. The idea was first canvassed by the editor of the Daily Herald. 
'It is. time, high timep that we abandoned the gross and childish delusion 
that wretched slum dwellers are in some mysterious way benefited by the 
erection of Garden Cities for the artistic middle class and well-to-do 
artisansto-Lansbury declared: 
The-question arisesq howeverg whether mere denunciation 
of overcrowding and its evilog with occasional appeals 
to Parliament and local bodiesq is adequate. Has not the 
time come to think seriously of other steps? Has not the 
time come for organising a strike against paying rents to 
slum landlords?.... As regards tenants who are living under 
conditions so flagrantq the case is not quite so clear. 
Stillo we are of the opinion that the formation of Tenant 
Societies to resist the exactions of landlords by all 
possible means might wring great benefits from that 
selfish classp even as Trade Unions have extorted concess- 
ions from grasping employers. Let the tenants remember that 
neither, from Parliament nor from the local authorities have 
they anything to 
Such an organisationg powerfully directedg might Make 
historyq and will do more to expedite the cause of Housing 
Reform than all the tedious and futile debates of our 
discredited Parliament. 1 
Trouble, was brewing. 
I 
On 18 March 19139 the Wolverhampton and District Property Owners 
Association resolved to raise weekly rents from the end of the month. 
A. differential increase in order to retain the benefits of compounding 
was -to , be imposed: houses let at 5s. a week were to be raised bY 3d. 
2 
and hoiises at 5s. 3d. by 6d. per week. 
Wolverhampt6n, like other industrial centresq had suffered by the long 
years of depression. The property market had suffered worse than most. 
Daily Heraldt 10 May 1912. 
2. Express & Staig 19 March 1913. 
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According to an analysis by the Board of Tradet rents had fallen by 
three per cent in the past seven years while remaining stable in most 
1 
other cities. These were years when the supply of accommodation was 
well in excess of demndp years in which the better-off and more die- 
criminating wage-earner enjoyed an unusually wide choice of residence. 
'I found the secretary of the Trades Council living in a very good six 
roomed house at 6s. a weekIt an investigator observed. 'He said it was 
exceptionalt but inquiry hardly confirmed that 1.2 In this crampedp 
grimyg insanitary city the typical working class home consisted of the 
twý-storied terraced house containing four or five rooms* 
3 The four- 
roomed houses were built in blocks of from six to forty9 divided at 
intervals by narrow passage-ways that ended in a small back-yard shared 
by several or more tenants. The front door opened directly into the 
sitting room. The more modern five-roomed houses contained a kitchen and 
scullery and a sitting room on the lower floor and three bedrooms upstairs. 
In this'class a'small number of dwellings were distinguished by the 
addition of small forecourts, low baysq and a back garden. But during a 
period in which the cost of living outstripped the rise in wages such 
properties were reserved for the sole occupation of the families of the 
mo6t abstemious working men. 
1. Report of an enquiry ýZ the Board of Trade into Working Class Rents, 
Housingg Retail Prices and Standard Rates of Wages-in the U. K. 9 
PP- 1913f LXVII p. 260. 
2. Arthur Shadwell, Industrial Efficiency (1906), It P-154- 
3. For a dense but succinct analysisq see G. J. Barnsby, 
A History of Housing in Wolverham2ton 1750-1975, (Wolverhampton 
n. d.: 1975)v Ch. l.. 
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The deoision to inorease rents was sparked by the return to prooperity 
in the previous year. As industry regained its momentum the number of 
unoccupied houses fell drastically. In mid-1913 those seeking a home 
were limited to 180 reasonably decent houses. 
1 By the end of the year 
there were onlY 50 vacant houses and overcrowding was chronic. 
2 As the 
level of empties dropped tension rose* 
The Wolverhampton Property Owners Association was a relatively well- 
organised body with considerable experience of local administration. Its 
interests were well protected by several vigilant reprecentatives on the 
Borough Council who had successfully minimised municipal expenditure and 
resisted costly sanitary improvements to their properties unless under- 
3 taken at the ratepayers' expense* 
-Organised labourg by contrast, was still in its infancy. In the previous 
decade Labour had entered municipal politics and transformed local conteeta 
'which had once been exclusively issue-oriented affairs. HouBing and 
-sanitary reformg although prominent aspects of the working-class programmet 
did not have much of an impact on the lose than one fifth of the population 
4 
who were eligible to vote at local elections. The property owners 
association anticipated no difficulty in imposing tho new rents. In this 
they were mistaken. 
The proposal to raise rents was greeted with a hail of protest. The local 
newspaper was deluged by angry correspondents. Political differences were 
cast aside, Liberalq Labour and Conservative working men pondered the 
poecibilitiea of a rent strike. 
5 On 2 Aprilp the Trades Council convened 
1. Express & Start 7 June 1913- 
2* Report of Land EkiquiEZt pp. 69-70. 
3- G. W. Jonesp Borougýh Politicst-A Study of the Wolverhampton Borou 
Council 188&. 1964 (1969),, PP,, 131-132. 
4- Joneep Borough Politicag PP*349 359-3619 363- 
5* See correopondenceg Express & Start 20,22,24,25,26,31 March and 
19798043#27929 and 30 April 1913. 
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a public meeting to consider the matter. There was 'a numerous attendance 
and considerable enthusiasm was manifested'. It was agreed to form a Tenants 
Defence League. The meeting rejected entirely the view that housing was just 
another commodity to be regulated by the vagaries of uncontrolled market 
forces, There was an emotional and moral investment on the part of the tenants 
which demanded recognition. Landlords were going to be compelled to justify the 
use of their property. The unity and determination of the tenants was evident 
in the election of a twelve-man organising committee to which the Labour 
Councillor, James Whittakerg President of the Trades Councilq and Mr. S. Belcherg 
a noted Tariff Reformerv were appointed chairman and secretary respectively. 
Those present then pledged themselves torefuse payment of the increased demand. 
The community was startled more perhaps by the novelty rather than the 
virulence of the protest. The Tory Express & Star viewed matters with a 
curious combination of sympathy and cynicism. Although tenants were said 
to be 'up in armstp the struggle was conceived more as an entertaining 
spectacle than an issue of vital importance. Its account of the inaugural 
meeting of the Tenants Protection League concluded in a bemused manner: 
'At any ratep there is the prospect of some fun, and we shall await 
developments with a degree of interest'. 
1 
The tenants howeverp meant business. A negotiated settlement was at first 
sought. The Tenants Defence League preceeded its approach to the property 
owners by a number of protest meetings designed to impress the doubters 
within and without its ranks, At one such meeting members re-affirmed their 
2 
determination to resist 'with the demonstrateiveness of French Revolutionists'. 
Wolverhampton's councillors refused to expose themselves to this kind of 
pressure and in view of their past neglect and the Mayor's much publicised 
admission that 500 houses were suitable for immediate demolition, the 
1. Express & Star 3 April 1913 
2. Express & Star, q 14 April 1913. 
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refasal to accept the invitation which had been extended was not at all wise. 
Farther indications of the restive mood were no doubt conveyed to their 
employers by the rent collectors whose presence served as a flashpoint 
for tenant anger. In, a street visited by one of their number$ the tenants 
were said to be not only prone to refuse to tender the new rent but 'to 
assemble in the road and threaten to roll him in the gutter'. 
1 In face 
of the growing outcry the property owners agreed to meet representatives 
of the Tenants Defence League. 
The tenants appeared to have scored a moral victory: landlords were for the 
first time having to account for their actions. This delusion was to some 
extent fostered by the Rev. J. A. Shawp a well-meaning but naive supporter of 
the Tenants Defence League. In this he was not alone. The belief that justice 
would triumph over power by the superiority of unarmed Virtue was common to 
most of the League's leadership, even veterans such as James Walshy its 
treasurerp who, before leaving London many years earlierghad been an executive 
member of the Workmen's National Housing Council and its representative at 
ministerial deputations and official enquiries. Thq property owners appear to 
have been more concerned to probe the strength of the opposition rather than 
offer concessions. 
Landlord and tenant met without conferring. Lest this meeting be taken as 
a sign of weaknessq the property ownersp though forewarned of its 
compositiong decided suddenly to take exception to the two women in the 
deputation who were the wives of but not themselves tenants. 
2 This 
untoward display*of virility failed to impress. A second meeting was 
arranged shortly afterwards. Its purpose was by no means clear. The 
1. EMress & Starv 12 April 1913. 
2. Express & Star, t 19 April 1913. 
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landlords insisted that they were not in conference but assembled only 
for a formal exchange of statements on their respective positions. Howeverv 
it did throw some light on the situation. The spokesman of the property 
owners stated that 80 per cent. of the 99000 tenants who had been 
notified had paid the new rents. The tenants disputed this figure. But 
whether greater or smallert the numbers involved were clearly far from 
negligible. Walsh thought that the stiff approach of the landlords 
reflected uncertainties within their own ranks and it does seem to have 
been the case that the Property Owners Association was still undecided as 
to an appropriate course. Certainlyq the proprietors had so far shown 
remarkable restraint. Their chairman confessed 'that where the tenants 
were working with the Leaguev they were passed byt; action was contem- 
plated #where the tenant said he would neither pay the rent 
nor leave the - houselt to which Walsh repliedt 
'the two kinds of 
tenants really meant the same thing. Some did not express themselves as 
well as others$. But the meeting broke up without any progress having 
been made. The landlords promised a considered reply to the tenant's 
grievances at a future meeting. 
1 
At the end of April the proprietors resolved unanimously that 'this 
assooiation-is satisfied that. the increase suggested by them is both 
reasonable and justifiablep and that its members therefore call upon 
the tenants to carry out the terms of the notices'. At the same time 
they did express a willingness to seek a negotiated reduction in the 
assessment on those, 29000 properties upon which a sixpenny increase had 
been imposedq and ifsuccessfulg would 'willingly ease their tenants 
in a corresponding mannert. But in the meantime the increase had to be 
paid. 
2 
1. Express & Start 25 April 1913- 
2. Express & Start 1 May 1913- 
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The sparring was over and the Tenants Defence League knew it. At a public 
meeting held on the following day a manifesto outlining a plan of campaign 
was received with'acclamation. Tenants were urged to tender their rents 
minus the increase in the presence of a witness. This exemplary document 
also contained a, number of piquant questions designed to expose slum 
landlordism-in its-moral and legal aspects. 
1 Lansburyp searching for 
a responserto-his earlier clarion callq was elated: 
'There-are welcome signs throughout the country of an 
impending strike against rent. 
--, Rentýstrikes were worked out and successfully carried 
out in Ireland to an extent little known in this 
countryp and although the rent strike suggested in 
some parts of England is not of so drastic a naturev 
there is no knowing to what such steps will leado and 
therefore we welcome the first appearance in England 2 
of anything like a war against the House Bosses. 
Those closer to - events were altogether less confident. The unshakeable 
resolve of the'landlords exposed'the-weakness of the tenants. One rent 
striker hoped the"manifesto would rally supportp though he already sensed 
defeat. 'Had their been absolute unanimity on'the part of the tenants 
in resisting these-- 
lands, it is questionable whether there would have, dem-ý 
been any rent question to discuss now ..... I do not hesitate to say it 
is-because'somie"ienants"in a, moment of weaknessv as a result of being 
bluffed by 'the landlora, *have given way and paid the advances that has 
weakened the cas ,e for those who have so far resisted'. How many tenants# 
he wondered, thave-Stuck to-their pledge with bulldog tenacity or have 
3 
sneaked like little'poodl'e dogs and quietly paid? 1. Before the month 
was out the answer was forthcoming. What was described as 'an echo of 
the Woiv - erhampton'Tenants War"faded into obscurity in the County Court. 
PýýSs & Start 2 May Ex 1913- 
2. Daily Herald, 19 Maov 1913- 
3. Express & Start 3 May 1913- 
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A saucy tenant could be a tiresome sort. But if the rent was paid on 
time and the house not vandalisedq the occupant's waspish tongue might 
be dismissed philosophically. A rent-striking tenant who refused to 
curb his tongueg however, represented a deliberate challenge which no 
landlord could long ignore. Oliver Elie Howe was one such tenant. 
According to counsel for the plaintiffy this railway porter had had the 
temerity to remark to his landlord: 'You will see who will be the top 
dog at the finish. I am not going to stand any of your humbug and shall 
not come out'. Eight weeks after the said words were alleged to have been 
utteredl Mr. Howe stood in the Wolverhampton County Court facing an action 
for possession. 
The action had been brought on behalf of the Property Oimers Association; 
the defendant was represented by a solicitor retained by the Tenants 
Defence League. Brotherton v. Howe was widely regarded as a test case. 
Its outcome determined the course of the rent strike. Other than a tech- 
nicality there could be no defence. The plaintiff was awarded possession 
in five days with costs. He was amazed at the leniency of the judgement. 
His Honour tried to soothe the proprietor's ruffled feelings. 'If there 
had been an assertion that the landlord had no right to raise the rent 
because it was uneconomical he should have given the order forthwith$. 
In not challenging this right, counsel for the defendant had probably 
prevented the summary eviction of his clientp but at the same time he had 
obscured the whole point of the exerciseq although that point had not 
itself been defined with any clarity. Once the campaign moved into the 
court roomq the cause was lost. 
1. Express & Star, q 26 May 1913- 
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I The rent strike collapsed amidst a certain amount of recrimination. The 
Tenants Defence League resumed the labour campaign for municipal housing. 
But although the Borough Counoil proved more than usually amenable to 
their schemeq it does not appear to have aroused any great enthusiasm 
amongst the defeated tenants. 'When'q asked an embittered and disillusioned 
worker, fare we to see any good results from the Tenants Defence League? 
I thought by now we should have been delivered from all our troubles. 
Has there been more slumping than work? ' 
1 Whatp asked anotherp was the 
point of appealing to a Town Council whichp by their own admissiong was 
dominated by alum landlords and others who cared nought for the people? 
2 
The fact was acknowledged that there was no other course availableg or if 
there wasp, the tenants leaders were unaware of it. 
It has been suggested that the long term electoral gains of this abortive 
campaign far outweighed the immediate aftermath of despairp that the rent 
strike played a significant part in helping to define and demonstrate the 
independence of Labour and its meaningful articulation of the problems of 
the Wolverhampton wage-earner. The same authority later suggestsg howeverp 
that it was the extension of the franchise and expansion of the working 
class electorate after 1918 that was the decisive factor in the 
subsequent growth of the Labour vote. 
4 The two kinds of explanation are 
not mutually incompatibleg although it is the latter which is the more 
susceptible of proof. What is clearg thoughq is that Wolverhampton tenants 
1. Express & Star, q 4 June 1913. 
*2. Express & Star, t 7 June 1913- 
3. Express & Starlq 9 June 1913- 
4- Jonesg Borough Politics, PP-48-499 51-52. Cf-P-58- 
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had not'recovered sufficient morale to play a significant part in the 
agitation for rent control in 1914-15. The renewed confidence brought 
about by the passage of the Rent Actf 19159 led to a speedy revival. 
The following, year the Trades Council's Housing Committee was again active 
on the tenantsIbehalf. 
1 
li 
The Wolverhampton rent strike was not an isolated incident, The campaign 
ap had attracted a good deal of attention. The Midlands County E resso a 
weekly paper which circulated widely throughout the regionp carried 
fairly extensive accounts of the strike. The idea was in the air. The 
events at Wolverhampton helped focus attention upon the insecurities which 
increasingly affected even the most respectable of working class tenants. 
As early as the spring of 1912 organised resistance had in fact been 
canvassed in Coventry. The objects of the proposed association were to 
fightg both inthe courts and on the streetag 'the ever-encroaching power 
of Landlordismt. Provision, in the form of a weekly allowanceg was to be 
2 
made to all whot in consequence, 'may be sent to his Majesty's pleasure'. 
The following year the Coventry branch of the A. S. E. was threatening to 
adopt some such plan unless there wasckhalt to the growing number of 
31 evictions in the town. But it was in the Metropolis of the Midlands 
where collective resistance first occurred. 
1. J. Whittaker to Arthur - Hendersong 2 March 19169 WNC MS 
2. Daily Herald,, 12 May 1912. 
3. Birmingham Ga"ze'tte'q 26 November 1913. 
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Erdington was a quiet prosperous suburbg a part of Birmingham much 
favoured by teachersq clerksg superior artisansp shop assistants and 
travellers. In April 1913 its calm was shattered by one of the largest 
landlords who raised the rents on nearly 200 houses by ls. a week. This 
latest imposition proved too much. Rents which nine months earlier had 
commanded a substantial house for 78.6d. 9 had since been advanced to gs. 9 
and there were cases cited of 10s. a week being demanded f or houses 
formerly let at 8s. The total cessation of suburban building in recent 
years and the constant growth of population had combined to create a near 
perfect monopoly situation. In 1914 a vacant house was almost as rare as 
a precious stone. 
1 
At the end of May 1913 the Birmingham Gazette 
reported the demise of the Wolverhampton rent strike. The following week 
its readers learned of the formation of the Erdington Tenants Defence 
League. 2 
The action of the Erdington tenants highlighted the marked distinction 
between inner Birmingham and its periphery. The vacation of the central 
areas and concurrent expansion of the suburbs hadq in the course of two 
generationsq quite transformed the city. This continuous outward migration 
affected 'the more temperate and self-respecting (amongst) the working 
class9 men earning good and regular wagesp leading wholesome and 
orderly lives'. Those who remained - tthe idlep careless and uncleanly, 
who live in wilful or ignorant resistance to sanitary regulations' 
served to neutralize the effects of costly administrative improvements-3 
1. See BHE, pp. 129 251 
2, Birmingham Gazetteg 2 June 1913- 
3. C. A. Vince, HistoEZ of the Corporation of Birmingham, 
(Birmingham 190-27,9-1111 p. 128 
,ý ''I I 
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The separation of'the"working class andIthe poor' had assumed a fixed 
geographical dimension. *' On'the eve of the Great Warp Birmingham possessed 
43,000 back-to-back houses which provided accommodation for 200pOOO people. 
These were distributed throughout the central districts of the cityq residual 
areas inhabited by low-paid workers whichp like' all slumsp were character- 
ised by the highest mortality and morbidity rates. 
Official intervention, served to aggravate the situation, Rather than adopt 
an expensive programme of central-urban redevelopment the Housing Committee 
hadq under threat, of demolitiong sought to coerce owners into maintaining 
their properties in a proper state of repair. This polioyv the Special, 
Housing Eaquiry of 1914 notedp. 'has often been contemptuously referred to 
as a policy of "patching". 1, The contempt was well-merited. In shortq it was 
disastrous. The expense, of improving short-lease property was prohibitive. 
j It 'generated a good deal of'friction and a sense of injuctice among 
ownersip the-special-Eaquiry concludedg, land in an increasing degree they 
have preferred to demolish their property or leave it derelict rather than 
2 
comply with: the drasticrequirements of the Housing Committeet, The 
resultant diminution in the supply of cheap accommodation intensified 
overcrowding and, in I due courset encouraged rent-rai'sing. Those Irespectable 
and industrioust, families who could not escape such"areas were reduced to an 
impotent rage. The, poor settled accounts in a traditional manner. The 
central districtsp according to, the Special Enquiryt were peopled by ttenants 
who are the bane of all'landlordsq who produce false rent books and false 
referencesq who systematioally: avoid payment of their rents and who by 
their filthy habits and destructive propensities not only damage the houses 
119COrp. of Birminghamg Annual Report of the Medical Officer of Health ( 18), Maps Nos-1-7- 
2o BHEq PP- 4-59_11., 
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in which they live$ but lower the whole tone of their neighbourhoods', 
1 
The very thought of having to return to such districts acted as a powerful 
radicalising agent. 
The Birmingham artisan never took to flats. The dominant aspiration was to 
live in a spacious home in the suburbs. 
2 Owner-occupation was probably of 
secondary importance: quality was what mattered. 'The generality of people 
in our neighbourhoodig said one of the Erdington tenantsp 'desire to live in 
a comfortable houseq an eight-roomed houseq with a small garden. That is 
3 their ambition. They don't want to live in the City and slum neighbourhoods'. 
The sort of accommodation to which the speaker was accustomed consisted of four 
rooms (including a kitchen and scullery) downstairso and four above: 'A front 
bedroomp middle bedroomg bath room and small room at the backv what you might 
call a lumber roomp as the case may bet but it is used as a bedroom in our 
neighbourhood'. 
4 Those who formed the Tenants Defence League had achieved 
such a standard of comfort. The prospect of losing it was unbearable. 
Mr. J. Forrestert an official of the Leaguev explained his feelings to the 
Special Housing Enquiry: 
Mv idea is to live in as good circumstances as possible. 
Seven or eight years ago I thought it would be to my 
advantage to Pay 7s. 6d. a week instead of the 6s. I was 
paying at that time. I left the slums of Aston and went 
to live at Erdington and paid 78.6d., and I lived there 
I think happily for about five years. In a period of nine 
months they raised my rent from 7S. 6d. to 9s. In the first 
case they raised it from 7B. 6d. to 8s. 9 and that made me 
think that if they do much more of this I shall have to 
journey back again to the alum. But it was a kind of soft 
blow to me was this 6d. risev and I got over itv and it 
1. BHEq P. 2. 
2. BHEq qq. 3126-7; Anthony Sutcliffep 'A Century of Flats in Birmingham 
1875-1973'p Multi-Storey kiýing: The British Working C_lass Experience 
(1974)9 PP- 184-185P 187-188. 
3, BHEq q. 3155. 
4. BHE# qq. 3107-3109. 
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was nice weather at the time. But it was 
rather severe when they came and put on another 
ls. # and I thought to myselfq this compels me 
to go back to the slums. But before I went back, 
19 along with Mr. Field and a few more shouted in 
the streets, "Who is going to object to this ls. 
rise? " We got sufficient people to refuse to pay 
any rentaL4. allv and the consequence was that our 
landlord consented to receive a deputationg and 
he could see we were not going to pay it unless 
we were absolutely compelled by every legal 
method that he had got at his command. Conseq- 
uently he was good enough to reduce it to 6d. 9 but this was done in a way just for a time: "T 
will lower your rent 6d. 9 but you may expect it to be put up at any time in the future. "... I 
don't want a lower class houseq but I want a 
lower rental. I want the same class houseq but if 
I cannot get it at 8s. 9 I shall be compelled to go back to the district I came fromp to a lower 
standard of life. And with regard to paying for the 
first, option of a house; well that is quite common. 
I have offered C5.1 cannot afford it, but it would 
pay mep and I will give anyone C5 that will find me 
a six-roomed house under the same circumstances as 
I am now living in, for 7s. a week. I want an eight- 
roomed houset but I-am willing to live in a six- 
roomed house because I cannot afford any longer to 
pay 8s. 6d. with every prospect of still further 
advancement. 1 
The members of the Tenants Defence League were under no illusion as to their 
precarious situation. An attempt on the part of some neighbours to Organise 
2 
a similar resistance was crushed without difficulty. The search for a 
safe haven was uppermost in their thoughts. 'It is not so much the present 
increase in rentsto said one of them. 'We have no guarantees that we shall 
not have a further increase. There is an uncomfortable feeling that we are 
in the landlords hands. What we want is security of tenure'. 
3 Salvation 
lay in some form of socialised housing. Although their experience of the 
local, authority was not exactly encouraging - the Town Council had ignored 
their petition and local councillors declined support 4_ cost rent 
municipal housing was thought to offer the best chance of retaining some 
1. BHEq q. 3162. 
2. BHEj qq. 3103-4. 
3. BHEq q. 3172. 
4- Statement of Walter Field, BHEq p. 251. 
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degree of control over an increasingly unstable environment. Municipal 
housingg it was agreed, was tthe only line of defencet. 
1 The prinoiple 
of public accountability enshrine& in the notion of local self-government 
in theory provided the council house tenant with a source of leverage and 
protection denied the occupant of privately-rented accommodation, 
2 it 
was this aspect whicht in the eyes of the tenantsv ensured the superiority 
of council housing over garden city or co-partnership schemes of suburban 
development. Owner-occupation was no longer considered a realistic 
ambitione 
The sense of foreboding common amongst the Erdington tenants was in no 
sense a figment of over-wrought imaginations* Rent-raising was pretty general 
across the city. The secretary of the Birmingham and District Property 
Owners Association estimated that by 1914 only 50 per cent. of properties had 
recovered their 1900 position on rents. 
4 The attempt'to recover the 
outstanding arrears ensured Birmingham's vanguard position in the coming 
struggle for rent control. 
III 
On 28 February 1913 the Leeds and District Property Owners Association 
resolved upon a general rent increase. 
5 
Within three months tenants in 
Holbeckp East Leedst and Harehills had received notification of the new 
rents together with an inventory itemising the elements of rising costs 
by way of explanation. The tenants scrutinised the document with some care 
1. BHEq q. 3151. 
2. BHEq qq. 3115-31199 3123-3125P 3152-3153. 
3* Birmingham Gazetteg 26 December 1913; BHE9 qq- 3139-31429 3149-3150- 
4* Departmental Committee on the Operation of the Rent Restriction 
Acts: M Minutes of Evidencep 5 March 19200 PP-15-169 P. R. O. ELG 41/4* 
Leeds WeeklZ Citizent 7 March 1913. 
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and concluded that it was nothing less than a fictitious impertinence. 
The logic of market forces was deemed insufficient justification for the 
new rents. Resistance commenced at Holbeck where sixty four tenantat 
encouraged by the Leeds Weeklj Citizeng (organ of the local Labour 
movement) banded together in defiance of the new demand. 
1 
It was not the first time that tenants in Leeds had organised to resist 
the demands of their landlords. In 1904 shopkeepers and stallholders united 
to form a Market Tenants Association and witheld rent in protest against 
the excessive charges and-unreasonable regulations imposed by the 
Corporation. 2 This successful actiong howeverp exerted no lasting 
influence upon the tenants of residential properties, It was Lausbury's 
intervention which revived interest in the idea. In a significant 
contributiong John W. Laket secretary of the East Leeds Labour PartYt tried 
to theorise the comparative advantages of this mode of strugglee Industrial 
actionqvital in the workers' armouryt did notv Lake suggestedt afford 
complete protection. The rent strike offered to strengthen and extend 
existing forms of. defence in a manner that promised to minimise the often 
considerable degree of privation which their usage entailed: 
We want a strike that week by week will add to our income 
while it lasts. Oneihat will take away wealth from the idle 
classes and transfer it to the workersq one in which all 
may join, iii a strike that we can hope will last for dver 
that will not mean the kiddies going without boots and food, 
but one that will mean'more'boots and foodq and at the same 
time cut, at theyery1roots of the Capitalist System. 
The rent strikep he arguedv fulfilled these conditions. If assured of 
sufficient support -a third of the people in any town or city - 
the strikers would be invulnerable to the assaults of even the State's 
1. Leeds Weekl; Z Citizens 6 June 1913- 
2. Leeds & Yorkshire Iferou g, 27 July and 11 August 1904- 
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most powerful servants* He was confident that police and army would 
shrink from the execution of such onerous duties. The risk of black- 
legging too was minimal. 'The most wooden-headed Liberal or Tory working 
man living next door to a free-renter would quickly join the strike'. 
But Lake went further. tRentg interest and profit are the chains that 
bind our class in servitudelf he declaredp land the first of these is 
rentt. The impact of a successful rent strike was incalculable: 
A social earthquake would follow; cut off from 
their main source of bloodsuckingg the capitalist 
would find his system of society shaken to its 
foundations; there would be chaos and fearg and a 
toppling down such as the world has never seen. 
Workers, it would then be up to us to build a 
city in which to dwell. 1 
The ejectment of an East Leeds Labour Party activist for the sole 
reason of having allowed her front room to be used as a committee room 
during the municipal elections of 1912f may well have given an added impetus 
to the circulation of these touchingly naive sentiments; 
2 
anti-capitalist 
rhetoric proved sadly deficient in the coming struggle. 
In Bradford toop ideas were in ferment. Thereq the upswing in the business 
cycle was beginning to be reflected in rising property values. 'The statement 
was often made a few years ago that there were 5pOOO empty dwellings in 
Bradford', ran one report. 'If that was a fairly correct estimate at the 
time there can be nothing like that number of 'empties' now. Streets which 
formerly were qu ite depressing by reason of the number of their tenantless 
houses have assumed an altogether more cheerful look; one by one the dejected 
1. Daily Heraldq 5. June 1912. 
2* Leeds Weekly Citizen, 10 January 1913. 
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-'emptiest have been takenj and the windows which were so gloomy and 
starkl have been enlivened by dainty arrangements of curtains and other 
evidences of housewifely pride ..... Now indeedq the complaint isthat 
there is a dearth of houses which come within the means of the working 
and lower middle classes. It would probably be quite true to say that at 
no, time in the past ten years has property been so well occupied in 
Bradford as it is today'. 
1 The local labour movement had for almost a 
generation been campaigning for municipal housing. The local authority 
could, not ignore the agitation but tempered its response so that progress 
gaye minimal offence to those whose position cast them as the obvious 
, paymasters. 
The improvement of property - notably the replacement of 
privies by water closets - rather than the adoption of a building 
programmeq promised to satisfy this condition. In some areas the local 
, authority possessed 
the confidence to make such improvements at the 
landlord's expense. Not so Bradfordq where the cost of conversion was 
subsidised by a grant of 50 per cent. towards covering the expense of new 
drain connections. As an added incentivep water rates were abolished on 
, 
those properties. where such alterations had been installed. Civilisationg 
or rather the rudiments thereofq had to be paid for. The landlords refused 
,. 
to foot the bill. On 16 April 1913 the Bradford Property Owners Association 
, -met and. resolved 
to raise rents by a minimum of Id. a week in order to 
. indemnify themselves against the sixpenny advance 
in the rateso Mr. F. W. Warneg 
president of the Associationg explained: 'The tenants had previously been too 
well. treatedv_and they must be_brought to realise thatv since they had a 
shaxe in the benefits of municipal activityq they must also bear some of 
the expenses'. 2 
L Yorkshire Observer, 26 April 1913. 
2. Yorkshire Observerg 17 April 1913. 
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The following week the Trades Council discussed the matter. Working meng 
indignant at being saddled with added expensep were also outraged at 
having to act as the instrument for the enhancement of the capital value 
of improved properties. Moreover, it was calculated thatp when the 
compounding allowance was includedq there had been a net reduction in 
local taxation* The landlords' mendacity knew no bounds. 'The property 
ownerstq said C. A. Glydeq Owere blaming the Labour members for the 
: ýncrease in' rates'q which had been brought about chiefly by subsidies to 
"''1 11 - the propeity owners', The call for some form of organised resistance was 
generally approved. Two days later it was reported that the advice 
1ý .-12 was being acted upon 'to a limited extentl in the Bradford Moor District. 
A tvigorously worded' circular calling for widespread rent strikes was 
subsequently issued jointly by the Trades Councils the ILP9 and the 
Workers*"Municipal Federation., 3 But neither it nor the several protest 
mee-tings"lat6, r '6rganised appears to have evoked a positive response from 
, -, , -, 3 -. I the tenants. '' 
At their Jiine quarterly'meetingg Warne told the Property Owners Association 
that the decision to raise rents thad been generally carried out and he 
w as I. - ple a. sed to I say It hat the increase in rent had been the means of bringing 
home to many householders an idea of the public expenditure of the city'. 
The ab*s'enc-e'of opposition encouraged them to go further. The Association 
resolved to approach the Corporation with a view to securing the reversion 
tý'dir'ecf rating 
'since the compounding 
: 
system was held to be no longer 
pI rofitable". The - re w, as i no 11 att I empt to disguise I the fact that further 
increases were'imminent. '4 'Labour returned to the Council chamber to 
1., yýr'k'fýhire--Ob'server'j " 
-' 
'25 April 1913. 
2. 'Yoikshire býserverq 26 April 1913. 
3. 'Yorkshire"Observert 5 MV 1913; Labour Leaderv 8 May 1913- 
4. Estates Gazetteg 21 June 19139 P-1051. 
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continue the campaign for muniC 'ipal housing. 
The abortive rent strike was not without a sobering effect in Leeds. 
John Lake's enthusiasm, for this particular form of direct action was 
not shared by his-, colleagues. His, attempt to commit the Leeds Labour 
Representation Committee, to a no-rent campaign produced a rather 
desultorydiscussion. It was finall agreed that the Council Group be 
ly 
given a. free hand to decide upon an appropriate course. The sixty 
four rent-striking'tenants at Holbeck were left to their own devices. 
Landlords openly boasted of their determination to exploit the growing 
scarcity to the utmost. 
2 Opposition remained muted until the end of 
the year. 
I, n, 
" the " inte I rval the - housing Crisii'became more acute. A census of 
unoccupied houses conducted by the City Engineer in September 1913 
indicated its dimensions. ' Empties were fast becoming negligible. In spite 
of the existence"'o'f-239'5 vacant dwellingst there was a severe shortage 
of decent accommodation, Analysis of the distribution and rents of these 
properties disclosed that nearly 70'per'cent. were concentrated in the 
congested cent ral are as of the city. 
3 These inferior properties were'such 
that no self-respecting artisan would willingly occupy. Whereas such 
persons generally rented houses at 5-10s. a week, no less than 1919 of the 
total number of unoccupied dwellings were let at a rental below 4s. These 
were considered Itoo"narr'bw and oramped for family life, ... the type of 
houses,, that. possess a revolting closet for every three or four cottages; 
that have ugly faotory-walls within a few feet of the only door'* Many 
1. Leeds Weekly Citizen,, 6 June 1913. 
2. Estates Gazette, q 12 July 1913t P-77; )Lorkshire Postlq 7 July 1913- 
See mapsg Leeds WeeklZ Citizen, 8 May 1914- 
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contained the living room in the basement* 
1 Property owners readily 
confessed that hitherto such residences had been impossible to lets 
I admitt (said one of the largest estate agents)v that 
there is a famine in certain districts where the houses 
are all good sculleries and small throughs. The respect- 
able working classes will no longer live in dwellings with 
cellar kitchensq and consequently there is always a good 
demand for the class of houses I have mentioned. 
In the poorer districtsq howeverg there are hundreds of 
houses to let. The neighbourhoods may not be all that is 
desirablep ioi-e the dwellings themselves are not exactly 
the sort you would find in a model village. Stillq they 
are there, and so long as they remain empty it is not 
correct to say there is a house famine. 2 
Organised resistance began in the better-off areas* 
Christmas 1913 was'spoilt by the landlords. The increase in the rates 
that was expected to follow the settlement of the Corporation Strike 
provided the pretext for a renewed burst of rent-raising. The New Year 
was blighted before it begun. In the third week of Decemberg Tom Paylorp 
the veteran Socialist, drew attention to the forthcoming increases. 'As 
usuallp he wrotep 'Labour will be made to bear the burdenjand no opposition 
will be madeq except of an individual character - obviously futile - unless 
some organised form can be given to the discontent which is sure to arise'. 
1,3 
He called for the creation of a tenanth' defence leagueo The annual review 
of the real estate market confirmed the need of such a formation. In spite 
of the labour disturbancesq the improvement in-Waposition of residential 
1. Leeds WeekjZ Citizent 19 December 1913- 
2. Yorkshire Evening Post, q 29 January 1914- 
3. Leeds Weekly-Citizeng 19 December 1913. 
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propertyp evident at the beginning of the yearp had remained 
unimpairedp ,, 
.... and thereforep we may expect to find thatq 
owing to the pressure of demandq rents will 
increase until they reach nearer the level of former 
years when builders built with confidenceg and 
investors were willing buyers. In our opinion the 
working classes will then appreciate the increase of 
ratesp for landlords will be able to add them to the 
rentp in a way thatp for some yearst they have not 
been able to do in consequence of the number of 
empty houses. 
The report concluded on an optimistic note and predicted'a decidedlv 
better timet for the owners of working-class propertyp but urged tthe 
utmost caution' to those thinking of investing in middle class housing 
where consumer resistanceg improved transport facilities and fashionable 
caprice created uncertainties. 
Early ii ,i 1914-tenants in Burley received notice'of an average weekly 
increase of about sixpence. "Several. occupants refused to payq and 
oiganiSed a petition bearing 300 to 400 signaturesq'asking for a recon- 
sideration''of theý matter. ITI he landlord declined to negotiate. The three 
ringleadersp r6sidents of the same streetq were then servedy4th a week's 
notice. Others, deceived by an artful rent collectort promptly paid-up. 
How vert Fred Patchettp one of the viotimised triog refused to submit 
without a-struggl6. Notwithstanding the inclement seasong he managed to 
organise a large dembnstration in the neighbourhood - 'a splendid crowd' - 
andýiý"so'doing rallied 1ý support . for further resistance. 'There were seven 
circles in hell, io , Dante saidq and he would see them right in the middle 
of-the seventh before. he,, would pay this exorbitant demand'. Other 
Ot 
l.. Leeds Weekly Citizen, 2 January 1914- 
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residents spoke with less eloquence but equal determination. Although 
not present in an official capacity9 R. M. Lancaster of the Trades Council 
offered encouragement. A conference to consider the matter was to be 
convened the following week-end. The tenant would not fight alone. A 
collection of a guinea was taken. The tenants resolved to meet again the 
following week. 
1 
There was a large attendance of trade unionists at the special meeting 
at the Leeds Trades Hall on Saturday 17 January. The president of the 
Trades Council occupied the chair. Conference seemed determined, to check 
the property owners offensive. The militant tone of the proceedings owed 
something to the bitterness unleashed, by the Corporation Strike which was 
then in its closing stages. 
2 Mr. B. Sullivanq of the Clothiers' Union, 
vowed tolmake the landlords of Leeds sorry for their policy during the 
past few years. If we are determined they can do nothing in the matter. 
You will not find university students and middle class residents as 
strike breakers to pay rent for your little houses'. John Lake's customary 
optimism was shared by Mr. Owen Conellan who told the cheering delegates: 
OWe will fight, if need be, until the flames of Hades freezeq and after that 
we will continue the way on the ice$. The stirring language indicated the 
absence of any considered policy. Although keen to brandish the mailed fistq 
prudence compelled consideration of the kinds of preparation which might 
have to be made to protect the dependants of defiant tenants during the 
bread-winners term of imprisonmentl A delegate from the Armley and Wortley 
branch of the B. S. P. urged cautions 'In the law of landlord and tenantIq 
Leeds Weekly Citizen, 16 January 1914- 
2. On thisp see J. E. Williamsq 'The Leeds Corporation Strike in 1913'9 
in Asa Briggs and John Saville ed. 9 Essays in Labour Histyyq 1886-1923 (1971)9 PP-70-95 
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he saidq 'the landlord had it every time'* He suggested that a committee 
be appointed to bring before an adjourned meeting a comprehensive plan 
of campaign. It was also resolved to ask the landlords to receive a 
deputation to negotiate a settlement. 
1A Tenants Defence League had at 
any rate been formedg in spite of the uncertainties which characterised 
its birth. 
The next two months saw the growth of extensive support throughout the 
city. Branches were formed in Burleyq West Hunsletv Harehills and in less 
prosperous'distriots - Wortleys Holbeckq East Leeds, and in the central 
North East Ward. At the end of January 'the whole city' was reputed to be 
'up in arms' .2 Women were in the vanguard. tThe womeng it is saidv are 
ching about the streets brandishing pokersq rolling pinsq and toasting 
3 
forksq to show that they intended to protect their homes' . Open-air 
meetings drew audiences said to number in the hundredsq and on one 
4 
occasion at least 29000 people were thought to have been in attendance. 
Collections taken at these meetings averaged El 6s. 10d. 
Howeverv the actual number of rent-strikers remained a subject of 
contention. -The secretary of the Property Owners Associationg which 
controlled 309000 tenancieog stated that there were only six objectors 
among the 109000 who had so far been notified of the higher rents* 
1. Leeds Weekly Citizen, 23 January 1914. 
2 Leeds Weekly Citizeng 30 January 1914 and 6 February 1914. 
3. Women's DreadnoMhtl 13 February 1914. 
4. Leeds Weekly Citizeng 23 January 1914- 
5. Leeds Weekly Citizent, 20 February 1914- 
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Sylvia Pankhurstg' who had adopted the slogan tNo Voteq No Rent' in v- 
furtherance of the suffragette campaignq claimed that there were ltOOO 
families on strike against the landlords. 
1 Claim and counter-claim were 
advanced as to the solidarity of the tenants. 
2 The concern to undermine 
its 'Support was taken by the Tenants Defence League as positive proof that 
the campaign was beginning to bite. None the lessp such allegations did 
create a sense of unease. Repeated canvasses were undertaken for mutual 
reassurance. In Burley where thundreds of notices to quitt had been served 
at the beginning of Februaryp 
3 the poll disclosed a sharp decline in 
support. Burley was the stronghold of the movementv but by the fifth week 
there were only between 150-160 of the original 280-290 tenants who were 
still on strike. Patchett tried to apply a Darwinian gloss: 
Those of the tenants who have paid the increase have done 
so because they have been intimidated, threatened and 
bullied by these shining lights of the Nonconformist 
movement. Men whol I have no doubtl cheerfully do the knee 
drill on Sundayq and the rest of the week worship the 
commercial Gods of Rentp Interest and Profitq and have 
about as much regard for the tenants' welfare as a cat 
has for its ancestry. 
But we have left to us in the fight men and women of 
sterner stuff than those who have paid. 
The militants took heart from reports that similar resistance was in 
progress in Liverpoolq Glasgowq and Edmonton. But at the same timep a 
solicitor was retained to represent their interests in the Leeds County 
Court whereq it was already acknowledgedg the outcome of the strike 
1. Women's Dreadnoughtq 21 March 1914- 
2. Cf. Yorkshire Evenina Postv 9 February 1914 and Leeds We_qýkl 
Citizen, 20 February 1914- 
3. Leeds Weekly Citizen, 6 February 1914- 
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would be decided. 
It had been hoped to avoid litigation but negotiations proved abortive. 
In Burley the property owners promised no victimisation but refused to 
rescind the increased rents. The terms were rejected. 
2 The dictatorial 
manner adopted'in the course of negotiation seemed to add insult to 
injury. 'Deputations who waited upon themlp said one irate tenantt twere 
told to go-home and enjoy their Irish stewt and if they could not pay the 
increased', rents to get into the slums,. 
3 The shadow of the slums indeed 
hung heavy over the strikers. Many said they would die rather than occuPY 
one of the vacant houses in the city centre. ISome of themIt Pred Patchett 
told one meeting, 'are in such a condition that the cats won't court in the 
basement (Laughter). I would not be paid 10s. a week to live in one of 
them'. 4 Those under notice to quit were all eminently respectable. In 
Burley all had long been resident in the areaq and none were previously in 
arrears., It was thought fit to remind the landlords that they were ta 
superior class of tenants.... People who throughout their lives had been 
held down by to ilq had paid regularly for twelve and even twenty yearst 
and no w were to be rewarded by the demand for an extra sixpence- 5 
Tenants felt they were being treated in a manner more appropriate to the 
lumpen-proletariat. 'The ejectment lawsto one of them declaredt 'were 
passed solely for the purpose of dealing with undesirable tenants of 
l.., Yorkshire Factory Timesq, 12 February 1914; Leeds Weekly Citizen, 
13 February 1914- 
1 
2. Leeds Weekly Citiien, 30 January 1914- 
3, Leeds Weekly Citizenv 27 February 1914- 
4- Yorkshire Factory Timesp 5 February 1914- 
5. Leeds Weekly-Citizent 30 January 1914- 
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criminal tendencies who annoyed neighbours and depreciated property. 
They were encouraged in this belief by inept legal advisers who elevated 
respectability to a, point of law. It was the opinion of their solicitors 
that 
the statute in question was never intended to be 
used, tO assistIandlords to coerce their tenants into 
submission to an increase of rent at a time when they 
have to choose between acquiescence in a demandg however 
unreasonablep on the one hand or ejectment on the other, 
but that-, 'the object of the legislation in question was 
to deal with recalcitrant and undesirable tenantsp and 
thatq in practice, it has in the past been used only to 
provide an inexpensive machinery for getting rid of this 
'class of tenant, 2 
Not everyone shared this optism. From the outset the Leeds WeeklY 
Citizen had tried to direct the campaign towards the on-going straggle 
for municipal housing. It had few illusions as to the outcome of a 
direct clash with the local property owners. 'The landlords are also to 
a large extent lawlords1p ran one editorial. 'They therefore become a small 
but very formidable company to resist'. The tenants spirited defiance was 
admirable: 'They will find the real remedyg howeverg in other directions'. 
The Tenants Defence League had not in fact neglected the housing dimension 
and both the Corporation and the Local Government Board had been petitioned 
to this end. The, Citizen's intransigent toneq howeverg pulled the tenants 
in one direction while its formal proposals pushed them in another. In this 
it reflected the indecision of the locallabour movement. The adjourned 
conference to formulate a plan of campaign had still to be reconvened wheng 
early in March, the critical test cases were taken before Judge Greenhow 
in the Leeds County Court. 
1. Leeds- Weekly Citizenq' 27 February 1914. 
2. Leeds Weekly Citizen, q 6 February, 1914- 
3. Leeds Weekly Citizen, 23 January 193A_ 
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The proceedings aroused considerable interest. The Tenants Defence League 
was accused by the plaintiff of endeavouring 'to make the whole relationship 
between landlord and tenant into one of class against class'. The Property 
Owners Association, was charged with operating 'a system of terrorism'. His 
Honour sympathised with the tenants but found for the plaintiffs, post- 
poning its effect for a month. 
The strike collapsed. The Tenants Defence League tried to secure the beat 
terms possible for the few who still held out and were threatened with 
eviction. 
2 The flag was finally hauled down a month later when the 
campaign for municipal housing met with a decisive rebuff from the 
3 Corporation. 
1. Yorkshire Post, 28 March 1914; Leeds Weekly Citizen, 6 March 1914; 
Yorkshire Factory Timesq 5 March 1914- 
2. Leeds Weekly Citizen, 6 and 13 March 1914- 
3. 
_Leeds 
Weekly Citizeng 8 Mav 1914- 
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8. Scotland : The Missive System 
Socialism in Scotland had experienced a slow and rather erratic 
growth since the banner was first raised in Glasgow in 1884. The 
preserve of a handful of enthusiastsq its expansion aroused little 
interest in the city until the turn of the century. The formation 
of a Citizens Union in 1902 in response to the growing politicisat- 
ion of local administration was indicative of the stealthy advance 
of the Workers' Municipal Election Commfttee in the seven years since 
its foundation. 
1 Clydeside was still far from 'Redl but the 
challenge of socialism could no longer be discounted. 
2 The Labour 
Party would not capture outright control of the Corporation until 
the early 1930sq but long-before then it had made its presence felt 
at George Square. Prom the outset housing reform constituted an 
important plank in its programme. Indeedq its eventual triumph in 
both parliamentary a-ad municipal contests derived to a considerable 
degree from the vigorous prosecution of the housing campaign in the 
years preceeding. 
3 So much is relatively familiar. The focus of 
existing researchp howevert conceals much that is of interest and 
relevance to the student of tenants associations. 
1. For an outline account of these developmentsp see W. H. Marwickt 
A Short History of Labour in Scotland (Edinburgh and London 1967), pp. 68ff. 
2. Cf. 'Sunday Socialism in GlasgowIq Glasgow Herald, 9 October 1907- 
3. R. K. Middlemasq The Cly esiders, (1965), p. 19 and passim; 
Iain Macleang The Labour Movement in Clydeside Politics 1914 - 1924 (Oxford D. Phil. 1971)t Ch. xiii. 
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I 
The function of the Municipal Housing Commissiong appointed in 19029 was 
not to resolve the mounting crisis but to curb the seemingly boundless 
ambitions of the City Improvement Trust. In this it gave satisfaction. 
Throughout 1902 the city was absorbed by the outcry against the proposed 
extension of the Trust's borrowing powers. In the summer the labour 
movement mounted one of the most impressive pre-war demonstrations seen 
in Glasgow. 209000 people were said to have Joined together to signify 
their support for municipal housing and protest against the Taff Vale 
decision. 2 Although Lord Provost Chisholm's surprising defeat in the 
municipal elections in November was commonly ascribed to the strength of 
feeling which the Trust arousedq the setback experienced by the municipal 
reformers was far from complete. Labour candidates were returned in seven 
of the thirteen wards in which contests took place; the Citizens' Union 
was easily trounced. 
3 There was mileage in housing reform. 
The report of the Municipal Housing Commissiong., published in 1904P 
signified the intellectual bankruptcy of this, the most advanced 
municipality. After an exhaustive enquiryg it was concluded that nothing 
beyond the continuation of current policies was required. Howeverg there 
was one major recommendation. In the previous year the Citizens' Union 
modified its root-and-branch opposition to municipal enterprise. A 
spokesman told the annual meeting thatp 
1. Glasgow Heraldq 14 July 1904. On the operations of the Improvement 
Trustq see C. M. 111ang 'The Genesis of British Urban Redevelopment with 
special reference to Glasgow1j Economic History Review, 2nd. Ser. 9 XVIII (1965)t PP. 598-613o 
2. Glasgow Herald, 22 September 1902. 
Glasgow Heralds 5 November 1902. 
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it was the-duty of the city to give every possible 
encouragement to private enterprise to overtake the 
-housing questiong reserving and restricting them- 
selves to dealing with the lowest section of the 
poor# who required to be looked after just in the 
same way as criminals and lunatics or such like (Applause). 1 
The, Municipal Commission, accepted this advicep almost to the letter, 
2 
Thereafter progress depenaea upon the persistence ana imagination of- 
the Glasgow-Labour, Party: its refusal to bow before the shibboleths of 
vulgar political economy its Single Tax or marginalist variants. 
Housing-reform continuea to receive priority in the programme of the 
Workers' Municipal, Eleation Committee. 3 This politically broadly-based 
body at first represented all sections of the labour and socialist 
movements. But it wa ,s- weaken6d"bý_'th6 defection of the S. D. F* and the 
Irish Natibnallsts; 'Th; loss'*6ý'_the latter proved fatal andq as Dr. 
ean ss Ma6l, -ha'"hown convincing'lyg did much to retard the growth of the Labour 
votýý- 
4 jt-Wýs- ab , sorbed by the Glasgow Labour Party whichp since its 
formation'in 1908, consistently harried the local 'th'r ty: it failure au oia 
to adopt apositive building programme; the lavish use of compensation 
iiiaiýrewýrded-iiAIý6r'than penalised alum owners; and the inadequate 
5 enforcement'of public'-health and sanitary regulations. But the 
financial dimension of the housing question had not been satisfactorily 
_ieSolvedO Working clas-s housing'reformers foresaw and did not flinch 
1*., Glasgow Hera1dq'., 4 February 1903- 
2. Report & Reco=endations of the GMC (Glasgow 1904), para. XIIIpp. 22. 
3- Forward, 24 August 1907- 
4- Maclean, Labour Movement-in Clydeside Politicsq Ch. xiv. 
5- Forwardq'29 March 1913- 
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from the astronomical expense that was required for the realisation 
of their programme. 'It would run into hundreds of millionsy if not 
thousands of millionsIq Wheatley told the Royal Commission on 
Housing., 1 Parliament alone could sanction expenditure of this 
magnitude, and the Glasgow Labour Party was in the vanguard of those 
calling for interest-free loans to the local authorities. 
2 Hithertop 
howevert the Scottish labour movement had looked to the land reformers 
who had been so influential in its formative stagesp for the principal 
source of finance. 
3 Until 1913 progress in Glasgow waited on the 
maturation of opinion in Westminster. In that year Councillor Wheatley 
unfolded a bold and politically attractive scheme which at once became 
a source of controversy both. within and beyond the labour movement* 
Brieflyt Wheatley proposed to finance the construction of low-density 
suburban housing out of the surplus profits of the tramway system. 
Wheatley argued that, having thus eliminated the crippling interest 
charges on the capital costp his cottages could be self-financing at the 
wonderfully low annual rental of Me 
4 Orthodoiy demanded that such 
funds be devoted to rate relief. This was predictable. But Wheatley's 
proposals also drew the wrath of the unorthodox. Geddesp for examplep thought 
5 it misconceived. The Glasgow Fabian Society too was opposed. 
1. R. C. Housing in Scotlandq q. 22594- 
2. R. C. Housing in Scotland, q. 22535- 
3. On the influence of the land reformers upon the housing policy of 
the Workers' Municipal Election Committeeg see Memorandum and evidence 
of John Ferguson, R. C. Local Taxationg PP. 18999 XXXVI, Appx. xxiiq 
qq. 16821-16985e 
4. J. Wheatley, C8 Cottages for Glasgow Workers (GlasSow 1913). 
5*, Patrick Geddes, -Qities in Evolution (1915), P-158. 
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The indirect use of subsidies in this mannerg it was suggestedg was 
inefficientq unjustv and at variance with the tnational minimum' to which 
its members weref of courseq committed. The housing scheme was roundly 
condemned as a form of 'municipal philanthropy' that was best left to 
the Liberals and Tories. 
1 Sidney Webb was invited to adjudicate. 'Economic 
rents, he arguedq ought to be devoted to an object of common good; and the 
housing schemep designed for the private advantage of the few,, did not 
come within that category. Webb's contribution received a respectful 
airing in Forward - and was promptly discarded. 
Within the I. L. P. there was a long-standing aversion to the traditional 
Iý1 3 tenement. It was not so much the form of provision as the prospect of 
immediate action that was so compelling. The tramway surplus was sufficient 
to provide 19000 houses per annum. When taxed with the discrepancy between 
the rate of construction and the outstanding requirements 
(there were 10,000 
uninhabit . able houses in need of immediate closure)9 Bailie James Stewart 
replied that it was better than the inaction or vagaries of the critics: 
'the prospect of getting 19000 decent houses a year or something like thatq 
seems to us like paradise'. 
4 Wheatley made much the same point. 'We simply 
put before you that which we think would be the beginning of a drastic 
housing reformlo he told a sceptical Royal Commissiong 'But how it would 
develop is beyond our power to estimate at present. Certainly it would have 
5 
a revolutionary effect on the whole basis of the housing question'. 
1. Correspondence of William Gilliesp Forwardv 18 October and 
,, 
l. November 1913- 
2. Forwardq_13 December 1913- 
3. On thisq see, evidence of Jospeh Burgess, GMC, pp. 254ff- 
4. R. C. Housing in Scotlandp q. 22615- 
5. R. C. Housing in Scotland, q. 22620. 
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It was with the generation of this 'revolutionary effect' that the 
housing reformers were most concerned. The truth of the matter was that 
the 98 cottage scheme was a vote-winner. Wheatley asserted that the use 
of the tramway surplus was a key issue in the municipal elections of 
1913 and that almost every candidate who voted for rate reductions lost 
their seats. 'Among the working class generallyo the feeling is verY 
1 
strongly against it being put to a reduction of the ratesl The 
509000 copies of Wheatley's pamphlet that were distributed during the 
election were thought to have brought about a result that was considered 
'exceedingly satisfaotoryl. 
2 On the eve of war the Labour Party had 
seventeen councillorsp and was still growing. If the E8 cottage scheme 
would no 
-t 
solve the housing problemp it would certainly help to accelerate 
the election of those who, more than any one elset were determined to do so; 
and that was sufficient justification. The campaiix continued. A Housing 
Committee convened by Andrew M'Bride was established to provide co- 
ordination., Its-members included Wheatley and James Stewart who had 'in 
large. measurel, conceived the scheme. 
3 It was further agreed that a petition 
bearing 1OOtOOO, signatures should be organised and ready for presentation to 
, the Town Council in time, for the local elections of November 1914- 
4 The 
initial results seemed encouraging. 
, In Glasgow where landlord tenant relations were always tensep it was 
understood., that any scheme which did not hold out the prospect of greater 
, 4. ý , 
protection. against. extortionate rents would not arouse popular enthusiasm. 
Although, precise data are not,, readily availablet it has already been 
1. R. C. Housing in Scotland, q. 22542. 
'2* Forwardq 27 June 1914- 
3. Forwardg, 8lNovember 1913. 
4- Forward, 10 January 1914- 
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shown that sequestration and eviction was a serious problem for working 
class tenants in industrial Scotland. 'Rachmanism' was a fact long before 
the term was coined. But it was also suggested that it was the poort rather 
than the respectable tradesmen who formed the backbone of the labour 
movementv who were most prone to be evicted. In Glasgow high rents rather 
than security of tenure provided the greater cause for concern. The 
formation of a local Fair Rent Courtv which had earlier been approved by 
the Trades Council on recommendation of the Workers' Municipal Election 
Committeel 1 became an important plank in the Labour Party's platform. In 
1913 a motion to this effect, introduced by Councillor Hugh Lyon, was lost 
in the Town Council by a single vote. 
2 However, the Glasgow Labour Party 
was not the sole source of tenant initiative. 
ii 
The origins of the peculiarly restrictive house-letting system in Scotland 
are obscure. In pre-industrial Britain houses appear to have been let by 
the yearg rent being paid half-yearly or on the four quarter days. It was 
ac, onvenient form of-tenure in a relatively stable population where 'cottage 
economy' was practised widely. But with the advent of industrial capitalismt 
the transformation of urban land valuesq disappearance of gardensg and the 
emergence of, a highly mobile labour force, English landlords and tenants 
found the weekly let a more suitable arrangement. In Scotlandf howeverg 
where industrialisation came laterg the use of short lets did not become 
widespread except in old and inferior propertiesq chiefly one-roomed 
apartments. In Glasgow these formed an ever diminishing fraction of the 
Glasgow Heraldl 15 October 1903. 
2. Glasgow Heraldq 25 April 1913. 
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city's housing stock. 
1 The very worst of themt rented at less than E5 
per armumq and let by the month or weekp housed a transitory population 
whose vicious and destructive propensities werep it was claimedv a 
principal cause of the cessation in the building of that type of property. 
Others by contrast emphasised rising building costs and a general loss of 
confidence amongst builders arising out of the expectation of extensive 
municipal intervention. 
2 Whatever the reasong it is clear that an increasing 
number of working people were occupying houses of a higher rental. Of 
dwellings between C5 and C10,60 to 90 per cent. were on yearly lets. Above 
E10 practically all houses were let by the year, and, with the exception 
of company housingg about 80 per cent. of all working class houses in 
Scotland were so lety rents being paid monthlyp quarterly or half-yearly. 
3 
A second peculiarity of the Scottish system was the insistence that yearly 
tenants . enter into a written agreement or missive'. In England and Wales 
removals took place all the year round; in Scotland removal terms hadq 
ever since the late seventeenth centuryp been limited by statute. The system 
was less than satisfactory. In 1881p and again five years laterg Parliament 
was forced to intervene. Under the Terms Removal Act, 1686 removal terms 
were restricted to Whitsunday (defined as 28 May) and Martinmas. But in 
practice removals in urban areas werej as heretofore, confined to WhitSunday. 
Term day was in consequence characterised by inordinate expensep apprehensiont 
and congestion. The building trades suffered a brief spell of intensive work 
followed by a corresponding period of idleness; removal vans were at 
lo John Buttq lWorking Class Housing in Glasgow, 1851-1914 ', in S. D. Chapman 
ed. 9 The History of Working Class Housing (Newton Abbott)1971)p P-71- 
2o Re2ort of W-109, P-15- 
3. Report of MOO P-3. 
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a premium; workmen were everywhere and nowhere. Tradesmen worked 
furiously in the course of the preceeding month in order to make new 
houses ready for the incoming tenants: masonsp joiners, plasterersp 
plumbers and painters vied for space in which to complete their alloted 
tasks; 'work was scamped; chaos reigned supreme. In the older often 
insanitary properties essential repairs were not to be had until after 
th'e"ne'w'' tenant had taken up occupation. 'It is quite common for people 
to bundle all their furniture'into one room, and live themselves like 
I pigs almost for six weeks because they cannot get their walls whitened 
and cleaned' said one irate working man. 
1 Moreover, as a result of the 
annual scramble for the beat houses and the mostýreliable tenantep the 
period of the occupier's liability had been so extended that in effect the 
yearl y tenant found him or herself bound for sixteen months. 
I 
The stampede began early in the year. In January the factors enquired 
whether sitting tenants were to retake their houses frOm 28 Tfayq and 
insisted upon a reply on or before 2 February. In the absence of such 
replyq the factor reserved the right to re-let at will. Working class 
wives appeared panic-stricken. 'When the letting season comes onIq said 
the President of the Glasgow Trades Councilq 'there seems to be a fever 
2 
among the women' There was no time to lose; as one reformer put it: 
Great excitement was created; people feared to be 
left out in the cold; there was a quick competition; 
they were told they muliake or want. There was in 
effect a close time for house-letting during the 
great portion of the year, and a brief sporting 
, 1., HLS9 q. 1614., 
2o' HLS, g q. *'1589. 
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season for the landlords in January and Februaryp 
during which months alone houses could be gott and 
when it came they bagged the tenants wholesale and on 
their own terms. 1 
The advantage rested almost exclusively with the landlords. It not only 
minimised the cost of administrationg but also reduced competition and 
thereby held down maintenance costs. Scottish landlordsp unlike their 
Eaglish counterpartsq had less often to repair and decorate their 
properties in order to satisfy the fastidious artisan who was otherwise 
the most desirable of tenants. 
2 
Reform was also discouraged by the peculiarities of Scottish rating and 
3 
valuation. When compared with the English systemp Soots practice was 
far more restrictive in the scope of composition and considerably less 
generous in the abatements permitted. In Scottish burghs the landlord 
received a substantial allowance on all tenures up to E4 annual rentalp 
but on short lets above F4-5 he was held liable for the occupier's rates 
without any deduction for the cost of collection or losses. The same 
applied to Parish Council taxesp except in this instancep the owner mightt 
if the rating authority so decidedp also be charged full rates on unlet 
property. Furthermore, local taxation U-3cotland was not based upon 
'rateable value' with the result that in England assessments were levied 
upon roughly two thirds of the sum paid by the tenant to the landlord 
instead of the full amount as in Scotland. It was not the only disincentive 
however. 
1. Glasgow Herald, v 30 January 1894. 
2. HLS, q. 1351- 
3- On this, see Report of HLS91pp. 4-6. 
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Short lets implied the demise of annual rate collections and a 
corresponding extension of compounding. Scottish property owners were 
opposed to both. The personal payment of ratesp it was argued, fostered 
the growth of a popular civic pride whereas indirect payment was 
balculated to increase tirresponsible voting' and to intensify pre- 
existent antagonisms between landlord and tenant. Experience showed that 
'tenants*tended erroneously to assimilate rates and rents and thereafter 
Io-regaid increased weekly payments brought about through municipal 
extravagance as yet another attempt on the part of unscrupulous landlords 
'to extort'higher rents. An official of the Glasgow Landlords' Association 
'claimed that'q if composition became widespread 'there would be a good deal 
'of odium, cast on the landlord and it would be made use of at the municipal 
elections or Parish Council elections. 
1 Moreover, it would enfranchise 
defaulters'and'those exempt from payment on grounds of poverty who 
'ýreviously'were automatically disqualified as voterse 
The', growing predominance of the two and three-roomed apartment in Glasgow 
meant, that working people were occupying better accommodation than their 
pre4ecessors;, it also meant that classes hitherto unaffected by the 
restrictive, house-letting system were progressively coming within its 
, ambit., 
It. is a minor irony that, in his home townp there persistedg in the 
guise., of, an archaic form of house tenureq one of those artificial obstacles 
to, the perfect mobility of labourcondemned repeatedly by Adam Smith and his 
disciples;. and one moreoverg, that was not to be finally removed until after 
Ahe Great War., The difficultywas particularly acute on, Clydeside. Compared 
with Edinburghg Aberdeeng or Dundeep the industries in and around Glasgow were 
so situated. that--change of employment frequently entailed a change of 
1ý. HLSj, qq. -1085v 1087P 1089- 
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residence. Especially was this true of shipbuilding where technological 
innovation and the application of thustling%fathods' to the labour process 
led to an improvement in the rapidity of job-completion. 
1 In the words of 
the Departmental Committee of 1906: Me same class# thereforep who 
formerly got monthly lets for the cheaper houses are now compelled to take 
2 
yearly letsp although their employment remains as shifting as before. 
The Committee reckoned that the Igreat majority' of occupations in and 
around the Clyde district necessitated frequent removalp although this is 
difficult to measure with any accuracy. The numbers affected by the 
proposed conversion of yearly lets is, howeverp more certain. In 1905-6 
they numbered some 124,265 tenancies or more than 70 per cent* of all 
tenancies in Glasgow. 3 
Where removal between terms was unavoidable the tenant might be faced with 
the prospect of having to pay double rent - the balance of rent for the 
premises,, left and, the rent of the premises taken. Not surprisingly the 
heavy outlay deterred all but the bravest or most desperate. Although a 
source of continuous complaint amongst tenantsq the Departmental Committee 
found only 2-3 per cent. of removals between terms and concluded that the 
monetary loss, l, 
to. the working class was therefore slight, Howeverv the more 
usual course in this situation was for the outgoing tenant to obtain another 
occupant; and for the privilege of sub-letting the factor charged a 
'relatively substantial' 5 per cent. on either the whole or the unpaid 
4 
rent, When a substitute could not be foundq always difficult when there 
were a large number of empties on the markett the outgoing tenant faced 
L HLS, q., 3772. ' 
2. Report of HLSIp P-14- 
3., Re_port of HLS19 Pp. 343- 
4- Leport of HLS, PP- 13-14- 
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real privation. But the comparative infrequency of removal between terms 
does not exhaust the matter. Rather than move house and homeg the bread- 
winner was often compelled to deny himself the company of family and friends 
and take lodgings ort where possiblep to endure the expense and delay of 
commiAing to and from the outlying districts. In either case it implied 
extra expenditure which few could afford. To what extent the house-letting 
system depressed living standards cannot be adequately assessedo but there 
must have been many who refused better employment because of it. 
The absence of freedom of contract with respect to the duration of tenure 
together with the compulsion to contract four months before the term of 
entryt known collectively as 'the missive systemtP involved considerable 
hardship. 'That expressionto an official enquiry observedt 'has become 
a familiar one in recent years in connection with municipal and parliam- 
entary contes ts especially in Glasgow and the Clyde district*' 
1 The 
reform of the house-letting system rather than housing provision or high 
rents provided the background against which the earliest tenants 
associations emerged. 
The Scottish Pederation of Tenants Associations was formed in the autumn 
of 1912 
2 The twenty three delegates who attended the inaugural meeting 
represented affiliates drawn from the West of Scotland. These were small 
but by no means negligible bodies. Paisley Tenants Defence Associationg 
for example, had an annual income of E73; Clydebank Tenants Association 
possessed F-57- 
3 With its 622 subscribers, Paisley Tenants Defence 
1. Re-port of HLS, p p. 6. 
2. Justice, 12 October 1912.. 
3. 'Paisl2Z-and Renfrewshire Gazetteg 20 February 1915; 
Clydebank and Renfrew Pressq 5 February 1915- 
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Association had a membership slightly in excess of the Pollokshaws 
Tenants Defence League. Both were dwarfed by the 19000 strong Clydebank 
Association. These formalities are not the sole criterion of their 
representativeness. In 1906 the secretary of the Glasgow Tenants 
Protective Association which had been formed five years earliergexplained: 
'Our paying membership is over a thousandq but we get people at public 
meetings to come and support usp and unanimously pass resolutions by the 
thousand'* T hese working class tenants were 'quite unanimous - red hot'., 
2 
The Scottish Federation of Tenants Associations represented the culmination 
of almos, t,, thirty years of intermittent agitation for the reform of the 
house-letting, system. Hitherto tenants associations came and went with 
bewildering rapidity. Indeedq the very frequency of their sporadic efforts 
was sufficient to undermine the, credibility of the organisers. 'These 
weakly annuals, the Tenants Defence Associations, are in evidence again', 
a socialist critic remarked in 18959 'but their fleeting display is too 
short-lived to raise even hope'. 
3A few formed at the turn of the century 
managed, to maintain a continuous existenceq but in the main it proved 
exceedingly difficult, to consolidate membership once the initial enthusiasm 
had subsided. 'The difficulty in getting associations of that kindIq said 
Hugh Lyon, President of the Glasgow Tenants Protective Associationg 'is 
that it is only one grievance that has an effect on peopleg and it affects them 
acutely at one time of the year, when they sign the missive, but that is the 
only. time, you can get enthusiasm raised. Of course it is affecting them all 
1. HLSI, q- 561; Pollokshaws News, 14 June 1912; Clydebank and Renfrew 
Press, 13 February 1914- 
2. HLSq qq. 3576-35789 3580- 
3. Clariong 9 February 1895. Dr. Fred Reid very kindly supplied 
this reference. 
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the year roundq but it is when they come to sign the missive that they 
feel it* So it is difficult to keep them up against it, 
1 But the issue 
would not die* tI cannot recollect the time when it has not been before 
UsIp said George Carson, Secretary of the Glasgow Trades Council. 'It has 
2 always been a standing question in Glasgowl. Carsonts intervention 
was symptomatic of the close association between the organised tenants and 
the labour movement. They were kith and kin. Although it was not a primary 
interestg the tenants associations often campaigned for municipal housing 
in addition to a more geaeralised conoern for their members welfare* 
In 1888 the Glasgow Trades Council had itself sponsored one of the earliest 
of the several associations that were formed in these years* Fifteen years 
later it again took the lead in the formation of the Glasgow Tenants 
Protective Association. 4 In Paisley too it was the Trades Council which 
took the initiative that resulted in the foundation of a tenants association. 
5 
This intimacy was-at times considered unhealthy. Some trade unionists felt 
that union business was neglected by officials who devoted too much attention 
to the tenants movement. 
6 
But on the whole it was an amicable relationship. 
7 The Scottish, Trades Union Congress supported the reform of the missive system. 
1. HLS9 q, 3717. 
2, HLSq qq. 15139 1522. 
3. Beep for examplep Clydebank and Renfrew Presst 11 March 1899; 
HLSt qq* 582t 568. 
4o HLSq q# 1513; Glasgow Herald 11 and 12 June 1903. 
5- MSt q, 56o. 
6., Angela Tuckettv The Scottish Carter, The History of the Scottish Horse 
and Motormen's Association 1898-12A (1967)p p. 85. 
7- Report of the 2nd Annual Scottish Trades Union ConEEess (1898)t P-42* 
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In the fifteen years which preceeded the appointment of the Departmental 
Committee on House-Letting in Scotlandq 1906f amending legislation had been 
proposed-and rejected on at least nine separate occasions. 
1 This snail- 
like pace represents something more than Westminster's traditional indiff- 
erence to Scottish affairs, The reformers wereq in the first placeg weak 
and divided. Overwhelmed by its mounting complexities and depressed by the 
intransigence of the Glasgow Landlords Associationg A. D. Provand quit the 
campaign after four years. At a conference of trade unionists convened early 
in 1894P Provand announced his intention to introduce a bill for the 
abolition of hypotheo on the grounds that it was this extraordinary form of 
protection which preserved the system of yearly tenures. 
2 It was a 
transparently fallacious argument. Alexander Cross# Unionist Member for 
Bridgetonq'who led the campaign thereafterp was also too easily convinced 
that anything beyond the reduction of the missive term was impractical. The 
labour movementq howeverg continued to demand outright abolition. The Glasgow 
Trades Council supported the principle but not the detail of Cross's 
numerous initiatives; at ministerial meetings these differences were 
3 
apparent. Moreover, in spite of long years of co-operationg Cross was 
never fully able to-persuade the labour people that his sympathies were 
4 
other than instrumental in determination. Indeedq the bipartisan character 
of the campaign constitutes a principal cause of retardation. Campaigns of 
this nature are not necessarily advanced when separated from the ritual 
1. Report of HLS9 pp. 21-22. 
2* HLS9 qq- 7479 758-7639 774-775- See too letter of Provandt 
Glasgow Herald't 30 November 1906. 
3. Glasgow Herald, 1 November 1893; HLSq q. 1633. 
4- Of. Glasgow Heraldq 30 September 1909, 
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passions aroused by inter-party rivalry. The struggle for the reform of 
the missive systemp like the history of housing reformp can be read in 
this light. After fifteen years there was scarcely a Member for an 
industrial burgh who did not subscribe to reform., 
I Howevert its position 
on the parliamentary agenda had notq in consequencel been rendered any the 
less problematical. 
The reformers were confronted by adversaries who were no less tenacious 
and a good deal more resourceful. The opposition was led by the Glasgow 
Landlords Association to which organised property owners throughout 
industrial Scotland 16oked for strength and guidance. Several often 
contradictory forms of vilification were employed to undermine the tenant's 
position, The'agitation was at first dismissed as the work of 'a very small 
2 but noisy section who had stirred up the matter in this city and elsewhere 
This unrepresentative and fanatical minorityp it transpiredg was hell-bent 
upon the-abrogation of all freedom of contract and the indefinite extension 
of municipal socialism. In view of the fact that their'ranks included 
Glasgow's Conservative and Liberal Unionist M. P. s, this argument was 
3 
difficult to sustain. The Departmental Committee rejected it out of hand. 
On reflectiong the troublesome minority was found to reside amongst the 
disgruntled Sassenachs whog it was suggestedp exercised a disruptive 
influence on the otherwise pliant Soots working man. This too was without 
foundation, It was the case that migrant English workers participated in 
1. HLSq qq. 1649-1652. 
2. Glasgow Herald, q 26 April 1894* 
3. Report of HM, P-4- 
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the campaign. They had Inaturally drifted into ittv the President of the 
Glasgow Tenants Protective Association explainedg tbecause they feel itp 
perhapop in ad, ifferent degree from what the Scotsman does. They look 
upon it as a perfect outrage. But he firmly denied any suggestion that 
the English were the instigators. His opinion was backed up by officials 
from other tenants associations, and the Departmental Committee was unable 
to refute it* 
2 This attempt to exacerbate nationalist sentimentp if that 
is what it was, fell flat. There wereq howeverg other forms of differen. 
tiation within the working class which could be exploited. 
Short lets entailed extra administration and therefore higher rents; they 
also had a dangerous levelling tendency. The occupants of weekly and monthly 
lets were drawn from the semi-criminal elementsq drunkso casual labourersq 
brothel. -keepersp'and so forth - noxious persons from whom the respectable 
tradesman shrank in horror and disgust. George Carson of the Glasgow Trades 
Councilq himself a sheet-metal workerp explained: tI would say that the 
best of people live in yearly houses* There is a certain amount of stigma 
attached to a monthly house at presentq and our people are generally above 
3' 
that'* 'It is the yearly tenants that are agitating for reformp and the 
most respectable among themfq said the secretary of the Paisley Tenants 
Association, 
4 
The social basis of such bodies was evident in their 
perfunctory interest in the plight of the evicted and in their readiness to 
concede the landlords claim to a summary right bf ejectment. The Glasgow 
associationg for exampleg approved of summary proceedings against 
objectionable tenants. 
5 
The Glasgow Trades Council thought that the 48 
I" HLS9 4.3587. 
2. Report of HLSt P-4. 
3. HLSq 2 q. 1530. 
4- HLSq q. 649- 
5. HLS, q., 3751- 
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hours noticet for which most landlords campaignedp was too short a period# 
but it did not challenge the power to evict* IWe are not here to defend 
bad tenantalt Carson told the Departmental Committee, 1 Landlords regarded 
these prejudices as a useful source of leverage, Amongst those who gave 
evidence before the Departmental Committee were three working meno whog it 
was claimed, had been specifically briefed for this purpose. 
2 
Although landlord and tenant were the principal contestantsq the local 
authority could not stand aside from the struggle. In February 1903 Glasgow 
Corporation threw its weight behind the tenants movement. The Town Council 
resolved to employ its powers to secure an amendment to the law. The 
Corporation furnished evidence of its new resolve six months later with the 
abolition of missives on its own substantial proper'tieso 
3 Howeverp it was 
a ma riage of'oonvenience: neither partner had much affection for the other. 
The local authority was concerned'to, reduce extensive rate leakage* In 
1905.6p an exceptionally good year, the irrecoverable assessment on rents of 
C4-10'in'Glasgow amounted-to, 24 per cent. Above that level losses were 
negligibldo Nearly 20, '000 people were in consequence disfranchisedg three 
quarters, of them for, non-payment of rates; the remainder were paupers or 
had been granted exemption* 
4 In the previous seven years the annual loss 
on suchrrentals-averaged 22 per cent. It was suggested that these losses 
could, be substantially reduced ifq following English practiceg liability for 
the rates was transferred to the owners. Tenants would be better able and 
more willing to pay when rates were collected in small weekly instalments 
alongside the rent, Hitherto the annual collection of rates in the winterp 
IýS, 'q"q'. '1'659-1662, 
2, 
3. Glasgow Heraldq 6 April 1904- 
4* Report of RLS9 P. 12. 
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when work was scarce and incomes depletedp acted as a positive inducement 
to seek.,, exemption or worse to do a moonlight flit. English experience 
suggested that landlords became zealous rate collectors and that composition 
was the cheapest and most efficient means of recovery. When pressedg spokesmen 
for the tenants associations expressed a preference for this systemp although 
their substantial members as a rule experienced little difficulty in meeting 
the assessor's annual precept (C2 on a C10 rental). It was in fact a secondary 
concern: for them the abolition of the missive lay at the heart of the matter. 
For its realisation they were even willing to embrace those disreputable 
elements who had been disqualified for non-payment of rates. The Glasgow 
Tenants Association, said Mr. Baillieg its Presidentq was lall in favour of 
bringing these people onto the rollp and making them respectable whether 
they will or not* 
The missive question figured prominently in industrial Scotland during the 
General Election of 1906p and all candidates were pledged to work for reform 
0 
if returned. These expectations were not disappointed. Representations from 
Scottish Members elicited a favourable response from the new Lord Advocate. 
His senior colleagueg the Seoretary for Scotlandq was at first more lukewarm 
and refused to'take over Cross's new bill. 
2 But in November 1906 he relented 
and agreed to set up a departmental enquiry. An all. -party group of 23 
backbenchers met soon after and appointed a small steering committee to 
supervise the preparation of evidence. 
3 
1, HLSq qo 3737. 
2. Glasgow Heraldq 25 May and 26 June 1906o 
3*-Glasgow'Herildp 22*NO'vember 1906. 
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The seven-man departmental committee met under the chairmanship of Lord 
Cuthriep an eminant Scots lawyer. Its members also included Thomas Binniep 
an authority on all matters pertaining to the sale and management of 
propertyp and John T. Howden of the Carpenters' and Joiners' Uniont a 
distinguished trade unionist soon to be elected President of Glasgow Trades 
Council. Its reportg published in August the following yeart tried to strike 
a balance between the competing interests. It thus coupled a shortening of 
the period for the retaking of houses with the provision of adequate 
remuneration for landlords charged with the collection of rates together 
with an indemnity against defaulting tenants. And as an added boon the 
committee recommended that henceforth empty properties should not be rated. 
Similarlyq the abolition of urban hypothec to the extent of E10 was offset 
by a recommendation in favour of the summary eviction of non-paying tenants 
after 48 hours notice* Finallyt it rec-Dmmended that legislation should be 
adoptive rather than compulsory. 
I 
The tenants associations welcomed the report. The Government was urged to 
proceed with its own legislation or to grant facilities for the new measure 
put forward on behalf of the all. -party group. 
2 The Glasgow Trades Councilq 
howeverg witheld supports it continued to press for amending legislation 
along the lines set out in Howden's Minority Report which argued for 
compulsory legislationg for the outright abolition of the missive systemp 
and for statutory protection against eviction. during trades disputes for 
the tenants of company housing. 
3 
The property owners by contrast found the Guthrie proposals unacceptable. 
But the writing was on the wall. The Glasgow Landlords Association renewed 
1. Report of HLS9 pp. 22-24. 
2. Glasgow Heraldg 10 February 1908. 
3. Glasgow Herald, 14 May 1908 and 24 June 1909; Memorandum by Joseph Dobbie 
and John T. Howdeng Report of HIS, p. 26. 
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its call for a voluntary solution -a stale exercise in public relations 
which fooled no-one. As a further token of its desire for an equitable 
settlementg the Landlords Association went to the length of actually 
drafting fresh legislation. 'Butto the annual meeting was informedg 'it 
was an actual fact9 though it would scarcely be believedv that they could 
not get a single member of Parliament to interest himself in the bill or to 
introduce it into the House of Commons'. In additiont the directors had been 
engaged in intensive lobbying. 'The work', said the chairmant 'had undoubt- 
edly been heavy, but it was absolutely necessaryp ..... and had not been 
without*effect in quarters where a telling effect was needed. 
1 On 
publication of the Guthrie reportq the Secretary of the Landlords Association 
predicted 'a troubled and protracted' struggle ahead. 
2 This proved to be 
the case. The campaign made no progress in parliament until the case for 
reform was f inally embodied in a Government measure in the spring of 1909. 
The House Letting and Rating Bill was killed in the House of Lords, Lord 
Camperdownp who strongly disapproved of the enfra nchisement of non-rate 
paying tenants, not only deleted the compounding provisionsq but inserted a 
new clause which would have diminished Glasgow Corporation's rating powers. 
The Corporation pressed for the bill to be withdrawn; the Government was 
willing to oblige. Reform was postponed and the Glasgow Landlords Association 
elated. The House of Lords, said its secretaryt was the repository of 
'truest statesmanship'. The tenants associations already looked to the next 
3 General Election for redress. Ministers were not perhaps displeased with 
the outcome. The struggle for the 'People's Budget' was beginning to move 
towards a climaxp and any extra evidence of the Lords' disregard of the 
popular will would not come amiss. 
4 
1. Glasgow Heraldq 22-January 1909. 
2. Glasgow Heraldq. 16 November 1907. 
3. Glasgow Heraldt 2 October 1909. 
4. Cf. Glasgow Herald, 4 October 1909. 
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The House Letting and Rating Billp re-introduced two years laterp passed 
through both chambers without serious obstruction. But there was no 
jubilation on the Clyde. 
III 
The Pre-existent division of rates between occupiers and owners gave rise 
to an endless source of frictiong and landlords were wary of changes which 
threatened to accentuate these mutual antipathies. Tenants felt that they 
paid everything and the landlords nothing; that landlords in arrears 
received preferential treatment by the authorities while occupiers were 
sold up; that owners were absolved of costs on overdue taxes while tenants 
had to make prompt payment. These animosities were intensified by a 
Provisional Order submitted to parliament in 1909. This proposed to double 
the cost of the stair-lighting rate which was levied exclusively upon the 
occupiersp who were also called upon to pay the lion's share for the 
lighting of private streets. And the more it was scrutinised the more 
oppressive the division of local taxation appeared to be. Something had 
to be done. The Hatchesontown Branch of the I. L. P. gave the lead. At a 
public protest meeting, George Barnest the principal speakerg was mandated 
to oppose the measure in the House. 
1 The offending clause was subsequently 
withdrawn$ but resentment flared up again the following year when the 
Corporation renewed the affair. 
2 
The operation of the House Letting and Rating Act which came into force 
early in 1912, did nothing to relieve the tension. Defective arrangements 
1. Forward, 23 January 1909. 
2. Forward 19 February 1910. 
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for the combined collection of rates and rents acted as a positive 
incentive for landlords to overcharge, the rates and pocket the extra. 
Property owners had always argued that the extra expense of more 
frequent collections and removals wouldp notwithstanding the corxdssion 
obtained from the local authoritiesq inevitably result in higher rents) 
whichp because of the abolition of hypotheep would henceforth have to 
be paid in advance. The attempt to impose these terms encountered 
immediate resistance. 
In Ykarch 1912 the Scottish Council of the B. S. P. issued a manifesto 
calling for the formation of tenants defence associations in every town 
and cityl,. These were encouraged to work closely with the local Housing 
Councils that were also to be set up to concentrate upon the campaign 
for state subsidised housing. 
1A 
united stand was essential. 'The 
landlordsl could not do withoutthe tenants. They could not evictEvery- 
bod, ytp Alexander Cross assured one meeting. 
2, George Pollockv a member 
of the B. S. P. j and Secretary of the Pollokshaws Tenants Defence 
Association, urged the people to stand shoulder to shoulder: 
Of course they will try and bluff and intimidate 
each tenant into complying with their demands. Don't 
be bluffed or frightened. They cantt put you all 
outt and if they try to eject a fewp then the 
association will fight each case. It only requires 
one or two such cases to bring the whole town about 
their ears. 
The Pollokshaws Tenants Association hadt moreover, retained a legal 
Justice, 2 March 1912. 
2. Greenock Heraldp 2 March 1912. 
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adviser and promised to pay the removal costs of any victimised 
tenant over and above fighting the case. 'If they dare to eject anyonep 
the members of the association will put forth every effort to see that 
no one else is mean enough to take the house, and by organising outdoor 
meetings and demonstrations the particular factor will have a hot time 
ofAtt. If necessaryp the tenants were willing to go beyond peaceful 
means to obtain redress. 
1 In Hamiltong where rents were being raisedp 
2 'the House Letting and Rating Act was said to be 'a very vexed questiont . 
In Dundee tenants began to organise for the first time*3 Confidence 
rose in Galashiels following an early success by the newly-formed Tenants 
Associati6no, 4 In Greenock the hitherto moribund association experienced 
a remarkable revival. Similar enthusiasm had been aroused there twelve 
, ýears earlier 'but in a short time no one seemed to care a tutpenny 
"ticket whether the organiSation lived or diedpand die it did before it 
had'shaken off its baby clothes'. The new bodyp however, seemed more 
'firmly rooted: tFor one thingg it has over C50 at its back, and thattt 
a local commentator remarked, fis something not to be sneezed atto The 
new executive included members chosen from each of the influential 
municipal 'Ward Committees and appeared to have Isomething strong about 
-'itt., 5 In Paisley too there were signs of growing militancy, After 
failing to-persuade the factors association to moderate their demandsp 
1. Pollokshaws News, 14 June 1912. 
2* R. C. Housing'in Scotlandp q- 1447- 
3. Justices 9 March 1912. 
4- See evidence of Thos. Nisbet Railston, Secretary of Galashiels 
Tenants Defence Associations R. C. Housing in Scotlandl 
5- Greenock Heraldq. 18 May 1912. 
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delegates of the Trades and Labour Councilp the Tenants Protective 
Associationg and the Co-operative Societies agreed to convene a 
protest meeting to formulate a line of resistance. 
1 In the eventq 
an overflow meeting had to be hastily improvised in order to accomm- 
odate the estimated 6fOOO persons who attended. Paisley tenants like 
those in other districts resolved to refuse forehand rents and 
agreed not to commit themselves to new missives where increased rents 
were demanded. 
2 
The position of tenants previously exempted from paying rates had been 
rendered uncertain by the new legislation. Lawyers were divided in 
their opinions as to the legality of continued relief* Glasgow Corpor- 
ation, under pressure from the Labour Partyv decided to continue 
relief pending anauthoritative directivep whereas Paisley Town 
Council thought it pruddnt to suspend further exemptions, The confusion 
was aggravated by the contradictory advice emanating from the Scottish 
Departments. In the House of Commons Barnes had, at the instance of 
the Paisley Tenants Association, elicited a favourable opinion from the 
Secretary for Scotland which appeared, to put the matter beyond dispute. 
But shortly afterwards a circular issued by the Scottish Local Government 
Board virtually prohibited the practice. In these circumstances, the 
tenants affected were advised to tender the rent only until the local 
authorities. could be prevailed upon to make suitable arrangements. Paisley 
Corporation after considerable delay finally gave way to the joint 
1. Paisley and Renfrewshire Gazetteg 9 March 1212,. 
2. Paisl2Z andRenfrewshire Gazettel 23 March 1912. 
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pressure of the organised tenants and the labour movementp restored 
the old system of relief# and prepared to await the consequences. 
In Glasgow too the House Letting and Rating Act was described as 'the 
burning questiont among working people. 
2 In Govan and Partick 
discontent was particularly acute* When these districts were annexed 
to Glasgow in 1912, it was understood that the water rate would be 
reduced from 10d. to 4id, in the C, Landlordsp however, refused to 
pass on the reduction. It meant that a CIO rental was overcharged 38* 9d. 
per annumf and a C20 rental 7s. 6d* The same kind of sharp practice 
was applied to the stair. -lighting rate. The better off people with rentals 
above the compound limit therefore gained from annexation while the poorer 
sorts suffered. When they inhabited the same tenement the sense of 
injustice was magnified* The Govan Tenants Defence Association was quick 
to protestf but suspecting the Town Council of collusion with the ownersp 
it called for a return to direct rating* 
Some idea of the extent of the excess charges imposed was made public 
in 1914 by a report of a Special Committee which had been appointed by 
the Corporation at the insistence of the Glasgow Labour Party* Complaints 
were asked forg and 29000 sent in at random* Analysis disclosed that 
tenants had been overcharged by E478* 9s. 3d, The returns showed that on 
average Is. 6d. had been improperly appropriated in 19139 and 2s. 6d. in 
1. Paisley and Renfrewshire Gazettep 18 January 1913- 
29 R. C. Housing in Scotlandq qo 22655. 
39 Forward, 12 APril 1913- 
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1914, The amounts were small but indignation was greato heightened by 
the knowledge that these increases were the prelude to a concerted 
attempt to raise rents across the city, 
1 
The distribution of the excess charges is of the greatest significance* 
Of the total amount overchargedp C357 had been taken from tenants in 
500 houses in the Fairfield Ward of Govan. Of the 483 schedules sent in 
from this quarterg it was proved that the correct charge was made in 
only sixteen cases. It has already been noted that the missive question 
was most keenly felt among workers engaged in shipbuilding. In Govan 
and Partickq the centres of shipbuilding in Glasgowp elections were won 
and lost on the issue. 
2 Here the outcry which followed the passage of 
the House Letting Act and which led to the formation of the Govan 
3 Tenants Defence Association, did not fadeaway. The burning resentment 
thus engendered in part explains why these districts were to be the 
storm centres in the rent strikes of 1915- 
The legal position in regard to these and other excess charges was 
uncertain. It could only be resolved through litigation- Those who formed 
the Scottish Federation of Tenants Associations hoped to husband their 
resources in order to test the meaning of the new act in the highest 
court in the land. 'They wanted to take a case to the Court of Session 
against an owner of property in order to get him to say whether this 
extra that was put on the rent was rent or taxestt a spokesman told a 
1. Forward, 7 February 1914- 
2. HLSp qq. 3817-3818. 
3. Report of the Departmental Committee on Increases inRental of Small 
Dwelling Houses in Industrial Districts in Scotland, PP. 9 1914-16, XXXV9 qq. 
795-802. 
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meeting of the Kirkintilloch Tenants Defence Associationt 
The factor was compelled to state whether this extra 
was in rent or taxes; if he said it was rent, then he 
was bound to pay more for the valuation of his property. 
If he said it was in ratesp then they had only got to 
pay the rates demanded by their local Council and not 
one penny more. The result would be that instead of 
their rent going upp it would be inclined to take it 
down. 1 
The first test case taken at Clydebank, howeverg did not inspire 
confidence; the tenants lost. 2 Yet in retrospect something of value 
had been gained. The case for the tenants was conducted by one D. D. 
Cormackj an astute Dumbarton solicitor, later described by an official 
enquiry as tan ingenious legal advisert, who led the resistance at 
3 Clydebank in the poet war years with distinction. 
Those such as John Maclean who were most active in the foundation of 
the Scottish Federation of Tenants Associations viewed a successful test 
case. as a primary but not ultimate object of the campaign. No Scottish 
Socialistp and least of all a member of the B. S. P. 9 could be indifferent 
to the housing question, Maclean's principal interest in the agitation 
centred on its possibilities as an agent of mass radicalisation and 
precipitant of a revolutionary general strike and in this he remained 
41 to consistent to the end Bat the B. S. P. did not enjoy the fielc 
itself. Patrick Dollan too was aware of the significance of the mounting 
unrest amongst the tenantsp and like Maclean he called for direct action 
in place of resolutions in favour of Fair Rent Courts, In this respectv 
1. Pollokshaws Newsp 4 October 1912. 
2. 
_Plydebank and 
Renfrew Pressq 1 May 1914- 
3. Report of the Committee on the Rent Restriction Actsp 
PP, 1924-25P XVt P-15- 
4. Nan Miltong John Maclean (1973)t P-104o 
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he arguedp the energetic campaign conducted by the Govan. Tenants 
Defence Associationt commendable though it was, did not go far enough* 
Nothing short of an immediate rent strike would suffice: 
This is a splendid chance for the-Govan and Partick 
Labour parties. Let them organise a combined refusal 
to pay the extra charges imposed by property owners 
on poor tenants. Let them draft a manifesto stating 
that the people will not pay the 'extras', and let 
them canvas signatures for the manifesto. This 
manifesto could be a sort of tenants' covenant9the 
signing of which would entitle a tenant to the 
protection of his fellow tenants should the landlord 
attempt harsh measures. 
It is a glorious opportunity for a tenants' rebelliont 
which if properly organisedq should mean the return of 
a Labour member for every vacant seat in Govan and 
Partick at the November elections .... 0 
A well-organised agitation will secure concessions for 
the tenants and at the same time create opinion in 
favour of Municipal Housing. 1 
Two years later this advice was acted upon and the Glasgow Labour Party 
placed itself at the head of the agitation and reaped a deserved 
electoral reward. But on the eve of war the issues raised by the missive 
question had not been settled to the tenants satisfaction. The residual 
bitterness to some extent accounts for the particular intensity of the 
Clyde Rent Strikes of 1915- 
1. Forward, 14 June 1913. 
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Assessment 
It is not to be inferred from the foregoing survey that conflict over 
rents and rates provided the sole context of associated action* Voluntary 
and municipal housing agenoiesp following Octavia, Hill's pioneering 
endeavoursy both tried to foster a new sociable order amongst the 
tenants of their estates. Shaftesbury Parkq Batterseat that 'paradise 
of the artisanIq had its club provided by courtesy of the management 
although on the Noel Park Estatep also owned by the Artisanst and General 
Labourerst Dwellings Companyq the club was said to be 'respectable but 
dull'. 1A club-house holding perhaps 150 people, under the democratic 
management of the tenantsp was provided by the Guinness Trustees on their 
Snowfields Estatep Bermondsey. In the winter of 1899 tenants a=sed themselves 
at a series of Saturday evening concerts at which the singing of patriotic 
songs was the favourite pastime. 
2 The Boundary Street Estate Tenants' 
Clubt an affiliate of the C. I. U, p also provided entertainment for the 
relaxation of its members. 
3 Whether the demand for recreational facilities 
was satisfied by this kind of provision seems doubtful. 
1. On Miss Hill, see John T%rlorv From Self-Help to Glamourt the Working 
Man's Clubg_ 1860-1972 (Oxford 1972T9- PP- 7-9; on Shaftesbury Parkq see 
Artisanst and General Properties Company Limitedt Artizan's Centenarv 
1867-1967 (1967), P. 11. Quotations from Boothq Life and Labour, lst Ser. Iq 
p, 288 aný Club & Institute-Journal- 6 November 1885- Cf. Beatrice Potter 
to Richard Potterg September 1885 Norman Mackenzie ed. 9 The Letters of Sidne 
and Beatrice Webb (Cambridge 1978ý9 It PP. 42-43. 
2. 'Notes of a Visit to the Guinness Blocks in Snowfieldst 11 December 189919 
Booth MS39 B. 2839 P-93; Southwark Recorderg 4 and 11 November 1899. 
East London Observerp 4 October 1902. 
1 
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The $council estate' is often thought of as a peculiar phenomenon of 
the inter-war years. 
1 It is true that prior to the Great War there is 
nothing comparable to the mammoth Norris Green Estatep Liverpoolf with 
its exclusively working class populationj some 309000 People in allo 
a small town in its own rightg but one which was perceived as a mere 
geographical expression where defective planning inhibited 'that 
development from a heterogeneous collection of people into a social 
unit' that was considered central to the definition of the new liberal 
problematic. 
2 However, the Edwardian estates of the London County 
I 
Council were conceived on an equally grand scale. These four estatest 
designed to relieve congestion at the centrep comprised nearly 340 acres 
and were initially intended to provide accommodation for 659000 persons. 
The implications of the separation of classes for the shaping of 'communitylg 
the dominant concern-of post-war social observation, had its antecedents in 
this period. 
The want of a stable reference group was considered a formidable obstacle 
to the application of the self-management principle which was a major 
attraction of co-partner-ship housing schemesIThe difficulty here is a 
social one and not merely adminietrativelt said the Housing Manager of 
the L. C. C. s 
1. On this, see the pioneering studies of Terence Youngt Becontree and 
Dagenham a report made for the Pilgrim Trust (1934) and Ruth Duxanto Watling-: 
A Survey of Social Life on a New Housing Estate (1939)- See too D. Caradog 
Jones ed. 9 Social Surv2y of MerspZside 3 vols- (1934)t 1119 PP-300-301t 305-307 and University of Liverpoolt Neighbourhood and Community: an enquijZ 
into social relationships On ho-usin estates in Liverpool and Sheffield ýLiverpool 1954). -- 
2. Quotation from Survey of Mers2Xside, g I, p. 264. 
LCC, Minutes of Proceedings, 18 MV 19090 pp. 1182-1184- 
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It is generally recognised that in London districts 
people are far less sociable than in the provinceaq 
and I very much doubtv if this Council provided a 
suitable building for social intercourse on the 
housing estates# whether the habits and status of 
the tenants are such as would ensure success. 
The fact that certain leisure facilities on the Boundary Street Estate 
had been under-used was taken as sufficient evidence of the futility of 
more elaborate provision. 
1 This was not the view of the tenantsq neither 
at Boundary Street nor elsewheree The sense of isolation and the absence 
of amenity often compelled the newcomers to organise in support of 
greater participation in the management of the estates* 
The Norbury L. C. C. Tenants' Association was formed in March 1911 and 
immediately sought recognition from the authorities. 
2 In consequence 
of its representations the Housing Committee agreed to the future 
provision of door-sorapes for each cottage but turned down the proposal 
3 to undertake the sweeping of chimneys on grounds of expense. 
An enquiry had already been made for the erection of a temporary structure 
to serve as a social centre. 
4 Then came a petition requesting an 
acceleration in the rate of road construction and paving on the estate. 
1. 'Report to the Housing of the Working Classes Committee by the Housing 
Managerp Small Dwellings Acquisitiontq Ensor MSS (Unsorted) 
2. LCCf Housing of the Working Classes Committeep Agenda Papersp (21), 
29 March 1911. 
3. LCCq Housing of the Working Classes Committeep Agenda Papersq (29)p 
18 October 1911. 
4. LCCq Housing of the Working Classes Committeeg Agenda Papersq (37)t 
10 May 1911. 
5. LCCp Housing of the Working Classes Committeev Agenda Papersq (19)9 
15 November 1911. 
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Attention was also drawn to the insufficiency of accommodation for the 
storage of house refuse. The Norbury L. C. C. Tenants' Associationp 
howevert was more than a conduit conducting grievances to the authorities* 
It began as an attempt to provide mutual protection against distress and 
want. These priorities were embodied in the Constitutibn. Article II stated 
them clearly enough: 
The aim and object of the Association shall be to 
improve the condition of life on the Estate by the 
formation of Emergenqyq Sick and Nursing Funds.... 
and to promote the moral and physical welfare of 
the tenants by securing the opportunities for 
mental improvement and pbysical recreation; and to 
improve the comfort and appearance of the Estate 
generally. 
Seventy five per cent, ' of subscriptions were reserved for an Emergency 
Fund from which grants might be made at the discretion of the Management 
Committee 'to assist members whop from unemployment, sicknessp or any 
cause not arising from their own wilful misconductq are in temporary 
need of assistancel. The remainder went towards the Sick and Nursing 
Fund. This elected bodyq to Judge by a balance-sheet issued at the end 
of the first year, had almost 150 paid-up members. The subscribers, said 
the President of the Tenants' Associati=9 'have succeeded in a great 
measure in doing that which we set out to do - we have helped to tide 
over the temporary difficulties of. our members, and we have done away 
entirelyt so far as the membership of the Association is concernedp 
1. LCCv Housing of the Working Classes Committeeg-Agenda Papersp (21), 
12 June 1912. 
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with that most odious form of assistance - the public subscription'. 
1 
The Norbury Tenants' Association also acted as a mediator between its 
members and an expansive bureaucracy. Me h! ive brought the needs of the 
residents on the Estate before the different public bodies conce nedIp M 
said the President in an attached comment on the aforementioned balance- 
sheetp land from the Board of Educationg H. M. Post Office and the L. C. C. P 
we have received prompt and courteous recognition'. These authoritiesp he 
continuedq 'have done nearly everything we could expect from them to meet 
our wishes'. Relations with Croydon Corporationg howeverv had been less 
satisfactory: $we have found them slow to move and indifferent to the 
needs of the district. But thisq so far from discouraging usq will only 
spur us on to fresh efforts on your behalf'. 
Where it approved of their objects$ the Housing Committee of the L. C. C. 
was willing to treat with such bodies. The White Hart Lane Tenants' 
Recreative Association engaged in negotiations for the provision of 
suitable facilities on the Tottenham estate. 
2 The L. C. C. Tenants' 
Horticultural and Mutual Benefit Society asked the Housing Committee to 
consider the provision of allotments on the Totterdown-fields Estateg and 
to institute an inter-estate competition and award prizes for the finest 
blooms and best-kept gardens. 
3 Many requests met with a favourable 
response; but not all. The Boundary Street Estate Tenants' Club was 
critical of the lack of co-operation and the want of sympathy displayed 
1. Norbury L. C. C. Tenantst Associationg Constitution and Rulesq 1912)9 
Ensor MSS (Unsorted). 
2. LCCq Housing of the Working Classes Committeeg Agenda Paperst (109 
23 October 1912. 
3. LCCt Housing of the Working Classes Committeeg Agenda Papersp (22), j 23 October 19M_ 
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by the Housing Committee. 1 The limits of associated action brings 
us back to a final assessment of the conflict between landlord and 
tenant with which this chapter began. 
1. LCCq Housing of the Working Classes Committeep Agenda Papersp 
(20)9 
12 June 1912. 
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ii 
The evanescent character of Victorian and Edwardian tenants agitations 
should not obscure certain points of interest. The rent strike 
crystallised in a flash the latent antagonisms between landlord and 
tenant. In challenging the basis of rent determination tenants were 
forced to probe the rationale of an oppressive system. But although 
quick to embrace the principle of socialised housingg their militancy 
was framed in the language and concepts of a pre-socialist tradition. 
Tenants were above all concerned with justice and fair-dealing. Thus 
rents were defined as excessive not only in relation to income but also 
with a view to the quality of the accommodation provided. 'The houses 
are not worth the money asked forlp said one tenant. 'Some of them had 
been put up in a hurryv and reminded him of the sort of houses where 
you saw the foundations being dug out in the morning and the tenants 
being evicted for arrears of rent in the evenings. 
11 Six-and-six a 
weekq and it is not worthy of a dog lying in it'# exclaimed another. 
2 
The market was deemed incompatible with that concern for natural justice 
by which all social intercourse ought to be regulated. Me average 
Bradford landlord has become blind to the existence of his tenant as a 
human being' one correspondent remarked. Ollie only concern seems to be 
to draw his rent and shirk as much as possible his responsibilities with 
regard to his own propertyt* 
3 Such complaints were legion, 
1. Leeds Weekly Citizen, q 13 February 1914. 
2. Express & Star, t 3 April 1913- 
Yorkshire Observerg 24 APril 1913- 
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No less outrageous was the exploitation of vital neoessities. Landlords 
and economists might talk of an imbalance between supply and demand; 
tenants spoke of the lHouse Faminel. If the sanctions of the crowd were 
rarely appliedg the same demand for consumer-protection which had once 
animated their riotous fore-bears still struck a responsive chord amongst 
the working-class tenants of our period. 'In olden times there'was a bread 
famine and a man locked up his corn in 'order to make more out of it; when 
people were reduced to extremity his place used to be burned down'-said 
John Benn addressing a meeting organised by the Bermondsey Labour League. 
'He thought that the man who took advantage of a house famine was just as 
6nailtyl. 
1 
The ideals of the 'moral economyt were freely invoked by the tenants. They 
form a recurrent motif which found programmatic expression in the demand 
for fair rents courts as voiced by the Workmen's National Housing Council 
and the Glasgow Labour Party. Neitherg howeverg got far beyond an outline 
of the machinery of the proposed tribunals. A 'fair rent' remained an 
ambiguously flexible conceptq but one affected by the status and 
expectations of the militants# 
From its inception the Labour Party pitched its appeal at 'skilled and 
organised labour'. 
2 It was a recognition not only of material realitiesq 
but also of the fact that the active supporters of socialism were most 
likely to be drawn from the more affluent sectors of the working classesp 
1. Southwark Recorder, 29 July 1899* 
2. Pease MSSg ip ff. 
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those in regular employment. Those who participated in the various 
tenants associations were not of the labouring poor. The Paisley Tenants 
Protective Associationg it is truet claimed Imembers down to the lowest 
working class' q but in this it was exceptional* 
1 Those who campaigned 
against the missive system were drawn overwhelmingly from the elite of 
the labour movement. 'It is noticeable that it is not the monthly 
tenants who are agitating for a change of the law$ the departmental 
committee observed. 'It is yearly tenantsp who are prepared to take the 
risk not only of higher rentsq but of any loss of social status,. 
2 In 
Govan and Partickp as was noted earliert it was the skilled workers 
who were quick to organise resistance to the rent increases that 
accompanied the operation of the House Letting Act. In Glasgow the slum- 
dwelling population took no part in the rent strikes of 1915- 
3 The same 
pattern of recruitment characterised tenants movements in England and 
Wales, The following petition, bearing almost 150 signaturesq and drawn 
up by a committee of disaffected tenants in Tottenhamt was typical of the 
status and sentiments of those who were reluctantly engaged in the growing 
struggle: 
We the undersigned tenants of Clonmelt Lismore 
and Alton Roadst view with regret týe proposed 
increase of ls. per week in our rentst and 
respectfully ask that the rent remain at 9s. 6d. 
as before. A shilling per week increases we 
contends is very excessive, and as most of us 
are very old tenants we consider ourselves to 
have been very badly treated in receiving such 
short notice. We are compelledq by family 
1. HLSI q- 561. 
2o Report of HLS, q P-13. 
3. 
of 
ort of the Departmental Committee on Increases in Rent 
Dwellin, g_Houses in Scotland,. q- 586. 
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reasons, to remain in the neighbourhoodg and 
this increase of rentp coupled with the increa- 
sing cost of livingg would be keenly felt by 
us all. Your tenants are mainly business men, 
postal servantsp mechanics, railway servants 
and other professions, who are endeavouring to 
maintain their families and bring them up as 
respectable citizens. We would deem it a fav- 
our if you would receive a deputation to 
discuss the matter at your earliest convenience. 
The raising of existing rentsconstitutes a 
grave danger of the tenants subletting, and 
this is undesirableg as it would tend to lower 
the respectability of the roads. 1 
People such as these were not accustomed to the threat of eviction for 
non-payment of rent and had little sympathy for those who were compelled 
habitually to resort to moonlight flits and other devious stratagems. 
'We are not here to defend people on that point at allt said an indignant 
George Carson before an official enquiry. 
2 The very ideal indeed: 'The 
law of ejectment' said a Leeds rent strikerg 'was never framed for a 
trustworthy class of tenant. It was framedfor those whop when they had 
no chips to light thoir fires withp chopped the doors up,. 
3 Soutter 
too would Inot plead for the tenant who did not and would not pay his rent. 
He had not done so in the past and would not do so nowq but he would 
advocate most urgently the cause of those who did their best to live 
decently and pay their way. These should have proper protection'. 
4 None 
questioned the landlord's right to evict unwanted tenants. The virtual 
1. Tottenham and Edmonton Weekly Herald2 5 June 1214- 
2. US, q. 3749- 
3. Yorkshire Factory Timesp 5 February 1914- 
4- Southwark Recorder, 31 August 1901, 
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complete neglect of the problem of security of tenure in the Rent 
Restriction Actq 1915 was to some extent a reflection of the biases of 
these eminently respectable militants. 
Indeedq the comparative infrequency of organised action on the part of 
working class tenants owed something to the relative affluence of this 
privileged stratum. It was also perhaps a reflection of an emergent 
privatised life style which, it has been suggestedg became a character- 
istic feature of working class culture in late Viotorian Britain. 
1 John 
Elliotp organising secretary of the Paisley branch of the Scottish Carters' 
Association, was convinced that it was the smock respectability' of the 
I tenants which encouraged landlords to increase rents. 
2 'Had we not been 
damned with too much respectabilitylp said the Scottish Typegraphical 
Journal during the great struggle of 19159 'resistance would probably have 
3 been made ere now to such extortions' . In a situation where the landlord 
enjoyed a virtual monopolyt solace in status differentiation proved an 
inadequate protection once negotiations had failed. With their backs to the 
wallp and believing in the justice of their causev respectable working class 
tenants had no option - other than removal to the slums or paying up - but 
to stand and fight. 
Tenants in Edwardian England entered upon a rent strike with nothing beyond 
the certainty of their own convictions. There was no coherent strategy. The 
1. Gareth Stedman Jones, 'Working Class Culture and Working Class Pol itics 
in Londong 1870-1900: Notes on the Remaking of a Working Class'q Journal of 
Social Historyq VII (1974)t PP-485-489- In spite of its titleg this article 
generalises beyond the metropolitan experience: see P-498- 
2. Paisley and Renfrewshire Gazetteg 23 March 1912. 
Scottish Typegraphical Journal, q October 1915- 
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Rev. J. A. Shaw told the Wolverhampton resisters that 'no magistrate would 
sign an order for a tenant's eviction in such a caseq for public opinion 
would be too strong against that'. 
1 The campaign surged forward on a 
wave of indignation. Its organisation and direction was hastily improvised. 
The want of forethought proved fatal. The labour movement was quick to 
offer supportp but since no adequate preparations had been madet its 
intervention was of limited value. Lansbury's vision was obscured by the 
rhetoric of direct action. The theory of the rent strike advanced by John 
Lake, the Leeds socialistt expressed little more than his own pronounced 
anti-capitalist enthusiasms. The Daily Herald's attempts to generate 
widespread support for the idea foundered on the absence of a viable 
strategy* The Irish exampleg so freely invokedq offered at best a vicarious 
satisfaction rather than a blueprint for action. No labour leader seriously 
advocated the application of those forms of protest which brought rent 
control to the countryside in Ireland and Scotland. Indeedt the Parliamentary 
Labour Party had yet to commit itself to the principle of subsidised housingg 
although municipal housing was a. mainstay of all locallabour movements. 
2 
Progress hereq howeverg was to be determined in the polling booth. The 
tenant's agitation was useful in directing attention towards the inevit- 
ability of these policies. In Leeds and Wolverhampton elitist prejudice 
together with a want of imagination did nothing to arrest the drift 
into the county court. 
1. Express & Star,, 12 April 1913- 
2. Francis Johnsont 'Labour Municipal Programmes' 
Socialist Review (February 1912)t PP- 446-452. 
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The scope for alternative action was admittedly limited. The campaigns 
which enjoyed a modicum of success were those in which the tenants eschewed 
litigation and instead relied upon the force of an aroused public opinion 
to shame their adversaries into moderating their claims. This too was a 
difficult course to pursue* After six months continuous agitationg 
membership of the Edmonton Tenants Defence League had reached 950 and was 
still growing although there was no indication that local landlords were 
at all influenced by its well-publicised activities; at least there was 
no slackening in the pace of rent raising. 
1 But beyond the campaign 
for municipal housing, the tenants refused to go. Tenants in Edmonton 
hesitated to withold rent until after the commencement of hostilities. In 
Birmingham too the Tenants Defence Leaguep as we have seeng kept well 
clear of the courts. On the outbreak of war it had not suffered a decisive 
defeat and thus escaped that demoralisation which appears to have disabled 
tenants in Leeds and Wolverhampton in 1915- 
But in the main rent strikes were born of desperation rather than mis- 
judgement. Howevert associated action was not dependent upon direct 
conflict with the landlords in this fashion. In the 1890s the Woolwich 
and Plumstead Tenants Defence League intervened with some success in the 
administration of 'Kentish Londont. At the beginning of that decade the 
still-expanding Mansion House Council was seeking to involve working 
men in sanitary reform annexing branches to the working men's clubs and 
other interested labour institutions. But in Woolwich its services were 
rendered superfluous. Working men required little guidance in these 
matters. J. W. Horsleyp the Progressive clergyman, who had been elected 
1. Tottenham & Edmonton Weekly Herald, 12 June 1914- 
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to the Board of Works with working class supportp reported that the 
'Local Committee does not meet frequently as a new and most vigorous 
body called the Tenants Defence Leaguel does a grand work in searching 
out all insanitary defects and forwarding them to me'. The Tenants Defence 
League worked in unison with the local3abour movementp contesting local 
elections and exposing slum ownersp a strategy with which local Fabians 
were quick to identify - flandlordism being easier to attack than 
capitalism where the only large industry is the Government work'* 
The Woolwich Tenants Defence League was eclipsed at the turn of the 
century by the emergence of a united and exceptionally well-organised 
Labour Party machine. The Bermondsey Tenants Defence League was wound up 
under altogether less happy circumstances. The resolution of the 
compounding issue deprived the League of its raison dletre in spite of an 
attempt to transform itself into a proletarian variant of the 'poor man's 
lawyer'. On Clydeside by contrast disenchantment with the House Letting 
Act after the long years of campaigning had a radicalising effect which 
had not run its course when war broke out. 
1. Mansion House Council on the Dwellings of the Poorp Annual Report (1890)q p. 21; Fabian Newsq July 1891; Londong 30 August 18949 P-556. 
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PART 
The Pent War 1914-1918 
Political science would now 
regard the private ownership of 
urban dwelling houses to be let 
to tenants as an obsolete device. 
I do not know any competent 
economist who would not agree to 
this in principle. 
Sidney Webb, 5 November 1918. 
Committee on Increase of Rent 
Act: Minutes of 8th Meeting, 
(Doc. 69), PRO Reco. 1/645. 
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10. Rent Strikesq 1915 
The politicisation of the Housing Question has never been adequately 
explained. The introduction of rent control during the First World 
War, the. decisive step in this process, was not a peculiarly British 
phenomenon. All the principal belligerents were compelled to 
intervene in the management of the economy and, where necessary, to 
subordinate market forces to the efficient prosecution of the war. 
The war, then, created. the conditions which made rent control 
possible. In each country, however, the specific form of control 
was determined by a particular conjuncture the structures of whichg 
in the case. of Britain, are analysed below. Hitherto investigation 
has been largely confined to the Whitehall end centring upon the 
immediate economic pressures and administrative forces that shaped 
the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1919.1 The presence of the 
working class has, to. be sure, received some acknowledgment; but the 
activities of working people have been ignored. The following two 
chapters will seek to redress the balance. 
The, social_and political impact of the war upon the working classes 
remains problematical. In regard to housing reform, however, it did 
not, denote a sharp discontinuity. What had altered was not the aspiration 
but. the intensity of the, demand for improved housing. It reflected a 
heightened consciousness of social injustice. The perception of 
unequal sacrifice gave rise to a deep resentment against 'the Prussian 
1. 
, 
-On this, see Marian Bowley, Housina and the State 1919-1944 (1945); 
Paul Barton Johnson, Land Fit for Heroes, The Plannina_of British 
Reconstructiont 1916-1919 (C icago 1968); Bentley 13. Gilbert, British 
Social Policy, 1914-1939 (1970); J. R. Jordan, Homes for Heroes: Housing 
Problems at the end of the First World War (University of Kent RA Thesis, 
1971); Paul Wilding, 'The Housing and Town Planning Act, 1919: A Study 
in the making of Social Policy' I Journal of Social E21LcZ, 
4911 (1973)- 
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at home'. - Patriotism, that disturbingly irrational sentiments 
anathema to Hobson and other exponents of progressive opinion, 
generated a radical egalitarianism which circumscribed but did not 
diminish class conflict. It was a force with which politicians 
of all persuasions had to come to terms. 
Little thought had been devoted to the formulation of a national 
housing-programme until after the establishment of the first 
Reconstruction Committee in the spring of 1916. In the main, 
policy was determined by the logistics of arms production, and 
as such it was the responsibility of the Ministry of Munitions. 
Its primary interest in housing was to secure and 
increase output, the welfare or social side of the 
question was-but the means-to an end; the permanent 
interests both of the State which provided the house 
and the workman who lived in it were subordinated to 
the needs of the moment. This attitudi coloured the 
policy of-the Ministry during the war. 
Workingýpeople saw the issue in different terms. The. failure 
of social reform, it has been suggested, derived to a considerable 
degree from, an inability to appreciate those terms and to plan 
24 
accordingly. Although never formally a part of the decision- 
making process, Labour's role was anything but negligible. 
Housing reform could not be divorced from the reality Of the class 
struggle and during the war that struggle was fought principally 
upon the question, of rent determination. 
1. History of the Ministry of Munitions, 12 Vols. (1920-24), Part V9 
Vol- 39 p. 2. (hereafter cited as V, 31 p. 2), 
2. Philip Abramsq 'The Failure of Social Reform: 1918-19201, Past and 
Present, No. 24 (1963)s pp 43-64. 
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Its first fruits, the Rent Act, 1915, represented a major advance 
in the campaign for state-subsidised housing. It is argua 
I 
bly the 
case, however, that the war retarded rather than hastened this 
development. Before the war, it has been noted, the desirability 
of public subsidies in this sphere of social administration had 
gained widespread recognition. Amongst Lloyd George's talented 
entourage application was considered a matter of detail and timing. 
The ever-restless Winston Churchill, for instance, viewed the 
prospect with perfect equanimity. 'He spoke enthusiastically of 
the day when the working classes would live in fine blocks of 
dwellings with central cooking and heating, swimming bathst etc-9 
subsidised by the State or municipality'. 
1 On this reading, 
the ideas of these housing reformers were far less Victorian than 
war, once supposed. 
2 But, whatever its fascination, a crystal 
ball cannot offer, a definitive resolution of the question. The 
Rent Actl 1915 removed all uncertainties. Henceforth the State 
would have to intervene in the provision of working-class housing. 
It was not an unqualified success, but it remains a major achievement 
worthy of more than the cursory attention so far received. 
1. Paul Wilding, 'Towards Exchequer Subsidies for Housing 1906-19141, 
Social and Economic Administration, VI (1972), PP 3-18. quotation 
from Lord Riddell, More Pages from My Diary 1908-1914 (1934), p. 22. 
2. Cf. Bowley, Housing and the State, pp. 2-3- 
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The fight for rent control was not a uniform movement. The 
fiercest struggles occurred in the key centres of armament 
production. No'national tenants' federation emerged. 
Co-ordination, in so far as it existed, came from the War 
Emergenc y Workers' National Committee. 
1 Once alerted, the 
Committee provided programmatic form and continuous departmental 
contact for the various associations of tenants that were formed 
in these 'years. The relationship was anything but 'democratic 
centralist' in character. The National Labour Housing Association 
(formerly the Workmen's National Housing Council)f denied official 
representation in order to restrict membership to manageable 
proportions, had to make do with informal contacts. The War 
Rents League, another associate, was out of sympathy with the militant 
Clyde-siders. 'The Scottish policy', its secretary recalled, 'was an 
attack upon private landlordsq whilst ours was a defence of all land- 
lords against unscrupulous ones. Our policy has led to agreement and 
conciliationg whilst theirs has engendered open conflicts much to the 
disadvantage of all tenants throughout the kingdom' .3 The self- 
confident Clydesiders, however, were themselves suspicious of the 
Committee's moderýtion. The South Wales miners too were often inclined 
to keep'the Co=ittee I posted and pursue an independent approach to Whitehall. 
4 
1. On the formation and activities of this body, see Royden Harrison, 'The 
War Emergency Workers' National Committee 1914-19201 in Asa Briggs and 
John Saville ede, Essays in Labour Histor 1886-1923 (1971)9 pp 211-259; 
and J. It. Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War: Ideas and Politics in Britain, 1912-1918 (1974), Ch-7- 
2. J. S. Middleton to J. S. Whybrewl-Secretary of the National Labour Housing Association, 26 March 1915, WNC MSS. 
3. Dan Riderl Ten Years-Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants (1927) p. 64 
4. J. S. Middleton to W. Harris, District Organiser of South Wales Miners Federation, 27 November 1917, WNC MSS. 
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Responding to eventsl tenants confronted the State united in 
their separate identities. The diversity of opinion was at 
times confusing; official advisers, bewildered by the variations 
looked to the Committee for guidance having previously been 'unable 
to obtain any considered expression of Labour views'. 
1 The 
tenants' growing confidence was certainly enhanced by an awareness 
of their statutory rights which the Committee did much to promoteg 
but where undertaken, the resort to direct action owed little to 
Sidney Webb and his colleagues. The Workers' National Committee 
led from behind. 2 
Trouble had long been expected. The outbreak of war was bound to 
involve a certain amount of disruption. The military had prepared 
for 'vast numbers of ignorantg underfed, and discontented unemployedt 
together with the alien and criminal population' whol while the 
troops embarked for France during the opening and critical stages of 
mobilisation, might threaten the heart of empire and the safety of 
3 the realm. Nobody gave a second thought to the loyal and 
respectable working-class tenant. Mr. Lloyd George was emphatic 
that his condition gave no cause for concern. 'There is not a 
decent, self-respecting landlord in the kingdom', he told the House 
of Commons, 'who would sell up an honest working man who paid his 
rent regularly because, owing to the troubles of the times he had 
been unable to earn any wages'. 
4 
Too many proprietors, it is to 
1. W. G. Wallace, Secretary to Committee on the Increase of Rent & Mortgage 
Interest (War Restrictions) Acts, to J. S. Middleton, 26 July 1918, WNC MISS 
2. Harrison, 'The War Emergency Workers' National committee, 1914-19201, 
pp. 233-234. 
3. Memorandum by the Director of Military Training on the Measures 
required for the Protection of the Capital in Time of Wars 11 December 1968, 
PRO W-0- 32/5270. 
4. HC Deb. 5s. (1914), LXVI, col. 229. 
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be feared, were not self-respecting. 
The Housing Question was not to be allowed to remain in cold 
storage for the duration. 'Signs of widespread discontent were 
immediately apparent as landlords and hire purchase firms competed 
for possession of working-class homes. The labour movement was 
alive to the problem. At its first executive meeting, the Workers' 
National Committee considered the issue. The Cabinet responded to 
its representations with-the Courts Emergency Powers Act which 
prohibited the levying of distress prior to a court appearance, and 
gave magistrates discretionary powers to refuse orders for possession 
in, cases of hardship arising out of the war. 
1 The Daily Citizen, 
which considered, the measure likely 'to alleviate more private 
misery-during the war than even the National Relief Fund', was elated. 
I It might well be called -the Poor Man Is Home Protection Bill I. 
2, 
But any deter: ýent effect the act might have possessed was vitiated by 
the'almost-deafening silence with which it was received in the national 
press. 
3 
was the Government noticeably enthusiastic about 
publicising its provisions. The responsibility for informing tenants 
of their, rights'fell almost exclusively upon the labour movement. 
The Workers' National-Committee was particularly well-suited for the 
task. The overworked secretary of the Workmen's National Housing 
1. War Emergency Workers' National Committee: Points on the Committee 
and its work, August 5th to November 2nd 1914, by J. S. Middleton, 
6 November 1914, WNC MSS. 
2. '--, Daily Citizen, - 28 August-1914., 
3. Cf., --J. S. Middleton'to'C. Gaunt, Secretary Burton-on-Trent Labour 
Representation Committee, 21 December 1914, WNC MSS. 
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1 
Council, who represented the London Trades Council on the Comittee, 
quickly drafted an explanatory leaflet; the Labour press did its bit. 
But having broached the legal thicket, it was apparent that professional 
guidance was required if the Committee was not to lose its way in the 
undergrowth. In this respect, it was fortified by the accession of 
H. H. Slesser, the distinguished barrister, who offered his services 
gratuitously in September 1914.2 Slesser improved upon the work 
already begun. The Workers' National Committee was thus set to become 
the most important tenants' advisory centre. 
However, housing reform remained the higher priority. The comparative 
neglect of the problem of rising rents was shaped by the Committee's 
raison dletre, the prevention and relief of distress. Here the 
commitment to full employment and the secondary importance accorded 
inflation3 enhanced the role of house-building, a view doubtlessly 
encouraged by Fred Knee who was as ever eager to spend the 94 millions 
reserved for this purpose under the Housing Act, 1914. 
Ever since Burns's transfer from the Local Government Boards the most 
constructive move of his long tenure at that post, the outlook had 
brightened. Herbert Samuel, his successor, quickly appointed Knee 
and Webb'to an advisory Committee on Urban Housing to consider schemes 
under the'new'legislation. - But before the year was-out it had been- 
4 disbanded and nothing--achieved. As early as September it was evident 
that, in the absence of remedial action, progress would be sabotaged by 
1. Workmen's National Housing Council Housing and the War (Leaflet NO-18, 
1914); Fred Knee to J. S. Middleton, 1ý August 19--j-1ý-, -WNC FUSS; Labour Leaders 
22 September 1914. 
2. H. H. Slesser to Arthur Henderson, 10 September 1914, WNC MSS 
3- Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War, p. 192 
4. Fortz Fourth Annual Report of the Local Government Board, Part Ht 
PP. j 1916, XIII p. 6. 
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galloping inflation. 'Complaints', Middleton informed an anxious 
correspondent, "have been received from all over the country that 
housing and other building schemes are being held up on account of 
the high prices of material'. 
1 Ministers were urged to intervene 
2 
- and intervene they did. In the autumn the Chancellor's axe fell: 
belts were to be tightened and local authorities to curb all 
unnecessary expenditure; municipal housing was shelved. The 
Committee's protests were to no avail. The application of the act 
was to be limited only to those areas where unemployment was 
3 
abnormally severe. In the events its use was determined by 
the problems of labour supply for arms production. 
It'had been hoped that a more intensive use of the housing stock 
would sufficeý In some areas officials of the local Labour Exchange 
prepared a register of'vacant accommodation to cope with the influx 
of"new workers. '' It-was a useful but temporary expedient. In' 
Newcastle, where lodging's had still to be found for the extra 8,000 
to 91000 workers-'who were soon to arrive, congestion was acute by the 
end of 1914. Disaster was narrowly averted owing to the sharp rise 
in empties along, the coast caused by the fear of enemy naval raids, 
and'bý the troops exchanging their billets for canvass. 
4 
Early in 
the new year, the manager of the Barrow Labour Exchange informed London 
1. 'J. S. Middleton to C. H. King, Secretary of the Luton Branch of the 
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners, 16 September 1914, WNC MSS. 
For a'gene'ral survey, 'See W. E. W. N. C., Report on Municipal Housing Schemes, 
1914, vic mss. 
Middleton to The Right Hon. Herbert Samuel, 9 September 1914, WNC MSS 2. 
3. Deputation by the War Emergency Committee to the Rt. Hon. David Lloyd. George 
M. P. (Chancellor of the Exchequer), the Treasury, 6 October 1914: shorthand 
notes, WNC MSSO' 
First Report on the Operation of the Munitions of War Department, 
4 May 1915, BCM, I, p. 188 
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that workers were quitting the area due to the absence of accommodation. 
Vickerss who were suffering severe leakage problems, stepped in with 
an eleventh hour press campaign designed to ferret out further sources 
I. 
of accommodation. This too brought a temporary reprieve, but, the 
General Manager warned, 'unless some serious attempt is made to grapple 
with the question, it would not be possible to import to Barrow-in-Furness, 
the large' number of men which the firm require'. The same desperate 
improvisation took place in all the major engineering centres. 
Until,, 
-the-, 
formation, of, the Ministry of Munitions in June 1915, 
responsibility for-housing-was spread amongst some half-dozen departments. 
Perhaps the most-conspicuous feature of Government policy in the first ten 
months-of-war was the absence of co-ordination. It was less that problems 
were unforeseen but rather that they were only seen in part. In consequence 
action-remained, fragmentary and inadequate. The rapid deterioration of 
conditions at. Woolwich, where the numbers employed at the Arsenal rose 
from'10,866 - in August-1914 to more than 44,000 in October, and where a 
further 201000, were expected shortly, registered with the authorities 
by the end of the year. An inter-departmental conference reviewed the 
situation, earlyin 1915 and agreed to proceed with the erection of more 
2 than 1,000 houses and flats - the Well Hall Estate. 
The Ministry of Munitions, staffed by men of 'push and go's quickly 
established a special housing section. Its work was to be constantly 
impeded by the fragmentation of central government. War or no war, the 
Treasury, the Office of Works, the Public Works Loan Board, and the 
A. Rawson to William, Beveridge, 14 January 1915, 
-BC-M, 
Is PP. 74-75. 
2. History of the Ministry of Munitions, V, 11 pp. 1,23- 
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Local Government Board all had to give their approval before any 
scheme could be sanctioned. 
1 The latter, never noted for its 
dynamism at the best of times, was at first inclined to drag its feet. 
2 
Operations'did'not really get under weigh until 1916. In due course, 
the Ministry of Munitions became a substantial landlord in its own 
right, and was-involved in the provision of both temporary and permanent 
3 
accommodation for nearly 20,000 people. It was an impressive 
achievement. 
4 
But such action was exceptional. 
1. HistorZ of the Ministry of Munitions, V, 1, PP- 3-6 
2. On October'l, 1915, Christopher Addisong the Junior Minister responsible 
for the nascent housing department, recorded in his diary: 'The Local 
Government Board has been'rather aghast at the terrific hustle demanded; 
but they are always aghast at any sort of action, so that is nothing fresh,, 
Four and a Half Years (19309-ij P-132 
3-,, On statistics, of provision, see Appx. No. 12, Report of Committee of 
Public Accounts, PP. 1917-18,111, p. 220 and History of Ministry of 
Munitions, V, 1, pp. 79-82. 
4. Though nott one might add, quite the unqualified triumph which the 
Official History wished to suggest. On being shown the relevant draft 
section, the civil servant in charge of the Housing Department remarked: 
'In fact my main criticism of it would be that it creates an impression 
that thingý went on in-a more orderly and logical manner than they really 
did. No Report could reproduce the atmosphere of living absolutely from 
hand to mouth with which we were all familiar, nor could it indicate the 
difficulties of drawing up a proper housing programme when one was liable 
to learn after a scheme was well on its way that the factory which it 
was'intended to serve was going to be built at Lancaster instead of 
Sheffield. These things are perhaps better left to the memory or the 
imagination'. R. V. Vernon to G. I. H. Lloyd, 22 October 1920, PRO Mun. 
51330. See too Humbert Wolfe, Labour Sup-ply and Regulation (Oxford 1923)s 
P. 19 
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The uncertainties of the situation, the need of retrenchment, the 
collapse of the building industry - all conspired to limit the scope 
of intervention. The spread rather than the concentration of contracts 
coupled with the improvement in transit facilities might, it was hopeds 
enc-ourage a more efficient utilisation of scarce house space, and at 
the same time obviate the need for more expensive forms of provision. 
This approach wa's embodied in a proposed amendment to the Defence of the 
Realm Act'empowering Ministers to billet civilian workers compulsorily, 
if'need be. But in 1915 this was considered too extreme, and for the 
time-being morý'cauti'ous counsel prevailed. The amendment was limited 
to' the acquisition of unoccupied premisesq and in some districts this 
power was 'very freely exercised'. 
2 All sorts of buildings were thus 
turned into temporary accommodation, but there was never a chance that 
the new Ministry could'mobilise resources'sufficient, to contain the 
mounting crisis with which it was confronted. 
The impr6vement in the qu6Llity of the Workers' Fational Committee's 
advisory'service'which followed upon Slesser's arrival was not matched 
by, -a corresponding improvement in the Committee's Judgement. The 
inherent'caution of'the'professional barrister perhaps unwittingly 
inhibitea"a'more realistic appraisal of the situation. The Courts 
Emergency,. 
-Powers 
Act, 
-designed, as. part of 
the machinery for the relief 
of distress', gave-no express"protection against profiteering in house 
rents'. -Yet with the unimpaired'market mentality with which. Britain 
went to war, no great foresight was required to anticipate such an 
eventuality. In the - last year of peace there were indications of an 
1. History of the Ministry of Munitions, 1,39 pp. 4-5,58; 
Wolfe, Labour Supply and Regulationg pi-. 57-64. 
2. History of the Ministry of Munitions, 1,21 pp. 60-61; Secret 
Weekly Report of the Labour Department, 18 December 1915, PRO Mun. 2/27. 
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upswing in the building cycle. One indicator was rising rents. 
So long'as Ibusihess as usual' remained the order of the days prudence 
riýdgested the need for careful surveillance. Here the Committee's 
dependence upon the state bureaucracy may be of some significance. 
Although the Workers' National Committee was formally denied access, 
it is difficult to believe that its members respected the confidentiality 
of the official''intelligencel reports to which many of them were privy 
(by virtue of appointment-to variou's governnental committees)l especially 
the Webbs. ' One consequen"ce 6f this discreet pragmatism, Dr. Winter 
sug, c,, ests, " was that $the factual basis of the War Emergency Committee's 
policy dealing with the producer was formidable indeed'. 
' 
The same source I also furnished considerable material on the position 
of the consumer as tenant which was of an inferior order. Digested 
un - criticalij', ' this least intelligent 'intelligence"-might have confirmed 
""belief in the elasticity of the Courts Emergency Powers Act. Slesser's 
Alifiough attention had '66en, "diawn to the problem of inflated rents in 
2 1914, Slesser's curiosity was not evidently fully aroused. As late 
as'October, the following' year, he was still of the opinion that faith in 
ifie c6urts wI as"not'misplac'ed, although the Workers' National Co'mmittee 
no longer'shared his optlmlsm. 
3ý In spite of the Committee's promising 
start, ''the initiative'pýs'sed to the tenants. 
- -. - 
1. 'On formal'denial, -see'Erneit Laws, 'Secriitary of Local Government 
Board Intelligence Departmentl' to J. S. Middleton, 10 September 1914, WNC MSS; 
on Sidney. Webb'salleged--indiscretion, -S. G. 
Hobson, Pilgrim to the Left (1938) 
P. 76. Quotation from Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War,, p. 193 
2*'ý W. Wilmott of Hitchin, . Herts.,, to J. S. Middleton, 29 October 1914; 
J. S. Middleton. to W. J. Smithson of Holbeach, Lincs, 4 December 1914, WNC MSS. 
3- W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 14 October 1915- 
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Although'-no official evaluation was undertaken, the adequacy of 
the'Courts Emergency Powers Act remained unquestioned. Defects 
were brushed'aside: if anything, the measure was too protective. 
Shortly before the outbreak of war, an 'intelligence' unit was 
established at the Local Government Board to monitor fluctuations 
in unemployment and distress,,, The bulk of its weekly reports 
comprised collations of material culled from several central and 
local government agencies. 
' The material collected on arrears of 
rent was the least satisfactory. Incomplete returns submitted by 
the L. C. C. and the commercial dwellings companies were supplemented 
by the impressions of estate agents and 'lady' rent collectors* 
Ild'information, was-taken from'beyond the metropolitan county boundary. 
On'the outbreak of war increased rents were, of courset to be expected. 
Much ofthe resultant hardship was mitigated by the landlords' considerate 
action. Numerous instances of their patriotism were pited. Not only 
were tenants not being evicted-for non-payment of rent, but in many 
areas rents were actually being reduced. 
2 However, when the numbers 
in-arrears remained constant while the level of empties dropped and 
employment-improveds'-some explanation beyond unavoidable distress was 
requireds'' -The favourite was that the tenants had misunderstood the 
moratorium-on. debt. which. formed part of the emergency legislation., 
introduced'to stabilise the currency and prevent the co=erci al collap6e 
1. S. &"B. Webb, Reports and Papers on the Relief of Distress, 1914-159 
5 vols., 'deposited at the B. L. P. E. S., appears to be incomplete. The full 
set of these reports is available at the Public Record Office. 
2. But, on reflection, emendation was thought appropriate: 'The small 
landlords', it was notedl_lprobably allowed very few arrears even at the 
beginning of the war'. Report of the Intelligence Department of the 
Local Government Board, May 1915, PRO T. 172/198. 
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which the ill-considered actions of panic-stricken investors might 
otherwise have induced. Now, so far from misunderstanding the 
moratorium, working people were only too aware of its class bias. 
The restriction of the moratorium to commercial transactions and 
debts above Z5 constituted a form of discrimination which did nothing 
to sweeten proletarian tempers. 'When', wrote a "Clyde Workman" from 
Fairfield, Govan, 'we know that in Germany and France a moratorium on 
house rents during the war is now law this fact has exasperated us 
more than 6mything elsel. 
3 
The authorities in Whitehalll however, interpreted the growth of 
arrears as a confirmation of the fundamental dishonesty of the working 
classes. Summarising the position in mid-September 1914, an official 
wrote: 'From the many'reports in the Boroughs the impression is gained 
that there i6 a certain amount of non-payment of rent not due to 
inability but unwillingness to pay'. 
4 
The demoralising effect of 
anything which even faintly resembled security of tenure was thus laid 
bare. How else could the behaviour of the Bermondsey dockers be 
explained except that, 'as rent books have to be produced by applicants 
for relief, it is suggested that arrears of rent is sometimes accumulated 
on purpose'. 
5 By the fifth week of hostilities the conviction was 
1. -Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local Government Board, 
23 January 19159 PRO T. ý172/193. Popular misconceptions were not 
apparently a metropolitan phenomenon: see ' 
Glasgow Citizen,, 13 August 1914. 
2. See, for example, 'Yorkshirejactory Times, 27 August 1915. 
3- Sunday Chronicle, 7 March 1915. 
4, Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local Government Board, 
19 September 1914, PRO T. 172/167. 
5. 
. Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local Government Board, 5 September 1914, PRO T. 17V165. 
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firmly established that unwillingness rather than inability to pay 
constituted the crux of the problem. Relief scales were in consequence 
fixe&without regard to rent. 'There is no doubt a general impression 
that landlords will not or cannot successfully press for rent, and that 
1 
evictions will not be sanctioned'. The situation was serious. 
Already in some districts tenants offered their landlords calculated 
defiance 'trading on the fact that magistrates will not sign eviction 
'-, 12 orders . The largest of London's landlords moved swiftly to counter 
this delusion. The L. C. C., encouraged by the salutary effect produced 
by the reception of notice to quit amongst a pilot sample, promptly 
served notice on a further 56 of its 384 tenants in arrears on the 
Bo undary Street Estate. 
3 But, it was feared, such exemplary action 
was exceptional. Landlords were their own worst enemies. 'It is 
probable that there is still a tendency to be easy with tenants and 
that very few are evicted', it was noted somewhat reprovingly early 
14 in the new year. The Intelligence Department of the Local Government 
Board never ceased to lament the unfortunate reception of the moratorium. 
'Arrears of rent in the Industrial Dwellings have never recovered from 
the tenants' impression of the meaning of the "moratorium" at the 
beginning of the war', it reported as late as May 1915.5 The rent 
1. K. D. Brown, JOýn Burns (1977), P. 182; Harrison, 'War Emergency 
Workers' National Committee. 1914-192019 p. 233- Quotation from Report 
of the Intelligence'Department of the Local Government Boardq 12 September 
1914, PRO To 172/166. 
2. Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local Government Boardq 
26 September, 1914; PRO To 172/168. , 
3- Laurence Gomme, Clerk of the Council, to Susan Lawrence, 21 November 
1914-enclosed in Susan Lawrence to JoS. Middleton, November 1914, wNc MSS. 
4o Report of the Intelligence Department of'the Local Government Board, 
9 January 1915, 'PRO To 172/192. 
5. Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local aovernment Boards Nay-1915, PRO T. 172/198. 
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problem resolved itself into coaxing payment from cunningly 
obstreporous tenants. 
The Courts Emergency Powers Act was framed on the twin assumptions 
that landlords respected at least the letter of the law, and that 
magistrates understood its meaning. toth were open to doubt. In 
Manchester County Court, Judge Mellor K. C. took the occasion of the 
annual renewal of certificates to warn bailiffs that he was not 
unaware of the 'subtle and ingenious' forms of evasion that were 
being practised. 
1 The Liverpool police, prompted by organised 
labour, considered it prudent to remind proprietors of the need to 
2 
observe due process in ejectment proceedings. There were, of 
course, flagrant violations of the law, but few were surely as crude 
as the Warrington landlord whol in order to obtain vacant possessions 
threatened to remove the doors of the disputed property or the Reading 
landlord who 'dragged a partially dressed soldier's wife from her 
bedroom landing to the street and there beat her upon the head with 
an umbrella', an action for which he was fined tjo. 
3 
In addition to evasion and intimidation, tenants had to contend with 
the prejudices of the local bench. The quality of the protection 
afforded by the kt, it was felt, varied with the type of court and 
the mood of the presiding magistrate. 
4 
In Glasgow, 200 cases a day 
1. Manchester Evening News, 29 January 1915. 
2. S. Higenbottam, Secretary of the'Liverpool Workers' Vigilance 
Committee, to J. S. Middleton, 26 October 1914, I= KvS. 
3- Mrs. Westwood to J. S. Middleton, 14-October 1914, IINC MSS; Daily 
Sketch, 30 September 1915. 
4. Cf. J. Austin Smith, Secretary of the Burton-on-Trent I. L. P. 9 to J. S. Middleton, 22 June 1915, WNC MSS. 
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were beinc- heard. In some courts decisions were given at anything C., 
between 60 and 100 per hour. This was hardly a pretence of justice. 
Tenants had little faith in the new law: a court appearance involved 
the 16ss'of time and money for working men and disruption of the 
household for'wbmen encumbered with children. It was a degrading 
2 
ordeal from which the tenant, at best, gained a temporary reprieve. 
'All the other Bills which we have passed, or could pass, pale into 
insignificance compared with this drasticand most comprehensive 
document', said one anxious Member on the Second Reading of the Courts 
Emergency Powers Bill. Its contents, he added, 'shocked me immeasurably'. 
3 
There were many landlords who were no less stupefied. But in this 
in6ianceýfamil iarity'bred'delighi rather than contempt. The more 
frequent intervention of the courts in the settlement of disputes was 
found. to be of very considerable - benefit to proprietors in that tenants 
were inclined to comply' with the usual Court order and repay arrears in 
regular instalments. The'Registrar of Birmingham County Courtl in a 
letter to' one of the national dailies', cited the opinion of 'one of the 
most-experienced rent, -bailiffst in that strife-torn city to the effect 
that the-Courts Emergency Powers'Act was 'undoubtedly the best devi. ce 
'4 for collecting rent that had yet been invented'. 
Disquiet as to the working of the act was voiced in Parliament on several 
occasions during, 1915- W. C. Anderson who drew attention to its short- 
comings in February, elicited a depressingly bland response from Front 
10 Glasgow Herald, 11 December 1914. 
2. Statistics on ejectments for the fortnight following the operation 
of the act are reported in Glasgow Herald, 13 November 1914. 
3- HC Deb. 58. (1914), LXVI, col. 228. 
4. The Times, 21 May 1919. 
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Bench, spokesmen. 
1 Two months later Mackenna, questioned on rising 
rents in Glasgow and other centres, was insistent that the act afforded 
sufficient protection. 
2 The Government appeared impervious to the 
seriousness of the situation when Anderson. again raised the question 
3 six weeks later. On 24 June, Walter Long, President of the Local 
Government Board, brusquely dismissed the very idea of rent control. 
11 cannot. imagine a more controversial question', he told the House. 
Five. months later, he rose to, introduce the Rent Restriction Bill. 
The 'demise of, political economy' which Barnes too readily applauded5 
,, had not, -howeverg been won without a struggle. 
The origins of rent. control in Britain remain obscure. In spite of 
, recent. discoveriesg the legend that the Rent Act, 1915 was passed in 
response to the near revolutionary activities of Glaswegian tenants 
still, finds it way into the text-books. 
6 
No evidence is brought 
forward in support of this contention; indeed, none can be. The myth 
that the Clyde Workers Committee led the rent strikes of 1915 was 
effectively demolished some time ago. 
7 How then can we explain the 
-I. M Deb, - 5s- (1914-15), LXX, cols. 232-244 
2. HC Deb- 5s. (1915) LXXII cols. 828-829 
3- HC Deb, 5s- (1915) LXXIII, col. 655 
4., 
--HC Deb,. 58- 
(1915), UXIýTj_col. 1326 
5. - HC Deb. 5s. (1915) LXXVI, col. 749 
6. See, for examPle, 'John Burnett, -A So ial History of Housing 1815-1970 (Newton Abbot 1978), p9'217 
7--, On this, seýe James' Hinton, The First Shop St-ewardsMovemeni (1973), 
. ppe 125-127 
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introduction of this momentous piece of legislation? One student 
has argued for the primacy of Lloyd George and the resolution of 
inter-departmental rivalries in favour of the Ministry of Munitions 
as the vital factor in its genesis. But in the absence of adequate 
documentation owing to the non-preservation of the essential Cabinet 
records, this plausible but improbable thesis remains unproveno 
Another scholar has suggested that the act was the result of the 
intervention of the parliamentary Labour Party primed by the Workers' 
National Committee. This argumentj however, relies upon an inference 
based ujon significant absences in the archives of the Workers' National, 
Committee. 2 It too remains not proven. From a quite different 
perspective Dr. Clinton also directs'attention from the struggles in 
Glasgow. The passing of the Rent Act, he suggests, owed something to 
3 the working-class agitation outside. of Scotland. In this he is surely 
correct. - 
The first rent strike began within weeks of the declaration of war. 
Not long after, London, property owners appealed to the Commissioner of 
Police to curb the'activities of the Shoreditch Trades Council whose 
memberst it was alleged, were 'flagrantly inciting breaches of the law 
---The Trades, -Council's offence consisted in its efforts and of the--peace'-. 
1. Maclean, Labour Movement in Clydeside Politics, P. 34 
2. Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War, p. 204 
3. Alan Clinton, The Trade Union Rank and File: Trades Councils in 
Britain 1900-1940 
' 
(Manchester 1977), PP- 39-40 
4. Daily Citizen, 19 August 1914 
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to organise a rent strike. Public meetings had been held and 
resolutions passed demanding the suspension of rent payments during 
the war. Volunteers had also been enrolled to resist the bailiffs. 
1 
Support came from unexpected quarters. From-a recruiting platform 
the Mayor of Bethnal Green censured rapacious landlords. In his 
worship's opinion 'it was an abomination to Bethnal Green for landlords 
2 to increase rents during a time of distress' . In Hammersmith there 
3 was said to be 'exceptional difficulty' in collecting rents. In 
Camberwell the Labour Party encouraged tenants to resist excessive 
demands. 
4 
Keeping a clear rent book, as the following table suggests, 
was becoming increasingly difficult-5 
Arrears in Lofidon 1913-14 
Housing Agency 1913 1914 (per cent) (per cent) 
Peabody Trust 14 
Improved Industrial Dwellings Co. 45 
L. C. C. 10 17 
Artisan, Labourers' & General 
Dwellings Co. 10 17 
East End Dwellings Co. 12 19 
Four Per Cent Industrial Dwellings 
Co. 8 19 
1. Property Owners Journal, September 1914 
2. Hackney and 
- 
KinEsland Gazettet 21 September 1914. The authorities, 
howevert were told that, despite the alarming rise in arrears in the borought 
'Leniency is being shown all round'. Report of the Intelligence Department 
of the Local Government Board, 12 September 1914 PRO T. 172/166. 
3. Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local Government Boards 
10 October 1914, PRO T. 172/170. 
4. Clinton, Trade Union Rank and File, P-39 
5- Report of the Intelligence Department of the Local Government Board, 
5 December 1914, PRO T. 172/177. 
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The National Administrative Council of the ILP advised affiliates 
that prevention of distress for rent be accorded priority in their 
work on local relief committees. 
1 In Woolwich the call for a rent 
strike became more clamant towards the end of the year., 
2 Work-on 
the Well Hall Estate began shortly afterwards. 
Unrest in England and Wales grew in volume throughout 1915. The 
willingness to resort to direct action proved contagious. Burton-on- 
Trent branch of the IIP, ýfollowing the example of tenants in Govang 
Edinburgh and Luton, was thus encouraged to go-ahead and organise a 
similar resistance in its own district. 
3 In some coalfields too 
miners withheld rent. 
4 
Manchester Trades Councill however, resisted 
5 local pressure for a rent strike. Instead, the Trades Council, 
following publication of a systematic investigation into the increase 
in house rents, undertaken on behalf of the Workers' National Committee, 
sponsored the formation of a Tenants' Defence League to agitate for 
6 the introduction of a Fair Rent Court. Elsewhere munitions workersl 
supported by their employers, urged the authorities to take action in 
7 
order to prevent 'the systematic exploitation of the workers' . 
The Minister of Munitions, concerned at the continued labour wastage in 
the metal trades due to the want of accommodation, agreed to examine the 
problem. 
1. Labour Leader, 17 December 1914 
2. Woolwich Pioneer, 20 November and 4 December 1914 
3- J. Austin Smith to Francis Johnson enclosed in Francis-Johnson to 
J. S. Middletong 16 June 19159 WNC MSS. 
4. J. Wansworth, General Secretary, Barnsley Miners' Unions to F. W. Jowettj 
4 October 1915, WNC MSS. 
5. Manchester EveninE News, 14 September 1915 
6. Manchester and Salford Trades & Labour Council, Report on Increase of 
House Rents in Manchester and Salford since the commencement of the War 
Manchester n. d. 1915); Manchester Evening_News, 20 October 1915; 
Manchester Guardian, 27 October 1915 
The Times, 18 September 1915 
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Before his investigation was completed it had already been established 
that the provisions of the Courts Emergency Powers Act afforded 
insufficient protection to munitions workers against the raising of 
rents. 
1 Subsequent enquiries, although based upon a full examination 
of conditions in the major centres of production, completely mis-read 
the situation. 'On the whole', it was concluded, 'they do not indicate 
an improper or unfair attitude on the part of landlords, and in all the 
areas the rises in rents have been due as much to normal economic 
causes as to the rapacity of landlords'. Profiteering was, indeed, 
a source of considerable tension in the workforce but, the Minister 
was informed, this was due to working-class avarice: 'In many cases 
tenants are principally to blame for the rise in rents by demanding 
unconscionably high lodging rates from imported workmen'. Although 
some protest meetings had_been organised there was, with one exceptiong 
'no marked industrial unrest' in the fourteen areas inspected. The one 
exception was Birmingham where, said the report, 'serious trouble is 
anticipated unless matters are speedily improved'. 
2 
The Rent Act of 1915 represented, to a degree which hitherto has not 
been appreciateds the culmination of the pre-war struggle between 
landlord and tenant that was analysed in the previous chapter. In 
Birmingham where the call for a rent strike had been voiced earlier 
in the year I the dispute between landlord and tenant continued 
to be 
bedevilled by the compounding issue. The Trades Council sought to 
1. Secret Weekly Report of the Labour Department, 25 September 1915, 
PRO Muný 2/27. 
2. Secret Weekly Report of the Labour Departmentj 23 October 1915, 
PRO Hun. 2/27 
3. Birmingham Gazette, 15 February 1915 
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enlist the support of the Assessment Committee in curbing illi c it 
rent'increases. 
1 The collection of evidence was., however, an 
arduous and protracted task; and tenants were impatient. 
At the beginning of October 130 of 'the best class of tenants' in the 
Lozells district combined to refuse the new rents. The following week 
they were Joined by tenants in Witton. A round-robin, signed by most 
of the 50 tenants affected, was promptly dispatched to the owner. it 
' was accompanied by a type-written letter which gave notice of their 
unshakable resolve and bore the legend 'The Awakening'. The Aston and 
Handsworth Tenants Association which had been formed six months earlier, 
was active in the agitation. But the action was not confined to the 
western districts. In both Saltley and Erdington action 'which may 
easily assume large proportions' was rumoured to be imminent. 'Some- 
thing drastic must be done' said Councillor James Kestertong Secretary 
of the Birmingham Trades Council. 
2 But nothing was, and the agitation 
spread. 
Illy Council', he complained, 'is inundated with cases of extortionate 
increases in rents of, working class houses ..... In all parts of the 
City there is a syste, 
3 
m of extortion which is intolerable'. At Lozells 
the chairman of the striking tenants advised the women, who were 
particularly active in the campaign, to 'keep their temper' and not 
1. Birmingham Gazette, 8-11 September 1915- 
2. Aston News1.9 and 16 November 1915 
3- James Kesterton to J. S. Middleton, 2 November 19159 WNC MSS- 
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molest the agent while he made his weekly round. 
1 The local 
constabulary thought it prudent to maintain a 'low profile' during 
his visits. But, their presence was superfluous: the, women and 
children confined themselves to nothing more than verbal abuse. 
Indeedl, in spite of the extreme provocation there was remarkably1ittle 
violence in Birmingham or any other city. There was certainly nothing 
which even faintly resembled the spontaneous rioting directed at 
aliens and, others, in the previous spring. But in that tumultuous. 
episode the labour movement had not been engaged. 
In-neighbouring Tamworth the Trades. Council took the lead in organising 
the tenants' campaign. 
2 In West Bromwich County Court Mr. Norman 
Birkett conducted the-defence on. behalf of some 32 rent-striking 
tenant8, from-the Smethwick area. 
3 Yet the ever-present fear of 
eviction, was proving, lessiand less of a deterrent. In Halford Road, 
Astong for example, fourteen tenants who had been visited by the Aston 
and fladsworth Tenants Association were reported to have joined the 
resistance - 'but in fear and trembling as they know the law is on the 
side of the landlord, 'who has., served notices and threatened ejectment's 
Amongst -the Lozells rent-strikers the proppect of civil proceedings did 
not seem to cause undue alarm. 'The landlord's said one of them, 'is 
not the only person who has seen the lawyers; we know perfectly well 
5 
where we stand and are prepared to await eventualities'. There was 
1. Handsworth Herald, 30 October 1915 
2. Birmingham Gazette, 12 November 1915 
3. Evening Despatch, 22 October 1915 
4., -James Kesterton, 'Raising of Rents', Nov. 1915 WNC IISS. 
5. Evening, - Despatch, 1 November 1915 
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not long to wait. In the second week Of November the Clerk to the 
Birmingham Assessment Committee was ordered to London to seek the 
arbitration of Mr. Lloyd George himself. The Minister ordered that 
rents be reduced. 
1 'The victory of the tenants', wrote The Times's 
correspondent, 'was celebrated with much rejoicing flags and banners 
2 being stretched across the streets from house to house' . But 
the time had passed when the dramatic intervention of a Minister of 
the Crown or a, favourable ruling in the courts could have stilled the 
agitation, Working peoples said the Secretary of the Aston and 
Handsworth Tenants Association, 'were not out for litigation$ but for 
3 legislation'. Nothing less than pre-war rents would suffice. 
London too was convulsed by the rising tide of tenant militancy. In 
Poplar and Dulwich rent strikes broke out; Bermondsey tenants prepared 
4 'to offer the most stubborn resistancet 0 In Edmonton where three 
concurrent rent strikes affecting 19000 tenants were in progressi landlords, 
said one report, 'are being "strafed" by the tenants of their own country 
in a. manner that, probably, only the Germans could express themselves 
towards this nation'. 
5 Out of the successful resistance of some 
6 
350 Tooting tenants there emerged the War Rents League. 
1. Birmingham Gazette, j 13 November 1915 
2. The Times, 16 November 1915, 
3- Hanasworth Herald, 13 November 
. 
1915 
4. New Statesman, '13 November 1915; The Times, 11 November 1915 
5. The Times, 9 November 1915; Tottenham and Edmonton WeeklZ Herald, 
22 0 ober 191ý 
6. Daily Sketch, 9 and 11 October 1915; Rider, Ten Years Adventures, 
pp. ýOff- 
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Reports of demonstrations and further rent strikes in London and 
elsewhere grew in volume throughout the autumn. The Workers' 
National Committee, having completed extensive enquiries, warned 
the Prime Minister of the adverse effects upon morale, recruitments 
and industrial production unless the continuous rise in rents was 
promptly checked. The outcry could no longer be ignoreý and 
without doubt the decision to intervene was influenced by the 
'considerable agitation in London and other parts of England'. 
2 
Nevertheless, it was the campaign on, Clydeside that was decisive 
in shaping the-measure that finally-emerged. 
I 
On Clydeside the friction between landlord and tenant had not been 
smoothed out by the House Letting and Rating Act, 19119 and underlay 
3 
much of the hostility that would soon erupt. It was fuelled by 
the indiscriminate eviction of servicemen's dependants for non-payment 
of rentl in'spite of an undertaking by the Glasgow Houseowners' 
Association that no such actions would be sanctioned. 
4 
There was 
in fact an alarming, increase in the number of ejectments during the first 
1I. 
- 
J. S. -Ifiddleton to, H. H. Asquith, 18 October 1915, WNC MSS. 
2. 'Increase of Rents on Workmen's Dwellings', Memorandum by T. McKinnon 
Wood, 17 November 1915, PRO Cab. 37/137/29. See too 'Rent Raising', 
Memorandum by H. W. Law, 18_October 1915, Addison MSS, Box 63. 
3-' 'It seems', an observer remarked in the autumn of 1115, as the rent 
strikes gathered. pace, 'as if the smouldering feud between landlord and 
tenant which is as old as the housing system, will be fanned into open 
hostility by the present trouble's Govan Press, 1 October 1915; also see 
Report of Departmental Committee on the Increase in the Rental of Small 
Dwellings in the Industrial Districts of Scotland, PP. 1914-16, XXXV9 p-7 
4. Forward, 22 and 29 August 1914; also see Weekly Record and Maill 
30 October 1915. 
_. 
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month of hostilities, as is shown in the table below. The civic 
authorities in Glasgow, unlike theWhitehall-based Intelligence 
Department of the, Local Government Board or the parsimonious National 
Relief Fund, had few illusion's as to the-vulnerbLbility of servicemen's 
families. ý A-special relief fund, raised-by voluntary subscription 
and administered by the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association, 
was. set up to mitigate hardship as best it could. Response was good 
cc . mparison of Numbers Evicted for Arrears of Rent in Glasgow, 
1 
August and September 1913-1914 
Year 1913 1914 
No. of Citations 3148 3763 
No. of Evictions 484 738 
but not good enough. Vioreovert the labour movementg excluded from 
meaningful participation, remained resentful and suspicious. 
2 The 
Lord Provost's Fund, as it was called, did useful work but failed to 
arrest the growth of the agitation. The plight of the serviceman's 
family and the rapacity of the landlord infused the ideology of the 
moral, economy with a new patriotic thrust and bite which Glasgow's 
working class housing reformers were not slow to exploit. 
The eviction of servicemen's dependents was the most emotive issue. 
But the predicament of the civilian workforce was no less explosive. 
The shortage of accommodation, apparent from 1912 onwards, was aggravated 
by the tremendous influx of munitions workers into the Clyde Valley. 
1. Glasgow Herald, 11 September 1914 
2. Interview of Deputation from Glasgow Workers' War Emergency 
Committee with Glasgow Division Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association, 30 April 19159 WNC YISS; The Times, 12,13 and 21 
April 1915. -- % 
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By the spring of 1915 the region was saturated. Landlords seemed 
Vacant Acco=odation on Clydeside, May 1915 
Place No. Houses Unoccupied Per Cent 
Glasgow 8,122 4.7 
Partick 158 0.9 
-Govan 333 1.6 
Greenock 31 0.2 
Paisley 348 1.8 
Barrhead 36 1.3 
Clydebank -- -- 
determined to exploit the situation to the utmost. On 14 January 1915, 
the Glasgow Houseowners' Association called for a co-ordinated upward 
movement in rents. Early in February a joint insurance scheme designed 
to create a monopoly was rumoured to be in circulation amongst the 
factors. - The proposed fund was to be financed out of a general 10 per 
cent increase in rents, a fourth of which was to be paid as a premium 
against losses on emptie6.2 The widespread fear that some such plan 
would sooner or later materialise was later officially recognised as an 
important factor in the generation of popular unrest in the district. 
3 
Discontent advanced quickly. , 
Early in the new year the rising ground- 
swell became more clearly defined as organised grass-roots opinion 
prepared for, the re-opening of Parliament. An indication of the subsequent 
pattern of events came in February with the first of a series of protest 
meetings organised by Clydebank Trades Council outside the factory gates. 
1. R 
SmalI7 
of Departmental Co=ittee on the Increase in the Rentals of 
in cotland, p. 4 
2. Forward, 13 February 1915 
3- Report of Departmental Committee on the Increase in the Rentals of 
Small Dwellings in Scotland, P-7 
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Scottish M. P. s and the Government were soon apprised of the problem; 
resolutions demanding some form of rent control began to issue in 
profusion from the industrial communities of the West of Scotlan 
But attention remained fixed on Glasgow. Here the creative role 
of the ILP, the dominant force on the Glasgow Labour Party Housing 
Committee, has not received sufficient recognition. 
2 From the 
inception of the crisis, working class housing reformers in Glasgow refused 
to regard the conflict with the landlords as a discrete or war-related 
difficulty. There was never any pretence that it was other than part 
of the on-going struggle for state-aided housing. 
3 The repudiation 
of Fair Rents Courts in favour of pre-war rents also grew out of enmity 
and mistrust engendered in earlier struggles. 
The new year found the Glasgow Labour Party in a confident mood. 
The Z8 Cottage Scheme remained at the forefront of its programme. 
On 4 January 1915, some 420 delegates representing 207 separate 
organisationsl assembled in St. Mungo's Hall for what was described as 
'one of the most successful Conferences ever held for a specific 
Socialist purpose'. 
4 
Nevertheless the Town Council continued to 
withhold approval. The euphoria aroused by the St. Mungo's conference 
quickly evaporated. Property owners were encouraged by the Town Clerk's 
1. Circular letter of War Emergency Glasgow Workers' National Committee 
enclosed in Ben Shaw to J. S. Middleton, 25 February 1915, WNC MSS; 
Clydebank and Renfrew Pressi 5,12 and 19 February 1915; Coatbridge Gazette, 
ais ey 20 February 1915, P'1 and Renfrewshire Gazette, 20 February 1915; 
Cambuslang Advertiser, 6 March 1915. 
2. Cf. Walter Kendall, The Revolutionary Movement in Britain, 1900-1921 
(1969), P-115 
3- Report of Departmental Committee on the Increase in the Rentals of 
Small Dwellings 
-in 
Scotland, P- 
Forwardl 9 January 1915 
1ý 
, 
11 
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declaration that the proposed method of financing the Socialist 
housing programme was ultra vires. Upon him Councillor Wheatley 
vented his spleen: 'The Town Clerk for the moment stands between 
this horde of blood suckers and the rage of an awakened working 
class. And they don't understand that not even a Town Clerk can 
save them'. 
1 Bluster aside, Wheatley as yet probably possessed 
no real conception either of the depth of this 'rage' or what 
direction it might assume. At this juncture there were few signs 
of disenchantment with the formal democratic process. 'Everybody 
is asking what the Labour Party will do now', Johnston wrotel and 
though confident that it would do something to retrieve the situation, 
he consdered 'the most feasible approach' consisted in pressing the 
Corporation to seek parliamentary approval for the necessary 
fi nancial powers. 
2 
The Labouý Party's campaign against rising rents also made little 
progre - sse By the end of 1914 the inadequacies of the Courts Emergency 
Powers Act had been fully exposed. On 16 February Barnes raised the 
subject with the Prime Minister at Question Time. Asquith, however, 
felt that the situation had been exaggerated and suggested that further 
information be submitted to the Secretary for Scotland for consideration. 
The Glasgow Labour Party took up the challenge and began to prepare a 
dossier"'-on the extent of rent-raising. 
3 The following month the 
question of a fair rent court was again raised at the Town Council. 
After a certain- amount-- of -prevarication, it was agreed to petition 
4 
parliament for an enquiry. But in this Glasgow acted alone: 
1. Forward', 13 February 1915 
2. Forwardq 27 February 1915 
3- Forward, 20 February 1915 
4. Forward, t 13 March 1915 
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the Convention of Burghs would have no truck with such tribunals. 
' 
ITeanwhilel the Labour Party began to attend to rising food prices. 
N'Bride's attempt to arrange for the reception of a deputation of 
the Women's Housing Association was again spurned by the Town Council. 
Frustrated at every turn, the Labour Group was reduced to outright 
obstruction. 
2 
6n'29" April 1915, Barnes presented the Glasgow Labour Party Housing 
Committee's evideice to McKinnon Wood. The Minister was not impressed. 
On the ýasis'of the information supplied, Barnes claimed that 170ý-200 
petitions wer -e being taken daily in the Glasgow Sheriff Courts. 
Official figur6s'disclos - ed that the daily average in the previous quarter 
was less'than a tenth of this figure. During that period there had 
been a ýýb6tantiýl reduction in the number of evictions compared with 
the'same quarter in the previous year. Moreover, there was no evidence 
that soldier's dependents constituted a sizeable proportion of those 
affected. The Corporation's request for a governmental enquiry was 
3' Once again the Clydesiders had drawn a blank. also turned down. 
However, 'the negligent'briefing of a dull-witted champion had to some 
extent undermined their case. Barnes had made an elementary error in 
formulating'his question. Had he demanded aggregate figures on the 
number of petition's si hce I the outbreak of war as the basis for comparison 
with--the-corresponding,, period in the previous year the result might have 
been different. Moreover, the comparative reduction in the first quarter 
1. Scotsman, 7 April 1915 
2. Forward, 7 April 1915 
3. IN Ps-b. 5s. (1915) LXXI, cols. 844-845 
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of 1915 still, left 6,441 petitions for eviction which had in fact been 
granted in the Glasgow courts. 
1 This was outrageous. 
The matter could not rest there. Arthur Henderson was approached and 
the Labour Party requested to move a resolution calling for the 
suspension of further-increases for the duration. The Labour Party 
which to date had not played a distinguished part in the campaign 
against rising rents, was not disposed to exert itself on behalf of 
the Clyde workers. -, Dan Rider, Secretary of the War Rents Leaguel who 
had also tried to arouse interest in the plight of tenants in the 
matropolis, had a similar experience. 'The majority of Labour Members'l 
he recalledg. Owere too enthusiastic about enrolling recruits and 
preserving, Trade Union conditions to give much thought to this growing 
grievance!. Henderson-was reluctant to divide the House without a 
more substantial case to offer and, after consultation with Barnes, 
advised the presentation of further evidence. 
2 
At, this juncture the 'rage' of which Wheatley had spoken earlier suddenly 
materialised., The manifest determination of the Govan tenants to 
resist-fresh-exactions came at a fortunate time for the Glasgow Labour 
Party. , The resort, to direct action was framed in terms of the timidity 
of the Parliamentary Labour-Party. 'I think after this experience', 
1. - -HC 
Deb., 5s. (1915) LXXI, cols. 859-860 
2. Forward, 4 June 1915; Rider, Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords 
and Tenants,, p. 23 
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ll'Bride wrote, 
it will be clear to the minds of most of 
us that we need not depend on the Labour 
Party in the House of Commons for support 
to any proposal that would betray a want 
of fidelity in His Majesty's Government. 
Under these circumstances, it would seem 
that, unless the people themselves take 
vigorous steps to show the Government that 
they are not going to permit this landlord 
robbery, the Gov 5 rnment will do nothing to 
save the people. 
The new departUre, I however, offered the Glasgow housing reformers 
the prospect of a release from their impotent meanderings through 
the corridors of power, locally and nationally. Tenant intransigence 
gave the Glasgow Labour Party inspiration and the opportunity to 
telescope the housing and rent struggles into a united campaign. 
At the same time, it served to disguise its less than masterly handling 
of those grievances in Parliament. The Tenants provided the lead, 
thi Committee the leadership. 
It, was not entirely fortuitous that the rent strikes co=enced in 
Govan, the most militant area before the war and the highest rented 
since. 
2 On 23 April 1915, Messrs. Neilson, house factorst announced 
further., increases in the rents of their extensive Govan properties to 
take effect from the end of the May term. This, the tenants complained, 
was the fourth increase in the area since its incorporation into Glasgow 
in 1912, and the second since the declaration of war. The landlord 
refused to reconsider. The tenants went on rent strike. In mid-May 
1. Forward, 4 June 1915 
2. On the distribution of rent increases, see Report of Departmental 
Committee on Increase in the Rental of Small Dwellings in Scotland, p- 
The remainder of this and the following paragra-ph is based on Forward, 
4 and 12 June 1915; Labour Leader, 14 October and 25 November 1915; 
Glasgow Citizen, 26 August 1915; and Weekly Record and Maill 19 June 1915- 
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the Govan branch of the Women's Housing Association intervened. 
A public meeting was convened at which the women 'declared war' 
on the new demands. A plan of campaign was worked out in concert 
with the Govan Labour Representation Committee andthe Glasgow Labour 
Party Housing Committee. It was decided to tender the old rent but 
withhold the increase. The tenants of the 250 houses involved were 
canvassed by local militants 'with the result that practically every 
man and woman signed the petition of protest against the increase' 
although 'a smallýminority! immediately retracted, and it later 
transpired that only 120 tenants actually resorted to strike action. 
The factor was informed of their decision but refused to accept the 
old rents. z-A week later, however, he changed his mind. 
In-, that time-the tenants, had exposed the landlord as a scoundrel and 
in so doing enlisted the support of some major industrialists. 
Govan was a trade union stronghold. All the rent strikers were trade 
unionists and more than half employed on Government work. The Govan 
Tenants Defence Committee, dominated by newly active women, at once 
began a series of open-air demonstrations outside the shipyards. 
Clydeside industrialists, having barely recovered from the February 
engineers strike, were in no mood to provoke further dislocation in 
order to gratify the landlords. Land and Capital rarely achieved any 
real harmony of interest. While both were concerned with the defence 
6f-p-rivate property, the concrete forms of that property and its 
exploitation were not of necessity, mutually beneficial. But they 
were not polaritiesýand at times might be combined. The needs of a 
staýle labour'-'force frequently entailed investment in working-class 
housing on the'part of industrial enterprise. In ship-building, a 
migratory trade with a labour force moving freely between the Tyne, 
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the Clyde, and Northern Ireland, such needs became more urgent during 
periods of expansion when the size of order books might depend upon 
the availability of decent accommodation. One'of the attractions of 
Belfast, for example, was said to be its superior housing relative to 
other shipbuilding centres. Clydeside shipbuilders were certainly 
aware of this: - some offered generous financial assistance to the 
local authority for slum clearance and replacement housing while others 
were substantial proprietors in their own right. Housing provision 
for these companies was best considered as part of fixed capital costs. 
Economic rents were demanded, but the returns were hardly the vital 
source of profit. Neilson's claim to be an agent for Messrs. Harland 
and Wolff who, it was alleged, had requested accommodation for 100-150 new 
workers, was a sheer fabrication. The Managing Director, approached by 
the Tenants Defence Committee, rebutted the charge in no*uncertain terms: 
We are pleased to hear that the tenants of the 
Govan district propose refusing to pay these 
increased rents, and we sympathise entirely 
with them. We trust that the legislature will 
intervene to annul all the increases which have 
recently taken place and to prevent any further 
increases, as it seems to us there is absolutely 
no justification for them. 
Fairfield's, 
-put out a statement 
to the effect that none of their employees 
would be allowed to occupy the house of any person victimised for 
refusing the higher rents. Stephen & Sons of Linthouse announced that 
the, rents on_their extensive properties had not been raised. 
2 The 
1. On housing, in Belfastj, see Cornelius O'Leary and Ian Budge, Belfast: 
App I roach to Crisis, A Study of Belfast Politics, 1613-1970 (1973)ippol 109; 
on financial aid to the local authority, Thomas Fergusong Scottish Social 
Welfare, 1864-1914 (Edinburgh 1958), pp 141-142; on company housing, 
Clydebank and Renfrew Press, 30 December 1904,8 and 15 May 1915; and Report 
of the Committee on the Rent Restriction Acts, PP. 9 1924-259 p. 18 
2. English industrialists were perýaps less prescient. On Tyneside 
substantial increases had, in some instances, been imposed on the rents of 
company housing. North East Coast Armaments Committeel Minutes of Executive 
Committee, 17 June 1915, PRO Mun. 5/9 
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industrial implications of-the campaign was confirmed by the, willingness 
of, the-newly-established Armaments Committee to investigate the 
situation* 
1 
-The industrialists in general remained sympathetic 
towards-the, tenants; - BealmInore's were even thought to have exerted 
pressure on-their, behalf as the struggle moved towards its climax 
later in the year. The factor, isolated and disgraced, appeared to 
have given way. After a mere seven days the Glasgow Labour Party 
Housing-Committee was ! pleased to announce that the Factort beaten to 
his knees, has accepted the rents at the old figure', and that thus 
encouragedg. preparations were in progress for the extension of the 
campaign. - 
1 11 
ý 
On Tuesday,. 8th June, 1915, Michael 11'Hugh was summonsed to appear 
at,, 10, a. m. at the Summary Ejectment Court to answer a petition for 
his-eviction. Mr. M'Hugh, a resident of Shettleston and a father of 
sevens. was unable to attend. He, was in. fact lying in a Rouen hospital 
recovering from a severe wound. His two eldest sons were also not 
available: ones already -possessed of two wound stripes, was on sick 
leave; the other was undergoing preparatory training for the trenches. 
Two of his five younger, children were seriously ill. Five weeks arrears, 
less than 20s. 9-were outstanding. The Shettleston branch of the Miners' 
Union to which-Mr. 11'Hugh subscribed, had expressed a willingness to 
settle the debt within the month. Mrs. M'Hugh appeared in her husband's 
absence. She had received the usual dependents allowance. She was 
given 48 hours notice to quit. 
1. The Glasgow & West of Scotland Armaments Committee, composed of 
representatives of employers, trade unions and Government, was established in April 1915 to advise on the improvement of productivity. It possessed 
no powers of compulsion*iand under pressure its prestige and authority 
collapsed. It was wound up four months later. see History of the Ministry of Munitions, 1,31 PP. 141-148. 
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In the normal course of events, -a: 'case such as this would have passed 
without comment. In war-time Glasgow it raised the fiercest of 
passions. It became something of a minor cause celebre. 'In the 
long line of cruel, crushing, insulting treatment to which the 
Capitalist Class have subjected the working class', Wheatley 
thundered, 'nothing could be found to compare with their conduct in 
refusing the commonest shelter to the helpless children of the forgiving 
souls who in this crisis have placed their lives at the nation's service'. 
The Glasgow Labour Party Committee tried to defend tenants as best it 
c'ould. ' Rosslyn, 'Mitchell and the two other solicitors whom Dollan had 
-2 engaged, had worked hard. ' But their industry notwithstanding, the 
numbers-In need of-legal aid was overwhelming. NeverthelessIA Labour 
Councillor", was'generally present to speak on'behalf of the defendant. 
Wheatley, who had attended court with Mrs. M'Hugh, was acutely conscious 
of theýstress. and anguish to' which poor people were regularly subjected. 
This, is encapsulated in the cold fury which informed his description of 
these outrageous proceedings: 
About 100 persons, mostly women$ were huddled together 
in the corner of the courtroom, near the door by which 
they had entered. They formed a heap of human misery ... 
In another corner of the room, a cheery little factor's 
cl erkess sat chattering to some budding factor. Her 
neati blue costume, - with etceteras to match, provided 
sufficient contrast to set one thinking of the health 
and beauty and joy, of which the very poor had been 
robbed ..... And yet they seemed to feelthat they were 
the criminals, and that the factors and lawyers present 
for the purpose of torturing them further, were the 
respectable people. When we had all risen and honoured 
the arrival of the wigged representative of the law of 
the ruling class, business began. An official with a 
loud voice calledýthe cases, -and if the defender was 
present - about one in five - she went forward nervously, 
and. was rushed through the following dialogue:, n. 
1. Foward, 12 June 1915 
2. Glasgow Herald, 12 December 1914 
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"Are you Mrs. 
"Yes" 
, "Is this a monthly house? " 
"Yes" 
"Are you behind with your rentV1 
"Yes" 
"Where is your husband? " 
"In the Army" 
I'Do'you receive the usual allowance? " 
"Yes" 
1148 hours notice to leave the house". 
Not a word of explanation or defence listened to. The 
women were almost without exception soldiers' wives. 
During-these proceedings, the Sheriff, a well-fedg 
carefully groomed person, 1strutted backward and forward 
on his platform ......... 
The following evening Wheatley addressed a crowd of between 3sOOO and 
4,000 people outside the M'Hughs' home. The pledge was unanimous; 
eviction would be prevented. The crowd was dominated by indignant 
women. Wheatley encouraged their participation. He said 'this was 
pre-eminently a fight for a poor woman and that poor women should 
undertake it'. The*audience was in accord. At the break-up of the 
meeting 500 women made for the IIP rooms and offered themselves as 
pickets. 
Their rising temper was in evidence the following day: 
On the Thursday there was intense excitementb Women 
pickets were everywhere armed with all sorts of weapons; 
children would not go to school and a flag flew bravely 
from Mrs. M'Hugh's house as a signal. Crowds paraded 
the street in front of the Factor's officeg which was 
guarded by police, who are understood to have advised 
the non-execution of the warrant. The Factor's effigy 
was publicly burned and a raid made out to his house, 
but came back at once upon hearinS that the Factor was 
ill. At night however, a huge cr2wd again marched to 
his house and smashed his windows. 
1 Forward, 
2. Forward, 
12 June 1915 
19 June 1915 
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One James. 1-1'Kenna displayed insufficient concern for the factor's 
property. 'The accused', said the reports 'who was a ringleader 
in the demonstration, used most obscene language andbehaved in a 
threatening manner, kicking and smashing the door of the factor's 
house'. His conduct, the report concludedl 'almost constituted a 
riot'. MIKenna was sentenced to thirty days imprisonment or a Z5 
fine. 
On the same day Wheatley succeeded in raising the matter in debate 
at the Town Hall, but his motion calling upon the Government to suspend 
the ejectment of servicemen's families was lost by twelve votes. 
Forward's bold headline stigmatised the dirty dozen as 'A Black 
List of Dubious Patriots Who Would Not Oppose Eviction'. Wheatley 
himself may well have been disturbed by the tumultuous spontaneity in 
the locality. I The next day he tried to lower the collective temper, 
first by vaguely suZgesting'a demonstration outside the Armaments a 
Committee office for which no subsequent preparation was made; and 
then by wiring Kitchener in London. Britain's warlord replied the 
following day. Separation allowances could not be raised, and as for 
special protection against eviction, his telegram concluded: 'no action 
feasible by War Office'. - Wheatley was not exactly surprised. An 
earlier enquiry by the G6van tenants had elicited the same response. 
The meancing crowd, however, had long sice dispersed. 
was not evicted. 
The success-at-Govan-and-. Shettleston. proved contagious. 
But Mrs. MlHugh 
Shortly 
afterwards'tenants in three streets in the Richmond Park district 
decided that they too had had enough. On 22 June they held a public 
1. Weekly Record., and, Maill 19 June-1915 
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meeting and agreed to fight the factors in the same manner as had 
the Govan tenants. A month later tenants of one street in West 
Partick decided to follow suit. 
2 
At this stage the inertia of the Government appears to have stiffened 
the landlord's resolve to continue the struggle. In response to the 
furore unleashed, by MlBridels Housing'Co=itteel the Board of Trade and 
the Scottish Office late in June had requested Glasgow Corporation to 
prepare a statement on the increase in house rentals. 14'Bride was 
elated. 'We think it has now been clearly established that women 
can organise and defeat th: e factors and we are confident, with a little 
effort on the part of the tenantst the Government will be compelled to 
3 intervene'. The Town Clerk's report appeared to justify his optimism. 
It disclosed excessive increases in some areas and unjustified increases 
in those districts annexed to Glasgow three years earlier. 
4 
But if 
the indecision. of the central authorities was a source of encouragement 
to some,,., l,,; ndlords, mounting financial pressures were in any case tending 
towards. an-intensification of the crisis. 
The chosen method of satisfying the fiscal nymphomania which the 
Government had acquired with the war was not without repercussions on 
the housing crisis. The issue of the'second War Loan in June at once 
threatened the existing supply of housing finance and immediately provoked 
an acceleration in the pace of rent raising. 
5 
The rate of interest was 
1. Forward. 26 June 1915 
2. Forward, 26 August 1915- 
3- Forward, 26 June 1915 
4. Forwardl 18 September 1915 
5- British Labour Statistics: Historical Abstract 1886-1968 (H. M. S. O. 1971)9 
p. 166- 
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the single most important determinant of the profitability of 
residential property. More than 90 per cent of house property 
in Glasgow was mortgaged or held on bond. The general rule was 
for'the landlord to mortgage two thirds of the value of his 
property in'the expectation of a net return of anything beyond 
6-7 per cent on the remaining third. A slight rise in bond rate 
necessarily led to a disproportionate reduction in profit margins. 
A rise in bond rate by half a per cent required a corresponding 
increase in rent'of from 4-5 per cent to maintain former levels 
of net rent. In pre-war years it was customary for bond rate to 
be 1 per cent above the current rate on Consols. 
1 
The issue of the firstýý31 per cent War Loan reduced the bondholders' 
retuýn by'half a per cent above the Government rate. The second 
issue at'14 per cent implied a return of half a per cent below 
that rate. '-The prospect of widespread foreclosures appeared imminent 
as bondholders began to transfer their funds into the more lucrative 
War Loan. Others, anticipating further issuesq demanded 5 per cent 
on' their bonds. To prevent a slump in property values the Glasgow 
Faculty of Procurators, the authority in these mattersq resolved 
2 
upon a 44 per cent bond rate to take effect from 11 November. 
Glaswegian landlords had already seen the writing on the wall. On 
3 15 July'they met and resolved to raise rents yet again. 
1. ' On housing finance in Glasgow, see A. K. Cairncross, Home and 
Foreign Investment 1870-1913 (1953), PP. 34-36 
2. Report of Departmental Committee on the Increase in the Rental 
of Small Dwellings in Scotland, 
3- Glasgow News,, 16 July 1915 
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The property owners' offensive gathered momentum during the cummer. 
But it quickly brought diminishing returns. Once again Messrs. 
Neilson led the attack. The Govan 'victory', celebrated in 
Forward at the beginning of. June, was more apparent than real. 
The announcement was calculated to rally fresh support; and as 
such it typifies a style of campaigning which influenced the eventual 
outcome of the struggle, but one which also constitutes a source of 
confusion for the unwary. The Govan 'victory' was hardly an 
unqualified*success. In fact the new demands had not been withdrawn. 
A personal intervention from the proprietor, ostensibly designed to 
facilitate negotiations, only seemed to aggravate the situation. 
The factor eventually turned to the courts for a resolution of the 
difficulty. His two victimsj however, were not well-chosen. In 
one care the old rent had been accepted which invalidated notice to 
quit as a fresh tenancy had not in consequence been created. In 
the second case the factor withdrew the action on learning that the 
2 
defendant was a mother of nine whose husband was at the Front. 
But at Partick he had better luck and appeared to have broken the 
solidarity of the tenants after three weeks through a simple deception 
which left one tenant with the impression that the others had paid up. 
Thereafter the -strike quickly disintegrated as the remainder, fearful 
of selective proceedings, all followed suit. By the third week of 
August the strike was over. Neilson's renewed confidence was evident 
from the relish with which the two ringleaders were victimised. 
3 
Howeveq, within weeks fresh strikes broke out in blocks hitherto 
unaffected. ý The first incident involved 130-140 tenants 'of the 
4. 
II 
1. Cf. Forward, 19 June and 10 July 1915 
2. Glasgow Citizen, 26 August 1915 
Forward, 18 September 1915 
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respectable working classIq occupying houses 'of a very good class 
including several three-apartment dwellings', who also agreed to tender 
the old rent minus the increase. Daniel Nildholoon, the factorl 
personally returned their remittances. On arrival 'he was followed 
by a very large and hostile crowd, who booed and hissed him and he 
was liberally spattered with pease meal'. The timely intervention 
of the police ensured that nothing more untoward came to passe 
1 
A few days later, according to one source, the number of rent strikers 
was estimated at close on 500- But in the opinion of the 'Special 
Commissioner' of one of the popular Glasgow weekliess the number of 
rent strikers in 
iartick 'the real hot-bed of dissatisfaction at 
presený - had remained stationary* 
2 
Rent strikes, however, were now becoming more widespread. Tenants at 
Dennistoun, Ibrox, Bellahouston and Parkhead had decided to join the 
resistance. The situation at Parkhead was of considerable significance. 
On 25 August, 300 tenants united to fight the factor. 
3 Their action 
struck a responsive chord at Parkhead Forge where the depth of feeling 
4 
amongst the rank-and-file caught some shop stewards unawares. On 
3 October, Kirkwood informed the Town Clerk that the shop stewards, 
supported by a general meeting at Parkhead Forge, regarded the housing 
situation as intolerable and would consider the continued eviction of 
rent strikers 'as an attack on the working classes which called for 
the most vigorous and extreme reply and one which might have disastrous 
consequences'95 
1. Glasgow News, 29 September 1915; Weekly Record and Mail, 9 October 1915 
2'. 
_ 'Govan 
Press, 1 October 1915- Cf. Weekly Record and Mail, 16 October 1915 
3* Glasgow Eastern Argus, 28 August 1915 
1- 4. Cf. David Kirkwood, My Life of Revolt (1935), p. 122 
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Four days later 800-11000 rent strikers, drawn mainly from Partick, 
although representing five different districts in all, set out to 
march to the town centre. By the time they converged on St. Enoch 
Square at noon, their ranks, swollen with sympathisers, had increased 
threefold. 1 Four and five deep, they then marched in processiorr 
to the City Chambers. The crowd consisted 'of nearly all women and 
children of the respectable working class'. Although their banners 
sug3ested the presence of soldiers' dependentsl it was felt that 
'probably the majority of those present were from the families of 
munitions workers'. The demonstration, ostensibly in support of a 
deputation, from the Womens' Housing Association, had been carefully 
marshalled by the Glasgow Labour Patty Housing Committees and the 
striking effect of women and children 'of a very orderly description' 
was not lost on the media. The element of stage managements however, 
does nothing to diminish the representative character of the demons- 
tration. The rent strikers beyond dispute expressed the sentiments 
of the working classes in the city. 'The demonstrators', it was 
observed, 'received a great ovation from their neighbours As they 
set out, and in-one case - that of Partick - the strikers passed 
through long rows of cheering spectators who lined the streets'. 
Neverthelesst the deputation made little more than a partial impression 
on the town council. Although-unwilling to muster the two-thirds 
majority necessary to suspend standing orders to permit immediate debate, 
the councillors discreetly referred a recommendation from the City 
Improvements Committee proposing to raise rents on Corporation tenancies. 
1. This and the following paragraph are based on Glasgow Herald, 8 October 1915; Glasaow Citizen, 7 October 1915; Glasgow Newss' 
8 October 1915;, DailZ Sketch, 91 10,12 and 13 October 1915; 
Manchester Guardian, 8 October 19-15. 
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More, important,, to the rent strikers was the extensive and highly 
favourable, coverage, especially in the national dailies. The 
extension. to housing of the moral opprobrium associated with 
profiteering had become a critical feature of the campaign. The 
effect of women and children demonstrating with placards branding 
the landlord as 'the Hun, at Home' was electric. The projection 
of-the campaign as a parallel of the military struggle captured 
popular imagination in a way in which all the tedious tales of 
mean streets and the turgid details of housing schemes, however 
meritorious, had never been able to do. The Daily Sketch invited 
its readers to forward their own grievances in support of its 
campaign for some form of rent restriction. The Manchester Guardian 
warned. the authorities: 
. 
'The sympathy of the Glasgow dockyard and 
factory workers, who have come in latter years to realise the extent 
I i4e 
to which their city, is landlord-ridden, will be warmly with/threatened 
tenants, and wider trouble may result. from any tactless handling of 
thýrgrievancesl. 
_ 
It too expressed support for some form of control. 
The., Government was disturbed. Four days later McKinnon Woodq 
Secretary for Scotland, and Robert Munroe, the Lord Advocate, were 
dispatched to confer secretly with the rent strikers. The tenants 
were represented by James Stewart and Andrew M'Bridej and the meeting 
lasted more than an hour. Ministers did not commit themselves but 
Dollan. felt that,. at last, the tenants 'had got the Government on the 
hop'. 
Shortly afterwards Lloyd Georgel'in a written replyl informed the 
House that he was aware 'that the unpatriotic course adopted by 
Forward, 16 October 1915 
-- _7__ - ------ ''-r---'---. - 
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certain landlords in taking advantage of the national need to extort 
increased rents in munitions areas is aggravating labour unrest in 
certain districts$, and warned of the Government's resolve to intervene 
should the investigations, in progress within his departments warrant 
such a course. McKinnon Wood also announced the appointment of 
'a small and impartial committee to inquire into this matter promptlY 
and rapidly'. 
1 
The Government's response was generally well received. McKinnon 
Wood's enquiry, said the, Glasgow Herald, was 'eminently desirable'. 
'The matter has now developed ao far that some attempt must be made 
to*restore', if not complete harmony, at any rate some sort of working 
arrangement between landlord and tenant'. At the same time it insisted 
that, if proposed, intervention be limited to the specific problems 
arising out of the efficient prosecution of the war. 'That consideration 
we think bars off interference with the operation of economic conditions 
in relation to profxty which is not used by munitions workers'. 
2 The 
exclusion of servicemen's dependants and the working population at 
3 large was totally unacceptable to the tenants' leaders. 
From the tone of Lloyd George's statement it was evident that some 
form of restriction was imminent. In the absence of any reliable 
indication as to the degree of control contemplated, Scottish landlords 
took fright and began to intensify their campaign. Daniel Nicholson 
1. HC Deb. 5s. (1915), LXXIV, cols. 1285s 1576 
2. Glasgow Herald, 14 October 1915 
3. Glasgow Heraldq 15 October 1915 
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of Partick was again in the vanguard. Posslyn Mitchell's skills 
notwithstanding, Nicholson had obtained eviction orders against 
1 
all but one of his ten victims. Respect for, the law was by how 
wearing thin. On Saturday, 13 October, more than 11000 tenants 
assembled to prevent enforcement of the warrants. After a five 
2 hour vigils the Sheriff's Officer conceded. 
Resistance spread. Govan Central, Craighton, Govanhill, Kinning 
Park, Fossilpark, Polmadic, Maryhill, Woodside, Garngad, Anderston 
and OVerne'wton had, within a fortnight of Lloyd George's statementg 
come within the atfibit of the strike movement. 'Consequently', Dollan 
remarked, 'one may assume, with safety that tenants are on strike in 
every working-class area of the city and that the n=ber of strikers 
3 is certainly not less than 15,000'- Historians have tended to 
share this assumption - an assumption for wbich, it is suggested, there 
14 is no evidence whatsoever. 
Patrick Dollan, a future Lord Provost of Glasgow and a senior figure in 
labour politics, was at this time a flamboyant journalist who wrote 
e. xtýenslv"ely for the Labour Press. He was the tenants' chief publicist. 
The my'th'that the rent strike was well nigh universal almost certainly 
emanates from his pen. ýollanls influential reporting was, of course, 
l. -, ---, Daily Record and-Mail, 13 October 1915 
2. Daily -Record, and Maill 18'October 1915 
3- Forwards 30 October 1915' 
4. Cf. Hinton,, First Shop Stewards Movements p. 126; Harry McShane 
and Joan Smith, ' Harry McShanet No Mean Fighter (1978), P-75 
II 
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part of the campaign for rent restriction. In his concern to impress 
the gravity of the crisis upon the authorities he was not above 
inflating the extent of mass support. His claims must be treated 
with caution., In his analysis of the distribution of the strike 
movement, for example, Dollan frequently made no clear distinction 
between an isolated street or group of streets, a block or two or a 
whole district. His figures on the growth of the movement are equally 
suspect. In the issue of the Labour Leader for 2 October 1915 he 
estimated the number on rent strike as no less than 10,000. But, 
writing in the Herald four days later, the number of strikers had been 
halved. However, by 23 October the number had again climbed to 10,000 
and the following week Forward claimed 159000- 
1 On 13 Uovember Dollans 
writing in the Herald, put the number of rent strikers at 30tOOO; the 0 
following week he changed his mind and in Forward revised the figure 
2 downwards by some 5,000- 
a nicely rounded figure out 
Glasgow Labour Party Housin, 
administrative machinery to 
Such an exercise would have 
In effect Dollan appears to have pulled 
of the air as the mood took him. The 
S Committee simply did not possess the 
monitor fluctuations of this amplitude. 
taxed the resources of professional 
bureaucrats to the utmosto It was well byond the capacities of the 
3 Clydesiderso Although sometimes projected as the Carnot of the 
tenants'., movement, FI'Bride, ac, cording to the Secretary of the Scottish 
Labour Party, was not the most competent of administrators. 'An 
1. Forward, 23 and 30 October 1915 
2. Forward, 20 November 1915 
3- It is not without significance that the Glasgow Labour Party Housing 
Committee should have been unable'to prepare meaningful statistics on the 
extent of rent increases in the city: see evidence of Andrew M'Bridej 
Report of Departmental Committee on the Increase in Rentals of Small 
Dwellings in Scotland, qq. 578-71 
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attempt is being made by the Glasgow Labour Party Housing Committee 
to regularise the Organisation', he wrote early in November: 
Mr. M'Bride's methods have hitherto been very 
individualistic, though always carried out in 
good humour; but slackness, friction and some- 
thing of secession have occurred in two or three 
Districts through individuals emulating his 
-methods and beciming independent leaders in their 
own districts. 
The Glasgow Labour Party Housing Committee and the contemporary 
historian share one thing in common: neither can accurately assess 
the numerical extent of participation in the rent strikes of 1915. 
Newspaper accounts other than those filed by Dollan suggest that the 
numbers involved ma)t not have exceeded 29000, and probably was a good 
deal less. 
2 
This does nothing to diminish the achievement of the 
Glasgow tenants or their leaders: on the contrary, it is a tribute 
to the skillful extemporisation that was to carry the campaign from 
fair rents to -ore-war rents. 
McKinnon Wood's promised enquiry opened in an atmosphere of rising 
tension late in October. Neither Lord Hunter, the chairman, nor 
his colleague, W. R. Scottv inspired much confidence amongst the tenants' 
representatives. Lord Hunter, a High Court Judge and former Liberal MP 
for Govang had recently given a verdict which was felt to have encouraged 
bondholders to increase interest rates. Professor Scott was an economist 
not- 3 
at Glasgow University/noted for his labour sympathies. It was felt thatt 
1. Ben Shaw to J. S. Middleton, 10 November 1915, WNC MSS 
2. ' This Iguestimatel is based on an examination of the Glasgow local press. 
It must, of course, remain provisional since it is impossible to differentiate 
between the-intent to withhold rent and those who actually went so far. 
3- Forward, 23 October 1915 
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at best, the enquiry might provide 'some splendid propaganda 
maýteriall. 'It may be that the tenants will be fobbed off with 
a Fair Rent Court, or some such Jocular remedy', Dollan remarked, 
'but the propaganda-has been made, and now thousands of people who 
never knew before about the economics of housing are now sitting 
up, thinking'. 11 
, 
At the same tite it was hoped that something more 
tangible might yet be obtained. 
The Hunter Committee, which also took evidence from Rutherglen, 
Aberdeen and Dundee, reported within two weeks of its appointment. 
In that fortnight doubts as to the corhparative merits of Fair Rent 
Courts hardened into a firm conviction that pre-war rents alone 
Would provide tenants a wholesome protection against proprietors 
adept at manipulating the law to their own advantage. The furious 
round of rent-raising coincident with the opening of the official 
enquiry was adduced as further evidence of the devious strategy 
pursued, by their adversaries. These, increasesl said Dollang were 
'a cunning endeavour to get the Commissioners to enquire not into 
the reasonableness of the increases already imposed during the war, 
but into those increases they are now seeking to impose'. 'From 
enquiries which I have made', he wrote, 'I learn that the tip has been 
passed round for the factors to increase rents now, as further increases 
are likely to be prevented during, the war. Indeed, the factors are 
even prepared to forego further increases except such as are rendered 
necessary by increased rates, if the present increases are allowed to 
2 
stand'. 
Forward, 6 November 1915 
2. Daily Record and Mail, 23 October 1915; Forward, 30 October 1915 
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In this poisonous atmosphere the quest for ab6olute security 
became the paramount consideration. Old slogans were abandoned. 
'There can be no fair rental with private enterprise meeting the 
needs of the people', N'Bride told the Hunter Committee. 
1 The 
more fact that the House Owners and Factors' Association had in 
private indicated its support for a Fair Rent Court was sufficient 
to discredit the proposalo 
2 
or the lawyers. 
Nothing was to be left to chance - 
The Clydesiders' unilateral action was the source of some embarrassment 
in London where the Workers' National Committee, in conjunction with 
other groups, was busily lobbying Ministers on behalf of fair rent 
tribunals. The usually unflappable Middleton was quite put out by 
their inconsiderate militancy. 11 am bound to say that it is most 
unfortunate that the Glasgow people should play "ducks and drakes" 
with their Municipal Programme when such an excellent opportunity 
arises to realise it'. He added: 'I am afraid we are too far committed 
now to go back on the principle of Fair Rent Courts'. 
3 Six days- 
after this letter was written Glasgow witnessed one of the most 
momentous demonstrations in modern British social history. 
In spite of the unseemly haste with which it was compelled to operatel 
the investigations undertaken by the Hunter Committee were sufficient 
1. Report of 
of Small Dwell 
rtmental Committee on the Increase in the Rentals 
in Scotland, q. 597 
2. Ben Shaw to J. S. Middleton, 10 November 1915, WNC MSSo In 
England and Wales too organised property owners were reconciled 
to the introduction of such tribunals: see 'Rent Raising's 
Memorandum by H. W. Law, 18 October 1915, Addison JjSSj Box 63. 
3- J. S. Middleton to Ben Shaw, 11 November 1915,14NC Moo 
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to confirm the upward trend in house rentals. In Glasgow it 
disclosed an average increase of six per cent since the outbreak 
of war. The Committee was above all concerned to assess the 
differential impact of these increases upon working class incomes, 
for the critical factor in the agitation lay in the likely response 
of those in the metal trades engaged on vital war work. On this 
aspect there seemed to be few grounds for concern. 'The proportion 
of wages which most munitions workers are asked to pay in extra rent 
by reason of these increases cannot, on the average, be called 
excessivelt it concluded. Real hardship was confined to those workers 
whose wages had either declined or remained stationary. Amongst these 
grades 'the dread of further increases ..... appears to be a matter of 
the very greatest anxiety These fears were not without 
foundation. Edwin Evanst President of the National Federation of 
Property Owners Associations, who had himself been instrumental in 
securing the withdrawal of at least 39000 notices, later confessed 
that thetrend of rent raising 'was quite sufficient to shew what might 
have happened if there had been no restriction'. 
2 However, it was 
amongst the better-paid workers, resident in the Govan-Finneston 
districtq where rent increases were highest and most concentratedf and 
the 
where the operation ofAlouse Letting Act continued to generate most 
friction, that tension reached ignition point. 
1. Report of Departmental Commiteee on-the Increase in the Rentals -of 'Small Dwellings in Scotland. -on. 9.9 
2. 'Remedies for Rent Raising', Addison MSIS, Box 63- Quotation from 
Departmental Committee on the Operation of the Rent Restriction Acts: MS Minutes of Evidence, 1_March 1920, p. 45 PRO HLG'41/2. 
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The situation at Partick was particularly acute. Having failed 
to evict his defiant tenants, 'Daniel Nicholson, the factor, applied 
to the Small Debt Court for an order for the arrestment of the wages 
of some eighteen tenants, including Andrew Hood, editor of the 
Partick Gazette, who also happened to be the chairman of the Partick 
Tenants' Defence Association. The rent strikers greeted this latest 
move with another of those displays of solidarity which had by now 
become a commonplace in the Glasgow area. Partick tenants were 
joined by others from Scotstoun and Whiteinch in a demonstration 
ou ts ide the fac'torls-office. Of - far grea ter importance was the 
response from the shop floor and the shipyards. 
The Partick Tenants' Defence Asso I ciation was largely composed of 
munitions workers. All but two of those summonsed'for arrestment of 
2 
wages were shipyard workers. Such persons were not unable to afford 
the higher rents. It was the rampant profiteering, Hood explained, 
to whi , ch they took exception: 'so far as Partick is concerned it is 
largely a fight on-principle,. 
3 And patience was exhausted. The 
first indication of a possible fusion between the nascent unofficial 
shop floor movement and the tenants agitation had been evident at 
Parkheaýd Forge at the beginning of October. In the same month threats 
of a general strike against continued evictions had been voiced by 
4 
shipyard workers at Fairfields, Govan. This convergent tendency 
1. ý Glasgow-Evening News, 15'November-1915 
2. Report of Departmental Commiteee on the Increase in the Rentals of 
Small Dwellings in Scotland, q. 961--, Glasgow EveninE News, 15 November 1915 
3. Report of Departmental Committee on the Increase in the Rentals of 
Small DwellinEs in Scotland, qq. 1013-1014, lo4l-3 
4. History of_MinistrX of Munitions, IV, 21 P. 55 
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became more pronounced in the weeks that followed. Unofficial 
Vigilance Committees, apparently the precursors of the Clyde Workers, 
Committee, which had been formed amongst some engineering workers, had, 
according to Councillor Dollan, established contact with the rent'strike 
movement. 
1 In the shipyards it was these Vigilance Committees 
which took the decision to strike on 17 November, the day on which 
Nicholson's, application was due to be heard. In the days preceeding 
the hearing, official overtures were made to both sides. On 16 November, 
the-Munitions Board informed the Vigilance Committees that the proposed 
strike had been rendered superfluous as the factor had given an under- 
taking 'to make a statement in court which he hopes will settle the 
matter'. That. eyening Nicholson informed the tenants thats in deference 
ýo the wishes of the authorities, the application would be adjourned for 
three weeks, on condition that, in the interval, they continued to tender 
the old., rent. 
2 
The outright rejection of the truce thus offered highlighted the tenants, 
growing confidence, a confidence which their erstwhile leaders did not, 
perhaps, share in full. The Glasgow Labour Party, having before the 
war established its, credentials as the most dynamic force for housing 
reform, naturally assumed the leadership of the agitation once the rent 
sýrikes began, in the spring. M'Bride and associates, acutely conscious 
and fearful of the oppressive powers of the state in war-time, had, 
notwithstanding-their uncompromising language and escalating demands, 
1. On vigilance committees, see Hinton, First Shop Stewards Niovement, 
pp. 104ff; -for 
Dollan's report, see Herald', 13 November 1915 
2. i Glasgow Citizen, 17 November 1915 
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conducted'the subsequent campaign with great circumspection. 
1 The 
style and form of tenAnt militancy had been carefully contrived to 
dramatise'and register the state of popular feeling without recourse 
to'methods calculated to invite state repression. The Womens' 
Housing Association was given considerable exposure and took the lead 
in'the'guarded approaches to the industrial workers VAlle M'Bride's 
Housing Committee remained discreetly in the background. It was 
hoped that, the threat of industrial disruption would suffice. No 
explicit call for, industrial action was issued on behalf of the tenants. 
A circular that was, distributed throughout the shipyards by the Govan 
Tenants Defence Association appealed for support of a non-specific 
nature. 
2 Similarly, Dollan in his articles drew attention to the 
'probable-cons6quences Of official inaction without ever going so far 
as, to encourage a-cessation of work. Where, as at Parkhead or Fairfieldsq 
a', preference for strike action had been expressed it was not in response 
to'a request'from the Glasgow Labour Party Housing Committeeg although 
it mUst-be said that the relationship between the Vigilance Committees 
and the-local Labour Party remains unclear. This ultra-cautious approach 
probably was not necessary, Even if feasible, it is difficult to see 
3 
on irliat, grounds-a prosecution might have been secured. 
1. - ý'On ILP attitudes, --towards the state at this time, see Terence 
Brotherstone, 'The Suppression of Forward's Bulletin of the Scottish 
Society for the Study 6f Labour History, No. 1 (1969). Such appre- 
hensions were not confined to Clydeside. The self-censorship of the 
New Statesman in regard to the rent strikes is a case in point: see 
New Statesman, 20 November 1915; and see too Andrew Boyd, Organiser 
of Northampton-Building Trade's7ederation, to J. S. Middleton, 14 December 
1914, WNC MSS. 
2. - - Cf, ý- Weekly Mail- and -Recordi -28 -August 1915 
3. Incitement to strike-became, a punishable offence on 30 November: 
'History of the Legal Department: Memorandum by J. C. Miles, 2 February 
1917's P-341 PRO Mun- 51353 
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The growing involvement of the authorities indicated concession 
rather than repression. Lloyd George's earlier statement in the 
House, the appointment of the Hunter Committee, and the desperate 
official initiatives to delay a ruling on Nicholson's application 
for arrestment - together constituted unmistakeable evidence that 
legislation was imminent. Indeed, within the Ministry of Munitions 
amending legislation had been under consideration since the beginning 
of October. Rent control had become a matter of detail rather than 
principle. The number of rent strikes was immaterial: 
Even if cases of increased rents are not so 
numerous as is alleged in the newspapers the 
existence of a comparatively small number of 
them causes a quite disproportionate amount of 
agitation and discontent which should be removed. 
The delay in bringing forward the planned legislation proved fatal. 
What might have passed as an act of benign statesmanship some months 
earlier, was now perceived as a sign of weakness and vacillation. 
Firm action at this juncture might ensure that the minimal concessions 
embodied-In the Rent Bill known to be in preparation might be made 
into something more substantial. 
On 17-November crowds of striking workmen appeared on the outskirts 
of the city and marched in procession to the County Court Buildings 
headed by an improvised band 'including tin whistles, "hooters", and 
a dilapidated big drum'. 
2- Extra police had been drafted into town 
in case of trouble though in the event, the crowd - estimated at 
anything between 4,000 and 15,000 - was generally good-humoured. 
1. History of Ministry of Munitions, IV, 21 p. 104. Quotation from 
'Remedies for Rent Raisingll Addison MSS, Box 63- 
2. This and the following three paragraphs are based on Forward, 20 and 
27 November 1915; Glasgow Herald, 18 November 1915; Weekly Record and 
Mail, 20 November 1915; and Labour Leader, 18 November 1915- 
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'Their presence on the principal thoroughfares, nevertheless attracted 
a great deal-of public attention, and when the vicinity of the Court 
House was reached there was much cheering and shouting, interspersed, 
it must be confessed, with many caustic remarks as to the legitimacy 
of their proceedings'. 'The crowd consisted principally of shipyard 
workers'who had struck work 'to see that justice was done'. Their 
mood is perhaps best encapsulated in the following stanzas of a song 
composed by James Maxton for such occasions: 
To hell with the sheriff 
To hell with his crew 
To hell with Lloyd George 
And Henderson too 
I don't like the factor 
His-rent I won't pay 
Three cheers for John Wheatley 
I'm striking today 
To hell with the landlord 
I, 
,m not one 
to grouse 
But to hell with him 
And his bloody old house 
A fourteen-strong deputation was selected to interview Sheriff Lee, 
the presiding judge, who, in spite of the delicate legal position, 
agreed to see the men in chambers before taking the case. The Press, 
with the exception of Forward and Vanguard, complied with the request 
and withheld publication of these unusual proceedings. 
The workers' spokesmen adopted a fiercely intransigent line. 
Representatives of the engineers explained that it was only with the 
greatest difficulty that they were able to persuade the rank-and-file 
to forego a personal, appearance at the Court House; others emphasised 
their inability to control the consequences of an adverse decision. 
1. The complete song is reproduced by Fenner Brockway, Towards Tomorrow 
(1977), P-38 
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One worker spoke bluntly: 'We have left our work and are determined 
not to go back unless you give a decision in favour of the tenants. 
It might look like coercion and we are sorry, but we are anxious to 
avoid serious trouble. If you decide in favour of the tenants it will 
be an indication to the Government to move in our favourl. Sheriff 
Lee then returned to his courts but only to order an adjournment. 
Tension mounted. Outside the court a certain armount of scuffling 
broke out. As each minute passed the determination to force the issue 
hardened. What had begun as a one-day stoppage was suddenly transformed 
into an indefinite general strike until satisfaction be obtained. 
A resolution to this effect, moved by John Maclean, was telegraphed 
to the Prime Minister in London. Whether Sheriff Lee too had contacted 
the authorities during the adjournment, as Forward alleged, remains 
uncertain. At any event, on resumption of proceedings Nicholson 
I 
was persuaded to drop the case. 
The tenants were jubilant. In Partick, where the Womens' Housing 
Association had been particularly active, there was much enthusiasm: 
'two hundred women celebrating the victory by indulging in a "cup of 
teal". 1- It boosted working class confidence everywhere. At Rugby 
disturbances were expected; at Birmingham industrial action was 
threatened. 2 At the beginning of the month the secretary of the 
1. Glasgow Evening News, 18 November 1915 
2. Secret Weekly Report of the Labour Department, 20 November 1915, 
PRO Mun. 2/27; and see correspondence of Frank Evans, District Secretary, 
ASE, Birmingham Daily Mail, 25 November 1915. 
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Birmingham Trades Council thought 
-that, a 
71 per cent ceiling on 
rent increases, though not ddZgýrableq 'would be tolerable'. 
1 
Ministers too hoped to avoid universal rent control based on pre-war 
rents. 
2 But-time was tight. ýFair Rent Courts had to be abandoned. 
The inevitable delay in the introduction of such controversial tribunals, 
the Cabinet was informed, would provoke further unrest. McKinnon Wood 
added: 'I think my, colleagues will appreciate the fact that these 
courts once establishqd would be difficult to abolish after the 
restoration of peace'. 
3 The intention to restrict the measure to 
selected areas prescribed by Order in Council was also discarded. 
4 
Until legislation was brought forward Clydeside remained unsettled. 
One thousand men were still on strike when, on 25 November, Walter Long 
rose in the House to Introduce the Rent Restriction Bill. 
5 
-, J. Kesterton to J. -S. Middletong 2 November 19159 WTIC VMS- 
2. 'Increase of Rents and Mortgage Interest': Memorandum and Draft 
Bill by Walter Long, 23 November 1915, PRO Cab. 37/138/3- 
3- -'Increase of Rents on Workemn's Dwellings': Memorandum by 
T. McKinnon Wood, 17 November 1915, PRO Cab- 37/137/29- 
4. This was at the insistence of the Labour Party prompted by 
the Workers' National Committee: see J. S. Middleton to Charles Duncan IT, 
Secretary of the Parliamentary Labour Party, 29 November 1915 and 
W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 2 and 16 December 1915, WNC MSS. 
5. Secret Weekly Report of the Labour Department, 27 November 1915, 
PRO Mun. 2/27. 
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4 
11. The Impact of War 
The rent strikes of 1915 have sometimes been portrayed as little 
more than the prelude to the 'dilution' struggle; the continuing 
conflict between landlord and tenants has been forgotten. Hitherto 
no attempthas been made to assess the operation of wartime rent controls, 
to explain the continuous growth of tenant militancy, nor to relate that 
remarkable upsurge to the genesis of socialised housing in Britain. 
This concluding chapter will seek to repair the omission. 
I 
The thrust of the 1915 campaign was directed towards the abolition of 
profiteering in house rents. On this the Rent Restrictions Act 
appeared. to give satisfaction. Rents of working class dwellings were 
fixed at pre-war levels; evictions in England and Wales became negligible, 
at least in those sensitive munitions districts for which information 
is readily available. 
2 In Sheffield, for examplej the number of 
orders for ejectment made in the magistrates court dropped from an 
average of 40 to 4 per week after the introduction of rent control. 
3 
Yet apprehension was not allayed. Interviewed by officials on behalf 
of the Ministry of Munitions early in 1918, Kesterton of the Birmingham 
Trades Council was reported to have taken 'a most violent attitude on 
4 
this question and said that evictions must be stopped at all costs'. 
1. Cf. Sylvia Pankhurstv The Home Front (1932), p. 262 
2. See Reports of the Central Billeting Board, PRO Mun. 5/97 
3. Central Billeting Board: Report on Sheffield, 12-15 December 1917, 
PRO Nun. 5/97 
4. Central Billeting Board: Report on Birmingham, 28-29 January 19189 
PRO Mun. 5/97 
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In industrial Scotland, where the Rent Act had little or no effect 
upon the internecine warfare between landlord and tenant, 
1 the urgent 
need for extra accommodation remained a potent source of unrest. 
'We are convinced', wrote the anxious peripatetic officials quoted 
above, 'that serious industrial-trouble will result if some immediate 
steps are not taken, and we were continually faced with the unanswerable 
question of whether the Government wished the Clyde workers to resort 
to extreme'steps before dealing with a problem which was universally 
admitted-to be a matter of the most extreme and desperate urgency'. 
The visitors concluded that the immediate provision of between 2,000 
and 3,000 houses 'would do more to allay industrial unrest on the Clyde 
2 than any other action'. The Rent Restrictions Act, 19159 restored 
the peace without bringing the agitation to an end. 
Framed in the interests of a working class elite whose members did not 
habitually swell the eviction lists, it provided some protection against 
excessive rent increases but ignored the problem of security of tenure. 
In consequence, persons purchasing houses were in a position to obtain 
possession for their own occupation or for the occupation of an employee; 
no provision was made for the outgoing tenant. The scope for abuse was 
considerable: 'the possession of sufficient means to buy a houseIq 
wrote'one, 'trade unionist, 'makes the position of the poor almost 
intolerable'. 3 The demand for the outright suspension of ejectments 
1.1, Civil Juaicial Statistics for Scotland (HMSO: 1917-1921) 
2. Central Billeting-Board: Report on the Clyde, 12-16 November 1917, 
PRO Mun. 5/97 
3. On the sale of houses and eviction of occupants, see Histor7 of 
Ministry of Munitions, V, 59 Pp. 29-30. ýuotation from W. Harris 
to J. S. Middleton, 20 November 1917, WNC YSS. 
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during the war, voiced by the York Labour Party at the beginning of 
1916, was to become more widespread. The Act also made no provision 
for the substantial number of lodgers who flooded into the munitions 
districts. It was a fatal defect andq in view of the Ministry's 
involvement in its drafting, a curious one. 
The want of adequate data precludes a definitive assessment of the 
0 
impact of these movements of population upon the housing problem. 
The impression, however, is that the improvement in the health of 
civilian workers was not accompanied by a corresponding improvement in 
their'housing conditions. 
3 There wasl of course, considerable 
regional variation. Clydeside remained one of the very worst blackspots. 
Although scarcely credible, lodgers were in many cases taken into single- 
roomed apartments. 'The conditions resulting from such a state of things', 
14 an official visitation observed, 'can be better imagined than described'. 
The position in industrial Ayrshire was hardly better. The eviction of 
two dolliers and their families, former employees of Messrs. William Baird 
at Dreghorn, was in these circumstances considered provocative. The 
company's-action, wrote the secretary of the North Ayrshire Labour Party 
1. -- A. V. -Iredale to J. S. Middleton, 3 January 1916, WNC MSS* 
2. Cf., Secret Weekly Report of the Labour Department, 18 December 1915, 
PRO Mun. 2/27 
3'- This is not perhaps surprising; the effects of overcrowded sub- 
standard accommodation upon the aetiology of diseaseq disability and 
death appears to be negligible: see Thomas McKeowen and C. R. Lowe, 
An Introduction to Social Medicine (Oxford 1966), pp. 162-167. On 
improvement in the health of the populations see J. 11. Winter, 'The Impact 
of the First World War on Civilian Health', Economic History Review, 
2nd Ser. XXX (1977). 
4. Central Billeting Board: Report on the Clyde, 12-16 November 1917, 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
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'is causing intense irritation among the miners in the district and 
may$ if the matter is not rectified, lead to serious trouble'. 
Bairds reconsidered without further ado. 
1 In Ardrossan and Saltcoatsj 
where the continuous extension of plant and machinery at the expense of 
housing had brought about a long-threatened crisisl some forty familiesq 
supported by local trade unionists, refused to surrender possession 
unless the authorities were willing to provide alternative accommodation 
and requisition the substantial but under-used 'holiday' houses that 
lined the coast. 
2 
Statistics provided by the medical officer of health for Barrow-in Furness 
disclosed a continuous increase in the extent-of overcrowding. in 1914 
there was on average 5.6 persons per-house; in 1917 each house contained 
6-5-persons. 3 In Lincoln too the shortage of accommodation was such 
that twenty men, employed by Messrs. Rushton & Co., were literally 
compelled to sleep on the job - on sacks in the messroom floor, a form of 
repose which 'created great dissatisfaction in the Works'. 
4 
The 
position at Tyneside was equally desperate. Not so Birmingham where, it 
was claimedg there was a perfect corresponddnce between inward and outward 
5 
migration. Too many workmen, however, felt that conditions had 
1. Quotation from J. S. Campbell to J. S. Middleton, 22 December 1916; 
and see enclosure in Campbell to Middleton, 18 January 1917, WNC MSS. 
2. On the housing crisis in this part of industrial Ayrshire, see 
'Report re threatened eviction by Messrs. Nobels Explosive Co. Ltd., 
Ayrshire', PRO Mun. 3/431; Ardrossan and Saltcoats Herald, 4 and 18 I-lay 
1917; also correspondence of Ardrossan Branch of N. U., R, with Ministry 
of Munitions, 3 May 1917-and John Bromleyl General Secretary, A. S. L. E. F. 9 
to same, 8 May 1917, PRO Mun. 3/432. 
3. Central Billeting Board: Report on"Barrow-in-Furness, 19 July 19179 
PRO Mun. 5/97 
4. Central Billeting Board: Report on Lincoln, 26 October 1917, PRO 
Mun. 5/97. 
5. Central Billeting Board: Report on Birmingham, 28-29 January 1918, 
PRO Mun. 5/97 
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deteriorated and with the Corporation acknowledging the immediate need 
of 50,000 homes who could blame them? Birmingham remained one of the 
most militant districts. 
Levels of overcrowding were often affected by exogenous factors: in 
Barrows Coventry and Birkenhead poor communications with the outlying 
districts encouraged concentration around the principal source of 
employment. In some instances, however, considerations of status 
and position were a sufficient dispersant. Messrs. Barclay Curle & Co. 
of Whiteinch, Glasgow found that 'their better class of workmen preferred 
to live a half-mile to one mile from their works and only the lowest 
class of labourer actually lived at the gatest. 
2 This kind of 
differentiation, said Sir George Carter, actually inhibited the supply 
of additional accommodation. Messrs. Cammell Laird, of which he was the 
managing director, would willingly have made provision but for the fact 
that 'the various trades would not mix, i. e. rivetters would not live in 
the same hostel with joiners'. 
The perception of the character of the prospective lodger was also a 
factor of some importance. In the west end of Sheffield, for example, 
there was increasing resistance to the newcomers and 'many complaints 
were being received that the munitions workers now being brought into 
Sheffield were of such a rough type that they could not be readily 
accommodated in billets'. 
4 
-Elsewhere, landladies refused to accept 
1. On this, see Ilistory of Ministry of Munitions,, V, 51 pp. 47-48,51-52. 
2. Central Billeting Board: Report on the Clyde, 12-16 November 1917, 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
3- Central Billeting Board: Report on Liverpool, Birkenhead, Bootle 
and Wallasey, 6-9 February 1918, PRO Mun- 5/97. 
4. Central Billeting Board: Report on Sheffield, 12-15 December 1917, 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
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lodgers without an indemnity against defaulters and on Tyneside the 
Admiralty obtained a special grant for this purpose. 
1 In some 
districts this want of confidence was said to be 'a great difficultY'- 
2 
In Morecambe, where the problem was particularly acute, the attempt 
to deduct arrears from wages embittered relations and had to be abandoned, 
ostensibly on grounds of an insufficiency of administrative personnel. 
Here, as in other sedside resorts, the irritating practice of turning 
out munitions workers during the summer season in order to take in visitors 
at higher rates, did nothing to sweeten tempers. 
3 In Coventry, 
by contrast, the boot was on the other foot: Tany complaints had been 
received about lodgings particularly from girls of a superior class who 
4 
stated thaftheir beds were let in daytime to men' 0 
The form of provision also influenced overcrowding. It was often the 
case that migrant munitions workers considered the relative freedom of 
cramped uncomfortable lodgings in the most congested quarters preferable 
to thespartan regime applied in the hostels managed on behalf of the 
authorities and large employers of labour. Coventry work-girls complained 
that one such hostel, resembled a compound for black labour! The Benbow 
Hotel, built-by Messrs. Beardmore at Dalmuir, though it contained 386 
bedrooms%and served good inexpensive meals, was unpopular: 'The men 
object., to_, the-, Hotel, As they think it savours of a model lodging house'. 
1. Central Billeting Board: Report on the Tyne, 7-11 Jmuary 1918, 
PRO Mun. 5/97. - 
2. Central Billeting 'Board: Report on Ealine, 18 May 1917, PRO Mun- 5/97 
3- Central Billeting Board: Reports on Bognor, 26 July 1917t 
Littlehampton, 10 August 1917 and Morecambet 27 August 19179 PRO Mun. 5/97 
4. Central Billeting Board: Report on Coventry, 3 October and 
1 November 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97. 
, 
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In one of the most crowded parts of Port Glasgow there stood a 
workmen's home with 100 vacant beds. 
1 
Freedomoosuch as this was expensive. The chance to exact fabulous 
rents was irresistible. 'Key money', often between Z5 and JC101 was 
almost universal. In many areas those with lodgings to let formally, 
and sometimes brazenly, banded together in an organised system of 
.2 
extortion. Working people were not immune. The opportunity for 
personal enrichment was simply too good to pass_up. 
3 In Barrowq 
a town in which working-class home-ownership was unusually common, 
proprietors went so far as to lodge a formal protest against the 
erection of additional accommodation that might depreciate the value of 
their dwellings and deprive them of a useful income from lodgers. 
4 
In that town too working-class landlords were no less prone to eject 
unwanted tenants. 'This is not a question of the aristocracy turning 
out democracy', said a local magistrate, 'it is the working man turning 
out the working man every time: it is always the same thing'. 
5 The 
same was true of working-class Woolwich. 'The sale of houses to munitions 
workers who like comfort has been increasing' said a by no means 
unsympathetic observer. 'They have shown much selfishness in not 
considering those they try to turn out'. 
6 
The labour movement, it 
1. History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, pp. 16,39; Central 
Billeting Board: Report on the Clyde, 12-16 November 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97 
2. 
- 
Central Billeting Board: Report on Lancaster, 27 September 1917, 
PRO Mun. 5/97; HistorZ of Ministry of Munitions, V, 51 P-39 
3- History of Ministry of Munitions, Vt 5, PP. 34-35 
4. History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, p. 49. Cf. correspondence 
of-ly Another Trade Unionistý-, - ,7 September 1917 
5- 'Minutesýof Proceedings, at a Conference on the Making of Ejectment 
Warrants at Barrow, Fridayi 7 September, 1917', PRO Mun. 5/97 
6. 'Instances of House Grabbing of which the War Rents League has 
full particulars', p. 5, WNC MSS. 
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should be added, did not countenance such conduct; indeed, it was 
in the forefront of the campaign for the extension of the Rent Act. 
The relaxation of the much-resented Munitions of War Act cast an 
oblique light on these intractable difficulties. The reduction in 
tension on the shop floor brought about by the abolition of the 
'leaving certificate' in the autumn of 1917 was offset by the irritation 
caused by the housing shortage. The absence of accommodation continued 
to impede the supply of labour and in spite of the assumption of 
compulsory billeting powers, leakage remained a source of constant 
complaint. 
The Billeting of Civilians Bill became law early in the spring of 
1917, -It provided for the formation (under the guidance of the 
Ministry of Munitions) of a Central Billeting Board drawn from 
representatives of the principal Government departments. Where 
investigation disclosed the need for action, the Board was empowered 
to appoint a voluntary local committee comprised of representative 
civic dignitaries, trade union officials etc. assisted by two 
salaried executive officers, whose principal function was to fix the 
rates to be paid-for-board and lodging, basing their wilculations 
upon the'market value of comparable accommodation in the area. 
1 
The new legislation'was not well received. The Labour Leader 
considered it 'an outrage on all the British working classes have 
held most dear'. 
2 The element of compulsion was most offensive. 
1. On this, see History of Ministry of Muni_tions, V, 5, pp. 35-37 
2. Labour Leader, 26 April 1917. Cf. New Witness, 26 April 1917, 
P. 6 and Womens Dreadnought, 28 April 1917- 
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Cowes Trades Council threatened strike action against its application; 
the Board was informed that, on the Isle of Wight, compulsion was 
'entirely out of the question, the whole of the Committee are dead 
against it'. 
' 
Even the conciliatory Sheffield Trades Council 
thought that the Billeting Act would have to be applied 'with the 
greatest caution and only on a voluntary basis'. 
2 
Coventry house- 
holdersq'acting in defiance of the law, refused to co-operate with 
local officials in the preparation of a census of acco=odation. 
3 
Its class bias was particularly objectionale. In Bedford, for instances 
it was thought that 'a considerable amount of additional accommodation 
could be found for civilian billeting purposes if the whole town was 
systematically dealt with, but there were a large number of ladies, pensioned 
Officers etc., living in Bedford who could not very well be asked to take 
in munitions workers'. 
4 
The Mayor of Hereford said that 'the better 
class of residents would be extremely apprehensive at such a system 
being introduced, and that property would depreciate in consequence'; 
I 
members of the Advisory Committee on Womens' War Employment 'laid great 
emphasis upon the servant difficulty in Hereford. It was pointed out 
that servants would not stay if asked to wait on munitions workers'. 
5 
The canvass undertaken on behalf of the Board at Coventry excluded the 
250 'large residential houses' situated chiefly in the Kenilworth Road* 
1. E. L. Webb to R. H. Crooke, Secretary, Central Billeting Boards 
23 Au3ust 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97. 
2. Central Billeting Board: Report on Sheffieldl 12-15 December 1917, 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
3- Cf. Midland Daily Telegraph, 18 March 1918 
Central Bille ting Board: Report on Bedford, 11 December 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97. 
5. Central Billeting Board: Report on Hereford, 22-23 August 1917, PRO 
Mun. 5/97 
6. Central Billeting Board: Report on Coventryt 3 October and I November 
1917, PRO_14un- 5/97. 
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The sanctity of working-class homes alone, it seemed, was no longer 
inviolatel. 'This question', wrote the official historians of the 
Ministry of Munitions, 'indeed, presented particular difficulties to 
the Board, forit was found that the scarcity of domestic serviceg 
combined with the food shortages made it in practice impossible to 
call upon occupiers of better-class houses, who had not been in the 
habitlof. accepting lodgers, to provide accommodation for munitions 
workerst. 
11 
Thelintervention-of the Central Billeting Board in Barrow aroused 
suspicion., Its investigations confirmed what was already common 
knowledge, namely, that the better off elements of the community - 
civic dignitaries and the like - who spoke loudest of the need for 
patriotic self-sacrifice, were also those who were the least willing 
tolodge, munitions workers in their own homes; and as in other centres 
there was considerable resentment at the unequal burden the working 
classes were compelled to shoulder. tThe Local Labour Advisory Board', 
the authorities in London were informed, 'showed some distrust or even 
antagonism-towards. the-, proposal to billet in the town, and pressed for 
equal treatment all round'. 
2 However, working people were determined 
that, if unavoidable, coercion would be administered in an equitable 
manner. 'Labour-is strongly represented on this (Local Billeting) 
Committee', a local columnist observed, land it is no secret that the 
Labour members are looking to villadom to mitigate the overcrowding in 
the artisan quarterso. 
3 At the same time it was feared that, should 
r 
1. History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, P-38; and see too 'Memorandum 
on'the History and Work of the Central Billeting Boardl May 1917-November 
1918 Prepared by the Secretary to the Board', p. 15, PRO Mun- 5/352. 
2. Central Billeting Board: Report on Barrow, 19 July 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97- 
3. North Western Daily Mail, 1 September 1917; and see too Barrow 
Guardian, 15 September 1917. 
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billeting prove successful, an extensive housing'scheme wrung from 
the Ministry might be axed. 
The decision to employ compulsion, provoked by the continued resistance 
of Barrow's more substantial citizens, 
1 brought these fears to light. 
Resolutions passed at six different meetings of Vickers' workers 
condemned it as 'a hypocritical way out of a legitimate demand for 
working class houses'; 
2 
serious disorder was predicted if the decision 
3 
was implemented. Labour members of the Local Billeting Committee 
promptly resigned in order, so it was said, to satisfy the active and 
influential Shop Stewards! Committee. 
4 
But at Lincoln, where 
'extremists' of this sort were unknown, the Trades Council was also 
convinced that the Billeting Act would prejudice a much-needed housing 
scheme, and warned that itsupplication 'will meet with strong opposition 
from the Labour'organisations. 
5 
The fact that compulsion was not in theýtrent anywhere applied did nothing 
to diminish the resentment which had been aroused. The Civilian 
Billeting Bill fed the unrest coincident with its passage. 'Underlying 
the wave of strikes which convulsed the country in the spring of 1917 
1.,, Central Billeting-Board: Minutes of 9th Meeting,, 22-October 19179 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
2. Billeting of'Civilian Act, 1917: Barrow-in-Furness Local Comtittee, Q Minutes of Meeting 24 October 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97- 
3- M. H. Picken, Executive Officer, Barrow, to R. H. Crookel 29 October 
1917, PRO Mun. 5/97. 
4. Cf. W. H. Sargent, Clerk to Barrow Local Billeting Committeeg to 
R. H. Crooke, 26 October 191? s PRO Mun. 5/97. 
5. Central Billeting Board: Report on Lincoln, 26 October 1917, 
PRO Mun., 5/97- 
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was a combination of erievandes of which poor housing was not the 
least important. 1 Moreover, it was not civilian morale alone which 
was affected thereby. The contrast between an orgiastically vile 
Home Front and the men in the trenches, that enduring image of the 
Great War, needs to be set against the unsettling effect which the 
knowledge of deprivation at home produced upon the troops in France. 
In addition to apprehension caused by food shortages, there was a 
certain diccontent arising out of the evasion of the Rent Act. 
2 
'Chaplains with the troops at the front started sending me distressing 
letters from the wives of soldiers in their regiments, containing 
notices to quit', Dan Rider recalled. 'They said the men were distracted, 
and had come to them for advice, and they asked me to look into the 
matter'. Rider found intimidation and harrassment to be widespread. 
'The chaplains', he wrote, 'did not spare themselves on the men's behalf. 
Several wrote me stinging letters asking what these landlords were up to, 
as their men were beside themselves upon receipt of such letters from 
home, and they were threatening to return to England and finish off 
the landlords, and then come back to Flanders and polish off the Germans'. 
In some cases, he added, these anxieties 'almost led to a mutiny' .3 The 
dem'and for further protection became irresistible. 
1. See ReTorts of Co=ission of Enquiry into Industrial Unrest, PP. 
1917-18, XV- 
2. A third of the 200 odd individual complaints of eviction following 
a transfer of ownership received by the Local Government Board between 
September 1916 and April 1918 were from servicemen's dependents: 
Walter T. Jerrad, Assistant Secretary, Local Government Board, to 
W. G. Wallace, 6 May 1918, PRO Reco. 1/644. 
3- -On unrest in the military, see David Englander and James Osborneq 
'Jack, Tommy and Henry Dubb: The Armed Forces and the Working Class's 
Historical Journal, XXI, 3(1978). Quotation from Riders Ten Years' 
Adventures AmonEst Landlords and Tenants, pp. 95-96,99. 
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ii 
The agitation began at Barrow. In November 1916 Vickers informed 
the Ministry of Munitions that 'The congestion in housing is now at 
breaking point'. 
I The six hundred houses built since the outbreak 
of war were insufficient to accommodate an ever expending population 
'which rose from 75,368 at the end of 1914 to 79,2o6 in 1915 and was 
still-gr6ýing having reached 85,179 by the close of 1916. The 
introduction of dilution at this point led to a strike which, in 
the words of the official historians, lemphasised so strongly the 
necessity for providing accommodation for imported labour, more 
particularly female, that an order temporarily prohibited the 
importation'of"more women into Barrow until proper housing could be 
provided"* '- 
The labour movement was notIndifferent. The shortage evident before 
the war continued Po engage its attentions. However, the abnormal 
conditions and the're*sultant uncertainties had an immobilising effect 
on the Corporation; a scheme brought forward by'the Labour Party in 
the spring of 1915 was narrowly defeated. 
2 
3 the following year. 
The agitation was renewed 
The ý_inistry_ of 'Munitions had, in the wake of the anti-dilution strike, 
prepared a scheme for-250 permanent houses for eventual purchase by the 
local authority. Negotiations were protracted, and before the first 
1. On housing conditions in Barrow, see History of Ministry of Munitionst 
V, 5, pp. 44ff. ' 
2. Barrow Guardian, 6 February, 6 March and 29 May 1915 
3. Barrow Guardian, 9 December 1916 
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brick was laid matters came to a head. The scheme was abandoned - 
'merged in a more extensive one undertaken as a result of popular 
feeling'. 1 
The Commission on Industrial Unrest, set up in the aftermath of the 
May strikes, visited Barrow early in the summer of 1917. 'The situation 
in the town was by then extremely grave. Although eviction was not a 
problem of any statistical significance - in the 18 months since the 
passing of the Rent Restrictions Act 42 orders had been made out of a 
total of 88 cases entered - the fears which it aroused were real enough 
and of the utmost importance. 
2 The difficulties of securing accommo- 
dation and the exorbitant cost of lodgings hadl in conjunction with 
industrial fatigue and growing food shortagel combined to produce a 
state of considerable tension. It found expression in a marked 
resentment directed at the several hundred Belgian refugees who had been 
set to work at Vickers, and who, in several cases, had purchased houses 
and applied forwarrants to evict the sitting tenant. 'That', a local 
magistrate told the Minister of Munitions, 'is a very sore point': 
As sure as you and I are here there will be Satan's 
own row if Belgian people are allowed to buy houses 
and the working classes in Barrow-in-Furness are 
turned out i3to the streets. There will be a riot, 
I feel sure. 
1. History of Ministry Of Munitions', V, 5, p. 46. 
2. Commission on Industrial Unrest (North Western Area), P- 33; 
Central Billeting Board: Report on Barrow-in-Furness, 7 September 1917, 
PRO Mun- 5/97. 
3- 'Minutes of Proceedings at a Conference on the Making of Ejectment Warrants at, Barrow, 7 September 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97; and for anti-alien 
sentiment in this connection, see correspondence of 'A Handy Man', Barrow Guardian, 10 July 1915, and 'An English Trade Unionist'l North 
Western Daily Mail, 1 September 1917. 
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The presence of the Commission provided an opportunity to short-circuit 
both the Corporation and the Ministry. The hearings lasted two days. 
Although the bulk of the evidence was taken in camera, the Combissioners, 
on request, allowed representatives of the Trades Council and Shop 
Stewards' Committee to be heard in public. The subsequent publicity 
transformed the agitation. 
Six weeks elapsed before the Commissioners' report was published. In 
the interval the unrest gathered momentum. The civic authorities sensed 
the ugly mood and were alarmed. The Board of Guardians called for a 
crash programme of temporary accommodation to meet the emergency. 
Councillor*Elli'son, however, leader of the eight-strong Labour Group on 
the Town-Council, - demanded 11000 houses and warned that 'if they did not 
get those houses by peaceful methods of persuasion, they would get them - 
make'no mi6take aboýt that'. 
need for the enlarged' scheme. 
quart6rs souýht'to prOvide'it; 
The Ministry required evidence of the 
A bureau set up at Labour Party head- 
nearly 1,000 applications were received. 
3 
The magistrates I too werý uneasy, The want of discretion in the 
administration of justice undermined respect for the. law and brought on 
a crisisýof conscience. 'We acknowledge that the Magistrates and County 
Court are called upon to deal with very difficult matters', said the 
Commission on Industrial Unrest, land these Courtsare being brought into 
disreýiite', not so much by the decisions they had to give as by the law 
which 6hackles them in making decisions which are sensible and humane 
-1. -,,,,, North Western Daily. Mail ' -11 
July-1917; Barrow Guardiang 14 July 1917 
2. North Western Daily Mail, 31 July 1917 
3- Barrow Guardian, 1 September 1917 
4o'commission on Industrial Unrest (North Western Area), P-33 
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Some Justices were on the pi 
to question the moral right 
houses'. e extent of 
of the following resolution 
Ant of resignation. The Bench felt 'compelled 
of the law to turn many people out of their 
demoralisation may be gauged from the tone 
forwarded in conjunction with one of several 
requests for an interview with the authorities in London: 
That, the Justices gravely fear that, unless 
some steps are taken to give the Justices 
power to refuse ejectment warrants, and to 
ameliorate the sufferings of a very large 
number of the working classes, industrial 
unrest, is, -likely 
to ensue, with a possible 
accompaniment of strikes and rioting; the 
Justices, therefore, desire to impress upon 
His Majesty's ýovernment the extreme urgency 
; of the matter. 
This was sent t6 the Ministry of Munitions. In this instance, however, 
the. Imen of push and go' neither pushed hard enough nor wentAr enough. 
The report, of, the Commission on Industrial Unrest was released on 27 August. 
Ilt made, from the standpoint of the working class housing reformers, an 
excellent fourpence worth of reading matter. The Commission, in an 
extraordinary censure upon bureaucratic procrastination and ineptitude, 
described. the position at Barrow as 'a crying scandal', one which 
constituted 'a terrible indictment ..... against the Rulers and 
Governors'. 3 
The lid was off. The Manchester Guardian promptly dispatched its 
'Special Commissioner' to the town. His, report, coupled with a blistering 
leader, castigated the Government and the local authority. 'For such a 
paper to call attention to it'l a local columnist remarked, 'means that 
the condition which obtains in Barrow-has become a national question 
which has got to be answered by the Government'. 
1. Barrow Guardian, 25 August 1917 
2. ' 'Minutes of Proceedings at a Conference on the Making of Ejectment 
Warrants at Barrow, 7 September 19171, PITZO Mun. 5/97. 
3- Commission on Industrial Unrest (North Western Area), P-31 
4. Barrow Guardian, 1 September 1917 
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At -a meeting of the Board of Guardians shortly aftewards it transpired 
that earlier resolutions addressed to the Ministry had received nothing 
beyond a routine acknowledgment; and, as had been foreseen, the position 
had deteriorated to the point where civil disturbance seemed unavoidable. 
In order, to surmount the opposition of a reluctant magistracy and adverse 
county courts an appeal on behalf of the prospective Belgian owners had 
been taken to the High Court and an order obtained for the ejectment of 
several sitting tenants in Byron Street, Hindpool. Those to be displaced 
had nowhere to go but the workhouse. The Guardians were livid. it 
was a vicious, state of things', said Councillor Basterfield of the ILP. 
'Hindpool was flaming, and if the Government did not take action immediately 
something would happen'. That something, he conjectured, would take 
the form of a strike in the shipyards. He himself was prepared to use 
'physica1forcel and go to gaol if need be. His fellow Guardians were 
no lessanxious. A telegram, sent to the Government protesting against 
official inaction, demanded that ejectmenta in Barrow be suspended for the 
duration. 1 ' 'This G overnment lethargy', declared the Conservative 
North Western-Daily Mail, 'is getting unbearable'. It too foretold 
'trouble' and 'serious consequences'. 
2 
Barrow Trades & Labour Council was no less apprehensive, and, possibly 
in order to contain unofficial action, decided to hold a mass protest 
meeting on Sunday, 9 September, preparatory to seeking a personal interview 
with Mr. Churchill. The magistrates' nerves almost reached breaking point 
I* North West6rn'Daijjr Mail', 29 August 1917; Barrow Guardian, 1 and 8 
September 1917- 
2. North Western Daily Mail, 1 September 1917 
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on learning that the Shop Stewardul Committee contemplated a more 
forceful intervention. But, however belatedly, the new Minister of 
Munitions had at last grasped the tiller and the possibility of 
suspending ejec tments was under consideration. Two days before 
the proposed demonstration, which in the event passed off without 
2, incidentl Dr. J. H. Thomas J. P. and Mr. S. E. Major, Clerk to the 
Bar . row Justicesl were summoned to London to discuss the matter. 
3 
Dr. Thomas, a general practitioner of more than forty years standing, 
was peculiarly well qualified to assess the popular mood. 'I have been 
chairman of the Football Club, Chairman of the Athletic Club, Sports 
Judge and things of tha It kind', he said, 'so that I am fairly well in 
touch with'the working classes - not in the Primitive Methodists style 
I do not know much about the working classes from that point of view'. 
But then that point of view was not germane to the matter in hand. 
He continued: 
saw the chairman of the Labour Party yesterday and he 
told me there, ' was a meeting of 
the Shop Stewards on 
Sunday. You know that these gentlemen are very busy. 
The Shop, Stewards are the people who made the row in the 
last strike - it was not their Leaders. They say they 
are going to send,, a deputation to seeyou again on Tuesday: 
that they wish to do it and they are going to do it. They 
are very assertive in the matter. I told them and my Clerk 
told them that perhaps you did not wish to see them, but 
they said you would have to see them. 
Unless allowed greater latitude in refusing orders for possession, the 
mýLgistrates intended to take unilateral action. 'I am afraid that if 
the law is not altered's said Dr. Thomas, 'the Justices will do something 
on their own and, not make the Orders'. The Minister did not doubt 
Munitions Council Daily Reports, 4 September 1917, PRO Mun. 
2. North Western Daily Mail, 10 September 1917 
3. The following account is drawn from 'Minutes of Proceedings at a 
Conference on the Making of Ejectment Warrants at Barrow, 7 September 1917' 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
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it. A senior official, he explainedl had already been posted to 
Barrow with instructions to draw up a scheme for the erection of up 
to 19000 temporary and permanent houses. Materials and labour were 
to be mobilised forthwith. Nothing would be allowed to impede the 
progress of the scheme. But in the meantime something had to be 
done to prevent the explosion that was certain to follow upon the 
continued eviction of innocent working people. This, said Dr. Thomas, 
was the crux of the matter. 
Mr* Churchill was in a delicate position. It was for the moment 
inexpedient to"proceed by Order in Council under the Defence of the 
Realm Act since parliament was not then in session and in consequence 
sanction could not be obtained for the necessary emendation of the law. 
Under, the Rent Restrictions Act, however, persons applying for possession 
had to satisfy the court-that the premises were 'reasonably required' by 
the landlord for the occupation of himself or an employee. Much depended 
upon the meaning of 'reasonably'. Unfortunately in Sharp v Wakefield, 
1916, this"had been interpreted in such a restricted manner as to preclude 
the exercise of any discretionary power on the ýart of the magistrates. P 
Mr. Churchill, briefed by the Treasury Solicitors, proposed an alternative 
interpretation. 
I I advise you in this matter with some difficulty, because 
great deal to be said for the view which I think there is a 
_Mr. 
Major has given to the Justices, namely, that they must 
carry out the law in its literal strictness. At the same 
ýtime there is a certain foothold for the exercise of 
discretionary power under the existing law. No doubt it 
, 
is, an. exercise of discretionary power which could be 
challenged in, the Courts, but it is not an illegal or 
wrongful use of discretionary power ....... Thereforel 
I do not'feell according to the advice I have received, 
that the Justices would be committing an illegal act if 
they exercised widely the 
' 
discretionary powers which they 
have in this matters having regard to all the circumstances 
which exist at the time, which they are bound to take into 
consideration. The state of war, the great congestion in 
388 
this munitions area, the vital importance of 
providing housing accommodation for the people 
who are in the area and the consequences which 
follow from the displacement of persons engaged 
in munitions works are all factors which come within 
the ambit of the word 'reasonably' and which put a 
special interpretation upon it. 
Mr. Churchill was well aware that such action could be overturned 
by a writ of mandamus issued by the High Court, but if contested, 
he was confident that ladditional accommodation might be available 
before the Court had decided the matter'. The cost of such an action, 
however, was prohiýitive; moreover, if not contested, the writ would 
take effect within'ten days. The Minister, as is disclosed in the 
following exchange, was not the kind of man to be influenced by minor 
technicalities: 
THE MINISTER: Suppose you enter an appearance - leaving 
the question of costs out for the moment - what happens then? 
Mr MAJOR: Then you have an action in the High Court, and it 
goes on for months. Then the tenant has to pay F, 40 or 9,50 
because he has absolutely no defence to it ......... 
THE MINISTER: I do not think the question of costs would 
introduce any serious obstacle in a case like that. Naturally 
if we give you advice to take a certain course, we should not 
allow you to be the losers by taking that course ....... What 
we have been discussing here is perfectly confidential and 
private. Before I say anything in public in a matter like 
this, I want to get it in the form of a letter every word of 
which is considered. It would be a very serious thing to say 
anything.. which might be said to encourage a departure from the 
strict letter of the law by a Bench of Magistratest and I am 
not doing that. I am advised that the means exist of dis- 
couraging by the Billeting Act and delaying by the interpretation 
of the word 'reasonably' the operation of the Ejectment Notices 
until such time as the only reason /s-ic7 and practical remedy 
can take effect, namelyg the buildi'n. -g _ýf a greater number of 
houses. 
Mr MAJOR: You have not explained how we are going to get over 
the High Court proceedings. 
THE MINISTER: They must be resisted; the tenant will enter an 
appearance *.. * If necessary we will defray the costs of an action 
of that kind .... After all, we are at war and we cannot have a 
disturbance, in,, a great centr, e__of this kind. It may be better to 
pay the costs of a test case like this instead of allowing a 
c- ondition of affairs to arise which will cause great practical 
ýýinconvenience. At the same time, that is a doctrine I am very 
anxious. to state in very strict and very guarded terms. 
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The following day the Press Bureau announced that work on the housing 
front was to begin i=ediately. 
The severity of the crisis revealed by the Commission on Industrial 
Unrest was such that responsibility could'no longer be localised within 
the Ministry of Munitions. The Commission recommended the appointment of 
a Nietzschian figure armed with plenary powers to coerce even the Treasury 
if need be in order to expedite matters. But the War Cabinet appointed 
the prosaic George Barnes as its chief trouble-shooter. In spite of 
subsequent herculean efforts the new dwellings at Barrow could not be 
ready for occupation until the new year. In the meantime those who had 
been evicted were promptly re-housed in unoccupied premises requisitioned 
under the Defence of the Realm Act; for the rest Ministers looked to the 
Ce ntra 1 Billeti'ng Board to ease : congestion in the town. 
Orr 29 - Se . P, teiaber 1917, - Regulation 2(A)2 of the Defence of the Realm Act 
came into effect. 
3 It empowered the Minister of Munitions to schedule 
districts in which munitions work was-carried out 'special areas' in which 
the eje ctment of munitions workersl who observed their conditions of 
tenanc y properly, was henceforth prohibited without the Minister's approval. 
Shortly afterwards, Barrow and the surrounding district was declared a 
special arba. 
A week before it came into force, Churchill, in a correspondence concerning 
theý'-proposed deputati. I on, informed the secretary of the Barrow Trades Council 
1. Commission on-Industrial Unrest (North Western Area), P-31; War 
Cabinet Minute 232 
, 
(16), 13 September 1917, PRO Cab. 23/4. 
2. 'Inadequacy of Housing Accommodation at Barrow', Memorandum by George 
Barnes, 26 September 1917, PRO Cab. 24/27 GT 2130- 
3. Text reprinted as appx. to W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 25 October 1917. 
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of his intention to invoke the new Regulation as soon as possible. 
The effect of this premature announcement, in conjunction with the 
impolitic reticence of the magistrates who, ever since their return 
from London had kept a still tongue, now became evident. 'Why on 
earth the magistrates decided to keep mum on the subject, which is of 
such great interest, cannot be conceived', said the North Western Daily 
Mail. "By their reticence the magistrates have allowed another body 
to step in and take the credit for having these ejectments stopped. 
It matters little, of course, who gets the credit ..... 12 But 
it did 
matter. Workers could hardly fail to be encouraged by such signal success. 
The events in Barrow could not be viewed in isolation: concessions granted 
under pressure in one district were bound to generate demands for equal 
protection elsewhere. 
3 
Workers in Coventry were first to respond. The scramble for labour amongst 
covetous employers in that town had been so intense that, where provided 
at the company's expense, accommodation was managed as a form of tied- 
housing. Messrs. White & Poppe, employers of upwards of 8,000 workers, 
were amongst the most notorious proprietors in this respect ejecting 
automatically those who had left their employ. 'We discussed with them 
the general question of applying the Order prohibiting evictions in 
Coventrylq said the investigators in their report to the Central Billeting 
Board, land it was evident that they viewed the suggestion with some alarm'. 
The secretary of the Coventry Branch of the Ironfounders' Society, a member 
of the Local Labour Advisory Board, and 'a man of great influence among 
Coventry workers'l considered that these evictions together with the 
1. North Western Daily Maill 22 September 1917- 
2. North Western Daily Mail, 29 September 1917 
3. Cf. JIS. Middleton to Christopher Addison, 30 October 1917, WNC MSS 
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multiple evasions of the Rent Act was a matter of the utmost urgency. 
'There was great dissatisfaction at Coventry and he thought that if 
evictions continued the results would be serious'. The Chief 
Investigation Officer of the Ministry of Munitions at Birmingham concurred. 
He suggested that the whole of the district including Birmingham, Dudleyq 
Wolverhampton, Leamington, Warwick, Nuneaton and Rugby should be declared 
a special area. 
1 The pressure for further extension would soon become 
difficult to resist, but for the moment the Regulation was limited to 
Coventry. 
Newcastle workers were no less interested in the new Regulation-2 
Mr. James, Chief Investigation Officer for the Ministry for the North East, 
was of the opinion that, while the scarcity of lodgings gave some cause 
for complaint, 'the principal agitation was on the question of evictions'. 
'His own view', he added, 'was that the whole Tyne area from South Shields 
to Newcastle should be declared a special area but he admitted that the 
evidence brought forward to support this was not very strong'. The 
principal evidence, however, was political rather than statistical. it 
was the activities of groups such as the Wallsend Munition Workers' 
Housing Association rather than the length of the eviction list that was 
the dominant consideration. This Housing Association, formed 'owing to 
the dissatisfaction among the better class of workmen' with the slothful 
local authority, was said to be 'an extremely active representative body 
and appears to reflect the opinions of the more moderate section of the 
Labour Party in the district'. It was this association which had first 
Central Billeting Board: Report on Coventry, 31 October and 
November 1917, PRO Mun- 5/97. 
2. E. Gibbins, Organiser, Newcastle Labour Representation Committeet 
to J. S. Middleton, 11 October 1917, WNC MSS. 
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raised the question of evictions and the demand that Wallsend 'should 
be declared a special area as at Barrow-in-Furness'. 
' 
In Birkenhead too the question 'excited considerable interest'. Ca=ell 
Lairds, the Corporation, and the tenants were all united in supporting 
the demand for the application of Regulation 2(A)2 to the district. 
Yet, as the'Town Clerk observed, 'the difficulty was more apparent than 
real$ and that the number of evictions, except for non-payment of rent or 
misconduct', was not large'. The observation was correct; in the previous 
two years only half of the 80 applications for possession had been granted. 
Nevertheless, it was considered prudent to recommend that Birkenhead be 
scheduled a special area. 
Workington tenants proved no less obstinate in pressing their claims. In 
the three years after the passing of the Rent Act magistrates in this 
overcrowdeA steel-making town granted a mere 28 of the 70 applications 
for possession which came before them. 
consequent upon a change of ownership. 
Few of these involved ejectment 
The vast majority of orders were 
given against tenants in arrears. 
said to be the 'issue of the moment. 
And yet in March, 1918, this was 
When interviewedl officials of the 
T Trades Council, the Workington Tenants' Defence League and the Labour 
Party 'took a very violent attitude on the question'; twenty two 
resolutions calling for the enforcement of the Regulation had been passed. 
1. Central Billeting Board: Report 
PRO Mun. 5/97. 
2. Central Billeting Board: Report 
Wallasey, 6-9 February 1918, PRO Mun. 
3-,,,,, This and the following paragraph 
Board: '"R6port on Workington, 14 Marc] 
on the Tyne, 7-11 January 1918, 
on Liverpool, Birkenhead, Bootle and 
5/97. 
are based upon Central Billeting 
a 1918, PRO Mun. 5/97. 
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'They also threatened that if this were not doneg their members would 
insist upon drastic action being taken and they thought it most probable 
that a strike would ensue'. 
Although there was nothing in the conduct of local estate agents that 
could be held to have been improper, 'the unusual anxiety of the Workington 
property owners to sell their property on as advantageous terms as 
possible' had, it was-observed, produced an impression of a conspiracy 
to compel working people to purchase their homes or quit'. 'What they 
chiefly complained of was, not the number of actual evictions, but the 
uncertainty under which working men tenants laboured, i. e. they never knew 
when their houses might be bought over their heads and they would have to 
find another house'. Although only nine such cases had occurred in the 
past three years, tenants remained apprehensive. Neither the statistics 
on ejectments with which they were furnished nor the fact that the Regulation 
demanded would not afford any protection to those in arrears, affected 
their determination to press for its enforcement. 'The position seems 
to be that the local Labour leaders, taking their cue from Barrow-in-Furness, 
have applied for Workington to be declared a 'special area' without any 
adequate knowledge of what their application involves', said the Board's 
investigators, in view of which it was concluded that 'the agitation of 
the Labour Party is based on sentimental grounds'. But such sentiment 
had to be appeased. The situation, said despondent officials, 'is very 
similar ýO'that at Erit: hl'where no real grounds for making the Regulation 
were disclosed, but the agitation has reached such a stage, combined with 
such an amount of misconception, that the best course will probably be 
to follow the Erith precedents and declare Workington to be a special 
area ...... 
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The, extraordinarily high level of evictions in Glasgow meant 
inevitably that the demand for further protection would be echoed 
loudly in the Clyde Valley. 1 The reverberations of the success at 
Barrow, however, were not confined to the problems posed by insecure 
tenures. In industrial Scotland the want of housing remained the 
dominant cause of unrest, especially in the outlying centres of heavy 
industry - in Airdrie, Coatbridge, Hamilton, Motherwell, Wishaw and the 
Middle Ward, 
_of 
Lanarkshire; all desperately crowded communities in which 
representatives of the coal miners and the iron and steel workers were 
influential figures., A deputation from these various authorities, irked 
at. the. apparent heglect of previous representations, who attended the 
Scottish Local Government Board in October, 1917, 'expressed the hope that 
it, might not. be necessary, for the Clyde and Lanarkshire workers to carry 
their agitation to the same extent as had been done at Barrow, in order to 
obtain consideration of their claim'. A further deputation waited upon the 
2 
Board shortly afterwards land their attitude was threatening in the extremei. 
Neither was the campaign initiated at Barrow limited to the solution of the 
particular problems of munitions workers. The Trades Council in that isolated 
town, hadl on the contrary, been amongst the first to call for an extension 
of the Regulation so as to embrace all workers rather than those engaged 
on war production alone. 
3 Dollan too was quick to demand universal 
1. Herald, 1 September 1917- The Scottish Office, anticipating popular 
response, had strongly pressed for the universal application of the Regulation 
in'its preparatory stages: PRO T. 172/481. 
2. Central Billeiing Board: Report on the Clyde, 12-16 November 1917, 
PRO Mun 5/97. 
3- J. H. Brown, Secretary, Barrow Trades Council, to J. S. Middleton, 
16 October 1917, WNC MSS. 
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protection. 
1 The agitation which had begun in the North West culminated 
in the Increase of Rent & Mortgage Interest (Amendment) Actj 1918. 
III 
'Looking at this now', Dan Rider wrote of the first Rent Act, 'we see 0 
how feeble was the protection afforded to the tenant'. 
2 The War Rents 
League, under his capable guidance, was to play an important part in the 
subsequent campaign to strengthen its provisions. Formed almost casually 
in the summer of 1915, the League comprised a self-appointed committee of 
tenants, dominated by the bohemian circle in which its pkincipal spokesman 
and progenitor moved -a coterie of minor artists9 sculptors, men of letters 
etc., under the chairmanship of Robert Steele, an acknowledged authority on 
3 Bacon. In spite of its dilettante character, this modest and unobtrusive 
committee, which also included one of Rider's cronies from the long-defunct 
Bermondsey Tenants' Protection League, proved a serious, astonishingly tenacious, 
and well-disciplined body which in the course of the next nine years met 
almost every day. Yet the League remained something of a mystery. ' 
Operating on a shoe-string budget, without mass support, and with no political 
affiliations, it possessed no permanent offices, published no journal and 
eschewed the glittering subscription list and self-laudatory annual reports 
issued by the great (and not so great) philanthropic institutions. 
1. Herald, 20 October 1917 
2. 'Rider, Ten Years' Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants' P-70 
3- On the formation of the War Rents League, see Rider, Ten Years 
Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants, Ch. IV 
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Its presumed influence was, however, rewarded by representation upon ttLe 
first of the interminable official enquiries into the operation of the 
Rent Acts. 
From its inception the War Rents League was dependent upon the drive and 
initiative of its indefatigable secretary; his ability to attract the 
support of public-spirited citizens, especially lawyers and Journalists 
with 
willing to offer their'services, and of men of good-will ready/those vital 
small donations upon which it was reliant. Rider's commitment. was total: 
'Nothing else on earth mattered, everything must give way to this one end 
I bought a, copy. of the, knnual County Court practice and made myself acquainted 
with its thousand and more pages, payin3 particular attention to those 
bearing upon landlord and tenant .... and even carried "Woodfall's 
Landlord 
and Tenant" nightly to bed with me! ' Through the unfailing efforts of 
this small businessman turned solicitor's clerk 
2 
nation-wide contacts were 
established. The War Rents League was able to furnish valuable information 
to the Workers' National Committee and other interested parties. Counsel 
was provided on the at least 270 occasions that the League chose to contest 
3 
or initiate an action, and at the same time numerous disputes were settled 
amicably following its discreet intervention. 
The -81 cope - fo .r this kind of voluntary endeavour was related to the laissez-faire 
attitude of the central authorities. The Local Government Board proved an 
1. Rider, Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants, p-90 
2. , Cf. Rider, - Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants, P-103 
and Report, of Committee on Operation of the Rent Acts: MS Minutes of 
Evidence, 8 March 1920, p. 40, PRO HTB 41/5. 
3. Committee on Increase of Rent Act nc.: M. S Minutes of 6th Meeting, 
18 September 1918, P- 5, PRO Reco. 1/645. 
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I 
indifferent watch-dog. The policing of the emergency legislation 
and correction of its manifold defects devolved upon the labour movement. 
The Workers' National Committee and its affiliates consistently exposed 
abuses and sought redress both in the courts and through the introduction 
of amending legislation. 
The shortcomings of the first Rent Act were quickly apparent. Some 
indeed had been foreseen. W. C. Anderson, during the Committee stage 
of the Bill, had withdrawn an amendment designed to establish the 
indisputable right of the tenant to deduct or recover excess charges on 
standard rent (i. e. the rent fixed on 3 August 1914), after assurances 
were given that the Bill already contained such provision. 
2 Although 
given in good faith, these assurances were worthless. 
'Cases have already come to our noti'ce of landlords absolutely refusing 
t, o obey th Ie Act, and threatening the tenants with dismissal if they are 
insistent', wrote the secretary of the Newcastle Labour Representation 
Committee shortly after the new legislation came into force. 
3 Complaints 
such as this were to grow in volume and fuelled the unrest that marked 
the latter stages of the war. Trades councils and the various sections 
of the labour movement everywhere squared up to these outrageous infringe- 
1. On the persistent attempts of the Board to avoid the assumption of 
departmental responsibility, see 'Minute re Proposed Committee on 
Amendment of Increase of Rent &c. Acts', PRO Reco. 1/585; 'Increase of 
Rent & Mortgage Interest (Restrictions) Bill', Memorandum by the President 
of the Local Government Board, 13 March 1919, PRO Cab. 24/76 GT 6977 and 
War Cabinet Minute 545 (2), 17 March 1919, Cab. 23/9. 
2. HC Deb. 5s. LXXVI (1915), col-1514 
3. W. Grainger to J. S. Middleton, 26 January 1916, WNC MSS. 
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ments; of the law. 
1 'We have a number of cases being discovered 
almost every day', a South Wales correspondent informed the Workers' 
National Committee, 'but we have also scored some victory's Zs-ýc7., 
2 
.t 
The miners of that regioný, however, had to contend with more than 
the illegal exactions of the landlords. Time and again their cause 
was compromised by the prejudices of the local magistrates. In November, 
1916, a deputation representing thirteen local Trades Councils waited 
upon the President of the Local Government Board. Monmouthshire tenants, 
they complained, were denied protection under the Rent Act in consequence 
'- - -11 
of the misconduct of the local Bench. Too many magistratest it was 
alleged, were house owners or estate agents and prone to allow personal 
and class interests to influence their decisions. The Minister undertook 
3 11 4 to investigate. Whatever the outcome, the complaint persisted. 
The class bias of the judiciary represented a major obstacle towards the 
attainment of justice. The recruitment and training of an elite legal 
profession which identified the preservation of the rights of property 
with the welfare of the citizen was a source of some confusion. Lawyers, 
judges and magistrates were inevitably perplexed by the revolutionary 
alteration in the relations of landlord and tenant embodied in the legis- 
lation of 1915, a departure which seemed at variance with the habits and 
1. See, for example, E. Robinson, Secretary Grimsby Trades Council$ to 
J. S. ýMiddleton, 5 February 1916; G. Carruthers, Secretary, Maryport & 
District Trades Council, to J. S. Middleton, 2 February 1916; John McGillivrayj 
Secretary, Newton-Mearns Vigilance Committee, to J. S. Middleton, 31 March 1917, 
WNC MSS; W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 5 November 1917. 
2. W. Harris to J. S. Middleton, 17 February 1917 WNC MSS. 
3- 
_Proceedings of 
deputation reprinted as appx. to W. E. W. N. C. Minutest 
30 November 1916. 
4. Arthur E. Sea-bury, Secretary Warrington Trades Council, to J. S. Middleton, 
29 Sept-ember 1917, WNC MSS. 
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assumptions of a lifetime. 'During the first six months of 1916', 
Dan Rider wrote, 'pandemonium reigned': 
The Judges and the Registrars of the Courts seemed 
to be in a daze, and to be afraid to administer the 
Act of Parliament in favour of the tenants in whose 
interests it was passed. Some of them said it had 
to be interpreted strictly, and this was found to 
mean strictly against the tenant. From the number of 
appeals for help that I received, I could see that 
the Rent Act-Was being turned into a formidable weapon 
of intimidation against tenants. Hearing of the way 
they were being treated in the Courts, tenants were in 
dread of legal proceedings .... They had only protection 
in theory, but not in practice. 
The bewildered resistance of the leaders of the profession set an example 
that was not without effect upon' their subordinates. 'In my experience', 
Rider recalled, 'with but one exception, Deputy Judges seem to be so timid 
and self-cons, cious that they are afraid to show they are human beings, 
in case this might re-act against their reputatiorý, as lawyers. Possession 
orders were being granted for the flimsiest of reasons'. Solicitors too, 
who ofcourse obtained a good deal of business from property owners, were 
less than keen on the new legislation. 'It was with some difficulty 
that I. could getthem to present the tenants' cases with any enthusiasm'. 
The administration of justice in the County Courts gradually improved and 
was certainly, far superior to proceedings in the lower courts where the 
additional safeguards against summary eviction, embodied in the Rules 
issued by the Lord Chancellor defining the procedure to be followed in 
connection with the Rent Act, did not affect applications for possession 
made under the Small Tenements Recovery Act. This curious anomaly 
2 
effectively deprived the poorest-of tenants of any real protection. 
1. Rider, Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants, pp. 83,87-88 
2. 'Memorandum of Suggestions upon Points arising for the decision of the 
Committee submitted by Dan Rider', (Document 58), Committee on Increase of 
Rent Act, PRO Reco. 1/646. 
0 
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Magistratesq accustomed to dealing summarily with 'the destructive 
classes' under the act of 18389 found it extraordinarily difficult 
to master their prejudices and adjust to the new conditions. Rider 
noted the difficulty: 
Before the war these were chiefly people who did not 
pay their rates; people who were a fearful nuisance, 
who got drunk, who were disorderly and knocked the 
places about. They were brought up to the Court by 
summons, they had no defence and they were simply 
turned out at twenty-one days notice. Now the 
misfortune is, I think, this, that these Magistrates 
and those Justices have got so much in the habit of 
saying "Yes, three weeks", that they continue to say 
it now, and they do not recognise there is an Act to 
help the tenant at all. If a tenant says anything 
about it they simply say "your caje is decided": 
they hardly allow a man to speak. 
Tenants in search of justice were compelled to seek redress in the more 
expensive County Courts 'as the Police Court decisions are often given 
at'the present time without any consideration of the-Act at all'. 
2 
The additional expenditure consequent upon such flagrant malpractice 
strained the always slender resources of local labour movements. The 
sheer expense of any kind of remedy was without doubt a major deterrent. 
The absence of any penalty against the contravention of the Rent Act 
encouraged landlords to attempt to extort illegal increases. Confronted 
by a refusal to pay the excess charge, the landlord might then apply for 
f, 
an ejectment order. Even if this was refused, costs could not be obtained 
for I legal. assistance or loss of wages. 
3 However, if the tenant was 
-not-represented-in court, the order was granted automatically. The mere 
1. Departmental Committee on the Operation of the Rent Act: MS Minutes 
of Evidence, 8 March 1920, P. 41. PRO HLG. 41/5 
2. 'Report of Rents Sub-Committee on the Increase of Rent &c. Amending 
Bill's WNC MSS. 
3-- On the position with respect to costs, see Charles Howard, Laycock 
& Co., Solicitors, to William Mellor, 28 September 1917, WNC MSS. 
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threat of proceedings was generally sufficient to compel compliance. 
The, 
-Workers' 
National Committee, having examined the matter, concluded 
that 'unless a penalty is imposed therb is no defence of the tenants 
against unscrupulous landlords'. 
1 
Evasion of the Rent Act q however widespread it may in practice have been, 
is not easily measured. A small but perceptible increase in house 
rents, registered on the official cost of living index in mid-1918, does 
I 
not distinguish permissible increases due to rising rates. 
2 In some 
key-centres, however, there ia incontrovertible evidence of significant 
evasion. A survey undertaken by the Birmingham Assessment Committee 
eighteen months after the introduction of rent control disclosed a 
widespread determination to act in defiance of the law. Of the 152,769 
working class dwellings canvassed in the parish of Birmingham, it was 
found that rents had been increased on 60,755 weekly properties, upon 
which rat 
. 
es were then raised accordingly. 
3 
Evictions tool though not 
large relative to the size of the population, had not ceased (Table overleaf). 
I 
Neither had the agitation to which they had given rise. In May, 1916, 
a further step towards more systematic organisation was taken with the 
formation of the Birmingham and District Tenants' Federation, an ostensibly 
non-political body representing some twelve districts in all. In addition 
to tenants' defence workq the Federation saw itself as the nucleus of a 
burgeoning grass-roots housing reform movement - 'not in the Town Planning 
1. 'Memorandum on Amendments to the Courts (Emergency) Powers Bill with 
the object of amending the Rent & Mortgage Interest (War Restrictions) Actq 
19151 enclosed in J. S. 'Middleton to H. He S16sser, 5 April 19189 WNC MSS. 
2. British Labour Statistics, Historical Abstractq Table 89 (HMSO 1971) p. 167 
3. Local Government Journal, 28 April 1917 
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sense, but the practical housing without exploitation of usury and 
vagabondagel. 'We want a happy and contented people enjoying their 
Evictions in Birmingham 1 
Year 1915 1916 1917 
No. of Applications 866 714 411 
Warrants Granted 834 648 338 
Warrants Issued 423 246 133 
Warrants Executed 418 240 125 
home life without let or hindrance', its secretary informed the Workers' 
National Committee. 'Your efforts are glorious in this direction and 
by the creation of assns. Zsic: 7 we are educating the people into 
application and the acceptance of responsibility which brings inspiration 
and 1 1, oyal service to each other'. 
2 
-In this noble task the Federation 
had, from the outset, looked to the Birmingham Trades Council for succOur 
and aid. 
The Trades Council had earlier determined to force a decision on the vexed 
and confusing, question brought about by the conflicting judgements concerning 
the tenants' right to deduct excess charges on standard rent from future 
payment. 
3 In the celebrated case of Sharp v. Chant, heard in 
Birmingham County Court in May, 1916, this right was upheld, and reaffirmed 
on appeal to the Divisional Courts six months later. Kesterton was 
elated. 'I have a letter from our lawyer today saying he does not think 
Central Billeting Board: Report on Birmingham, 28-29 January 1918, PRO Mun- 
0/97. 
2. '. William'Ellis to J. S. Middleton, 27 April 1918, WNC MSS. 
3. See, 
_appx. 
W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 9 November 1916 
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they will appeal', he wrote Middleton immediately afterwards. 'I am 
not shouting yet till I am quite sure - then we shall advertise our 
-, I 
achievement'. The opportunity for so doingg however, was denied; 
upon a further appeal by the landlords to the Court of Appeal, the 
2 
verdict was reversed, and such deductions rendered illegal. 
The national bearings of the case together with the overwhelming expense 
of continued litigation compelled the Trades Council to relinquish 
control over these proceedings. A special appeal fund was launched by 
the Workers' National Co=ittee and preparations made for a final appeal 
to the House of Lords. The situation created by the adverse decision 
of the Court of Appeal was ludicrous. It drove a coach-and-four through 
the Rent Act, and legitimised that which parliament had expressly intended 
to prohibit. Landlords henceforth could defy the act with impunity. 
If allowed to stand it threatened to destroy all the progress made since 
1915- Landlords immediately set about recovering the deductions 
previously made. The Workers' National Committee was alarmed by the 
speed of the counter-attack: 
How far reaching this decision is may be gauged from 
the fact that correspondence which has reached the 
Party Office since the decision was given, indicates 
that in Hull, for instance, the amount of deductions 
made exceeds in the aggregate over L19500- In many 
other districts the same must apply. In South Wales, 
for instance, where agitation regarding the administr- 
ation of the Act has been particularly widespread, 
tenants will be intimidated by the landlords as the 
result of this decision into refunding the deductions 
have-alreadY made and which are essentially 
illegal charges mad- by landlords in direct contra- 
vention of the Actý3 
1. J. Kesterton to J. S. Middleton, 23 November 1916, WNC MSS, 
2. See Times Law Reports, reprinted as appx., W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 15 March 
1917 
3- 'Memorandum on Amendments to the Courts (Emergency Powers) Bill with 
the object of amending the Rent & Mortgage Interest (War Restrictions) Act, 
1915', enclosed in J. S. Middleton to 11.11. Slesser, 5 April 1918, W14C MSS. 
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As the verdict froze on the Master's lips, Birmingham tenants were 
compelled under duress to make similar restitution. 
1 The decision 
was roundly condemned. 'The feeling here', wrote the secretary of the 
Tenants' Federation, 'is, however innocent the Court of Appeal mind is: 
their decision is in effect wicked: making the working of the Act 
remuneratives appealing to the cupidity and connivance of landlord. -): 
and not prohibiting as is the intention or witholding all additional 
profit upon pre-War rental values 
2 
The introduction of a revised Courts (Emergency Powers) Bill at this 
juncture promised to resolve the difficulty without further recourse 
to the courts. In consequence of the pressure brought to bear by the 
Workers' National Committee, opposition in the House of Lords was brushed 
I 
aside and the Government prevailed upon to accept the amendments brought 
forward by the Labour Party. 3 The Courts (Emergency Powers) Billt 
which became law in July, 1917, provided for the recovery of all extra 
rent paid by tenants since the introduction of the Rent Act, 1915, at any 
time up to January, 1918; excess chargea made after the passing of the 
new enactment were recoverable by deductions from subsequent payments at 
any time within six months. The new Act also provided a penalty -a 
fine-of Z10 onýsummary conviction - to prevent the improper marking of 
rent books, an important provision since a clear rent book was, for 
working-class tenants, a universally acknowledged character reference. 
1. J. Kesterton to J. S. Middleton, 8 March 1917t WNC MSS. 
2ý Wm. 'Ellis to J. S. Middleton, 7 March 1917, WNC MSS. 
3. W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 15 March, 29 March, 12 April, 10 May and 27 June 1917 
4. Appx. III, W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 5 JulY 1917- , 
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Thus began that process of piece-meal reform destined to render rent 
control legislation incomprehensible to all but the finest legal minds; 
and even they were baffled. 
1 
Birmingham tenants were not appeased. The very success of the protracted 
campaignq which had begun with Sharp v. Chant, made the apparent simplicity 
of continued'evictions all the more galling. The action of a local firm 
in seeking to eject several servicemen's families in order to find 
accommodation for their own workpeopleg condemned by Kesterton as a form 
of 'legal barbarity', led to demonstrations. 2 The provocative claim 
to have alone obtained 39000 eviction orders, recklessly bandied about 
by the somewhat irresponsible secretary of the Birmingham & District 
Property Owners' Association, was one which infuriated tenants were not 
3 disposed to question, for it seemed consistent with their own experience. 
The 36 order's for ejectment, affecting some 398 tenants, made during 
September*, 1917, coinciding with the unrest at Barrow, could hardly 
fail to stimulate agitation for the application of Regulation 2(A)2 to 
the Birmingham district. 
4 
The initial expectation that Birmingham and 
Coventry might be treated separately for this purpose proved illusory. 
1. On this, see Report'of Committee on the Increase of Rent & Mortgag 
Interest (War Restrictions) Acts, PP. 1920, XVIII, para. 29; His Honour 
J. D. Crawford, Reflections and Recollections (1936), pp. 103-112 
2. Birminpham DailX Post, 26,27 and 28 June 1917 
3- See correspondence of Albert J. Wilson, Birmingham DailX Post, 
29 June 1917. 
4. On evictions in Birmingham, History of Ministry of Munitionsq V, 5, 
note 21 P-30 
5., 
--Cf. 
Munitions Council Daily Report, 26 October 1917, 
-PRO 
Ifun 1/2 
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The officials of the Central Billeting Board arrived in Birmingham 
early in the new year to a city that was in a state of very considerable 
ferment. When questioned, the senior partner of Messrs. Duggan & Elton, 
solicitorsl representing the organised tenants and Trades Council, 
stated: 
that this matter has caused such an amount of feeling 
in Birmineham. that twelve Tenants' Associations had 
been formed in the City each with a membership of ab6ut 
1,000 and that it was proposed to establish an Association 
in each ward of the City. The object of these Associations 
was to prevent any increase in rent and to assist tenants to 
resist applications for evictions. They claimed that 
evictions should be abolished so long as the rent was paid. U 
He stated that no effort had been made to canvass the City 
to induce persons to join, this Association, but directly 
the idea was mooted there was a rush of applicants for 
membership. 
Duggan was convinced that, notwithstanding the limitations of Regulation 
2(A)2, responsibility for ejectments should be removed from the hands of 
unsympathetic judiciary and vested in the Ministry of Munitionst although 
on. reflection he agreed that 'serious trouble' would result from any 
subsequent 4victions, and that this disorder might be abated if the 
Minister acted through the local Court. 
1 
The visitors were sceptical. Birmingham differed from Coventry and 
Barrow in that its workforce was not composed exclusively of munitions 
workers. In these circumstances, it was felt that the uneven impact 
of the suggested Regulation might actually exacerbate the unrest: 
It-mdy', be a source of trouble if one portion of the 
Birmingham workers, merely because they happen to be 
engaged on munitions work, receive some measure of 
protection which is denied to others. Mr. Kesterton 
was fully alive to this point, and appeared, apprehensive 
of the possible results. 
1. This and the following paragraph are based on Central Billeting Board: 
Report on Birmingham, 28-29 January 1918, PRO Mun. 5/97. 
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And yet, having found 'no 'great hardship prevailing over evictions 
in spite of the alleged attitude of the County Court judge and to a 
lesser degree, the Magistrates"', the investigators concluded thatq 
on balance, a case had been made out for declaring Birmingham a special 
area. Once again it was the 'very strong agitation on the subject in 
Birmingham Labour circles' which appears to have been decisive. 
The nightmarish possibility of the whole country being scheduled in 
a like manner could no longer be dismissed. The Minister was thus 
advised against the application of the Regulation to the Motherwell 
district 'as it would almost certainly involve extension to the whole 
Clyde-district'. ' Yet something had to be done: the demand for the 
suspension of ejectments tout court was daily becoming louder; unrest 
2 
grew apace 'The question of the eviction of tenants of small houses 
is causing very great trouble', Barnes informed his colleagues in March, 
1918. '1 am getting letters daily and there have been some ugly incidents 
in Glasgow connected with evictions'. Moreover, the agitation was no 
longer confined to the industrial districts. In the Home Counties, and 
especially along the South Coast, where the well-to-do were buying up homes and 
evicting the occupants in order to escape from the London air raids, 'the 
matter is exciting a great deal of indignation on the part of poor tenants't *3 
1. Munitions Council Daily Report, 3 May 1918, PRO Mun. 1/9 
2. Sees for example, A. E. Seabury to J. S. Middleton, 14 November 1917 
and j. Alderson, Secretary, Stockton & Thornaby Trades & Labour Council, 
to J. S. Middleton, 5 April 1918, WNC MS3. 
3- "Increase of Rent &'Mortgage Interest (Amendment) Bill', Memorandum 
by Geo. Barnes, 14 March 1918, PRO Cab. 2V45 GT 3913; and see too 
S. C. -, Ball, Secretary, Eastbourne Trades Council, to J. S. Middleton, 
26 july 1918, wNc Mo. 
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The line had to be drawn somewhere; these endless concessions were 
unseemly and dangerous. Officials of the Central Billeting Board, 
confronted by threatened industrial action at Workington, informed 
local militants ihat 'the Ministry would be prepared to deal with 
the matter in a way which seemed most fair to all parties but that 
they could not be influenced in the matter one way or the other by 
threats of the kind made'. At the same time, their superiors in 
Whitehall were confidentially informed that these threats were in fact 
the only consideration. 'From the figures supplied of proceedings before 
the Hagistrates, there seems to be no case whatsoever for Workington being 
declared a 'special area' but on the other hand the agitation has gone so 
far that we are inclined to think that if the Regulation is not made, 
there is a possibility of serious trouble'. 
1 The Government, if it were 
not to lose all dignity and authority, had to make a pre-emptive intervention. 
The Minister of Munitions pressed for amending legislation. 
2 
A general enactment protecting the sitting tenant in the event of a 
transfer of ownership woulds it was hoped, arrest the growing movement for 
more extensive controls for working-class success in this sphere had begun 
to generate similar demands amongst the formerly self-reliant middle 
3 classes. These claims were to grow in volume as the difficulties of 
meeting increased liabilities on reduced incomes exposed the middle strata 
to some of the unfamiliar insecurities of working-class life. It was 
1. Central Billeting Board: Report on Workingtong 14 March 1918, PRO Mun. 
5/97. The problem at Workington was resolved by the passage of the Amendment 
Act, 1918 which obviated the need for the Regulation. It was, however, 
considered prudent to bring this to the attention of A. Pugh, General Secretary 
of the Iron & Steel Trades Confederation, who was prevailed upon to explain 
the new position to his constituents: Central Billeting Boardt Minutes of 
14th Meeting, 7 May 1918, PRO Mun. 5/97- 
2. HC Deb,. 5s. 105 (1918), 24 April 1918, col. 1021. 
3. Cf. Letters & Memoranda on the Sale of Houses & Subsequent Ejectment of Tenants, 1917, PRO T. 172/481. 
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to be an important factor in the continuation of rent control after 
the war. At this juncture, however, Ministers set themselves firmly 
against further extension of control. Although aware of cases of 
serious hardship, it was decided that, if the limits of rental fixed 
in the act of 1915 were revised upwards, 
there is no ppint at which the increase could well be 
stopped. There would also probably be strong pressure 
to continue the Act after the end of the war. it is 
doubtful whether any stopping place would be found short 
of giving all existing ýenants security for life in the 
houses they now occupy. 
The Increase of Rent & Mortgage Interest (Amendment) Act, which became 
law in April, 1918, was therefore confined to working-class dwellings. 
It was a retroactive measure which deprived persons purchasing houses 
since 30 September, 1917, of the right to obtain possession whether for 
their own occupation or for the occupation of persons in their employ. 
Regulation 2(A)2 was thus rendered superfluous, although its withdrawal 
was long considered impolitic: it was allowed to lapse in 1920.2 
Reformers had hoped for a more comprehensive enactment penalising those 
who flouted the law, transferring all proceedings to the County Courts, 
and closing loopholes in connection with the deliberate manipulation of 
assessments in order to exact higher rents, a practice which in Warrington 
threatened to precipitate 'a rent strike that will set the Town ablaze'. 
3 
1. 'Increase of Rent & Mortgage Interest (Amendment) Bill's PRO HO. 
45/10808/310341. 
2. Cf. 'Eviction of Tenants's Memorandum sub; iitted to the Departmental 
Committee on the Operation'of the Rent Acts, PRO HLG 41/1 and History 
of Ministry of Munitions 11,11 p. 235- 
3. 'Report of the Rents Sub-Committee on the Increase of Rent &c. 
Amending Bill'. Quotation from A. E. Seabury to J. S. Middleton, 
21-March 1918, WNC NSS. 
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The Workerst National Committee and the War Rents League prepared to 
10 
lobby on behalf of such a measure. However, the scope for independent 
initiative at Westminster had long since been curtailed. 'As you 
realise, Middleton informed a correspondent, 
our difficulty about amending Bills is that the whole 
of Parliament's time is in the hands of the Government, 
and the old rights of private members to introduce 
legislation has been swept away. This means of course 
that we are limited now to pressing our case on Government 
Departments, and I am afraid that those concerned with 2 this particular question are not particularly pliable. 
Ministers, it seemed, responded to nowt but agitation. 
IV 
The first experiment in state subsidised housing is generally held to 
have been initiated by the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1919. The 
growth of tenant militancy, however, cannot be properly understood apart 
from, the pioneering but now forgotten efforts of the Ministry of Munitions. 
The Ministry spent slightly in excess of Z4ý millions on various housing 
schemes during the war, much of it disbursed in subsidies to local 
ýV-_- 
authorities and 'controlled establishments'. Under the post-war ownership 
scheme, introduced to surmount impediments in the mobilisation of labour 
-ind materials, -the Ministry itself undertook the direct construction of 
permanent dwellings for subsequent purchase at a market value to be fixed, 
1. Dan Rider to J. S. Middleton, 12 March 1918, WNC MISS. 
2. J. S. Middleton to A. E. Seabury, 25 April 1918, WNC MSS. 
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if necessary, by independent arbitration. The system was less than 
satisfactory. In the exceptional uncertainties of the periodq local 
authorities were unwilling to commit themselves to a speculative 
venture; the embittered haggling which followed retarded progress 
and aggravated labour unrest. 
1 
The more sensitive question of rent determination was fraught with 
even greatbr difficulties. The economic rent on 70 per cent of 
expenditure stipulated by the Treasury entailed, in all cases, a very 
substantial increase over the prevailing standard of rents. This 
somewhat arbitrary percentage, intended to accustom tenants to inevitably 
I 
higher post-war rentals, came to be regarded as a vital bridge to the 
resumpti on of market forces. It was continuously threatened by soaring 
building costs and the depressing effect of rent control, centrifugal 
pressures destined to render the bridge impassable. Officials at the 
Whitehall end increasingly felt like Horatius confronted by inflationary 
proletarian hordes to be resisted at all - or nearly all - costs. 
2 
The ever-widening discrepancy between pre-war rentals and the rents chargeable 
on the 70 per cent basis hindered labour mobility and led to disturbance. 
The rents-of-Mid-Lanark houses, approved in January, 1917, provoked the 
Tenants' Defence Association and Trades Council and could not be enforced 
until Mayl the following year. In March, 1917, Coventry Corporation 
1. On the finance of housing schemes, see HistoEj of Ministry of Munitions, 
V, 5, pp. 6-12; and for a revealing insight into the strained relations 
between central and local government, see Central Billeting Board: Report 
on the Clyde, *12-16 November 1917, PRO Mun. 5/97- 
2. See S. C. Turner to G. H. Duckworth, Memorandum on the Rents of Permanent 
Houses, 22 August 1919, PRO Mun. 5/96. 
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succumbed to a rent strike organised by the Stoke Heath Tenants' 
Defen, ce Association and reduced rents accordingly. In October the 
I 
Treasury., under protest, accepted a return of between 45 and 52 per 
cent on the capital cost of rents for semi-permanent houses at Barrow* 
Tenant power was irresistible. In the words, of the Official History: 
'It was not-until after the Armistice that a firm stand in the matter of 
ren 
: 
ts could be takenle 
2 
The quality of the acco=odation built 'of 
subsidieed by the Ministry was, 
in view of the difficult circumstances,. rather good. Well Hall Garden 
Suburb, built for the fastidious Woolwich artisan, twas designedg without 
being in'any sense luxurious, so as to give an air not only of comfort 
but of architectural grace'. 
3 The two storied brick houses$ built 
at Mid-Lanark,. were said to be of 'pleasing appearance' and a credit to 
the designer., the architect to the Scottish Local Government Board. 
'The sculleries are large, the staircases and rooms light, bath rooms are 
usual and used, and there is an excellent hot water 5UPPly'- 
4 
The absence 
of a parlour, the principal defect, was remedied at Barrow where the houses 
were also planned and laid out. 1with, a view to aesthetic as well as sanitary 
considerations'. 
5 Working people, it was noted, were ready to employ 
1. History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, pp- 12-16; on Mid-Lanark, 
see ýoo Memorandum of the Scottish Local Government Board, para. 12 
(Doc-20), 
PRO Reco. 1/644. 
2. - History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 5t p. 2. On occasions howevert 
the 1-iinistry was prepared to make a stand and drew up plans accordingly: 
see, Munitions Council Daily Reports, 11,14 and 18 March 1918, PRO Mun-1/7- 
3- H., Wolfej Labour Supply & Reaulation (Oxford 1923), P-91 
4. G. H. Duckulorth to Sir Lionel Earle, Memorandum on Threatened Rent Strikes 
Mid-Lanarkshire, 9 August 1920, PRO Mun- 5/330. 
5. 'Inadequacy of Housing Accommodation at Barrow',, Memorandum by George 
Barnes, 26 September 1917, PRO Cab. 24/27 GT 2130- 
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increased purchasing power to raise their standards of domestic comfort. 
The highest standards were demanded and where expectations were 
disappointed unrest ensued. 
I 
The claustrophobic quality of the 305 houses that comprised the Brewery 
Fields Estate, Dudley, provoked a good deal of criticism. 'The whole 
accommodation of the house is so cramped'. said a local newspaper, 'giving 
the impression of a doll's house (there are no bay windows) that all the 
baths our representative saw were filled with the family boots. There 
was positively nowhere else to put them, unless they went into the larder 
with the food. ' On "tub" nights the boots find a temporary lodging elsewhere'. 
The two upstairs bedrooms, the report concluded, were so closely spaced 
that 'it is a case of rolling out of one bed into another'. And this 
described the best class of house on the estate! In addition to the 
unpleasing 'match box' exterior, tenants had to contend with defective 
craftsmanship, rising damp, cracked plaster, and leaking roofs, while the 
paper-thin partition walls gave rise to the derisory commonplace - one nail 
does for two pictures. 
2 In Coventry too scamped work and the want of 
amenity were influential factors in the formation of the Stoke Heath 
3 Tenants' Defence Association. 
1. On patterns of consumption, see, for exapple, G. H. DuCkworthj 
Memorandum on the Barrow Housing Scheme, 12 October 1917, PRO Mun. 5/96; 
on standards of accommodation, J. Mavort Secretary, Rosyth Ratepayers' 
Association, to Admiralty Superintendent, Rosyth, 21 November 1918, PRO Adm. 
i16/ai63 and 'Rosyth Housing', Memorandum by Civil Engineer-in-Chief, Intd. 
L. H. S., 3 February 1920, PRO Adm. 116/2161. 
2., Dudley Chronicle, 24 May 1919. 
3. On the defective construction of the Stoke Heath Estatel see correspond- 
ence of H. E. Derrick and Report, of L. G. B. Enquiryl Midland Daily TeleEraphq 
6 January and 28 February 1919; also Coventry Herald, 9-14 March 1919; 
on, 
_, 
the absence, of amenity, Midland Daily TeleErap1j, 21 May 1917. 
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Tenants of Rosyth Garden City were not at all satisfied with the 
design and construction of the cold, draughty pokey dwellines which 
the, Admiralty had provided for its patriotic servants who had answered 
the call and given up comfortable homes in the southern port towns to 
come and work at the northern dockyard. The Rosyth Ratepayers' 
Association, a non-political body representing the newcomers, in a 
petition to the Lords Commissioners, spoke of the unsuitable nature 
of the accommodation provided: 
The houses should have been built after the style of 
those in which we were accustomed to live, prior to 
our transferrence to Rosyth, and not according to the 
ideas of those whose position in life will not compel 
them to live in them ..... As the largest employers of 
labour in the Country and with a business man (Sir Eric 
Geddes) at your head, you should know that a satisfied 
workman is a job half completed. 
Ill-fittingýdoors and windows, inadequate roofing insulation and the 
awkwardly-situated upstairs lavatories - 'making it very inconvenient at 
times to a person working in his garden's were as nothing compared to the 
discomfort caused by the absence of a "tradesman's entrance" at the rear. 
tWe wonder how many of the houses in which you gentlemen have to live 
have coals, bicycles, prams, manure etc. carried through the only room 
in which you have to eat and dine? ' The architect's almost perverse 
disregard of the elements of good sanitation seemed to border on treachery, 
or so the"ie'nants- tho'ug, h-t: 
Eminent hygienists tell us that corners harbour dirt, 
and bring disease. This being the case, the houses here 
must have been designed by a German, with the idea of 
spreading disease. There are more corners in one of these 
than in any polygon which you gentlemen can conceive. 
Rosyth Garden City, planned before the war to service the new secure North 
Sea-base, had been built with quite exceptional celerity. 1600 of the 
1. D. Rafer, Chairman, and F. Burnett, Secretary, Rosyth Ratepayers, 
Association, to Lords Commissioners of te AdmiraltYq n. d. but February, 
1918, PRO Adm. 116/2164. 
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projected 39000 dwellings were completed by the close of 1918.1 In 
the process corners had been cut and according to one visitor the whole 
development was 'a very cheap gimcrack version' of 'middle-class 
2 Letchworthl . But, in view of the preparation of the post-war 
housing programme, and the almost reverential regard for the power of 
precedent, this substantial essay in town planning assumed more than 
logistical significance. The report of the special sub-committeet 
appointed by the Scottish Trade Union Congress to examine the scheme, 
corroborated much of the tenants' complaints. Although the lay-out and 
appearance was not without merit, homes were decidedly small. The 
bathroom was described as 'an apology, and a very poor one.... It will 
tax the ingenuity of the grown person to wash by instalments; to bathe 
3 must be left to their imagination'. The absence of any recreational 
facilities did nothing to relieve the inevitable discomfort attendant 
upon such-rapid development. 
Temporary accommodation was a good deal worse. Nearly 31000 five-roomed 
bungalowsl distributed throughout nine estates around the Woolwich Arsenal, 
were, in the words of the Controller of Housing, 'literally human packing 
cases$* Thrown together from inferior timber, some were built without 
1. Alexander McKennaq Assistant Secretary, Scottish Local Government Boards 
to Secretary of the Admiralty, 17 January 1919, PRO Adm. 116/2163- On 
construction and developments see 'Report on Rosyth Housing's by H. Ryles 
9 April 1920, PRO Adm. 11612161. 
2. Workers' Dreadnought, 9 August 1919 
3. Dunfermline Press, 22 September 1917 
4. 'Rosyth: Proposal to Erect Cinema Building', Report from Admiral 
Superintendent, Rosyth, to Director of Works, 19 January 1918% PRO Adm. 
116/2164. 
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concrete foundations, others without regard to drainage or ventilation; 
in winter they were cold and damp and virtually uninhabitable. Temporary 
road surfaces, constantly cut up by heavy army lorries, were frequently 
impassable. 'The external aspect', wrote Duckworth, 'is hideous'. 
'Theae Estates will need careful supervision to prevent them becoming 
a slum'. 
1 
At Holbrook Lane, Coventry, things were better - just. 
At Dudley such accommodation could only be let with great difficul. ty. 
2 
'Tin TownI9 Rosyth, scandalised the First Lord of the Admiralty, Walter 
I 
Long, who probably knew and cared more for good estate management than 
3 
naval affairs, 
The sixteen week rent strike that began at Coventry twelve days after 
the Armistice, initiated a cycle of eighteen months duration in which 
Ministers were fairly deluged with reports of rent strikest demonstrations, 
riots and disorders. That the unrest had been foreseen did little to 
diminish its impact. A questionnaire drawn up by the Reconstruction 
Committee on the Rent Acts, appointed in the spring of 1918, recognised 
in tenant radicalism the emergence of a new and vital political force. 
Information was sought on this novel phenomenon. Notwithstanding 
provision for the automatic expiration of the Rent Restriction Acts six 
months after the declaration of peace, decontrol, it was already clear, 
would have to take account of working-class susceptibilities. One of the 
largest of Scottish house owners, a substantial builder, financier and 
architect, and curiously a man of left wing sympathies, predicted the 
most fearful chaos should the Government proceed to honour its commitment: 
1. G. H. Duckworthl 'Notes on a Visit to the Woolwich Bungalows', 
19 December 1918, PRO Mun. 5/96; History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 59 
pp. 84-86. 
2. Correspondence of Robert 11cQueen, Chairman, Foleshill Tenants 
Association, Midland Daily Telegraph, 27 September 1919; History of 
Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, P--15 
3. Memorandum of Civil Lord, Intd. W. H. L. , 14 September 1920, PRO Adm. 
116/2161 
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House owners will immediately put up rents in a 
drastic manner. This will coincide with the coming 
home of the soldier who will have this dramatic fact 
of the result of his fighting vividly brought home 
to him. All the elements calling for a Bolshevik 
Revolution will be brought into existence ee, 
What would probably happen is that a general strike 
against rent would be proclaimed, and as the Government 
would almost certainly capitulate, popular clamour would 
have demonstrated its, power, and had its appetite whetted 
for greater triumphs. 
Those who abhorred violence took the same view. Dan Riders a member of 
the Committee, warned his colleagues that, 'any increase of rent whatsoever 
will be greatly resisted, ..... any increase owing to scarcity will 
be 
strenuously opposed as an attempt of one section of the community to 
profit at the expense of the workers, resulting in widespread discontent 
and serious upheavals of extreme gravity'. Rider was particularly worried 
by the consequences of irresponsible and vengeful landlords being loosed 
upon the nation. 'If Bolshevism is ever popular in this country', he 
wrote, 'these are the people who will have to be thanked for it'. 
2 if 
an attempt were made to increase rents generally's said an official of 
the South 'jales Miners' Federation, 'it would meet with organised opposition 
and would mean revolution'. William Mellor, the mild-mannered secretary 
of the Manchester and Salford Tenants' Defence Association, was not only 
convinced that such attempts would provoke disturbance, but felt justified 
in taking part in it. The advocates of 'normalcy' misunderstood both the 
economic and political situation. Sidney Webb, who was not given to 
apocalyptic visions, had no doubt that the discontinuance of rent controlq 
even if graduated, would be disastrous: 'Apart from its uselessness in 
, 
increase in rent would cause such political producing those houses Za-n ,7 
and industrial disturbance as to be politically impossible. He confidently 
1. John A Mactaggart to W. G. Wallace, 20 May 1918, PRO Reco. 1/646 
2. Committee on Increase of Rent Act, Memorandum of Su,,, gestions upon 
Points arising for the decision of the Committee submitted by Dan Rider (Doc-58), PRO Reco. 1/646. 
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le 
predicted that no Cabinet would adopt it'* 
1 Even if fears of revolution 
were, as a matter of policy, deliberately enlarged (and the archives of 
the Workers' National Committee hint at deft orchestration 
2 ), there is 
ample evidence of the new and radical spirit by which working class 
tenants were now possessed. 
The complaint at Coventry was long-standing. The six hundred hastily- 
erected houses that comprised the Stoke Heath Estate, had been built to 
accommodate employees of the local Ordnance Works. On taking possession 
in September, 1916, tenants organised to contest the projected rents 
which, in view of its unfinished condition, were acknowledged as 
3 
excessive. The concessions offered by the Corporation were not, 
however, considered satisfactory, and in the course of the protracted 
negotiations which followedq opinion on both sides hardened. 
Early in the new year tenants were balloted; support for direct action 
was overwhelming. 
4 
The Corporation capitulated after an eleýren day rent 
strike. An interim settlement was then concluded. Tenants agreed to 
1. Committee on Increase of Rent Act &c: Minutes of 8th Meeting, 
5 November 1918, PRO Reco. 1/645. 
2. Rider had been discreetly primed by Sidney Webb who had also arranged 
for him to confer with the two additional witnesses who were to reinforce 
Webb's statement before the Reconstruction Committee: see Sidney Webb 
to Dan Rider, 2 October 1918, J. S. Middleton to William Mellorl 29 October 
1918, and J. S. Middleton to William Mellor and to W. Harris, 2 November 
1918; see too Memorandum on the Points to be Insisted on by Witnesses 
before the Rent and Mortgages Restrictions Act Committee, para. 11 and 
Circular letter of Manchester Trades Council, WNC MSS. 
3. The official history erroneously ascribes the formation of the Stoke 
Heath Tenants' Association to March, 1917: History of the Ministry of 
Munitions, V, 59 P-13. As early ab the previous Octoberq however, 
representations were being made to the Corporation: Midland Daily TýiqLijaphj 
27 October 1916. 
I 
cts, (Q T 
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accept the Is. 1d. per week rent reduction that was offered, in place 
of the full 35. demanded, on condition that the rents would be again 
reviewed upon completion of the scheme when the total capital cost 
had been ascertained. 
At the end of the financial year the agitation was renewed. Repairs were 
not, as promised, executed with sufficient expedition. Contractors 
moving clumsily from house to house caused great inconvenience and were 
a constant irritant. Tenants on sbift-work were especially vexed by 
the endless disturbance. In May, 1918, Stoke Heath Tenants' Association 
submitted a claim for compensation coupled with a demand for a further 
revision of rents. 
1 The Corporation's offer of arbitration, made 
seven months later, came too late to avert a second rent strike. 
2 
Tenants were not in the least intimidated when, in its sixth week, the 
secretary of the Association received a letter from the Town Clerk 
coupling substantial concessions with the threat of proceedings. 
A thousand people assembled that evening to consider the correspondence: 
As usual, the gathering was called by bells and bugles. 
The communication was read, and when the last paragraph, 
relating to distraint 3 was reached there was much 
groaning and hissing. 
1. Midland Daily Telegraph 24 May 1918 
2. See correspondence of A. P. Read, Chairman, and J. Gooding, Secretary, 
Stoke Heath-Tenants' Association, Midland DailX Telegraph, 1 January 1919. 
3. Coventrz Herald 10 January 1919. 
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Their determination to resist was encouraged by knowledge of extensive 
support within and beyond Coventry. At the end of 1918 the association 
had changed its name to incorporate some of these new elements. Henceforth 
it became the Stoke Heath and Municipal Dwellings Defence Association. 
1 
In addition to local trade unionists, Stoke Heath tenants received moral 
and material support from tenants in Tottenham, Tooting, Nottingham and 
Wolverhampton, and were especially heartened by news of the launching of 
a similar rent strike at Woolwich. 
2 In the County Court counsel for 
the eleven selected tenants, including the principal officers-of the 
association, summoned by the Corporation, spoke darkly of the certain 
disorder that would attend any attempt to enforce the adverse judgement 
3 
made. This was no idle threat; already opponents had been burned in 
effigy. 
4. 
The orderly crowds on that occasion, however, formed a marked 
contrast to the tumultuous incident, which attracted much oditmi in the 
previous strike, in which a recalcitrant tenant, who declined to display 
the usual No Rent poster, was subjected to this and other kinds of 'rough 
music,. 
5 
Although the Tenants'Defence Asaociation took exception to 
intimidation and was loth to encourage violence, the authorities were left 
in no doubt that distraint would be resisted. The Corporation wisely 
refrained from further acts of provocation. 
The Tenants' Defence Aosociation had not foreseen the prolongation of the 
dispute, and no preparation had been made to lbank the accumulated arrears 
1. Midland Dailý Telegraph, 16 December 1918. 
2. hidland Daily Telegraph, 6 January and 17 February 1919. 
3. Coventry Herald,, 14 February 1919. 
4. Coventry Herald, 17 January 1919. 
5. Correspondence of F. E. Latham, Secretary, Stoke Heath Tenants' Defence 
Association, Midland Daily Telegra]ft, 19 and 22 I-lay 1917; HC Deb. 58- (1919), 113, col. 847. 
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which, by the fourteenth week, amounted to Z3710.1 The presence of 
relatively large sums of money in those houses in which the rents had 
not been consumed may well have created a sense of unease and a willingness 
to seek to escape from the entrenched position adopted. The Corporation 
too was keen to move away from confrontation, and had in vain appealed to 
the Government for a subsidy for this purpose. It was finally agreed 
that the Local Government Board be invited to hold an enquiry to help 
settle the matter, and theng if necessary, to seek arbitration. 
2 
Christopher Addison, the Minister, was more than willing to oblige. 
Four months after the strike first begun, Stoke Heath tenants voted 
overwhelmingly to accept the offer of a 5d. per week reduction. 
3 The 
settlement, which fell 6d. short of the original target, encountered a 
brief but abortive resistance organised by a number of malcontents. 
4 
The overall impression was one of success. On the morrow of victory 
Coventry Tenants' Defence League, an advisory body formed by the Trades 
Council in 1915, merged with the Stoke Heath association to strengthen 
the campaign against rent decontrol which was then getting under weigh. 
'See what they've done at Coventry. They haven't paid any rent for months 
because it was set too high'. The words of a defiant tenant registered 
the power of example upon the anxious officials who called at her home 
1. Midland Raily Tele graph, 
2. 
'Midland 
Daily Teleg raph, 
3- Midland Daily Teleg raph, 
4. Midland Daily Teleg raph, 
5. ' Midland Daily Teleg raph, 
28 February 1919. 
20 February 1919. 
14 and 15 March 1919. 
17,18 and 20 March 1919. 
23 March 1919. 
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at the end, of the first week of the Woolwich rent strike. 
1 The 
strike, which began in February, 1919, was not, however, the first such 
outburst. 
Shortly after arrival in August, 1915, the first 200 tenants$ artisans 
and trade unionists to a man, united to combat overly-restrictive conditions 
of tenure; payment of the 5s. key money, imposed subsequent to their 
having obtained tenancy, was also witheld. The action met with a partial 
success. However, withdrawn insofar as it affected the protesters, the 
demand was retained in the case of new tenants. The campaign for outright 
abolition, a matter of principle rather than hardship, persisted. 
2 
The authorities, in search of a settlement, proposed that the total sum in 
question be handed over to the dontrol of trustees appointed jointly by 
the Office of Works and the Tenants' Association, which might then be 
employed for the erection of a much-needed social centre. Although later 
withdrawn, the proposal possessed considerable attraction. Jack Mills, 
the future Labour M. P. for Dartmouth, who was then resident on the estate 
and chairman of the Tenants' Association, warmed to the idea. 'They 
should remember', he told one meeting, 'that the Association does not 
exist only to oppose the powers that be! Its chief object was to promote 
the happiness . and well-being of the residents'. Will Crooks, Vice 
President of the Association, though doubtlessly never having read Emile 
Durkheim, was no less enthusiastic. The central problem, as he saw it, 
was the absence of neighbourliness. 'In London the people next door 
were frequently strangers to us. Pany were broken in life because of 
1. 'Notes on a Visit to the Woolwich Bungalows on the Occasion of a Rent 
Strike', by GG. H. Duckworth, 22 February 19199 PRO Mun. 5/96. 
2. See Woolwich Pioneer, 3 December 1915,20 February and 10 March 1916. 
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the want of sympathy and interest which could only be given by those 
cloi3e at hand'. 
1 The Well Hall Garden City provided an unprecedented 
opportunity for the development of those bonds of friendship and mutuality 
which then still meant something to the labour movement. Such sentiments 
were, widely shared amongst the newcomers. One of them even saw the 
Promised Land in the not too distant future: 
The Well Hall Garden City Tenants' Association is a 
unique body: it owes a great deal to the unique 
circumstances which surround it. The tenants are 
not only united in being all under the samd landlord9 
but they are also united in being under the same 
employer. All their interests are in common. The 
Tenants' Association is the nucleus of many bodies which 
will spring up on the estate; we shall have athletic, 
literary, debating and social clubs, all under the wings 
of the association. The women will be organised; the 
children will be catered for; the maypole will be set 
up on Lovelace Green and some of the happiness of the 
past will be won back to become the hope of the future. 
What form is the political organisation of the tenants 
going to take? 
What will be its policy at election times? These are of questions which the future alone can answer, but/one 
thing we may be quite positively sure -a new growth 
will result; an added inspiration will be present which 
will surprise many who are wedded to the old methods of 
political organisation. 
00 - It may well be that in Well Hall we have the germ of 
a city of the future. It is built on a romantic spot. 
Near by is the old home of Sir Thomas More who wrote "Utopia". 
The Utopia of the future is springing up on the very soil 
where Sir Thomas More lived. It may not fulfill all that 
he hoped for but it will approximate verY2 closely to 
Whitman's ideal of the great city ....... 
Meanwhile., the Association was preoccupied with the more mundane details 
of everyday life: excessive rentals and the want of educational and 
shopping facilities. The first two items were matters for negotiation 
with the authorities; the last was within their own province. 
1. Woolwich Pioneer, 17 March 1916. 
2. Woolwich Pioneer, 24 March 1916. 
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Preparations were made for the formation and communal management of a 
co-operative store. 
1 
The Well Hall Garden City Tenants' Association, which in due course came 
to recruit at least 700 of the 1298 tenants who comprised the estate, 
represented the cream of the working class. The inhabitants of the 
ubiquitous bungalows, 1hutments' in the common parlance of the period, 
were a class apart. 
2 Although reluctant to become identified with 
these lesser folk, the Garden City Association, having been approached 
on several occasions, agreed that a hutments section of the association 
should be formed. 'It could quite well be managed separately', said Mills, 
land at the same time work with the main body for the removal of common 
3 grievances and in their mutual interest'. At the first concert 
organised by the Bostall and Churchfield Tenants' Association early in 
1918, the 'gratifying fact' was announced that 436 members had joined out 
of a possible 495 hutments. 
4 
The movement grew in numbers and'the 
hutments people also surpasced the parent body in their radicalism. 
The first of the post-war rent strikes at Woolwich was organised by the 
Government Huiments Tenants' Protection League, a body which represented 
a fusion of the various tenants' associations that hjxd been formed on the 
1. Woolwich Pioneer, 12 May 1916. 
2. Tenancies of permanent dwellings built for and by the Ministry of 
Munitions were, as a matter of policy, confined to the better-off elements 
beneath the servant-keeping classes. 'The Housing Department of the Ministry 
of Munitions: Interim Statement with Regard to its Constitutiont Principles 
&c. 1. by G. H. Duckworth, 7 April 1919, PRO HLG 46/lo6. Membership of tenants, 
association from Woolwich Pioneer, 5 November 1920. 
3. Woolwich Pioneer, 2 June 1916. 
Woolwich Pioneer, 22 February 1918. 
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numerous estates that stretched from Greenwich to Abbey Wood. The 
strike was a protest against the dilatory response to previous 
representations for a 5s. (50 per cent) reduction of weekly rents. An 
abatement of 2s. 6d. had been granted in recognition of the difficulties 
of heating the damp flimsy bungalows, 'dirty little chicken houses's 
in the expressive phrase of one observer, but this concession, due to 
expire after three months, was dismissed as little more than a sop, 
and, perhaps, a sign of weakness* 
1 
The-deputation that waited upon the Minister two months earlier, in 
December, 1918, had not created a good impression. Duckworth, Controller 
of Housing, thought the deput&es of dubious character, indolent or self- 
interested, and their constituents inferior to the model citizens of the 
Well Hall Garden Suburb. He also thought concessions inadvisable., Not 
only were the complainants able to pay the rents, but there was a lengthy 
waiting list of people who were more than willing to pay the current rates; 
lower rents, moreover, would hasten the process of slum formation: 
The reduction of rents is further to be avoided 
because of the deteriorating effect that it would 
have upon the existing tenancies. It is important 
for. the morale of the Estate that the fairly comfortable 
working class should be retained in order to maintain 
the character of the settlements. As it is, the tenants 
are of a less thrifty class than the tenants of the 
permanent houses, with lower rents the better tenants will 
tend to leave and be replaced by a poorer,,, and rougher 
class from Woolwich or from Inner London. " 
The 'better type', according to the official historians$ had already 
decamped leaving the 'very rough element' in possession. The lumpen- 
proletariat, who dominated the Tenants' Protection League, according to 
this extravagantly mendacious account, then proceeded to foment riots and 
1. Woolwich Pioneer, 14 February 1919. 
2. 'Notes on a Visit to the Woolwich Bun-alows', by G. H. Duckworth, 
19 December 1918, PRO Mun- 5/96. 
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demonstrations, 'chiefly with a view to terrorisinS the rent-paying 
householders, who formed the majority, into joining the strike', 
2 Now it is true that the composition of the estate was changing rapidly, 
and that the Tenants' Protection League never enjoyed the active 
support of 50 per cent of the residents. It is also the case that 
many-were anxious and confused. One woman, for instance, told the 
collector that, 'the I'Leage of Nations" had instructed her husband not 
to pay'; another tenant said: 'We must stick by our class. The League 
has told us not to pay, and you know what is is to be called a blackleg'. 
Duckworth, who recorded these observations, concluded, on the basis of 
a visit to 28 houses, -that 'There is an evident nervousness at the possible 
results of refusing to pay. At the same time there is a strone feeling 
of loyalty to their own class and a fear of intimidation which in some 
cases has been sufficient to prevent payment'. Duckworth, who considered 
the leaders of the Tenants' Protection League 'men of no repute', did not 
indicate whether these fears were or were not without foundation. There 
is nothing in the extant records of the Ministry of Munitiono, or in the 
newspapers,, unlikely to have missed such superb 'copy', whibh is in any 
sense consistent with the official version of the Woolwich Terror; there 
were no disorderly demonstrations, and the riots are illusory. 
The Controller of Housing and his subordinate were in fact convinced that 0 
'there was no real feeling of injustice at the back of the agitation, 
that the refusals were half-hearted, and would yield with a very few 
1. His I tory of the Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, P*87* 
2. 'Government Housina Schemes: Well Hall Estate Management' I Memorandum 
by J. B. C. (? ), 2 March 1920, PRO Works, 22/24/9. 
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exceptions to a clear instruction from the Ministry'. The intransigents, 
it was further agreed, would have to be summoned in court. 'There would 
also be a row in the local Press of which the Minister should be warned'. 
1 
The four-week rent-strike was not finally called off, however, until, 
following the fifth deputation to the Ministry of Munitions, the temporary 
half-crown allowance had been consolidated as a permanent remission of rent, 
2 
Thereafter the Tenants Protection League concentrated upon the broader 
movement for housing reform and continued the development of a thriving 
social, life on the estate which had from the outset absorbed a good deal 
of its energies. 
3, 
- 
'How did-the Woolwich and Coventry strikes come ofP. 1 The meeting at which 
this rhetorical interlocution occurred replied to the platform with one 
4 
voice; 'They won'. The gathering, organised by the Municipal Tenants' 
protection Association, was unanimous the Dudley rent strike began 
shortly afterwards. It collapsed four weeks later when the Local , 
Government Board inquiry, for which the tenants had pressed, concluded 
that the rentýincreases imposed by the Corporation were reasonable and 
5 
ought to be, paid. 
1. . ýQuotations from 'Notes on a Visit to the Woolwich Baungalows, on 
the 
Occasion of a Rent Strike', by G. H. Duckworth, 22 February 19199 PRO Mun. 5/96. 
2. - Woolwich Pioneer, 21 March 1919. 
3. Correspondence of Geo. Haley, Organiser, Government Hutments Tenants' 
Protection League, Woolwich Pioneerg 25 April 1919; on development of social 
life, see, for, exampleqýWoolwich Gazette & Plumstead News, 28 October 1919. 
4. Dudley Chronicle,, 7 June 1919. 
5. 
, 
Dudley, Chronicle, 5 and 12 July 1919. 
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Tenants of Rosyth Garden City were made of sterner stuff. They had to be 
for they faced a far more formidable adversary, the Admiralty. The 
development and management of the project had been entrusted to a 
specially-appointed intermediary, ostensibly an independent public utility, 
the Scottish National Housing Company. But the tenants well understood 
the distinction between the organ-grinder and the monkey. 
1 The rents 
for three and four-apartment houses ranged from 8s. to 13s- per week, and 
were considered to be double the rents charged for five and six-roomed 
houses in the English dockyard towns from whence most of the tenants came. 
This in itself was a major grievance, for the tenants had come North on 
the firm understanding that rents at Rosyth would not be higher than those 
to which they were accustomed. 
2 Discontent here, as elsewhere, was 
aggravated by the widening differential between controlled and uncontrolled 
rents. In order to attract skilled labour to the adjacent Crombie Ordnance 
Works, the Lords Commissioners, ever since 1900, had offered generous 
subsidies to their workmen with the result that rents were considerably 
lower than those which obtained in the Garden City, a point which 'seems 
somehow to be a bone of great contention with the tenants", and one that 
was continuously 'thrown back at the Admiraltyt 
3 An added twist to 
this already complex problem of rent relativities was provided by the 
'inconvenience, allowan'cel granted to upwards of 4,000 workers whoo in 
consequence of the-deficient accommodation inýthe Garden City, commuted 
1. ý Cf. 'Scottish National Housing Company: Memorandum for the Sub- 
Committee of the Admiralty Reconstruction Committee', by John W. Stone, 
5 October 1918, PRO_Adm. 116/2163; also Minute of B. W., 23 June 1921, 
PRO Adm. 116/2161. 
2. Forward,., 26 July 1919; 'Report of 3rd Development Houses', Memorandum 
by H. H. Bruce, Admiral Superintendent, Rosyth, 22 June 1918, PRO Adm. 116/2163. 
3. Minute of H. H. Bruce, 2 June 1919; 'Rosyth Housing'j Minute from 
Civil Engineer-in'Chief, 11 June 1919, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
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daily from Edinburgh, Dunfermline, Inverkeithing and other allegedly 
lower-rented districts. Rising building costs, moreover, meant that 
newly-completed houses at the Garden City, especially those with the 
much prized parlours were more expensive than the existing housing stock, 
a fact which gave further cause for concern. 
Ever since the first houses had become available in the spring of 1916, 
the excessively high rentals at the Garden City aroused criticism. In 
March, 19179 a deputationg representing trade unionists and residents, was 
received by E. G. Pretyman, Civil Lord of the Admiralty who was courteous 
and not unsympathetic but not particularly forthcoming. He did, however, 
, promise 
that rents would be reviewed at the end of the war when overtime 
3 
might not be sufficient to allow tenants to meet their liabilities. 
The promise was not to-be forgotten and nor was the matter allowed to 
rest there. The Rosyth Ratepayers' Association, in addition to the 
organising of concerts, flower-shows, gardening competitions and other 
pastimes, continued to press for the provision of more adequate schooling 
and shopping facilities, allotments, and for various structural improvements. 
16 'Notes of a Conference between representatives of the Local Government 
Board and the Scottish National Housing Company held on 3 May 19191; 
'H. M. ýDockyard, Rosyth: Memorandum Regarding Workmen's Trains, Inconvenience 
Allowances, Housing etc. '. On conflicting estimates of comparative rentals, 
see,. 
_J. 
Mavor, Secretary, 'Rosyth Ratepayers' Association, to First Civil Lord 
of the Admiralty, 2 August 1919 and Alexander Blair, Chief Valuer, Scotland, 
to Civil Engineer-in-Chief, 29 August-1919, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
2. W. Graham Greene to Secretary, Local Government Board, Edinburgho 
25 April 1917, PRO Adm., 116/2170. 
3. 'Rosyth Housingl, 
_Memorandum 
Intd. by H. T. G., 21 March 1917, PRO Adm. 
116/2170- 
4. Dunfermline Press, 4 August and 29 September 1917. 
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At the same time, their Lordships were requested to reconsider the 
proposed erection of superior accommodation for dockyard foremen and 
other 'subordinate officers' which seemed destined, and was intended, 
to perpetuate and extend invidious distinctions from the industrial 
to the domestic sphere. 
1 These efforts were not without some success. 
But on the crucial proposal for a half-crown rent reduction there was 
no progress, Relations were, moreover, soured by the Scottish National 
Housing Company's dilatory response to the tenants'-complaintsq the net 
effect of which was to intensify the demand for the Admiralty to abandon 
its unconvincing performance as Pilate, assume direct managerial 
responsibility, and dispense with market considerations in the matter of 
rents. 
2 
In March, 1918, --the Ratepayers' Association took, a new tack. New or 
vacant accommodation in the Garden City, hitherto reserved for the exclusive 
use of Admiralty employees, was henceforth to be 'blacked' ; and by the 
3 close of the year there were 75 unlet houses. The reduction in overtime 
thereafter, quickly led to an escalation of the campaign as the difficulty 
of making ends meet became more acute. 
4 
Rank insubordination could not, 
of course, pass without a salutary rejoinder. The authorities decided to 
put a number of vacant houses upon the open markets having first raised the 
1. F. J. Burnett, Secretary, Rosyth Ratepayers' Association, to Lords 
Commissioners of the Admiralty, 16 August 1917, PRO Adm. 116/2170. 
2. 
.. 
'Rosyth Housing', Report from Admiral Superintendentq Rosyth, to 
Secretary of the Admiralty, 15 March 1918, PRO Adm. 116/2164. 
3. Minute of Civil Engineer-in-Chief , 27 March 1918, PRO Adm. 116/2164; 
also 'Memorandum on Rosyth Garden City Rents', Sept. 1920, PRO Adm. 11612161 
and Henry H. Bruce to A. F. Tease, 2nd Civil Lord of the Admiraltyl 17 December 
1918, Adm. 116/2163- 
4., lRosyth Housing: - Question of Rents', Memorandum & Minute, PRO Adm. 
116/2163- 
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rents by E-5 per annum. The predictable response was overwhelming; ten 
Dunfermline policemen thus obtained a tenancy. 
1 The associated tenants 
were not intimidated. In April, 1919, Rosyth ratepayers called for a 
50 per cent reduction and threatened to withold rent in support of 
their demand. 2 
The eight week rent strike that began at the end of the following month 
involved a minimum of 700 of the 1600 tenants' before the end of June, and 
possibly double that number by the end of July. It placed the Admiralty 
in something of a quandary; to grant a special allowance might ease the 
problem of differentials but amounted to a de facto wage increase, which 
was not desirable; whereas a reduction of rentals 'would probably re-act 
upon other Home Dockyards and create demands for equal consideration of the 
emoluments of the mass of Admiralty employees generally'. 
3 
First, however, order had to be restored. Any doubts as to the futility 
of further negotiations, and there could have been few, were scotched by 
the disastrous encounter between Lord Lytton, Civil Lord, and the tenants' 
representatives at the end of June. Lytton was evidently ruffled by the 
unaccustomed intransigence with which he was confronted. 'The Civil Lord 
replied that argument appealed to himl but threats did not. No rent meant 
no home'. 
4 
Proceedings were begun against a number of tenants shortly 
1. " Burgh of Dunferm . line, Case on the Appeal of the Scottish National Housin& 
Company Ltd. & Others for the Opinion of the Judges under the Valuation of 
Land (Scotland). Acts, pp. 14,15-, --96-, 11-4---1169 PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
2. Rosyth and Forth Mail, 10 April 1919. 
3- Minute of D. D. R., 26 June 1919, PRO Adm. 116/2162; Forward 9 August 1919- 
'Notes of a Meeting which the Civil Lord had with the Rosyth Ratepayers, 
Association on 30 June 19191, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
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afterwards. 
The case was heard three weeks later. On 29 July, 1580 men, struck. 
work to attend Dunfermline Sheriff Court. The procession was headed 
by the Dockyard Band; flags and other emblems of solidarity were 
displayed, but there was no carnival atmosphere. A vigilant official 
espied the apparently furtive presence of Sylvia Pankhurst in court who, 
like everyone. else,, behaved with the utmost decorum, 
1 
The Admiralty, in taking a firm line, was not acting in isolation. No 
branch of government, 
_lea-st 
of all a service depar. tment, could fail to 
have been aware of the tense political climate after the Armistice. It 
was not for nothing that king and country were so preoccupied with the 
Housing Question. 
-for, upon 
its resolution had come to depend all the hopes 
for the post-war stability that was so., firmly embedded in. the. concept of 
Reconstruction. ' 2 Indeed, it was a commonplace of the period that 
nothing provided a,. more congenial milieu for the activities of those 
ubiquitous'agitators, than the crisis in housing. 
That. the, mounting unrest amongst government tenants might, unless speedily 
checked, come to constitute a most serious challenge to authority could 
not, then, be. dismissed., 
--. 
The force of example, so strikingly demonstrated 
during the war-time rents agitation, had still to be reckoned with. The 
dramatic entree of Glaswegian housewives in'1915 had not been forgotten 
le',, 
-. 
Telegraý from-Hiwitson, Commander-in-Chief's Office, Rosythq to 
Admi'ralty (Copy), 29 July T919, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
2. On His Majesty's concern, see Stamfordham to Addison, 11 June 1919, 
Addison MSS, Box 41; on the symbolic importance of the housing programme, 
Phlip Abrams, 'The Failure of Social Reform, 1918-19201, Past & Present, 
No. 24 (1963), p. 43. 
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and was invariably cited with approbation during subsequent campaigns. 
On the eve of the Woolwich rent strike the chairman of the Stoke Heath 
Tenants' Association had visited the Arsenal as well as the substantial 
colony of hutments at Walthamstow where, he was given to understand, the 
occupants also intended taking action. 
1 Although systematic linkage between 
the various centres was denied, the aggrandising tendencies of the 
Stoke Heath Association within Coventry suggested that sophistication of 
this order hardly exceeded the bounds of artifice. But whatever the 
precise degree of collaboration, there is no doubt that, from the 
authorities point of view, the events at Stoke Heath had produced an 
adverse reaction amongst tenants elsewhere. In addition to the Woolwich 
and Dudley rent strikes, resistance was encountered at Avonmouth Garden 
Suburb, Bristol while Lanarkshire tenants proved troublesome as ever. 
2 
In March, 1920, however, the Ministry of Munitions finally secured judgement 
in the, High Court and thereby broke the well-organised rent strike that had 
begun almost a year earlier amongst the occupants of the 456 hutments at 
Holbrook Lane, Coventry. 3 But by that time the delay had somewhat blunted 
the hoped-for salutary effect. Meanwhile tenants, buoyed up by previous 
successq prepared for the bigger struggle that lay ahead. The admirable 
organisation formed at Stoke Heath, said one of them, 'was only an expression 
1. ' Midland Daily Telegraph, 18 February 1919. 
2. James F. Hope to Hon. Waldorf Astor M. P. (Draft), 9 May 1919, PRO HLG 
46/106; G. H. Duckworth to Sir Lionel Earle, Memorandum on Threatened Rent 
Strikes, - Mid Lanarkshire, 9 August 1920, PRO Mun. 5/330; Directorate of 
Intelligence, A Survey of Revolutionary Movements in Great Britain in the 
Year 1920 (1921)9, p. 40, PRO Cab. 24/118 CP 2455. 
3. Coventry Herald, 11 April 1919; History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 59 
Pý-54; - Attorney-General y. Lund and Others, The Times, i 31 March 1920. 
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-I. 1' 1 of coming events . 
A'simiia , r- sentiment voiced at Rosyth was, in view of the spokesmang 
altogether more ominous. Amongst the numerous veteransq male and female, 
who addressed the tenants during the course of the rent strikeg an event 
which naturally arousedýa good deal of interest in the Socialist Press, 
was a strong.,, contingent from the Glasgow Labour Party Housing Association, 
amongst whom Mr. Patrick Dollan was as ever conspicuous. The struggle, 
Dollan observed in the course of one of several speeches, was a matter 
of the utmost importance for working-class tenants everywhere in Scotland, 
a dress rehearsal for the national rent strike that was then under 
consideration. 
2- The authorities I did not doubt it. 
But there were varying shades'of red. 'Shop Steward', writing in 
The Worker,. advised tenants, to extend the struggle. 'The real point at 
which to organise their forces is the point of production', he remarked, 
'let them link up with the workers' committee movement there, and fight 
this question as workers You'can refuse to pay your rent if you 
like, but the law 'will empower your landlord to arrest your I wages, and it 
will be your industrial might and solidarity that will count then'. 
Although apparently unaware of the complexities involved in the legal 
process, servants of the Crown were exempt from arrestment, the industrial 
implications of the struggle were most Significant. 
3 Trade union 
officialdoml afarmed I by the decision to strike work and attend court in 
support of the fourteen t- enants against whom proceedings had been taken, 
1'. CoVentry Herald, 17 January 1919. 
2'. Rosyth and Forth Mail, 24 July 1919. 
3- On attendant difficulties of arrestment, see PRO Adm. 1/8594/147- 
Quotation from The Worker, 24 May 1919. 
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were apprehensive lest spill-over from the rents agitation react 
unfavourably upon an important wage claim about to be submitted to the 
rank-and-file for confirmation. The District Secretary of the Engineering 
and Shipbuilding Federation expressed his concern thus: 
There is an element behind the movement who were 
the leading lights in the Clyde Workers Committee 
who are determined to make this movement if possible 
an industrial one, and 21, eakers who have been down 
r 8c7 of Glasgow, Guy Aldred of urging this are Dollam z'izc 
Communist Fame and McManors S. L. P., and my object in 
writing you is to appeal to the Emergency Committee 
or yourself to get in touch with the Admiralty and try 
to stop the evictions. I would respectfully suggest 
an Arbiter be sent here to hear the case and report, 
because if something is not done to stop the extremists 
I and my Committee are afraid the Ballot Vote and its 
issue on the 951- rate will be a fiasco so-far as this 
base is concerned, because we are of opinion if the 
powers behind the strike are successful to any extent 
in making this an industrial question, the power of Trade 
Unions here will be irrevocably lost. I may say we as 
a Committee have not allied ourselves to the strike 
officially we are merely acting as individuals, but on 
this appeal we are adamant in our desire that your attempt 
to get the case heard without any further trouble, and we 
know the amount of work you must have in hand and how your 
time-must be occupied, but we do hope you may find a few 
minutes to suggest to the Admý ralty the advisability of 
negotiating on this question. 
These, fears were heightened by the menacing presence of John Maclean 
who, 'it was observed, had addressed the tenants in 'a highly revolutionary 
2 tone I. 
Those in. nominal control of proceedings considered any direct intervention 
from theIdmiralty inadvisable. The despatch of distinguished counsel 
to represent the Scottish National Housing Company could but magnify the 
-i I-- 
importance of the case and might tend to further incitement. A 'low 
J. Arlned Wood to F. Smith Esq. (Copy), 25 July 19191 PRO Adm. 116/2162 
2. Telegram from Dockyardq Rosyth, to Admiralty (Copy), 12 August 1919, 
PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
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profile' was both prudent and sufficient. 
and a verdict was secured without difficulty. 
It proved sound advice 
The ejectment order was 
siýspended for one month in the hope that some agreement might then have 
been reached. 
2 An arrangement was subsequently concluded for the 
3 repayment of the outstanding arrears. 
The rent strike collapsed. Impecunious workers began to drift awayl 
sometimes without first having cleared their debts, an absent-minded 
practice which, it was suggested, the arrestment of wages would do much 
to deter. Others removed as and when alternative accommodation became 
available. 
4 
The Rosyth Ratepayers' Association was not, howevers 
dissolved. The agitation continued. 
5 
H. M. Dockyardl. Rosyth_and its attendant establishment wasq of course, a 
permanent installation the future of which was affected but not jeopardised 
by the economies that accompanied the re-establishment of the armed forces 
upon a peace-time footing. The Admiralty willy nilly would have to come 
to more satisfactory terms with its disaffected tenants. The position 
of the Ministry of Munitions, then in process of demobilisation, was quite 
different. 
.. 
Here tenant unrest represented a major impediment to the smooth 
dismantling of a costly, and redundant war machine. 
1. Thomas Carmicheal, Admiralty Solicitor, to Treasury Solicitor, 
6 August 1919, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
2.1 
11- 
RoSyth and Forth Mail,, 7 August 1919. 
3. Telegram from Civil Engineer-in-Chief, Rosyth, to Navy Works, Londong 
4 October 19i9, 'PRO, Adm. 116/2162. 
, 4. David W. Deas, Secretary Scottish National Housing Co., to Secretary, 
H. M. Dockyard, Rosyth, 27 
, 
December 1919, PRO Adm. 1/8594/147; Rosyth and 
Forth Mail, 8'December 1920. 
5. H. Witch . ener, Secretary, Rosyth Ratepayers' Association, to Walter Long, 
25 February-. 1920, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
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Coventry Corporation, following the first Stoke Heath rent strikeg 
had reneged upon a'post-war ownership scheme which previously it had 
been willing to undertake. 
1 The unresolved rent problem on these 
munitions estates had a similar deterrent effect upon other would be 
municipal purchasers. 
2 Neither the Office of Works nor the Ministry 
of Health'wished'to assume responsibility for their administration. 
Attempts to liquidate'this substantial liability through sale by auction 
also proved unavailing. No purchaser could be found, and the Treasury 
refused to'give them awa*y. 
3 
The difficulty in this respect was aggravated by the post-war extension of 
reýt control in consequence of which it proved impossible to affect a sale 
, ýiihout'having first'obtained vacant possession. The retention of empty 
dwellings for this purpose provoked severe criticism from the local 
auth6rities, fostered unrest amongst the working classes and encouraged 
resort t6 the growing practice, especially among ex-servicemen, of taking 
forcible possession of unlet premises. 
Althýo , ugh'dem0lition was considered desirable on almost every conceivable 
groiind -'administration, cost, design, structure, - the short-life 
properties, 'which comprised the bulk of the accommodation built by the 
Ministry of Munitions, ' (none of it in compliance with local bye laws) 
haýd'to be reiained. On political grounds, if no other, it was impossible 
1. 'MemorariduM'on the Present Position of Various Housing Schemes in which 
the Ministry is Interested, -2 June 1917', PRO Mun. 5/96. 
2. 'Housing Department: Memorandum of Meeting held on Saturday, August 9th 
at the Ministry of Munitions', PRO HLG 46/106. 
3. On attendant difficulties of disposal, see memoranda, PRO Works 6/394/1- 
4. See Memoranda, 'Ministry of Munitions Housing Schemes: Sales by Auction', 
28 and 30 August 1920, PRO Works 6/394/1. 
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to raise the dwellings and displace the occupants in the absence of 
alternative accommodation. 
' Until the housing shortage was overcome 
not only was the state compelled to remain in business as one of the 
largest of landlords but to continue the building of such hutments in 
order to relieve the most pressing districts. The office of Works, 
to whom responsibility had, by Cabinet fiat, been transferred in July, 
1920, was thus burdened with the administration of some thirty six estates. 
These consisted of approximately 9,880 houses representing an increase of 
34 per cent within two years of the assumption of departmental responsibility. 
'I am quite convinced', wrote a remarkably prescient official in 1923, 
'that there is no chance of the Government getting rid of these Housing 
Estates for. twenty years at least's 
2 In 1946 disposal of the remaining 
estate was still pending. 
3 
The predicament had been foreseen. The desire to avert such an outcome 
was not the least of the factors influencing official response to tenant 
unrest. Until the onset of depression, the punitive measures taken against 
I", 1. tenants at Woolwich, where the organiser of the Hutments Tenants' Protection 
League was subsequently evicted, and at Holbrook Lane, Coventry, seemed to 
have some eff6ct. But, from the summer of 1920 onwards, the position 
began tIo deteriorate. 'Arrears have increased, protests and claims for 
reduction of rentals have been frequent and it has been found necessary 
-toýtake Court action-in-many cases,, In 1922 the-outlook seemed grim: 
1. 'Ministry of Munitions Housing Schemes Administered by H. M. Office 
of -Works', Memorandum Initd. JAU 28 January 1922, PRO Works 6/394/1. 
2. 'Establishment: Lands & Accommodation Directorate, Estate Management 
Section'I'Memorandum Initd. A. D., 24 November 1922. Quotation from J. E. 
to J. C. Carr, Treasury, 1 January 1923, PRO Works 22/41. 
3- Note by A-S- Cunliffe, 29 May 1947, PRO Works 6/394/1. 
111 
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further cases for possession or arrears were anticipated 'in large 
numbers'. Ministers, placed in the invidious position of having 
to sanction these proceedings, found the whole business a source of 
2 
acute embarrassment. The wooden huts, in particular, were a financial 
disaster and a political liability. With an estimated lifesof from 
only ten to fifteen years, those built in 1915-16 were already showing 
distinct signs of wear and tear by the end of the war. The Earl of 
Crawford and Balcarres, First Commissioner of Works, despaired. In a 
memorandum, submitted to the Cabinet'in the summer of 19219 he drew 
attention to the scandal in the making: 
As residential amenity decreases, the political burden 
will grow. We are already subjected to continuous 
and concerted pressure to reduce rents. Trifling 
increases arouse indignation. A group of huts at 
Woolwich was seized twelve months ago by 100 squatters 
who live in utter squalor and pay no rent. One may 
foresee a growth of this kind of difficulty and it is 
, 
difficult to 3 devise remedies against a well-organised 
rent strike. 
The position at Woolwich remained tense throughout the early twenties. 
Administration required the skills of the diplomatist and such qualities 
were rare. However, it was not the only problem estate. 
The Admiralty, it seemed, had fared somewhat better in its relation 
ý. "I 
withý Rosyth tenants. - The firm line taken appeared to have been an 
unqualified success. Yet the rent strike had not been an unmitigated 
'Establishment: Lands & Accommodation Directorate, Estate Management 
Section', Memorandum, Initd. A. D., 24-November 1922, PRO Works 22/41. 
2., ýEarl of Crawford and Balcarres, First Commissioner of Works, to 
Sir Howard Frank, -Directgr of Lands, War Office 
(Copy), 10 June 19219 
PRO Works 6/394/1; Cabinet Minute (25), 59 7 April 1924, PRO Cab. 23/47. 
3. 'Ministry of Munitions Cottages Now Administered by H. M. Office of 
Works', Memorandum by First Commissioner of Works, June 1921, PRO Works 
6/394/1. 
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failure and the fear of similar outbursts was sufficient in the next 
two years to limit the increases which might otherwise have been 
imposed. 1 In addition to the political outcry, the desire to 
avert organised resistance was uppermost in naval minds and a restraining 
influence in regaining possession of the homes occupied by those who 
2 had been made redundant as part of the post-war economies. 
These concessions, however, raised a more fundamental problem. 'The 
principle at stake in Rosyth is no mere local one', wrote Patrick Dollang 
during the course of the rent strikeg 'for if the dockyard men win they 
will strike a blow for cheap housing all over the country. The houses at 
Rosyth are the kind of, houses the Government intends to build all over the 
land, and the rents established in the Fife village will be the basis of 
the standard for fixing rents for new houses in Scotland'. The conclusion 
was obvious: 'It rests with all of us then to give the tenants every 
supportl knowing that what is won for Rosyth is won for the whole country. 
The last rent strike in Govan won a reform for the entire working class in 
Britain, and the Rosyth conflict may have a similar result'. 
3 Dollan 
was not the sole commentator to have divined the meaning of the rents 
agitation. The growth of such radicalism, it was recognised, fore-shadowed 
the permanent subsidising of working-class housing and, thus the demise of 
private enterprise. The Stoke Heath rent strike was viewed as a harbinger 
1. Minute of L. H. Saville, Civil Engine er-in-Chi ef, 5 April 1921, 
PRO Adm. -116/2161. 
2. V. W. Baddeley to Admiral Superintendent, Rosyth (Copy), 13 March 1922, 
PRO Adm. 116/2160. 
ý 
3. The Worker, 31 May 1919. 
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of things to come: 
Whenever tenants imagine they have a grievance, full 
well knowing the pliability of councillors, and the 
vote-catdhing tactics which many of them are ever 
ready to adopt, the Coventry method will be followed. 
The Utopianism which pervades the imagination of 
housing idealists for ideal cottages to be let at 
rentals which are quite inadequate to defray interest 
on the capital outlay is, we fear, likely to be 
shattered after the cottages are in occupation. 
Tenants leagues will be common and no rent strikes 
will be engineered, so that reduction of rents can 
be enforced and 1 the burden transferred to other 
rate-payers.... 
A similar apprehension was shared by the authorities who were acutely 
conscious of the fact that, hitherto, in the matter of rentsl tenants 
had got the better of them. As one official observed: 
Purely financial considerations are not in question ... 
The working man now pays without a murmur, L50 for a 
piano and'L50 for a fur coat for his wife, for which in 
pre-war times, he would have paid L25 and f, 20. And 
these payments are not exceptional. The consideration 
of rentals is not, therefore, connected in any way with 
inability to pay, and is purely affected by political 
considerations ... such as the fixation of rents under 
the Restriction of Rents & Mortgage Act and the fears 
of labour trouble if the workman chooses to consider the 
payment 2 of an economic rent as a suitable occasion for a 
strike. 
What was so disheartening was that, so far from pacifying the working-class 
tenantq concessions seemed merely to generate fresh demands which 
invertebrate politicans seemed unwilling to resist. Shortly after the 
Armistice, for example, it was decided thatq in the exceptional conditions 
wýich then obýained, t'he-30 per cent subsidy on housing built by the Ministry 
of-Muniiions 'should be'continued 'as an insurance payment'. Duckworth 
1. Municipal Engineering & Sanitary Record, 6 February 1919. 
2. Memorandum from G. H. Duckworth to A. F. S. 9 22 August 1919, PRO Mun. 
5/96. 
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was disgusted, particularly by Addison, who, he claimed, 'was afraid 
of facing the question of rentals'. 
' 
The refusal to face up to this question threatened the re-establishment 
of housing upon an economic footing, hitherto the dominant concern within 
the Ministry. 2 The urgency of the question was underlined by the 
I 
launching of the Government's post-war housing programme in view of which, 
the official historians notedg administration of the munitions estates 
3 'assumed a new importance'. The full significance of the rents 
agitation will be better understood in conjunction with a fresh appraisal 
of_, the character of state-subsidised housing in Britain. 
1. History' of Ministry of Munitionst V, 5, p. 14. Quotation from 
G. H. ru-ckworth to G. I. H. Lloyd, --11T January 19219 PRO Mun- 5/330; 
2. 'Draft Memorandum on the Rents of Permanent Houses', September, 1918 
PRO Mun. 5/96. 
History of Ministry of Munitions, V, 5, p. 2 
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V 
The provision of subsidised working-class housing was not in principle 
a matter of party political rivalry. The inevitability of some degree 
of state assistance had been accepted by both Conservative and Labour 
parties before the war. B. S. Rowntree, who rather favoured a minimum 
wage, revised his opinion after joining the second Reconstruction 
Committee. The report of the Royal Commission on Housing in Scotland, 
published in September, 1917, with-its unequivocal support of extensive 
state intervention, reinforced the kind of progressive opinion which he 
represented. Conservative enthusiasm, it is true, did not survive the 
war intact, but it was more than offset by the remarkable surge of 
labourist etatism. Theoretical hostilities to subsidies were 
jettisoned tout court; the labour movement called for 1,000,000 houses 
to be let at pre-war rents. The figure was immaterial. Henceforth, 
C 
housing need was to be calculated not merely in accord with the war-related 
ý"r. -ý' 
deficit but also in terms, consistent with current standards of public health 
a6d'in-clusiv'e of replacement need. Whatever its source and whatever the 
2 
magnitudej the shortage would have to be made good. No other political 
party thoiight"in such heroic terms. The scope and purpose of state 
intervention remained a matter of the deepest contention. 
1. On rank-ýand-fife antipathy towards housing subsidies within the 
Conservative party, see Keith Feiling, Life of Neville Chamberlain (1947)9 
, p. 
108; Iain Macleod, Neville Chamber1aA: n-(-1q61), -pp. 90-92 
2. For an excellent summation of Labour Party thought in this connection, 
see 'Statement Submitted by Mr Sidney Webb on behalf of the War Emergency 
Workers' National Committee', WNC MSS. 
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Dr Addison, though he predicted serious disordert failed during the war 
to convince his most important Cabinet Colleagues of the need for all 
but the. most minimal post-war housing programme. 
1 Moreover no 
adequate preparations were made, even for that. The Local Government Board, 
dominated by an unimaginative, geriatric establishment, and presided over 
by the reactionary, incompetent Hayes Fisher, was consistently obstructive, 
the Treasury cautious. 
2 Addison was humiliated. 'I had the bitterest 
experience which any man could. havell he later wrote of his tenure as 
Minister of Reconstruction. 'For my part I would rather sweep a crossing 
than repeat such experience'. 
3 This supremely important and well- 
documented discord, however, involved differences of degree. 
From its inception the housing programme was viewed as a finite emergency 
measure toýmake good the-, shortage caused by the cessation of building 
during the war. There never was any intention to enter into an open-ended 
commitment to provide according, to need, let alone to supercede private 
enterprise. 
4 
Until the introduction of Wheatley's Housing (Financial) 
1. See 'Housing: Notes on Ministerial Conferenceg 27 November 191719 
Addison MSS, Box 72. 
2. See attached memorandumq Addison to Lloyd George, 8 July 1919, 
Addison MSSI Box 12; Addison's Diary Notes, 8 February 1919, Addison Mss. 
Box 99. 
Addison ti: ý Lloyd George, 3 March 1920, Addison MSS, Box 
4. See, for example, Reconstruction Committee, (Printed) Memorandum on 
Housing'in England and Wales, May 1917, p. 6; 'Notes on our proposals 
concerning Housing in England and Wales', by B. S. Rowntree, 3 August 1917; 
'Housing Policy', Memorandum by Christopher Addison, 10 December 1917, 
Addison MSS, Box 72; Housing in England & Wales. Memorandum by the 
Advisory Panel on the Emergency Problem, -PP. 
19169 XXVI, P-3- 
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Provisions Act, 1924, which firmly hitched the local authorities to an 
on-going fifteen-year programme of subsidised constructiong state 
assistance was still framed in terms of the return to normalcy. 
Dr Addison was no exception. The Housing Act, 1919, which certainly 
represented a major advance on the scope of previous proposals, was 
nevertheless thought of as a once-and-for-all intervention. 
Rent control in this context was little more than an awkward appendage. 
Addison regarded it as a matter of administration, a 'difficult and thank- 
2 less task' and a distraction with which he did not care to be burdened. 
The architect of state-subsidised housing, following the advice of the 
Reconstruction Co=ittee on the Rent Acts, envisaged an orderly withdrawal 
at the end of a seven year transitional period during which rents would 
be gradually decontrolled. In order to smooth the planned evacuationj 
rents of state-assisted schemes were to be fixed so as to give an economic 
return on a capital outlay of two-thirds of the actual cost at which the 
houses - were built, on the assumption that the period of readjustment would 
be over by 1927 by which time prices would be two thirds of the present 
level. This entailed a series of heavy rent increases: 'we cannot 
contemplate the possibility of dispensing with private enterprise in the 
future'. It was not a strategy calculated to arouse widespread enthusiasm. 
Assailed by the left I as the worst kind of rack-renting landlord, the housing 
programme-, ýiould be condemned by the right as a profligate impediment to 
týe, restoration of market forces and sanity. 'It may be hoped', wrote 
1. Cf. John Bradbury, Permanent Secretaryq Treasuryq to Secretaryq 
Local Government Board, 24 April 1919, PRO HLG. 49/1. 
2. 'Rentsand Liabilities of Landlords and Tenants', Memorandum by the 
President of, the-Local, dovernment Board, 19 February 1919, PRO Cab. 24/76 
GT 6836. Quotation from Addison to Marquis of Salisburyg 15 April 19209 
Addison MSS, Box 38. 
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A. V. Symonds, the philosophical Under Secretary at the Local Government 
Board, 'that these opposite contentions may be mutually destructive'. 
1 
Chamberlain's introduction of the infamous 'filtering-up' concept, a 
re-statement of a nineteenth century fiction, endorsed the determination 
to preserve the limited nature of the state's commitment. 
A 
The success of this flawed conception had already been jeopardised by 
the famous 'penny-rate' formula which placed a premium upon municipal 
extravagance. It had always been feared that local authorities, in the 
absence of any incentive towards economy, would come to regard house 
building as an activity which should be permanently subsidised by the state. 
At the times however, Ministers, fearing for the very stability of the 
state, were inclined to be generous and caution was thrown to the winds. 
2 
But this., was not the sole setback. Even before the introduction of the 
Housing Bill in March, 1919, it was decided to extend rent control. 
The Committee, appointed by Addison in, April, 
. 
1918, to examine the Rents 
Acts in., relation to the post-war housing programme, was deeply conscious 
of the responsibility it had incurred. 'The, problem upon which our advice 
is sought is an exceedingly difficult one', it reported at the end of the 
yeare 'The policy adopted may determine whether housing is to continue 
on an economic basis, or whether it. is to be permanently subsidised; and 
1. The principles embodied in this strategy are stated with crystalline 
clarity in Ministry-of'Health, General Housing hemorandum, No. 8: Financial 
Assistance to Local. Authorities, 1919, paras. 18---22; also see Ministry of 
Reconstruction. Report-of the Committee on the Increase-of Rent & Mortgage 
Interest (War Restriction; ( Acts, PP. 1919, XII, paras- 30-33- Quotation 
from 'Rents', Memorandum by A. V. S., 31 March 1919, Addison MSS9 Box 11. 
(Also in PRO HLG 49/1). 
2. Paul Barton Joýnson, Land Fit for Heroes (Chicago 1968), pp. 345-347; 
also see Laurence F. Orbach, Homes for Heroes, A Study of the Evolution of 
British Public Housing, 1915-1921 (1977). 
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,11 thus, in effect, to become a State enterprise . The difficulty was 
not,, of course, one of intent. Nobody, discounting Sidney Webb and the 
Labour Party, desired such enterprise. The contemporary view can be 
summarised thus. Controls could not be raised while the shortage 
persisted; but the housing shortage persisted because controls were not 
raised. The strategy, outlined above, seemed to offer a resolution of 
the crisis. The danger was that, in the interval, Ministers might be 
forced off course and compelled to sacrifice private enterprise in order 
to, placate a rising popular clamour. 
f, II-- 
The Committee heard some pretty blood-curdling evidence. Glasgow 
property owners braced themselves for a final show-down. The mistake 
of 1915 was held to have consisted in the imposition of small but 
irritatingly frequent rent increases; the error would not be repeated. 
Even before the end of hostilities Glasgow Landlords Association pressed for 
a massive 40 per cent increase. Tenants were no less bellicose. If the 
Government wanted trouble, said Dollan, all it need do was to sanction 
increase of this magnitude. 
2 'It was friction which caused the passing 
of the Act originally', said M'Bride. 'Greater friction will be caused if 
itAs allowed to expire'. tPeoplelg he declared, 'must be housed whether 
they'can pay or not, and the State must bear the deficit., The loss must 
be written off by the State as a health investment'. 
3 He added, 
ominously: 'Our Association believes that there should be no consideration 
10- Ministrv of Reconstruction. ReDort on Increase of Rent & Mortgag 
Interest &c. Acts, para. 24 
2. Committee on Increase of Rent Act: MS Minutes of 5th Meeting, 
17 September 1918 (Doc. 48), PRO Reco. 1/645; Herald, 12 January 1918. 
3. Committee on Increase of Rent Act: MS Minutes of 6th Meeting, 
18 September 1918 (Doc. 49), PRO Reco. 1/645- 
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or provision made for the resumption of House-Building or House-Owning by 
private enterprise'. 
1 The Clyde Rent War had begun. 
The Report of the Reconstruction Committee was submitted to the Minister 
on 31 December, 1918, and reached the Home Affairs Committee two months 
later. Its principle recommendation, that control be continued for a 
further 21 years, was dismissed by the Attorney-General, Sir Gordon 
Hewart, as 'an alarming proposition'. The Home Secretary was no less 
disturbed. 'Mr. Shortt considered that hardships were being felt more 
by the landlord than the tenant'. Addison, still as ever trying to 
disclaim departmental responsibility - 'The question does not, as a matter 
of fact, come within the province of the Local Government Board' - thought 
it a capital suggestion, one which 'in the case of rentals below Z35 per 
annum (i. e. working class) would help to keep things quieter with the 
particular class of inhabitant'. The chairman, H. A. L. Fisher, favoured 
a one year continuation. Anything else, he told the House when introducing 
the new measure, 'would be dangerous and against public policy'. 
2 
It was a bizarre intervention. No one seriously expected the housing 
shortage to be made good within twelve months but it fulfilled a psychological 
need. It kept alive the belief that decontrol was still 'practical' 
politics and not the mere empty rhetoric and stale slogan it was destined 
to become. But it did nothing to allay unrest. 
The battle lines, though drawn sharpest on Clydeside, stretched southwards 
well beyond the Tweed.. The casualties were considerable. The actual 
number of evictions sanctioned by the courts, it is'true, were negligible; 
1. 'Memorandum from Glasgow Labour Party Housing Association'$ by Andrew 
M'Bride, July, 1918, (Doc. 41), PRO Reco. 1/645. 
2. H. A. C. 200), 21 February 1919, PRO Cab. 26/1; HC Deb- 58- (1919)9 
113, col. 801. 
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but who can compute the, anxiety and suffering caused by the upwards of 
301000, applications for possession made annually in the first few years 
of-the peace? 
1 The sheer desperation of working class tenants is 
evident from the numerous accounts of the seizure and occupation of 
vacant premises that took place up and down the country. Moss Side 
Tenants' Defence Association, under the direction of two Manchester Labour 
councillorsq initiated a policy of obtaining forcible possession of 
such properties in order to liouse ex-servicemen and their families. 
East Ham Trades Council, working in conjunction with the People's 
Protection League and the local branch of the National Union of Ex-Servicemen 
did likewise. Unemployed ex-servicemen in Woolwich, Swansea, Peckham; 
Brighton and Barrow were reported as having made similar $captures' .2 
It was, said one county court judgeg nothing more or less than anarchy'. 
3 
The more responsible elements within the judiciary, however, could not be 
indifferent to the plight of the poor people appearing before them. In 
conditions of acute housing scarcity, such as obtained in post-war Britain, 
controls, however tightly drawn, would inevitably be breached sooner or 
later;, and without doubt the temptation so to do was-facilitated by the 
loosely-drawn provisions affecting security of tenure embodied in the Rent 
Act passed in April, 1919.4 The resultant pressure upon the judiciary 
was intolerable. Fresh legislation had to be enacted before the year was 
out. 
1. See. HC. Deb- 5S- (1924), -172, Cols. 621,951- 
2. Manchester Evening News, 7 June 1920; The Times, 25 October and 9 December 
1920; Woolwich Herald, 3 December 1920; Barrow Gard I ian, 18 November 1922. 
3- The Times, 10 March 1922. 
4. Report of the Committee on the Increase of Rent and Mortgage Interest (War Restrictions) Acts, PP. 1920, XVIIIq para. 10. 
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The severity of the crisis formed the subject of an astonishing 
correspondence between a Minister of the Crown and one of the several 
metropolitan county court judges who had been consulted in framing the 
technical provisions of the additional legislation. In December, 1919, 
His Honour wrote: 
My object in writing now is to urge the extreme expediency 
in the public interest of the Bill being passed into law 
-before Christmas. For some months past I and other judges to my knowledge, have been dealing with pitiful problems 
that are presented to us daily, viz: cases where the land- 
lord's right to evict is clear, but the tenant's inability 
to find other accommodation is equally clear, by various 
methods (such as adjourning the summons for 1,2, or 3 
months, or making orders for possession suspended for 
similar periods) which in my opinion are of very doubtful 
validity in law. So far, in my experience, the power of 
the Judge to make such orders has not been questioned, but 
this may happen any day, and if it is seriously questioned 
I much doubt whether-it can be maintained ..... In the hope 
of the situation. being relieved by the passing of the Bill 
aforesaid, I and other Judges have made many orders suspended 
to a. date in January. I shudder to think what will happen 
if that date comes before the Bill has been passed. I and 
other Judges are at present straining our powers to breaking 
point (and beyond it I fear! ) to aroid the terrible alternative, 
viz:, evicting families by dozens into the streets or the work- 
house. I need not*dwell upon the serious addition to the 1 
present state of 'unrest' that such happenings would produce. 
Dr. Addison, the recipient, was more than aware of the gravity of the 
situation. In the previous month he had drawn the Cabinet's attention 
to the dangers arising from the inadequacies of the Rent Acts. Reform 
was urgent., 'The trouble is a deep and widespread one', he warned. 
'The matter brooks no delay as evidence is accumulating of social unrest 
and threatened disturbance on this evictions or threatened evictions'. 
2 
The Lord Chancellor concurred: 'unless steps were taken disorder might 
break out at any moment'. Whatever the response of the hard-; faced men - 
and it was thought that : the proposed measure would be 'severely criticised' 
'James Scully to Christopher Addison, 14 December 1919t Addison MSS, Box 38. 
2. 'Trouble arising from eviction or threatened eviction of tenants of 
small dwellings', Memorandum by the Minister of Health, 24 November 19199 
PRO Cab. 24/93- CP 184. 
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in the House of Commons, - there was no option but to legislate. I The 
only justification', said Sir Claud Schuster, private secretary in the 
Lord Chancellor's office, 'was the necessity of maintaining public order'. 
This was the dominant but not the sole factor underlying the successive 
extensions of, rent control during this period. 
The desperate. shortage of accommodation with which the nation was confronted 
at the end of the war was not an exclusively working class problem; the 
cessation of, building also adversely affected. the middle classes. Those 
with sufficient capital who formerly might have purchased properties 
within the, protected limits, in view of the difficulties attendant upon 
obtaining vacant possession, began to compete for more expensive accommodation. 
Scarcity, drove prices up; middle class tenants and leaseholders, even before 
the end of hostilities, were being told to 'purchase or quit'. 
2 'The 
profiteering that has taken place in connection with this class of property', 
wrote Dan Rider, 'has been beyond belief'. 
3 This widespread, though not 
universal, problem was particularly acute in the London suburbs. 
4 
In 
Scotland the difficulty was largely confined to the Glasgow region. A 
sample, analysis of the valuation roll of houses rented at C30 to Z40 (i. e. 
above the limits -of protection) disclosed an average rent increase of 9 per 
cient from, 1915 to 1918; in the following twelve months, however, there 
1.,. H. A. c. 46 (2), 25 - November 1919, PRO Cab. 26/2. 
2. Walter T. Jerrad to W. G. Wallace, 6 May 1918, PRO Reco. 1/644; 'Instances 
of House-Grabbing of which the War Rents League have full particulars'q 
PP- 5,8, WNC MSS. 
3- Committee on the Increase of Rent Act: Memorandum on Suggestions Upon 
Points arising for the decision of the Committee, by Dan Rider (Doc. 58), 
PRO Reco. '1/646. 
4. 'Alleged victimisation of tenants of houses above the rental limits fixed 
by the Increase of Rent &c. Act, 1915', Memorandum by the President of the 
Local Government Board, 28 February 1919, PRO Cab. 24/76 GT 6902; also 
Cab. 24/75 GT 6817. 
ql 
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was an increase of 10 to 15 per'cent over the previous year. 
The outcry was considerable. White collar workers called for a 
quinquennial extension of the Rent Acts. 
2 Shopkeepers and others 
small businessmen, hit hard by the phenomenal upward spiral in post-war 
property values, we're particularly active. 
3 The Glasgow Labour Party 
was quick to recognise its political importance; the flexibly astute 
M'Bride sought to enlist the support of his fellow shopkeepers behind 
4 the working class campaign for fixity of tenure. Yet old habits died 
hard. One embittered Glaswegian bourgeois, though sorely in need of 
protection, felt that, in consequence of rent control, relative class 
pouitions had been so transformed that he no longer felt middle class: 
'I don't think that term should be applied to us now as the working man 
'I, ý-1 11 115 is now the top dog, and gets off scott free'. Others pocketed their 
pride, and Ministers felt the pressure. Indeed, pundits were convinced 
that the general inflation was driving the disaffected middle classes into 
6 
the arms of the Labour Party. The Prime Minister was told that, as an 
1. H. A. C. 20 (1), 28 February 19199 PRO Cab. 26/1. 
2. ' A. Iynes, Secretary*of the Postal & Telegraph Clerks Association, to 
J. S. Middleton, 14 December 1918, WNC MSS. 
3 On the problems affecting business premisesq ree evidence of Patrick 
Howling and A. C. Melluish of the Town Tenants League, Departmental Committee 
on the Operation of the' Rent Acts: MS Minutes of Evidence, 18 March 1920, 
PRO, HLG 41/9. There is a wealth of relevant material submitted in evidence 
to the Select Committee on Business Premises, PP. 1920, VI. 
4. 
- Departmental Committee on-the Operation. of the Rent Acts: MS 
Minutes of 
Evidence, 15 March 1920, pp. 1-6-, PRO HLG 41/8. 
5-- Alexander Livingstone to Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Horne, M. P., Addison MSS, 
Box 8. 
6. 'Report on Revolutionary Organisatio'ns in the U. K. ', No. 17, 
1ý December 1919, PRO Cab. 24/95 CP 319. - 
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electoral force, 'the yreatest asset of the Labour Party .... has been 
the sympathy which it has received from the middle classes'. The report 
continued: 'This result is more economic than political ..... The middle 
classes see no salvation except by supporting those who have already gained 
concessions'. 
' The relative radicalisation of the middle classes in 
this period, a complex phenomenon which has yet to find its historian, 
without-doubt owed something, to the housing crisis. Its most dramatic 
manifestation was provided by the Mitcham by-election of 1923 when 
A. G. Boscoweng the Minister of Health, whose Rent Bill proposed the 
withdrawal of higher rented houses from the protection enjoyed since 
April, 1919, lost his seat in a normally safe constituency, as indeed did 
two other junior Ministers who had the misfortune of contesting equally 
safe Tory seats at the same time. 
2 The subsequent volte face provided 
Macdonald with some useful taunts to fling at the opposition. 
3 
The upshot of the conjoint pressure of middle and working classes was that, 
by, 1924, legislation affecting rents had been enacted on at least. five 
occasions, and that so far from having been removed, restrictions were more 
extensive than ever. The limits of rental were doubled in 1919 and trebled 
the following year with the result that there was something like one half 
million more houses under control in 1920 than there had been five years 
earlier. 
4 
Nevertheless, it was confidently assumed that these temporary 
reversals would not long impede the scheduled return to normalcy. 
5 
1. Frederick Guest to Lloyd George, 29 January 1920, Addison MSS, Box 123- 
2., C. L. Mowat, Britain between the Wars (1965)v P. 165- 
3. Maurice Cowling, The Impact of Labour (Cambridge 1971), p. 291. 
4. Report of Inter-Departmental Committee on the Rent Restriction Acts, pp- 1930-311 XVIIs PP- 15-20. 
5. 'Calculation of Housing Susidy by Estimates', Memorandum Initd. C-G-(? )I 
22 January 1923, -PRO HLG 49/1/3. 
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The continued uncertainty, however, had an adverse effect upon progress 
in this sphere. In addition to the discouragement of private enterprise, 
rent control, by depressing the general level of rents, aggravated the 
problem of obtaining an economic return on new building and thus increased 
the deficits On state-assisted schemes. The experience of the Ministry 
of Munitions in this respect seemed all-too-likely to be repeated. The 
working classes, it was to be feared, were unlikely to behave reasonably: 
'those tenants who were most insistent in the demand for improved amenities 
would in many cases, be the first to protest against any addition to the 
rents of their houses'. This observation, recorded during the qourse 
of the Rosyth rent strike, found ample supporting evidence. Although 
enforced ýiithout violent opposition, the 40 per cent increase sanctioned 
under the Rent Act, 1920, (in order to permit owners to maintain their 
0 properties in a proper state of repair), was said to have 'inflamed the 
2 
minds of the working classes'. At Woolwich it precipitated a five-week 
rent'-strike o'rganised by the Well Hall Garden City'Tenants' Association, 
and supported by 90 per cent of the residents, that ended in an uneasy 
3 truce following independent arbitration. In Scotland it encountered 
4 
a'one day general strike. The president of the National Federation of 
Property Owners took steps to enlist the support of the press in order to 
deflate the mounting agitation for a national rent strikeg then considered 
a very real possibility. 
5 
1. -- Cf. Duncan Graham, Secretary, -Lanarkshire 
County Miners' Union, to 
Secretary of War Cabinet, 20 November 1918, PRO Cab. 24/70 GT 6348. 
Quotation from (Housing) Finance Committee, Report No. 5,16 July 1919, 
Addison MSS, Box 11. 
2. Directorate of Intelligence, A Survey of Revolutionary Movements in 
Great Britain in the-Year 
-1920 
(1921)9 p. 229 PRO Cab. 24/118 CP 2455- 
3. Woolwich Pioneer, 24 September, 1 October, 5 and 19 November 1920; 
The Times, 2 November 1920. 
4. On the abortive rent strike it was meant to initiate, see Ian McLean, 
The Labour Movement in Clydeside Politics (oxford D. Phil. 1971) Ch. XIII. 
5. Satio 
- 
nal Fed 
' 
eration of Property Owners and Ratepayers, Report of 43rd Conference (1921), p. 15 
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The difficulties of bridging the gap between the rents of pre-war and 
post-war houses was'not, then, a mere matter of administration but a 
political question of the first magnitude. If, as Sidney Webb asserted, 
cost was to be discounted and pre-existing'custom taken as the only basis 
for a 'fair rent', the state would have to subsidi'se house-building in 
perpetuity. 
1 Dr. Addison and his colleagues were determined to resist 
such commitment. 
The rules for fixing the rents of houses built by subsidy under the Act of 
1919 reflected this concern. In order to obtain approval from the Ministry 
of Heal th (and hence indemnity against loss beyond the produce of a penny 
rate), rents charged by the local authorities had to be fixed in accordance 
with the principle that, in 1927, the amount charged should represent an 
economic return on two thirds of the actual cost of building. The local 
authorities were enjoined to 'use every endeavourl to obtain such a return 
'as early as, possiblel. 
2 However, -the local authorities, uncertain of 
their ability to obtain the stipulated return, and anxious lest a surcharge 
be incurred, were unwilling to proceed without further assurances. Addison, 
desperately-keen to get building operations started, was in no position to 
bargain. , The, rules were promptly modified; henceforth the local authorities 
were-to_charge the best rent that was 'reasonably obtainable'. 
3 
In 'practice the'Ministry set out with no other principle than to exact the 
1. Committee on Increase of Rent Act: MS Minutes of 8th Meeting, 
5 November 1918, (Doe. 69), PRO Reco. 1/645- 
2. Ministry of Health, General Housing Memorandumt No. 8, October 1919. 
3- Ministry of Health, General Housing-Memorandum. L Noý, 18, , December 
1919; 
also see Local Authorities ýA'-ssisted Housing Schemes7 Regulations, 1919, 
pp. 9-10. 
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highest rents possible. 
1 Until the slump began to bite with 
unconscionable severity this determined stand was not without success. 
'The firm line adopted by the Ministry, which has resulted in agreement 
being reached with over 450 authorities', a proud official remarked, 'has 
undoubtedly had, great educational effect on the minds of Local Authorities 
and has done much to remove the loose ideas in many areas that a new and 
improved house subsidised by the State would be obtainable at the 
prevailing rent for a hovel'. 
2 There were, of courseq back-sliders; and 
not always from the local authorities. 
Although keen to complete the Garden City development, the Lords Commissioners 
of the Admiralty, chastened by the unrest amongst Rosyth residentsl were 
reluctant to court further trouble through an over-zealous adherence to the 
3 spirit Of the new housing programmee As one senior officer wrote: 
'if endless discontent and unlimited friction are to be avoided, the rents 
in the Garden City must be fair and reasonable compared with those of 
4 
similar houses elsewhere'. Treasury officials, to whom the whole business 
5 
was anthema, were not on the whole 
ýisposed 
to make concessions to errant 
departments. 'It is the essence of the policy embodied in the Housing Act', 
the Admiralty was reminded, 'that the level of rents of workmen's dwellings 
I. - SX. - Alford to A. McKenna (Copy), 23 November 1923, PRO H LG 49/871 
2. Memorandum on 'Rents', n. d. but 1921, PRO HLG 49/871- 
3ý J'W-'S. Ander''n to Secretary, H. M. Treasury (Copy), 25 October 1919, 
PRO L;. 0116/216 
so 
2;. -V. W. Baddeley to Secretary, H. M. Treasury (Copy), 4 November 1921, PRO Adm. 116/2160. 
4., Report from Admiral Superintendent, Rosyth, to Secretary, Admiralty, 
9 -August '1921', ' 'PRO Adm. 116/2160. 
5. 'Rent Fixinglq' the Chancellor was advisedq 'is going to be so difficult (like other forms of Government interference) that we ought to get out of it 
at the earliest opportunity': Note by O. E. Niemayer, 27 November 1920, 
PRO T. 172/1160. 
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should be gradually raised nearer to the new economic level. 
1 
could be no permanent departure from this vital principle. 
There 
But in face of industrial depression and mounting unemployment it proved 
increasingly difficult to hold the line. Arrears amongst working class 
tenants, council and private, grew at an alarming rate. In Glasgow 
arrears in many cases amounted to one fifth of the annual rent. But for 
relief measures, the position in East London might have been as bad. 
On the former munitions estates accounts were heavily in the red. 
2 
3 Complaints against. high council house rents were legion. Local 
authorities, responding to the outcry, pressed the Ministry of Health to 
relax its stringent regulations. The subsequent reduction of council 
rents at St Giles, Lincoln, precipitated a rent strike on the contiguous 
estate, administered by the Office of Works, which had stubbornly refused 
to lower its absurdly high rents. In consequence of this impudent defiance, 
the reduction known to be necessary was delayed for twelve months in which 
time, officials, having first re-asserted their authorityq satisfied themselves 
that the unrest was of a non-political character, and concluded that distress 
must therefore be genuine. Meanwhile dis-affection had spread from the 
'baser sort' who had engineered the rent strike to schoolmasters, government 
1. G. L. Barstow to Secretary, Admiralty, 28 January 1920, PRO Adm. 116/2162. 
2. Report of Committee on the Rent Restriction Acts, PP. 1924-1925, XV, 
p; 14; Unempl yment in East London: Report of a-Survey made from Toynbee Hall 
922), pp. 16-16; 
'Third 
Report of Committee on National Expenditureq 
PP. 1922, IX, p. 84; First and Second Reports from the Select Committee on 
Public Accounts, PP. 1924-5, VI, q. 1167. 
3. A. Sayle, The Houses of the Workers (1924)9 p. 163- 
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officials and bank clerks. Here indeed was conclusive proof of real 
hardship and deprivation! 
1 At the 'Well Hall Republic', to quote 
The Times. ' nervous caption, where the 95,000 arrears accumulated from the 
PI revious I rent strike had yet to' be repaid, fresh trouble broke out. 
2 
It was this incident"which occasioned the interesting admission that the 
housing subsidy, anticipating the likelihood of rent strikes, had been 
fixed with an allowance for such eventualities, and that local authorities 
need have no fear of being saddled with untoward deficits as a result. 
3 
This was, perhaps, one of the most important aspects of the post-war 
reýts-agitation. The discontent voiced by the various tenants' associationss 
too numerous to chronicle, was not, then, without effect. Until Chamberlain 
and Aeatley tightened incentives to local economy, too much weight was 
thought to have been attached to such pressure, and the Ministry too ready 
to make concessions. ýBut for that, rents would have been substantially 
higher. ' 
4 
However, at the time the foregoing observation was recorded, 
the possibility of an imminent disengagement from the housing sphere was 
fast receding. Following the advent of the first Labour Government state 
to 
provision came/be accepted, albeit relucta . ntly amongst the rank-and-file of 
the Conservative party, as an inescapable duty. 
1. On this interesting and well-documented episodeq see reportsq correspond- 
ence and memorandag PRO Works 6/399/2. 
2. On the continuing unrest at Woolwich, see James Bird, Clerk of the L-C-C-9 
to Secretary, Office, of Worksl 12 May 1921; 'Housing Schemes: Woolwich 
EstatesIq Memorandum by Director of Lands & Accommodation, 24 May 1922, PRO 
Works 22/24/9 and Arthur B. Bryanson, Town Clerk, Metropolitan Borough of 
Woolwich, to Rt. Hon. Sir John Baird, First Commissioner of Works (Copy), 4 January 1923 and Draft. Reply Initd. L. E., 26 January 1923, PRO HLG 49/1/3- 
Quotation from The Times, 5 October 1922. 
3-. Arthur Micheal Samuels M. P. to Minister of Health, 7 February 1923 and 
Arthur G. Boscowen to A. M. Samuels, 19 February 1923, PRO HLG 49/3. 
4. Minute by S. C. Alfora to Mr. Strohmerger, 20 May 1926, PRO HLG 49/874. 
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12. Conclusions 
The wartime rents agitation, unlike the shop stewards movement, gave 
rise to no important theoretical innovations;. its rewards were material 
and durable. The war transformed the hitherto uneven struggle between 
landlord and tenant. The state was compelled to intervene to redress 
the balance. Combat, in which various tenants associations were pitted 
in isolation against adversaries assured of the ultimate support of the 
law, thereafter became a thing of the past. Henceforth the conflict was 
nationalised. The persistence of the agitation no doubt owed something 
to the manner in which the key bridge-head had been established. The 
capitulation of the Government in 1915, it was rightly noted, 'undoubtedly 
strengthened the belief in the minds of many of the men that concessions 
could be obtained by striking which it was not possible to secure in any 
other wayl. 
1 Nevertheless, the resurgence of tenant unrest after the 
introduction of rent control does represent a rather puzzling phenomenon. 
Until the latter stages of the war house rents remained frozen. On the 
face of it, the outcry which culminated in the introduction of Regulation 
2(A)2 and its supersession by the Rent Act, 1918, was not at all commensurate 
with the number of evictions in England and Wales. The data collected by 
the Central Billeting Board disclosed no serious hardship arising from this 
cause. The widespread and continued agitation seemed to be without 
foundation. Contemporaries were perplexed. The question arises: was 
it the case that working people had nothing to fear but fear itself? 
Such a proposition, though not implausible, amounts to nothing more than 
a description of popular apprehension. The new element in the situation 
1. History of MinistrY of Munitions, 11,4, p. 105. 
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resides not in the fear but in the response to insecurity; and this 
willbe better understood if viewed as part of a larger process of 
radicalisation that developed out of the campaign of 1915. 
The remarkable success of that campaign came as some 
to both landlord and tenant. The principal prop to 
latQ Victorian and Edwardian Britain was ideological 
Bricks and mortar had, to a quite remarkable degree, 
values of possessive individualism. The possession 
thing of a revelation 
private property in 
rather than economic. 
come to signify the 
of real property, 
a home of one's own, had become a perfect embodiment of the virtues of 
market forces. The connection was vital. Property ownerst starved of 
capital, suffocating beneath the mountainous weight of local taxation, 
and subject to damaging attacks from left-wing critics, were acutely 
conscious of their. exposed position. It was not for nothing that, at an 
annual dinner, property owners rose to toast 'the Press of the United Kingdom'. 
George. Wynneq editor of the Liverpool Mercury, the guest of honour, in a 
gracious reply, remarked upon the mutual sympathy between Press and 
property owners both engaged in the task of public enlightenment. 'Their 
aspirations', he told an appreciative audience, 'were shared by the public 
journals of this country'. 
The extent to which possession of residential property had become bound 
up with 
, 
the preservation of a free enterprise economy is thrown into 
relief-by the.. often exaggerated expectations which the very idea of the 
rent strike-aroused. Its'shock-value was considerable. 'It was an 
instrument which would arouse consternation in the Government and the well- 
to-do', wrote Sylvia-Pankhurst, who viewed it as a most dramatic medium for 
1. Repo t of 12th Conference of the United Property Owners Association 
of Great Britain (Liverpool 1899), p. 43. 
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the projection of the pre-war suffragette campaign. Similarly, the 
abortive national rent strike, organised by the left-wing National Union 
of Ex-Servicemen in 1920, was not part of the rents agitation as such; 
rather landlords were considered the most convenient target for the 
proposed campaign against inflation and profiteering. 'Poplarism' 
too was distinguished by'a, willingness to resort to rent strikes both 
to, secure-the, release of the imprisoned councillors and to persuade 
Ministers to sanction the extraordinary expenditure on relief incurred 
in that poverty-stricken. area of London. 
1 
The hopes of, the militants were the fears of the reactionaries. The 
Russian Revolution cast a dark shadow over the prospects for private 
property in. Britain. In the Soviet Union, it was noted, workers lived 
rent-free. 
2ý, Alderman Sir George Bean, chairman of Dudley Corporation 
Housing Committee, was convinced that the time was at hand when British 
workers would. enjoy a similar privilege. The proposed rent strike 
amongst council tenants, he said, constituted Ithe. first attempt at 
Bolshevism in Dudley'. The Woolwich rentýstrike, declared the Municipal 
Engineering and Sanitary Record, presaged the abolition of rent. The 
spread, of tenants associations seemed a most menacing development. In 
Manchester, they, 
-were said 
to be 'hot beds for Bolshevism' composed of 
'Worthless peopleg utterly wrong and miserably insignificant'. In Barrow 
1.,.,,,, Sylvia Pankhurst, The Suffragette Movement (1931), p. 528; on National 
Union of Ex-Servicemen see The Times, 29 July and 20 August 1920, The 
Communist, 19 August 1920,. and Report of Ministry of Labour, 28 August 1920, 
PRO Cab. 24/111 CP 1811; on 'Poplarism', Reports on Revolutionary Organis- 
ations in the U. K., 22 and 29 September 1921, PRO Cab. 24/128 CP 3333 and 
CP 3550, and 'Statement Made by the Chairman to Sir Alfred Mond on the 
Occasion of the Deputation on 20 June 19221, Poplar Municipal Alliance MSS. 
2. Manchester Evening News, 10 June 1920. 
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too they were a magnet for subversives of all sorts* 
The universal significance attached to the private Possession of property, 
symbolised in the foregoing extravagance, obscures much that is of 
importance. The ideological fig leaf with which property owners sought 
to clothe their nakedness relied upon the deliberate confusion of two 
quite distinct motives for possession. The significance of the Small 
Dwellings Act, 1899, it was noted in a previous chapter, resided not in 
its negligible take-up, but in the formal separation of owner-occupation 
from speculative acquisition, with the corresponding recognition that the 
latter was not the sole nor necessarily the best means of promoting the 
former. On that occasion small house owners could take shelter beneath 
the capacious umbrella of the building societies, who took', a jaundiced view 
of even this minimal attempt to entrench upon their domain. 
The advent of -a hostile Liberal Government, which clearly regarded real 
property as a convenient milch-cow to satisfy the demands for both guns and 
butter, underlined the politically-marginal position of the small owner. it 
represented the culmination of a trend foreseen ever since the passage of 
the, Second Reform Act. -Increasingly, thereafter, the landlord's largely 
untrammelled right to the enjoyment of his property ultimately depended for 
its legitimacy, upon the inertia of the working class rather than the 
political power wielded by the various property owners' associations. 
Indeed, thqýgrowth of such bodies was a recognition that the system could 
not long withstand a concerted challenge. The attempt to masquerade as 
1. ý Dudley Chronicle, 7 June 1919; Municipal Engineering and Sanitary Record, 
17 April 1919; Report of 42nd Conference of National Federation of Property 
Owners (1920), pp. 29-30; 'Report on Revolutionary Organisations in the U, K*q 
17 -December 1919, PRO Cab. 24/95 CP 319. 
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ratepayers' associations, though not without effect, was indicative of 
their vulnerability. ' It postponed the day of reckoning. 
Until the outbreak of war, the dominant threat-to private property in 
Britain was posed by Mr Lloyd George's determination to press ahead with 
extensive social reforms financed out of involuntary contributions levied 
upon the owners of real estate. After 1914 it was displaced by the 
previously latent challengeposed by working class tenants; and in 1915 
the spell-was-broken. The collapse of this once hallowed symbol of 
authority, was not lost on contemporaries. W. C. Anderson noted the 
transformation: ,, -, ,ý 1"ý I 
Time was when the landlords, had, everything their own 
way, when they could bully and threaten and domineer 
without challenge, when tenants appeared to, accept, 
their position as creatures of meaner destiny and 
baser clay. -Whether--there has been much change-in 
the spirit of landlordism may be doubtedq but at all 
events there has been a big-change in the spirit of 
the tenants. New and liberating movements have been 
at work and the temper and outlook of the people have 
undergone something in the nature of a revolution. 
The landlords are no longer-looked upon as-the 
custodians of a heaven sent and eternal system not to 
., -be 
tampered with by the vulgar and-profane. The 
present arrangement is definitely challenged by 
hundredstof-thousands 1 of 
discriminating and undis- 
criminating minds.... 
Discriminating minds were, perhaps, au fait with the detail'of the new 
legislation; undiscriminating minds simply knew that henceforth they 
had something to protect. 
The tenants'--defence associations, spawned in the course of the struggle 
for the,. Rent. Act, together with the trades councils and other organised 
vigilantesq were quickly absorbed with the enforcement of the new measure. 
The Workers' National Committee was overwhel med by the insatiable demand 
for information. 'There appears to have been something like a conspiracy 
1. Forwardi 3 Novýmber 1915. 
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on the part of the Press to keep from the people the fact that the Bill 
has'passed the Lords', Middleton, its hard-worked secretaryq complained 
as'Slessor laboured to produce a comprehensive leaflet outlining the 
provisions'of the new law. The diffusion of this useful knowledge 
was of paramount importance. But, though he strained every sinews the 
lawyer'was unable to accommodate all the urgent claims of anxious affiliates. 
William Mellor, -who pressed for even greater expedition, was almost in 
despair: "I-am being'worried to-death by correspondence respecting the 
position of Tenants now that the Rent Bill has passed'q he wrote Middleton 
2 in"January, 1916. The months that, followed brought little respite. 
W'. C. 'Anderson, Middleton wrote in answer to-an enquiry, -the-following yeart 
'is so overwhelmed"with correspondence arising out of the Rent Restrictions 
3 Act'that-. he: cannot reply to all the intricate points raised' . Dan 
Rider had to give"up a short-lived column in the Daily Herald in order to 
I, 4 cope with the resultant 50,000 enquiries. 
Tenants Uere less and less inclined to suffer in silence, and prepared to 
put to the test that part of the labour litany which underlined the unity 
of knowledge and power. Birmingham Trades Council's determined prosecution 
of Sharp Chant was'symptomatic of the new assertive mood. Trades 
1. 
-J. 
S. Middleton, to A. Jenkins, 31 January 1916; and see too leaflet 
published by Newcastle Labour Representation Committee, Increase of Rent & 
Mortgage'Interest (War'Restrictions) Act'(1916) WNC MSS. 
2. William Mellor to J. S. Middleton, '17 January 1916, WNC MSS. 
3. J. S. Middleton to John McGillivray, Secretaryq Newton-Mear, ns Vigilance 
Committee q7 May 1917, WNC MSS. 
,, 
Departmental-Committee on the Operation of the Rent Acts: MS Minutes 
of Evidence, 8 March 1920, P- 35, PRO HLG 41/5. 
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unionists and tenants' associations were everywhere keen to expose 
illegal exactions and bring the protection of the law within reach of 
their otherwise defenceless constituents. This was a formidable task. 
Popular antipathy towards any involvement with the courts, notwithstanding 
Dr. Philips', important qualifications in the sphere of criminal law, 
remained a major constraint. 
1 The desire to minimise contact with 
the Judicial process, and thus to reduce insecurity, was not the least 
of-the factors-underlying the repudiation of Fair Rents Courts in 1915 
and the subsequent insistence upon the application of Regulation 2(A)2. 
Above all, summary eviction retained an awful association with a court 
appearance. --lIn the background', Rider remarked, 'there always lurked 
the fear of beingýsummoned to that strange place, the Court, and being 
ordered to give up their homes'. 
2 The arcane nature of the, proceedings 
and the ritual, even-in-the inferi: or courts, together constituted a massive 
form of intimidation which-landlords well understood. The mere threat of 
proceedings was often sufficient to deprive the ill-informed or frightened 
tenant, of his 
I 
or her rights. 
3 The unorganised tenant remained at the 
mercy, ofunscrupulous landlords. The rewards attendant upon participation 
could be substantial, however. In consequence of the systematic campaign 
to recover excess rents undertaken by organised labour in Hull, more than 
Z10,000 was returned to some 5,000 tenants. 
4 
The sensitising effect of the 
1. -, On working class willingness to prosecute offences against property, 
see David Philips, Crime & Authority in Victorian England (1977), pp. 124-129, 
285-286. 
2. Rider, Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords & Tenants, p. 47 
3. The number of applications for possession entered was vastly in excess 
of the number of cases heard in court: see -PP- 
1924, XIX 
4. F. Potter, Secretary, Hull Trades Council, to J. S. Middleton, 12 April 
1917, WNC MSS; W. E. W. N. C. Minutes, 6 December 1917. 
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innumerable campaigns to redress abuses conducted by local labour movements 
was atthe bottom of the brush-fire agitation sparked by, Mr. Churchill's 
extraordinary intervention at Barrow in the summer of 1917. The 
resultant success encouraged tenants to probe further the apparent 
weaknesses of the authorities. 
The wartime tenants struggles were not-without a bearing upon that still 
unexplained phenomenonj the radicalisation of working-class women. These 
were years which witnessed an, unprecedented effort on the part of groups 
such as the Women's Labour League to tap that vast reservoir of expertise 
which-working-class, women alone possessed, and to involve them in the 
design and planning of-the homes, to be built for themselves and their 
1 
returning heroes. , The daughters of the proletariat, howeverg were 
not passive participants; in 1915 they were at the forefront of the 
no-rents agitation. Thereafter the Glasgow Labour Party Housing Association 
went-out of its way to accommodate these most valuable new recruits on terms 
of equality. 
2 The Glasgow Woman's Housing Association felt it now 
possessed-sufficient confidence to subordinate the claims of women to 
3 
those-of-class; henceforth it became the Glasgow Worker's Housing Association. 
The effect of theirýexemplary and, widely-publicised conduct in 1915 was 
evident in subsequent actions. ýThe 'street captains', pioneered by 
housewives-at'Govan and Partick, reappeared with bells and klaxons during 
the post-war rent strikes at Dudley and Rosyth. 
4 
The transformation was 
1. -See leaflet- published by Women's-Labour League, The Working Woman's House (1917) and 'Report on the Work of the Housing Sub-Committee of the Women's 
Labour Leaguel, ýby Marion Phillips, WNC MSS. 
2. See correspondence of Andrew M'Bride, Forward, 4 March '1916. 
31 Forward, 1 20 May 1916. " 
4. ', Dudley Chronicle,, 21 June 1919; Rosyth and Forth Mail$ 12 and 26 June 
and 3 July 1919. 
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'the subject of much comment. 'Women's minds had changed considerably', 
said Jack Sheppard, the industrial militant (an executive member of the 
Woolwich Shop Stewards Commit. tee). 'The School Board man doesn't 
frighten mothers into a fit nowadays, and we have women banding together 
and refusing to pay rent'. An official of the Workers' Union, addressing 
a meeting of Rosyth tenants, made much" the same point. 'WomenIq he said, 
much to the evident amusement of the audience, 'were the best men in this 
case', Naive and self-seeking politicians were convinced that the War 
Rents League was able to 'deliver' the female vote. 
1 
The rents agitation, then, provided a potent source of radicalisation 
amongst working class women. Whether or not it provided a similar entree 
for other previously disadvantaged groups is less clear. Were, for example, 
poor unskilled workers, those who prior to the war might have been more 
inclined to wrap a poker round an insistent landlord's head, increasingly 
disposed to organise in tenants and other associations to achieve their 
objectives? The evidence on this point i's not as yet sufficient to offer 
a pronouncement. The activities of the Government Hutments Tenants' 
Protection League at Woolwich and the rent strike organised by the Foleshill 
Tenants' Association at Holbrook Lane, Coventry, were the product of 
exceptional circumstances and a reflection of the geograplýically uneven 
impact of state intervention on the economy. 
The concentration of production aggravated the pre-existent housing shortage 
in most of the major arms manufacturing centres. The minimal provision of 
state subsidised accommodation coupled with measures designed to foster 
1. Woolwich Pioneer, 14 February 1919; Rosyth and Forth Mail, 15 May 1919; 
Rider, Ten Years Adventures Amongst Landlords and Tenants, p. 61. 
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greater'diversification would, it was hoped, suffice to resolve the crisis. 
FýOM`the outset it was recognised as impolitic for the state to act 
simultaneously as both employer and landlord. The estates built 
"'by the Mifiistry of Munitions were formally managed by the local authorities. 
But, as was seen, the parallel arrangements made by the Admiralty at 
Rosyth barely concealed the special relationship which had thus been 
c 'reated. Tenants in these districts, all in one way and another employed 
on ýital'war work, were therefore in a position to exert an unusual amount 
of leverage. The dominant concern for the resumption of market forcess 
evident in the preservation of what proved to be an ever-widening differ- 
ential between controlled and uncontrolled rents, provoked the very unrest 
it was the object of policy to forestall. 
In'a period of rapidly rising prices rent reductions rather than wages 
increases were considered by many workers a less inflationary means of 
2 
maintaining living standards. The post-'war rent strikes in part reflect 
thi's preference. They are also indicative of a new confidence which 
turned'into desperation in face of the unemployment that scarred a generation. 
11 'ýhe a'utýýriti'es, though not always favourably disposed, could not but 
help' reýieiýk upon the changed outlook among working-class tenants. it 
must-be understood that although there is a War Rents Act, it does not mean 
'that-tenants are absolutely the' masters of, the situation', said Judge 
Granger, K. C. - 'There are still some rights left to the landlord'. 
1. 'Woolwich Housing Scheme: Extract from the Report of the Proceedings 
of a Conference, held on 8 January 1915, of Representatives of the Local 
Government Board, War Office and Office of Works', PRO Works 22/24/9. 
2. See evidence of Harry A. Johns, Chairman, Rosyth Ratepayers' Associationi 
Burgh of Dunfermline, Case on the Appeal of the Scottish National Housing Go. 
and Others for the Opinion of The Judges under the valuation of Land (scotiand) 
Acts, p. 105, PRO Adm. 116/216-1-. 
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His Honour Judge Crawford took a no less jaundiced view. 'In the eyes 
of many-of these people', he wrote, 'a landlord was fair game4o He had 
had his innings, it was now their turn, and they intended to make the 
most of it'. Crawford, like many others, found it difficult to reconcile 
the habits of a lifetime in defence of the sanctity of contract with the 
creation of statutory tenancies. Coke and Blackburn, he felt, must have 
*I II 
turned in their graves. 'There seems to be an impression abroad now that 
working men can enter into contracts and disregard them at their pleasure', 
said an irascible County Court Judge, when giving judgement for the 
Ministry of Munitions against the organiser of the Government Hutments 
Tenants' Protection League. 1 
Those charged with the making of policy tried to adopt a more enlightened 
view. Duckworth recognised in the emergence of organisation amongst 
tenants a novel phenomenon with which authority would have to come to terms. 
A full account of the wartime experience, he argued, merited inclusion in 
the official history of the Ministry of Munitions and not merely on 
historiographical grounds. Such an account, he felt, would 'afford 
2 instructive reading in view of possible rent strikes in the future 
Those halcyon. -days before the lamps went out, when, tenants submitted 
without protest, were over. 
1. ' Woolwich' Pioneer, 18 May 1917; J. D. Crawford, Reflections and 
Recollections (193; 7-, pp. 86,107-108; Woolwich Pioneer, 20 June 1919. 
2. G. H. Duckworth-to G. I. H. Lloyd, 13 July 1920; also see Duckworth to 
Lloyd, 10 Januaryý1921, PRO Mun- 51330- The official history, it should 
be noted, was a work of reference rather than scholarship: on the manner 
of-compilation, see Denys Hay, 'The Official History of the Ministry of 
Munitions 1915-1919's- Economic History Reviewl XIV (1944). 
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. 
-Even on-the assumption of immediate post-war decontrol, there was a 
:. dawning recognition within Whitehall that the old autocracy could not 
ýbe restored in its entirety. A draft Landlord and Tenant Bill, prepared 
'in, -the Ministry of Reconstruction, acknowledged the need of new machinery 
for the settlement of disputes between these fractious parties. 
' 
In the event, desirable safeguards were to be grafted painfully in 
piecemeal fashion'upon an endless stream of rent acts. This process of 
ýad, hoc, emendationq perhaps a political need and psychological necessityq 
2 
was not without its pitfalls. Ministers feared that tenants, when properly 
advised$ would, no longer hesitate to embark upon litigation in order to 
exploit the opportunities presented by the drafting and other errors that 
invariably crept into these increasingly complex enactments, and indeed 
3 
much-post-war militancy can be ascribed to such initiatives. 
-In similar manner, the (from an administrative point of view) somewhat 
flaccid arrangements for the fixing of rents under the Addison Housing Act, 
and-particularly the insufficient incentive towards economy embodied in the 
PRO Cab. 24/76 GT 6836. 
2. Symptomatic of this is the fact that the administration of the Rent Acts 
was never vested in any one Government Department: Reports of Inter- 
Departmental Committee on the Rent Restrictions Acts, PP. 1937-8, XV, para. 24. 
On the subsequent failure to integrate rent control with housing policy, 
see M. J. Barnett, The Politics of Legislation (1969). 
3- On the remarkable campaign of the Stapleford Tenants' Associationg see 
Long Eaton Advertiser, 17 June, 15 JulY9 59.12 and 26 August, 30 Septemberg 
7 October, 4,11, and 25 November and 2 December 1921; also Crawford, 
Reflections and Recollections, pp. 81-82; 'Legislation for the Coming 
Session', Memorandum by the Minister of Health, 31 January 1922, PRO Cab. 
24/132 CP 3668; Home Affairs Committee 105 (2)9 23 February 1922, Cab. 24/6; 
'Increase of Rent & Mortgage Interest Restriction (Continuance and Amendment) 
Bill', Memorandum by the First Commissioner of Works, 6 March 1923, Cab. 
24/159 CP 139 (23);, and especially see, Report of the Committee on the 
Rent Restriction Acts, PP. 1924-5, XV 
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penny rate formula, opened the gateway that made the local authorities 
more sympathetic to tenantpressure than might otherwise have been the 
casp; council house rents were in consequence lower than they might have 
been, 
-although 
it was notmuch consolation to the many for whom such rents 
remained prohilbitive. 
The continuation of rent control together with the extensive provision of 
state-subsidised. housing represent the minimum costs of post-war stability 
in Britain. 
,, 
The rents agitation fizzled out during the mid-twenties, but 
by that time the possibility of state withdrawal from the housing field, 
as originally contemplated, already seemed remote. The principal tenants' 
associations, moreover, did not fade without trace. The attempt of the 
National Labour Housing Association to transform itself into a powerful 
federation of tenants' associations, it is true, never amounted to very 
much. But the Birmingham Federation of Tenants, the Glasgow Labour 
Party Housing Association, the War Rents League and others all continued, 
as iýdee'd did'ihe vaii6us'property owners' associations, to do battle 
before the"n-umerous intei-war committees on the rents acts. But their's 
is another, story... % 
.1- 
1. On this, see National Labour Housing Association, Annual Reports 
(1918-1924). The Association folded at the end of the decade. 
e 
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